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Preface 

This is a book about Thomas and the Gospels. That "and» is worth under
lining. The book is not just about the Gospel of Thomas, but also about the 
Synoptic Gospels. It explores the relationship between Thomas and the Syn
optic Gospels, an exploration that will at times require some detailed dis
cussion of the Synoptics Gospels themselves. This makes the book unusual. 
In spite of the fact that it remains one of the most vexed questions in the 
study of Christian origins, not a single monograph in English explores the 
case that 'Thomas knew the Synoptic Gospels. 

Many studies of the Gospel of 'Thomas work hard to try to understand 
the evolution of this enigmatic text, but they remain ambivalent about the 
idea that Thomas was familiar with the Synoptic Gospels. It may be the case, 
though, that 'Thomas's relationship with the Synoptics provides a gateway to 
the study of the Gospel. Once one has considered the evidence for 'Thomas's 

knowledge of the Synoptic Gospels, questions about how, when, and why 
the author used the Synoptics naturally follow. 

Although many readers will, quite understandably, wish to dip into 
selected chapters, this book attempts to construct an argument in order 
along the following lines. In chapter 1 ("First Impressions"), I explore the 
way that the issue appears on early acquaintance with it, looking at some 
of the general arguments offered for an independent 'Thomas, and drawing 
attention to the telling argument from 'Thomas's parallels to every strand 
of Synoptic data. [n chapter 2 ("Verbatim Agreement between 'Thomas and 
the Synoptics»), I argue that there has been a missing step in many dis
cussions of Thomas's relationship to the Synoptics and that the verbatim 
agreements suggest a direct relationship between 'Thomas and the Synoptic 
Gospels. In chapters 3 to 6 I argue that this relationship is one of Thomas's 
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Preface 

familiarity with the Synoptics, established by "Diagnostic Shards" (chapter 

3) of Matthean redaction (chapter 4) and Lukan redaction (chapter 5) ap

pearing in Thomas, with a special case saved for its own chapter, Thomas 79 

and Luke (chapter 6). One of the characteristics of Thomas's appropriation 

of the Synoptics is the phenomenon of "The Missing Middle" (chapter 7), 

where the middle section of Synoptic sayings and parables goes missing 
in the Thomasine parallel, sometimes leaving an inconcinnity. Phenom
ena like this lead to questions about the manner of Thomas's knowledge 

of the Synoptics, which raises questions about orality and literacy in the 
early Christian movement. In chapter 8 ("Orality, Literacy, and Thomas") 1 
explore the renewed stress on oraHty in recent scholarship and suggest that 
the role played by literacy should not be underestimated, and that there are 
difficulties with the search for primitive oral traditions in Thomas. In chap
ter 9 ("Dating Thomas and the Gospels") I argue that the Synoptic Gospels 

postdate 70 CE and that Thomas postdates 135 CE. ln chapter 10 ("Secrecy, 

Authority, and Legitimation: How and Why Thomas used the Synoptics") I 
contend that Thomas reworked material from the Synoptic Gospels in order 
to lend legitimacy to his sayings, to provide an authentic-sounding Synop

tic voice for its secret, living Jesus. 
This book is ambitious in only one respect, the attempt to argue the 

case for Thomas's familiarity with the Synoptic Gospels, a case that I think 
is stronger than it is usually perceived to be. I have not attempted to solve 
all the problems faced by scholars of the Gospel of Thomas, and I have tried 
to keep the discussion focused on this key issue, an issue that as a student of 
the Synoptic Problem I find to be one of particular interest. 

Since my previous book was an attack on a well-beloved and time

honored element in New Testament studies, the Q hypothesis, I have faced 
a dilemma in writing this book that is like Elizabeth Bennetts predicament 
as she ponders Mr. Collins's proposal. "An unhappy alternative is before 

you, Elizabeth. From this day you must be a stranger to one of your parents. 
Your mother will never see you again if you do not marry Mr. Collins, and 
I will never see you again if you do� I think that the case against Q helps 

one to see the case for Thomas's familiarity with the Synoptics, but I an1 

aware that this is a view that will alienate some of my readers, who remain 
attached to Q. But I risk alienating others if I pretend to ownership of a 
hypothesis against which I am a public opponent. My solution bas been 
to proceed by working on the basis of the generally held common ground 
of Markan priority, for which I have been an enthusiastic advocate, and to 

point to possible difficulties with the use of the Q hypothesis to bolster the 
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case for Thomas's independence, but at the same time to relegate discussion 
of Luke's familiarity with Matthew to the footnotes. I hope that the case 

has not been expounded with pride, and that it will not be received with 
prejudice. 

E..xcept where otherwise stated, English translations are my own. 
I would like to thank my colleagues in the Religion Department at 

Duke University, as well as in the Graduate Program in Religion, for their 
encouragement and interest while I have been writing this book. I would 

like to offer special thanks to those who have read all or parts of the manu
script, and have offered many helpful comments and criticisms, especially 
Loren Rosson, Stephen Carlson, Ken Olson, Michael Grondin, Jeffrey Pe
terson, and Andrew Bernhard. And the biggest thank-you is to Viola, Em
ily, and Lauren for their love, support, and patience. 

I wish I had managed to finish this book before Michael Goulder's 
death in January 2010. Although he was not a scholar of the Gospel of 
Thomas his brilliant contributions to the study of Christian origins, still un
derestimated or ignored by too many, have influenced my own thinking in 
many ways. He would always ask about the progress of the book and would 
love to discuss it. I cannot now present him with a copy, but I can at least 
dedicate it to his memory, with gratitude and great affection. 
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CHAPTER 1 

First Impressions 

The Gospel of Thomas is the non canonical gospel par excellence. It has been 
studied more than all the other noncanonical gospels put together, and for 
good reason.' Among all of the extant gospels that did not make it into the 
New Testament canon, this is the one that has the best claim to antiquity, 
the only one that provides the potential for extended reflection on the say
ings of the historical Jesus? However much we may wish to draw attention 
to the importance of understanding the development of Christianity in the 
second century, reaching back into the first century is still far more attrac
tive to most historians of Christian origins. There is romance in the idea 
that this text, so recently discovered, could provide a special witness to the 
earliest phase of Christianity.3 

For many, the text takes its place in a dynamic early Christian world 
in which variety and diversity are the chief characteristics. Words like "or
thodoxy" are firmly out of favor. Talk of "Christianities" is in. Indeed, the 
discovery of the Gospel ofThomas provided a catalyst for the development 
of this perspective in which it now plays such a major role. The impetus for 

1. Bart D. Ehrman, jesus: Apocalyptic Prophet of the New A'lillenniwn (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 1999). 71, describes it as •without question the most significant Christian 
book discovered in modern times.· 

2. Its main competitors for attention in historical jesus studies do not feature sayings 
from Jesus' ministr-y. Our only major extant fragm ent of tile Gospel of Peter, for example, deals 

witll tile passion and resurrection. 
3· See Stevan L. Davies, "111omas: The Fourth Synoptic Gospel; BA 46/t (1983): 6-9, n-

14, for an illustration of tllis kind of entllusiasm: "The Gospel ofThomas was buried away for 
1600 years and has been wished away for another 30. It should now be taken very seriously. 
:\lot only is it a fourtll synoptic gospel- it is a Q, too (14). 
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Thomas and the Gospels 

this new approach, in some senses its manifesto, was Trajectories through 
Early Christianity by James Robinson and Helmut Koester, first published 
in 1971.4 The book was in part a development of and in part a reaction to 
Rudolf Bultmann's views, now packaged for a new era. Early Christian di
versity looms large, and newly discovered early Christian texts take their 
place in a world of competing trajectories. The Gospel of Thomas, unavail
able in full to Bultmann when he was writing his seminal History of the Syn
optic Tradition! Il!OW rises to new prominence alongside the hypothetical 
source Q, as two early witnesses to a passion-free, sayings-based trajectory 
in early Christianity, which contrasted with the passion-centered, PauUne
influenced versions of  Christianity that later won the day. 

Trajectories h.as influenced a generation of scholarship on Christian 
origins, and its legacy is perhaps most pronounced in the key contributions 
of scholars like Robert Funk6 and John Dominic Crossan,' most famous for 
their prominence in the Jesus Seminar,8 who have applied a model that pri
oritizes Q and Thomas in historical Jesus research. The responsible histori
cal Jesus scholar now works outside canonical boundaries, and those who 
ignore texts like Thomas are chastised for their canonical bias. They are seen 
as engaging in a kind of stubborn, confessional attempt to skew the field by 
ignoring much of the best evidence. 

Many of the major books published on Thomas in the last generation 
are indebted to a model of Christian origins that is inspired by Trajectories. 
Perhaps most importantly, Stephen Patterson's influential Gospel ofThomas 
and jesus argues the case for an early, autonomous Thomas that enables us 
to reassess its witness to the historical Jesus and the movement he inspired.9 

4· James M. Robinson and Helmut Koester, Trajectories through Early Christianity (Phil
adelphia: Fortress, 1971). 

5· Rudolf Bultmann, History of the Synoptic Tradition (ET; znd ed.; Oxford: Blad:well, 
1968). It is worth noting that Bultmann alr�dy took full advantage of the P.Oxy. fragments 

that were later discovered to be early Greek fragmentary witnesses to the Gosptl of71•omas. 
6. See, for example, Robert Funk, Honest to /eslls: jesus fora New Millennium {San Fran

cisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1996). 
7· John Dominic Crossan, The Historical jesus: The Life of a Mediterranean jewish Peas

ant (San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1991); idem, 71•e Birth of Cl1ristianity: Discover
ing What Happened in the Years Immediately After the Execution of Jesus (San Francisco: 

HarperSanFrancisco, 1998). 
8. Robert W. Funk, Roy Hoover, and the Jesus Seminar, 1l1e Five Gospels: The Search for 

the Authentic Words of jesus (New York: Macmillan, 1993). 
9· Stephen J. Patterson, 71•e Gospel of 71Jomas and jesus (Foundations and Facets; So

noma, CA: Polebridge, 1993). 
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First Impressions 

The idea that Thomas i s  familiar with the Gospels can seem unwelcome. 
If Thomas derives much of the material it shares with the Synoptics from 
the Synoptics themselves, then one of the key elements in the Trajectories 
model disappears. No longer would Thomas be an early, independent wit
ness to primitive Jesus tradition or to early, variant Christian ideologies. It 
is easy, in such circumstances, for a case in favor of Thomas's knowledge of 
the Synoptics to be seen as something of a recalcitrant, spoilsport attempt to 
hark back to a plOSition that is now passe.10 Unless there are new arguments, 
and new perspectives, the case for an autonomous Thomas remains a highly 
attractive one to anyone interested in exploring the diversity of early Chris
tianity. Given the difficulty in making progress in scholarship, some might 
feel that the last thing we want is t o  undo the fine work of the last generation 
and t o  set back the clock to a bland, monochrome view of Christian origins. 

If the case for Thomas's familiarity with the Synoptics is now some
times regarded as old-fashioned or reactionary," it is further damaged, in 
the minds of some, by its association with a particular ideological stance. 
Thomas's familiarity with the Synoptics is often regarded as an essentially 
conservative case, argued by those who are keen to police canonical bound
aries and align the earliest forms of Christianity with emerging orthodoxy. 
The crucified and risen Savior then remains the heart of a unified early 
Christian kerygma, witnessed alike by the evangelists, Paul, the General 
Epistles, and Revelation. The perception is understandable.12 Several schol
ars who identify themselves as evangelicals are an1ong those who argue for 
a later, dependent Thomas, 13 and the relegation of Thomas to the second 
century is becoming a major theme in scholarly works of Christian apolo-

10. Cf. Ron Cameron, "Ancient Mrths and Modem TI1cories of the Gospel ofT/wmas 
and Christian Origins; in Ron Cameron and Merrill P. Miller, eds., Redescribing Christian 
Origins (SBLS)'IllS 28; Atlanta: Societ)' of Biblical Literature, 2004), 89-108 (91): "The effects 
of subordinating the Gospel oJT11omas to the canonical Gospels are especially pernicious, in 

that Tiro mas is not taken seriously as a Gospel worthy of study in its own right, but is reduced 

to the status of a te.xtual variant in the history of the Synoptic tradition." 

u. April DeCo nick. "Human Memory in the Sayings of Jesus; in Tom Thatcher, ed.,Je· 

sus, the Voice, and the Text: Beyond the Oral and Written Gospel (Waco: Baylor University 
Press, 2008), 135-80, �It is my finn opinion that the time has wme for the theory of TI1omas's 
literary dependence to be put to bed• (179). 

12. See, for example, Klyne R. Snodgrass, ·The Gospel of Thomas: A Secondary Gospel; 
Second Century 7h (1989·90): r9·38 (23); rcpr. in Craig A. E••ans, ed., Tire Historical Jesus, vol. 

4' Lives of jesus and jesus Outside tire Bible (London: Routledge, 200-J), 291-310 (page refer
ences throughout this book are to the origi nal publication). 

•3· Most recently Nicholas Perrin, Tlromos: Tire Other Gospel (Louisville: Westminster 
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Thomas and the Gospels 

getics.14 We should be wary of the notion, however, that a late or dependent 
Thomas always and inevitably proceeds from a conservative or apologetic 

scholarly stance. Assessing scholarly trends is rarely straightforward and it 
is frequently unhelpful. The easy categorizing of viewpoints into one camp 
or another can lead to summary dismissals and failure to study the evi
dence. 

Although Thomas has a clearly defined role in evangelical Christian 
apologetics, it does not follow that all those arguing for Thomas's famil
iarity with the Synoptics are motivated by the desire to defend the faith. 
Some scholars known as broadly conservative in some areas are advocates 
of an early, independent Thomas,15 and there are well-known skeptics who 
see it as a later, Gnostic text.'6 In other words, the expectation of a neces
sary alignment between a particular ideological stance and a given view 
on Thomas's relationship to the Synoptics is oversimplifying and unhelpful. 
At the risk of sounding hackneyed or even naive, it remains important to 
underline that whatever the presuppositions of the scholars involved, it has 
always been argument and evidence that matter. Scholarship on the Gos
pel of Thomas is at  its worst when those perceived to be on different sides 
simply retreat into entrenched positions without engaging carefully what is 
actually being said by one another. This is not to argue for a return to mod
ernist delusions about the possibility of a neutral and objective perspective 
on history, but rather to remind ourselves that the presence of presupposi-

John Knox, 2007); idem, Thomas and Tatian: 1/re Relationship between the Gospel of1homas 
and the Diatessaron (Academia Biblica 5; Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2002). 

14. For example, Craig A. Evans, Fabricating Jesus: How Modem Scholars Distort the 
Gospels (Downers Grove. IL: Inter Varsity Press, 2oo6),1ists the following in the front matter 
(7) as "fact": "The Gospel of Thomas . . . is late, not early; secondary, not authentic. Contrary to 
what a few scholars maintain, the Gospel of11romas originated in Syria and probably no ear

lier than the end of the second century:" The discussion of 71romas is in chapter 3 (52-77). See 
similarly Darrell L. Bock and Daniel B. Wallace, Dethroning jesus: Exposing Popular Culture's 
Quest to Unseal the Biblical Christ (Nashville: Nelson, 2007), IO)·JO, devoted to refuting the 
claim that "The Gospel of Thomas radically alters our understanding of the real jesus." 

15. For example, Cerd Theissen; see further below, 8-9. 
16. For example, Michael Goulder, Luke: A Nerv Paradigm OSNTSup 20; Sheffield: Shef

field Academic Press, 1989), 23, 25, 181-82 n. 40; and Bart Ehrman,/esus, Apocalyptic Prophet, 
71-78. Ehrman holds open the possibility that 7JJOmas preserves independent!)• attested say

ings of Jesus but does not think that it provides any significant help in the historical Jesus 
quest. See also Ehrman's Lost Christianities: 71re Battle for Scripture and the Fait Irs We Never 
Knew (Oxford: Oxford! University Press, 2003), "The Discovery of an Ancient ForgerY, 47-66. 
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First Impressions 

tions should not be used a s  an excuse to ignore uncongenial evidence or to 
engage in easy dismissal of opposing views. 

Dependence or Familiarity? 

In the early days of Thomas scholarship, following the publication of the 
Coptic text in 1959,17 the majority view was that Thomas knew the Synoptic 
Gospels.18 These days, essays on the state of the question tend to represent 
the debate as a scholarly split, half on the side of Thomas's independence, 
half on the side of its dependence on the Synoptics,19 though some claim 
that the scales are tipping in favor of Thomasine independence/0 or that 
there is a kind of geographical split, with those in North America more in
clined to see Thomas as independent, and those in Europe more inclined to 

17. A. Guillaumont, H.-Ch. Puech, G. Quispel, W. Till, and Yassah 'Abd al Masih, eds., 
Tire Gospel Accordi.ng to Thomas: Coptic Text Established and Trmrslated (Lddcn: Brill, 1959). 

18. Sec in particular Robert M. Grant, David Noel Freedman, and William R. Schoedel, 
The Secret Sayings of jesus: Tire Gnostic Gospel of Thomas (London: Collins, 1960); and Wolf· 
ga.Jlg Schfage, Dcu Vefhiiltnis des 71.omas-Erctngc:l;ums zut· synoptischefl Tllrtlitiou und zu den 
koptischen Evangelien-iibersetzungen: Zugleiclr ein Beitrag zur gnostischen Synoptikerdeullmg 
(BZNW �9; Berlin: Topelmann, 1964); but note also Harvey K. McArthur, "The Gospel Ac
cording to Thomas," in Harvey K. McArthur, ed., New Testament Sidelights: Essays in Honor 
of Alexander Converse Purdy (Hartford: Hartford Seminary Foundation Press, 1960), 43"77· 
The key early works to argue against a simple dependence on the Synoptics were by G. Quis
pel; see especially �lJ,e Gospel of 1J10mas and the :\ew Testament;" VC n (1957): 189·207; 
"l.'Evangile selon Thomas et le D iatessaron; VC 13 (1959): 87-117; "L'Evangile selon Thomas et 
lc 'Tcxtc Occidental' du :\ouvcau Testament:' VC 14 (1960): 204·15; and "Some Remarks on 

the Gospel of Thomas;" NTS 5 (1958-59): 276·90. 
19. James D. G. Dunn, Jesus Remembered (Christianity in the Making r; Grand Rapids: 

Eerdmans, 2003), for example, says, "From early days following its ini tia.l publication (1959), 
opinion bas been almost equally divided as to whether the Gospel ofTiromas knew and drew 
from the Synoptics (and John) or is a witness to an early form of the jesus tradition prior to 

the Synoptics and independent of the Synoptics as sucli (161·6�). 
zo. Stephen J. Patterson, "Understanding the Gospel of Thomas Today," in Stephen J. 

Patterson, James M. Robinson, and Hans-Gebhard Bethge, The Fifth Gospel: Tire Gospel of 
Tlromas Comes of Age (Harrisburg: Trinity Press International, 1998), 33·75. "Most scholars 
working on Tl•omas today share this v;ew; ,·iz. that the evidence does not support the idea 
that "Tiromas '"as generated out of the synoptic texts through wholesale borrowing of mate· 
rial" (67·68). Already in 1988, Christopher Tuckett warned about the differing claims made 
about what constitutes the majority view, "Titomas and the Synoptics:' NovT 30/2 (1988): 
132·57 (132). 
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see Thomas as familiar with the Synoptics.21 Others claim that the question 
itself is fundamentally wrongheaded, and that we should instead be ask
ing about the evolution of the document, and its complex interactions with 
synoptic-like traditions across many years.22 The one view that is rarely 
canvassed is that Thomas was used by one or more of the Synoptic Gospels, 
perhaps surprising given the number of scholars who wish to date Thomas 
early.2' 

One of the difficulties with these discussions is that they are often 
framed in terms of "literary dependence" and "independence:'24 but these 
terms can be unhelpful. The term "literary" inevitably makes us think about 
scribes, books, and copying, imagery that may be inappropriate for a book 
like Thomas that gives so clear an impression of orality and aurality. The 
book is filled with what is said and heard, with mouths and speaking, with 
ears and listening. Writing and reading are seldom mentioned.25 Could a 

21. Patterson, Gospel of Tlromas and Jesus. to, spoke in 1993 of "a certain 'continental 
drift;" but Plisch, who characterizes the original divide as between an "Anglo-Saxon and 
especially American front'" represented by Koester and Robinson, and "the German front'" 
represented by Schrage, sees the older controversies as "rather fruitless" and "increasingly ir· 

.-dcvao� (U,�c-Kafstc.n Plisch, 71u: Gospel f>j7laomcls: Odginal Text witlt Co11wteutc.u-y (Stutt
gart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, zooS], 15). He rightly notes, "The geographical distribution 
of research provides only a tendency; there have ahvays been exponents of each view on botlt 
sides of the Atlantic;" 15 n. 17. Recent German publications on Tiro mas include those on both 
sides of the issue: Enno Edzard Popkcs, Das J\1errscllerrbild des Tlromasevarrgelirmrs {WUNT 
206; liibingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2007), on the side of Tlromas's familiarity with the Synoptics; 
and lhomas Zockler, Jes11 Lelrren im 1/romasevarrgelium {Nag Hammadi and Manichaean 
Studies 47; Leiden: Brill. 1999). on the side of independence. 

22. This approach is especially characteristic of April DcConick, who sees the Gospel as 
a "rolling corpus; beginning as a "Kernel Gospel" and accreting materials over years to pro· 
duce our Thomas. There were some contacts "�th Synoptic materials in this process, but that 
contact is rarely determinative for Thomas's content. See most fully April DeConick, Recover
ing the Original Gospef ofTiromas: A History of the Gospel and Its Growth {LNTS z86; London: 
T & T Clark, zoo;); idem, The Original Gospel ofTiromas in Translation: Witll tl Commerrtary 

and New Errglisll Translation of the Complete Gospel (U\TS :187; London: T & T Clark, zoo6). 
23. See Stevan L. Davies, "Mark's Use of the Gospel of Thomas," Neotestamentica 30 

(1996): 307· 34, for a useful exception to this general rule. See too Gregory j. Riley, "Influence 
ofThomas Christianity on luke u:14 and 5:39; HTR 88/2 (1995): 229·35. 

24. Patterson, for example. characterizes it as "the dependency thesis," Go$J>el ofTiromas 

and Jesus, to; and in the pages that follow he speaks about "literary dependence;" "pall ems of 
dependence," and so on. 

25. llle only exception, however, is important- the lncipit. See below, 144-45 and 173-

79· 
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text that is apparently so oral in nature be literarily dependent on other 
texts? 

Moreover, the term "dependent" can be taken to suggest that Thom
as is a fundamentally derivative gospel, and that the most important thing 
about it is its relation to the Synoptic Gospels. Given that only about half 
of Thomas has parallels with the Synoptics, it may be that the most important 
thing about Thomas is not the Synoptic parallel material but rather the non
Synoptic material.l6 Perhaps it is in the non-Synoptic half that we will learn 
most about the origins and nature of the Gospel ofThomas. It may be prefer
able, therefore, to move the terminology away from "dependence" or "inde
pendence" and instead to talk about "familiarity:' "knowledge" or  "use:' These 
terms allow us to ask whether Thomas knows the Synoptic Gospels, without 
prejudging the extent of their influence on its authors thinking. It could be 
that Thomas uses the Synoptic Gospels as source material, but that the author 
does so critically and creatively, and not in a "dependent" or derivative way. 

The same kind of issue rears its head in discussions of John and the 
Synoptics, in which one can argue that the links between the texts amount 
to John's "knowledge of " rather than "dependence on" the Synoptics. Simi
lar issues are relevant also in discussion of second-century texts that are 
familiar with but not necessarily dependent on the canonical Gospels.27 
Even in discussions of the Synoptic Gospels, with their very high level of 
verbatim agreement, many prefer to talk about "knowledge" rather than 
"dependence" given the rather loaded nature of the latter term.28 The term 
"dependence" is therefore best avoided in discussions of Thomas's relation
ship to the Synoptics given its potential to mislead rather than to clarify. 

26. Cf. Snodgrass, •Gospd of Thomas; 19: ·o.,pendcnce on the canonical Gospds by 
itself will not explain the character of the Gospel of 11romas. In fact, it may explain only a 
relatively small portion of the collection. That 11romas is dependent in some sayings does not 
mean that it is dependent in all its sayings:' �ote the similarly cautious comments of Tuckett, 

"Thomas and the Synoptics," 156-57; but contrast Charles W. Hedrick, "'Thomas and the Syn· 
optics: A iming at a Consensus; Second Century 7/r (1989-90): 39-56, who speaks about "those 

who argue that 11romas depends only on the Synoptic Gospels (52). 
27. for the latter, see particularly Andrew Gregory, "Reflections on Method: What 

Constitutes the Us.e of the Writings That Later Formed the 1'1ew Testament in the Apostolic 
Fathers?" in Andrew Gregory and Clrristopber Tuckett, eds., 11re Reception of the New Testa

ment in the Apostolic Fathers (Oxford: Oxford University P'fess. 2005), 61-82. 
28. As one among many examples, Michad Goulder regularly speaks about Luke's 

"knowledge of" 1\latthew rather than his dependence on him, e.g., "Luke's Knowledge of 
Matthew," in Georg Strecker, ed., Minor Agreements: Symposium Gottingen 1991 (Gottinger 
theologische Arbeiten ;o; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1993), 143-60. 
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The Case for Thomasine Independence 

Discussions of the state of play in scholarship are, of course, only ever a 
prelude to the examination of the key questions, and it is necessary to turn 
to the arguments themselves. Many find the case for Thomass indepen
dence of the Synoptic Gospels appealing. Those dipping into the discussion 
through textbooks, popular introductions, summaries, and websites will 
encounter some general-level arguments that sound impressive. While de
tailed exegetical work is of course important, it is also necessary to address 
the introductory level and summary arguments that are s o  often found per
suasive. For many, the case is settled before the detailed work has begun, 
not least because of the forthright statement of the case. indeed, the stan
dard scholarly edition of the Gospel ofThomas provides an introduction to 
the issue that simply asserts the independence view as if it is self-evidently 
plausible. It does not even mention the alternative, that Thomas knew and 
used the Synoptics.29 

Similarly, Gerd Theissen and Annette Merz, in their popular textbook 
on the historical Jesus, state the case for independence with no consider
ation of the alternative. They offer three primary reasons for seeing Thomas 
as independent of the Synoptics under the headings of genre, order, and tra
dition history.300!1l genre, they write: "As a collection of sayings, the Gospel 
of Thomas embodies one of the earliest genres of framework in which the 
Jesus tradition was handed down.»31 On order, they say: "The order of the 

29. "'The Gospel According to l11om:U: in Bentley Layton, ed., Nag Hammadi Codex TI, 

2-7 (2 vols.; �HS 20-21; Coptic Gnostic Library; Leiden: Brill, 1989), 1:38-130; introduction by 
Helmut Koester, 38-49 (42). Koester's introductory textbook is similarly single-minded about 

Thomas's independence, Introduction to the New Testament, vol. 2: History and Literature of 
Early Clrristianity (2nd ed.; Berlin: de Gruyter, 2000), 154-58. 

30. Gerd llH�issen and Annette Men, The Historical jesus: A Comp"lrensive Guide (ET; 

Minneapolis: Fortress. 1998), 38-40. 
Jt. Theissen and Merz, Historical jesus, 38. See Richard Valantasis, Tire Gospel of11romas 

(New Testament Readings; London: Routledge, 1997), 2, for a good example of tllis argument 
in practice: ·The Synoptic Sayings Source Q that Matthew and Luke used was considered a 
collection of sayings of Jesus without any narrative frame. The content of this Synoptic Say

ings Source Q could only b e  established by comparing tire sayings common to Manhew and 

Luke and by then reconstructing the common text; the genre of collections of 'sayings of 
Jesus' remained theoretical. With the discovery of the Gospel of Thomas in Coptic, scholars 

finally bad an actual document in the same genre as had been theorized, an existetrt gospel 
composed only of sayirrgs of jesus itr a collection of sayitrgs• (emphasis added). See similarly 
Pli.sch, Gospel ofTI•omas, 9· 
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logia in the Gospel of Thomas is completely independent of the Synoptic 

Gospels; this is a strong indication that the logia which they have in com
mon have not been taken over from the Synoptic Gospels:m And on tradi
tion history, they write: "Often the Gospel of Thomas offers logia in a form 

which in terms of the history of the tradition is earlier than the Synoptics:"' 
These general, popular-level assertions summarize arguments in favor 

of Thomas's independence that are often found in the literature. There are 
problems with each of them, and it will be helpful to take each in turn. 

Genre 

The argument tfrom the genre of Thomas requires appeal to the existence 

of the hypothetical Synoptic source Q, which by definition predates both 

Matthew and Luke since, according to the Two-Source Theory, it is a major 
source for botll. The argument will be unimpressive to those who are not 
persuaded by arguments for the existence of Q, for whom a direct link be
tween Matthew and Luke is more plausible than tlleir independence of one 
another." 

But Q skeptics should not be the only ones to have problems with this 

argument. The argument is circular. The problem with using the Q hy
pothesis to support an early Thomas is that it reverses the usual way that 

this argument is configured. As it is normally expressed, the existence of a 

sayings gospel like Thomas makes the existence of Q more likely. In other 

words, doubts about the existence of sayings gospels like Q are put to rest 
with the discovery of 1homas.35 But if Thomas is to be used as evidence in 

favor of the existence of sayings gospels, and so to support the existence of 
Q, it is circular to argue that the existence of Q bolsters the idea of an early 
Thomas. The matter might be different if there were other extant examples 

32. Theissen and Men, Historical jesus, 39· 
33· Ibid. 

34· See further my Case Against Q: Studies in Markan Priority and the Synoptic Problem 

(Harrisburg: Trinity Press International, 2002). 
35· See, for example. Robert E. Van Voorst. Jesus Outside the New Testament (Grand 

Rapids: Ecrdmans, 2ooo}, •>7• "111c discovery of The Gospel oj1l10mas in 1945 silenced those 

who daimed that there was no analogy in early Christianity for a collection of Jesus sayings 
without a narrative framework.• Van Voorst does not, however, name these scholars who 
were "silenced."' 
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of first-century sayings gospels like Thomas, but there are not?6 Appeals to 
"the collection of logia behind Mark 4"37 simply be g the questi on . What we 

hav e are fir st- centru ry narrative gospels in wh ich sayings clusters like Mark 
4 are embedded. \Ve do not have extant examples of th e kind of gospel say
ings collections th at th e genre argument requires. O f  course th ey may have 
existed, but arguments like th is, based only on what may h av e  been th e case, 
ar e inevitably we aker than arguments th at draw on extant materials. 

Even if Q the orists are righ t  about the existence of th e hypothetical 
document, though, the argument that aligns Thomas and Q cannot be par
tic ularly stro ng. It is true that there are certain basic generic similarities 
between Thomas and what is known ofQ. As Q is reconstructed, it is rich in 
sayi ngs material, and Thomas is almost entirely made up of sayings. Neither 
has a Passion Narrative. Beyond the introductory-level sketch, however, 
it may be the gell!eric differences, rather than the similarities, that prove 

revealing. I t  is not just th at th e reconstructed Q features disco urses th at 
contrast with th e enigm atic and pithy sayings in Thomas, but it is also a 

question of order. Thomas is made up of a series of loosely arranged sayings 
with no ov erarching narrativ e  structure of any kind. B y  contrast,  a careful 
reading of th e text of Q as reconstructed by th e I ntern ational Q Project38 
reveals a narrative seq uence, with one incident building on top of anoth er, 
with late r  incidents presupposing earlier incidents. Thus Joh n the Baptist is 
introduced (Q 3:2)39 and located in the region around the Jordan (Q 3:3); 

36. There are, on the other hand, many examples of tractates that focus on sayings 
among the 1\ag Hammadj documents. Werner Kelber, "Sayings Collection and Sayings Gos

pel: A Study in the Clustering Management of Knowledge; Language & Communication 9 
(1989): 213-24 (215), counts nine that "are either in part or in toto structured around the model 
of sayings, or dialogue genre," liSLing the Apocryphon of James, the Apocryphon of John, the 
Gospel of11•omas, the Book of11•omas the Contender, the Sophia of jesus Christ, the Dialogue 
of the Savior, the First Apocalypse of james, the Second Apocalypse of james, and the Letter 
of Peter to Philip. However, Kelber aligns Thomas not with those tractates in the :\ag Ham

madi (;brary but with "those early Christian sayings coUecHons whkh were in part used and 
revised by the narrative gospels, as was the case with Q" (nt). 

37· Theissen and Men. Historical Jesus, 38; and many others, e.g., Koester, "Introduc
tion," 42; Patterson, Gospel of Thomas, u7; and see further below, 160. 

38. James M. Robinson, Paul Hoffmann, and john S. KJoppenborg, Il•e Critical Edition 
of Q: Synopsis Including the Gospels of Matthew and Luke, Mark and II• om as ovith English, Ger

man, and French Translations of Q and Thomas (Hermeneia; Minneapo(;s: Fortress, 2000). 
39· In this context, in which I am taking for granted the existence of Q and the recon

struction of the IQP, it makes sense to use the convention of represenHng Q verses by their 
Lukan enumeration, though it is a convention with which, as a Q skeptic, I have some dif
ficulties. See further my "When Is a Text not a Text? The Quasi-Text-Critical Approach of the 
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crowds come to him for baptism (Q 3:7); he speaks to them about repen
tance (Q 3:7b-8 }; and he prophesies a "coming one" to whom he is subordi
nated (Q p6-17). Jesus is introduced and the Spirit descends on him, and 
he is called God's Son (Q 3:21-22}; the Spirit then sends him to the wilder
ness, where he is tested as God's Son (Q 4:1-13}; he is ill Nazara (Nazareth; 
Q 4.:16}; he preaches a major Sermon (Q 6:20-49}; and after he has finished 
speaking, he enters Capemaum (Q p), where he heals a centurion's boy 
(Q 7:1b-10). Messengers from John the Baptist, who is now imprisoned, ask 
about whether jesus is indeed the "coming one" (Q 7:18·Js), and the ensuing 
discourse takes for granted that Jesus heals people and preaches good news 
to the poor, all in fulfillment of the Scriptures, and likewise the teaching 
presupposes that Jesus associates with ta.x collectors and sinners, and that 
he is criticized tfor doing so. 

This narrative sequence is quite unlike anything in Thomas. The best 
explanation for the differences is source-critical rather than genre-critical!0 
Among the transitional editorial connections (Q 3:2, 21-22; 4:1, ?16; 7:1, 18-

24) is one that has the clear residue of Matthean redaction, Q 7:1, "And it 
came to pass when he . . .  ended these sayings . . . .  " This narrative segue 
echoes the first of the five typically Matthean end-of-discourse editorial 
markers (Matt. 7:28; u:1; 13:53; 19:1; 26:1}. A source-critical solution accounts 
for the narrative sequence, with Luke paralleling elements in Matthew's 
non-Markan sequence (Matt. 3-11; Luke 3-7), a sequence that dissipates as 
Matthew follows closely the Markan sequence from Matt. 12 to the end of 
his Gospel. 

But a commitment to a Q-skeptical solution to this problem is not nec
essary to see the clear contrast between Q and Thomas. The genre argument 
for the early, independent nature of Thomas breaks down when it emerges 
that Q and Thomas are so dissimilar. 

The contrast between Q and Thomas should not be underestimated 
given that narrative elements are generally much less likely to make it 
into a reconstruction of a hypothetical document like Q than are sayings. 
Overall, the evangelists are inclined to be more conservative with sayings 
material than they are with narrative material.41 Moreover, a lot of the Q 
sayings presupjpose the narrative development of the Synoptics: John the 

International Q Project; in Mark Good acre and �icholas Perrin, eds., Questioning Q (Dow
ners Grove, ll: Inter Varsity Press, 2005), 115·26. 

40. For the full argument, see my Case Against Q, chapter 9· 
41. See, for example, the figures in Charles E. Carlston and Dennis �orlin, "Once More 

- Statistics and Q;' HTR 64 (•97•): 59·78 (71). 
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Baptist's introducition, preaching, baptism of repentance, prophecy about 
Jesus, criticism of Herod, arrest, and imprisonment; Jesus' progress from 
Nazara to Capernaum to Jerusalem; his call of the Twelve, his healing 
activity, his preaching to the poor, his quoting of Scripture, his associ
ating with tax collectors and sinners, his death, exaltation, and return. 
While Thomas has at best narrative fragments,�1 1oose shards of minimal 
context of the kind that give certain sayings some coherence, Q has a sus
tained narrative s·equence, a flow of cause-and-effect action presupposed 
and illustrated in saying after saying, especially in the first third of the 
document.43 

Perhaps the danger with these observations is that they work at the de
tailed, nuanced level, where the point about the generic similarity of Thomas 
and Q is often madle at a fairly basic level of appeal, one of those "first impres
sions" that make an impact on new students. Such appeals have two simple 
points: both Thomas and Q are predominantly made up of sayings;� and 
both Thomas and Q lack a Passion Narrative. Helmut Koester, for example, 
frames it as follows: 

One of the most striking features of the Gospel of Thomas is its silence 
on the matter ofJesus' death and resurrection - the keystone of Paul's 
missionary proclamation. But Thomas is not alone in this silence. The 
Synoptic Sayings Source (Q), used by Matthew and Luke, also docs not 
consider Jesus' death a part of the Christian message. And it is like
wise not interested in stories and reports about the resurrection and 
subsequent appearances of the risen Lord. The Gospel of 71romas and 
Q challenge the assumption that the early church was unanimous in 
making Jesus' death and resurrection the fulcrum of Christian faith. 

42- For an interesting take on these narrative fragments, arguing that 7/romas's sayings 
are extracted from a commentary, see Hans-Martin Schenke, "On the Composilional llistory 
of the Gospel of Thomas; Foundations and Facets Forum to!J-2 (1994): 9-JO. 

43- It is worth under lining that there are narrative elements found within �-ertain sayings 
in Tlromas, most clearly in the key com•ersation in Tlrom. 13, on which see espedaUy Valanta
sis, Gospel of11romas, 74-78. The key difference between Q and Tlromas is over the developing 
narrative sequence. 

4+ Note, for example, Stevan L. Davies's summary statement, •Because of iiS primitive 

literary form (the list) and iiS lack of elaborate theories of Christ, and because it does not 
quote the �ew Testament verbatim, the Gospel of lllomas appears 10 be a very �ly text, 
perhaps one of the earliest pieces of Christian writing; in Tl•e Gospel ofTI•omas mrd Christiarr 
Wisdom (2nd ed.; Ore:gon House, CA: Bardic Press, zoo;), xi. For the claim about verbatim 
quotation, see chapter 2 below. 
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Both docwments presuppose that Jesus' significance lay in his words, 
and in his words alone." 

This is a helpful description of Thomas, which is well characterized as a 
"sayings gospel, in which salvation is found in the hearing and interpreting 
of Jesus' words. It is emphasized right at the beginning of the document, in 
Thorn. 1, "Whoever finds the interpretation of these sayings will not experi· 
ence death"; and the theme continues throughout the book, with repeated 
references to Jesus' words, 

"If you become my disciples and listen to my words, these stones will 
minister to you." (Thorn. 19) 

"Many times have you desired to bear these words which I am saying to 
you, and you have no one else to hear them from." (Thorn. 38) 

It is brought home with the repetition of "Whoever has ears to hear, let 
them hear!" on frequent occasions (Thorn. 8, 21, 24, 63, 65, 96). For Thomas, 
what Jesus says and how the interpreter hears are paramount In Koester's 
words, it is indeed the case that its interest is in "his words, and his words 
alone." 

There are major problems, however, with seeing Q in the same way. It 

illustrates the danger of trying to force the one, hypothetical document into 
the generic strai tjacket of the other, extant document. While Jesus' words 
are dearly important in Q, Jesus' deeds appear to be equally important, with 
illustrations of Jesus' wonder-working activity (Q 7:1·10, Centurion's Boy; 
Q 7:22, Healing of Many; Q 11:14, Exorcism) alongside reflections on what 
they tell the readers about Jesus. When John the Baptist's messengers want 

to find out if Jesus is indeed the "coming one" their master prophesied, Jesus 
confirms his identity not primarily by means of his teaching but instead by 
means of his wonder-working activity (Q 7:22). When Chorazin and Beth· 
saida are condemned, it is for rejecting Jesus' mighty works, not his words 
(Q 10:13·15)-·6 

There is a further difficulty with the generic comparison between Thom
as and Q - it functions to deflect attention away from generic comparisons 

45- Hdmut Koester, Ancient Christian Gospels: Their History and Devtlopment (Harris
burg: Trinity Press International, 1990), 86. 

46. The only hint of this in Thomas is 71rom. 14, in which jesus commands the disciples 
to "heal the sick.· 
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between Thomas and similar materials from the second century. There is 
no shortage of analogous works, as has long been recognized. Koester and 
Robinson themselves noted the generic parallels to Thomas among second
century texts and suggested that the Gattung of logoi so phOn (sayings of the 
wise) had a "gnosticizing proclivity:>-�' Q functions in this model to help 
anchor Thomas to the earlier period. \>'l'ithout it, Thomas loses that anchor, 
and finds itself on a current heading for the early to middle second century. 

Caution is necessary, in any case, over inventories that compare nar
ratives with sayings collections and then assign greater antiquity to the lat
ter.48 It is an appeal of such generality and vagueness as to be unhelpful. 
After all, narratives had been around for centuries, as had books of sayings. 
Neither has an obviously greater antiquity, and there is no reason to imag
ine that the earliest Christians began with sayings collections and only later 
moved on to narrative books. Nor is the situation any different when we 
look for hints about the types of traditional material in early circulation. 
One of our earliest extant Christian texts, 1 Corinthians, shows knowledge 
of both narrative material about Jesus (1 Cor. u:23-26; 15:3-7) and individual 
sayings (no-u; 9:14), just as we might have expected. All in all, the argu
ment for Thomas's antiquity based on its supposed generic similarity to Q 
is not strong. This comparison between a hypothetical source and an extant 
text only works on a sketchy level, assuming an unproven greater antiquity 
for sayings books over narrative books that detracts attention from more 
fruitful parallels in the second century. 

Order 

The argument fr0m the difference in order between the Synoptics and 
Thomas is at first sight impressive. Given the large number of parallel say-

47· James M. Robinson, "LOGO! SOPHO�: On the Gattung of Q," in Robinson and 
Koesler, Trajectories, 71·U3. 

48. Already made in Oscar Culhnann, "The Gospel of Thomas and the Problem of the 
Age of the Tradition Contained Therein: A Survey; Interpretation 16 (1962): 418-38, "In gen
eral, such coUections ofLogia were probably, along with Testimonia from the Old Testament, 
the oldest Christian literary types. The rabbinical Pirke Aboth could be cited as an analogy . 
. . . It is, finally, very natural that before the narrative of his life was drawn up the words of 
Jesus would have been handed on" (433). Contrast Tjitze Baarda, "The Gospel of Thomas," 
PTBA 26 (2003): 46-65, "l11e idea - that sayings traditions precede narratives - is merely an 
unproven hypothesis" (54). 
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ings in Thomas and the Synoptics, it is surprising that there are so few par
allels in order. Yet the argument proceeds in large part from the unrealis

tic expectations that are thrown up by our familiarity with the Synoptics, 
where parallels in order are so frequent and sustained. It is easy to default 
to thinking that the remarkable extent of the parallel order among Matthew, 
Mark, and Luke is somehow the norm. Stephen Patterson thus begins his 
discussion of tihe question by looking at the agreements in wording and 
order among the Synoptics, looking for the same kind of thing in relation 

to Thomas and the Synoptics. He regards it as a requirement in a theory of 
literary dependence for the scholar to demonstrate that "the sequence of 
individua.l pericopae in each text is substantially the same:'49 

The extraordinary degree of agreement among the Synoptics has 
spoiled us. It has created unrealistic expectations when we look at other 
similar documents.50 Moreover, the argument essentially reverses a valid 

positive argument about literary relationships such that it becomes a flawed 
negative argument about literary relationships. It is true, in discussions of 
the common order among the Synoptics, that the substantial agreement in 
order among Matthew, Mark, and Luke necessitates theories of a literary re
lationship. But one cannot legitimately reverse that positive argument and 
make the absence of substantial agreement in order a sign of the lack of lit
erary relationship. The relative lack of agreement in order between Thomas 
and the Synoptics of course leaves a literary link still to be demonstrated, 
but it does not show the absence of a literary link. 

It is important to remind ourselves also that one of the reasons for the 
sustained agreements in order among the Synoptics is the key presence of 
common narrative sequence. The Synoptic evangelists are much more con

servative in the order of narrative material than they are in the order of 
sayings material. This is particularly the case in the double tradition mate
rial, which often appears in different contexts in Matthew and Luke. Either 
Matthew or Luke (or both) has removed a lot of double tradition sayings 
material from the contexts in which he found it. Given that Thomas has no 
narrative contexts into which to slot its sayings material, it is not surpris
ing that its sayings appear in a very different order from that fotmd in the 
Synoptics. 

49· Patterson, Gospel of1bomas, t6. 
50. Some might argue that the same is true with respect to the relationship between 

John and the Synoptics. Patterson's analogy between 71tomas-Synoptic comparison and John· 
Synoptic comparison (Gospel of11romas, t2·t6) may be an unhelpful analogy for this reason. 
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Furthermore, ithe abbreviated, disconnected nature of the Thomasine say

ings lends itself to a looser structure. The form of the sayings relates directly 

to Thomas's redactional profile, the mysterious Gospel in which enigmatic, 

self-contained sayings, at best only loosely related to one another, are stacked 
up in baffling succession. The very success of the Gospel lies in its attempt to 

unnerve the reader, especially the outsider. This disconcerting aim reinforces 

the necessity for mysterious, pithy sayings, largely devoid of contextual dues 

to their interpretation. If Thomas's redactional aims require particular forms, 

those forms themselves cohere with Thomas's order, or lack of it. 

This is a point to which we will return, and one that requires a little 

more exploration. For the purposes of this discussion about order, the im

portant thing is to notice the way in which the author of Thomas is able to 

compound the nature of his enigma by surprising the hearer with constant 

changes of gear. It is not just the sayings themselves that shock and surprise, 

but also the bizanre juxtaposition of apparently contrasting ideas, side by 

side. This is a key point: if the author of Thomas is aiming at coherence, 

he has failed. It is unlikely, however, that he is attempting to be coherent. 

Rather, his Gospe� is aiming at enigma, and this is why it announces itself 

as an enigma from the beginning (lncipit, 1), and why it orders sayings in 

this apparently incomprehensible way. If one thing is dear about Thomas, 
it is that it is not dear. Modern interpreters with their bright ideas about 

Thomas's arrangement run the risk of attempting to explain what the author 

wishes to leave wnexplained, blunting the author's purpose by artificially 

conjoining and deciphering sayings that resist that kind of work. 

In other words, we are rightly surprised by the difference between the 

order of sayings in Thomas and the Synoptics, but this difference does not 

need to be explained as due to Thomas's ignorance of the Synoptics. It may 
be that the author wishes to retain elements from the Synoptics in order to 

give his Jesus the sound of authenticity, while depriving the reader of the 

kind of interpretive contextual dues that lead the reader of the Synoptics 

in particular directions. It could be that the difference in order between 

Thomas and the Synoptics says much more about the author's redactional 

agenda than it does about the author's source material.'" 

51. See also the useful comments in Tuckett, "'Thomas and the Synoptics; 139·40, espe· 

cially 140, "Further, the claim that Th has no logical order of its own, and hence the order of 
lll must reflect the order of a source (which therefore cannot be the synoptic gospels), really 
only pushes the problem one stage further back. What are we to make of the equally formless 
source(s) which lie(s) behind Th? If the formlessness ofTh is problematic, ascribing the order 
to a prior source merdy transfers the problem. It does not solve it.'" 
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Two further points are relevant in this context. First, as everyone ac

knowledges, there are certain key agreements in order between Thomas and 

the Synoptics (most notably 16.1-2 and 3; 55-I and 2; 65 and 66}, and these 
require explanation.'2 These agreements may be the result of the kind of 
familiarity with the texts that is so great that they went almost unnoticed 
by the author of Thomas, whose policy was elsewhere to decontextualize 
Synoptic sayings. 

Second, the lack of common order in Thomas's sayings may simply be 
a corollary of the first argument for Thomasine independence discussed 

above, concerning Thomas's genre. The assumption that sayings gospels 

would tend to have major agreements in order with the Synoptics proceeds 

in part from the Q hypothesis, according to which Matthew and especially 
Luke retain the order of many of the sayings from their source document. 

ln the absence of Q, though, we do not have another extant example of a 

first-century sayings gospel that shares sayings with the Synoptics, and so it 
is difficult to know what exactly we ought to expect. 

The argument from lack of common order, then, does not necessarily 
point to Thomas's independence. It imposes an expectation derived from the 
sustained agreements in order among Matthew, Mark, and Luke, agreements 
that are unusually strong and result in part at least from their shared narrative 
structure. The self-consciously enigmatic nature of Thomas's sayings collec

tion precludes the likelihood of that kind of sustained logical sequence. 

Tradition Histtory 

The third major argument for the primitivity and independence of Thomas 
is almost certainly the most influential, and it requires a good deal more 

exploration than the previous two, and it will be a topic that will continue 
to rear its head. in a variety of ways throughout our study. It is worth pay

ing some preliminary attention to the issues here, though, in an attempt to 
make clear how the argument works, and what to look for as the discussion 

develops. 

The argument from tradition history is effectively stated by Patterson: 

lf Thomas were dependent upon the synoptic gospels, it would be pos

sible to detect in the case of every Thomas-synoptic parallel the same 

52. Noted by, among others, OeCooick. Origi11al Gospel, 17. 
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tradition-historical development behind both the Thomas version of the 
saying and one or more of the synoptic versions. That is, Thomas' author/ 
editor, in taking up the synoptic version, would have inherited all of the 
accumulated tradition-historical baggage owned by the synoptic text, 
and then added to it his or her own redactional twist In the following 
texts this is not the case. Rather than reflecting the same tradition-histor
ical development that stands behind their synoptic counterparts, these 
Thomas sayings seem to be the product of a tradition-history which, 
though exhibiting the same tendencies operative within the synoptic tra
dition, is in its own specific details quite unique. This means, of course, 
that these sayings are not dependent upon their synoptic counterparts, 
but rather derive from a parallel and separate tradition. 53 

Like the previous two arguments for Thomas's independence, this one 

has a certain basic appeaL It sounds persuasive, but closer examination re
veals problems. The model Patterson assumes to be necessary for Thoma
sine dependence on the Synoptics is not in fact used by anyone, nor is it 
one that is required by the case. The issue under discussion is whether the 
author of Thomas is familiar with the Synoptic Gospels, and it is in principle 
likely that in taking over source material, he would not retain everything 
in the material he is using. Writers are not obliged to take over everything 
they find in their :sources, and it is never surprising to see authors editing 
material to suit their needs. Indeed, one might expect the author of Thomas 
to edit source material in order to reflect his distinctive agenda, not least if 
the text is aiming to be enigmatic. 

The model that Patterson argues against is one that imagines the snow
ball rolling down the hill, accreting fresh snow, but retaining what it already 
has. The image is an unhelpful one when one is dealing with authors and 
texts. Indeed, it is not particularly helpful even when one is dealing with 
oral tradition history. 

The point is illustrated by the example of inter-Synoptic dependence. 
We have little trouble in seeing Matthew and Luke redacting Mark with
out inheriting all of the tradition-historical baggage owned by the Markan 
text. Even a relatively short amount of time with a Gospel synopsis will 
provide the reader with plenty of examples of Matthew and Luke radically 

53- Patt�rson, Gospel ofT/romas and Jesus, 18. For a succinct and forthright version of the 

same argument, see Koester, "Introduction;' 42, "A comparison -.;th the Srnoptic parallels 
demonstrates . . .  that the forms of the sayings in the GT/r are either more original than they 

or developed from forms which are more originaL" 
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altering their source material. Where Matthew rewrites Marks story of the 
Gerasene demoniac (Mark p-20 II Matt. 8:28-34),54 the bulk of that story is 
absent from his much shorter version, but few would take seriously the idea 
that Matthew is independent from Mark here. Or when Matthew retells the 
story ofJohn the Baptist's death (Matt. 1�1-12), his far shorter version is de
monstrably secondary to Mark's more primitive version (Mark 6:14-29),S' 
and yet it lacks many of the latter's details. To use Patterson's terminology, 
Matthew has left lots of the "tradition-historical baggage" behind. 

The situation is no different when it comes to sayings material. When 
one evangelist is working from a source, he may or may not carry over 
elements that illustrate that saying's tradition history. The double-barreled 
pronouncement in Mark 2:27-28, "The Sabbath is made for humanity, not 
humanity for the Sabbath; therefore the Son of Man is Lord even of the 
Sabbath;' is rev-ised by both Matthew (Matt. 12:8) and Luke (Luke 6:s) to 
include only the second half of the pronouncement. Neither apparently felt 
obliged to retain both halves of the saying that they inherited. Examples like 
this could be multiplied. It is simply not the case in Synoptic comparison 
that one pericope, when taken over by a later writer, necessarily drags with 
it all the traditional features from the earlier version. Indeed, it is a com· 
moo fallacy in the discussion of the Synoptic Problem to assume that the 
evangelists' default position was to avoid omission of material from their 
sources. Sometimes they omitted material; sometimes they retained mate· 
rial; it is never straightforward to predict how they might behave on a given 
occasion.'6 

In other words, Patterson has raised the bar too high for the notion of 
Thomasine familiarity with the Synoptics, asking for a standard that would 

make Matthew independent of Mark, and Luke from both. It is unrealistic 
to expect Thomas to have taken over aU "the accumulated tradition-histor
ical baggage" from the Synoptics. The difficulty arises in part because the 

54· I assume lMarkan priority h<.'re and throughouL My arguments in favor of Markan 

priority are found m Tire Case Against Q, chapterz: The Synoptic Problem: A \Vay Tlrrouglr tire 

Maze (Biblical Seminar So; Sheffield; Sheffield Academic Press, 2001), chapter 3; and wFatigue 

in the S)'noptics," NTS 44 (1998): 45-58. 

55· "Fatigue in the Synoptics," 46· 47, 52· 

56. The fallacy arises in part because of the nature of the Two-Source Theory, one of the 

advantages of '"hich is that it involves the least amount of large-scale omission of any of the 

major theories. Matthew and Luke both include most of Mark and Q. However, e''en on the 

Two-Source Theory, Matthew and Luke are both involved in some large-scale omission and a 

great deal of smaller-scale, intra-pericopc omission. 
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model being used is an evolutionary one, a model with too great a debt 
to classical form criticism and too little attention to Thomas's redactional 
interests. Even granted the self-consciously enigmatic nature of the Gospel 
of Thomas, it is possible to isolate several important redactional traits that 
control its author's selection and editing of the material it has in parallel 
with the Synoptics. 

These three general arguments, from genre, order, and tradition his· 
tory, are less persuasive on closer inspection than they might appear at first. 
lf there are question marks against the persuasiveness of these arguments 
for Thomas's independence, it is worth turning more directly to the case for 
Thomas's knowledge of the Synoptics. The best beginning point is a strong 
general observation about the parallels between Thomas and the Synoptics. 

The Spread of Traditions 

Not everyone who argues in favor of Thomas's familiarity with the Syn· 
optics devotes a whole book to the topic; a few pages are often considered 
sufficient. One such example is John P. Meier, who in the first volume of his 
major, multivolume project on the historical Jesus, explains why he does 
not make Thomas one of his major sources in the quest. He makes an obser
vation that deserves serious attention: there are broad parallels to many dif
ferent strands in the Synoptic Gospels (and John) in Thomas. 57 He writes: 

This broad "spread" of}esus' sayings over so many different streams of ca
nonical Gospel tradition {and redaction!) forces us to face a fundamental 
question: Is it likely that the very early source of Jesus' sayings that the 
Gospel of Thomas supposedly drew upon contained within itself material 
belonging to such diverse branches of 1st-century Christian tradition as 
Q, special M, special L, Matthean and Lucan redaction, the triple tradi
tion, and possibly the Johannine tradition? What were the source, locus, 

57· This argument is not often taken seriously in the literature. The exceptions are ).·D. 
Kaestli, �r:utilisation de l'tvangile de Thomas dans Ia recherche actuelle sur les paroles de )e· 
sus� in D. Marguerat, E. :-\orelli, and J.·M. Potfet, eds.,Jesus de Nazareth: Nouvtlles npproches 
dime enigme (Monde de Ia Bible 38; Geneva: Labor et Fides, 1998), 373-95 (382-83); David 
E. Aunc, ·Assessing the Historical Value of th.- Apocryphal Jesus Traditions: A Critique of 
Conflicting Methodologies;" in J. Scbroter and R. Brucker, eds., Historisclre jesus (BZN W 114; 
Berlin: de Gruyter, 2002), 243-72 (255·56); and Stevan Davies, Gospel ofTioomas, n-xxii. On 
all three, see below. 
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and composition of this incredibly broad yet very early tradition? Who 
were its bearers? Is it really conceivable that there was some early Chris
tian source that embraced within itself all these different strands of what 
became the canonical Gospcls?sa 

Meier's observation, that Thomas apparently has parallels with every 
type of Synoptic material,s9 repays some additional reflection. If anything, 
Meier's statement of the spread of parallels is somewhat conservative, since 
Thomas features more than just triple tradition, double tradition, M, L, 
Matthean redaction, and Lukan redaction. Thomas also has parallels to Spe
cial Mark (Marik 4:29 // 7hom. 21.10, Sickle and Harvest) and to triple tradi
tion material in which there are major agreements between Matthew and 
Luke (Matt. 13:31-32 11 Mark 4:30-32 11 Luke 1p8-19 II Thorn. 20, Mustard 
Seed; Matt. 12=31-32 II Mark 3:28-30 II Luke 12:10 II Thom. 44, Blasphemy 
against the Spirit; Matt. 10:8-13 II Mark 6:7-12 11 Luke 9:1-6 11 Luke 10:5-9 
II Thorn. 14.4, Mission Instruction).60 The parallel to Special Mark material 
is particularly noteworthy given that Special Mark is such a small set of 
material. 

The strands of Synoptic material found in Thomas, therefore, are the 
following: 

• Triple tradiition (Matthew II Mark II Luke) 
• Double tradition (Matthew II Luke, not Mark) 
• Triple tradition in which Mark is not the middle term (Matthew // 

Mark II Luke with major agreements between Matthew and Luke) 
• Special Matthew 
• Special Luke 
• Special Mark 

;8. john P. Meier, A Marginal jew: Rethinking the Historical jesus (4 vols.; New York: 
Doubleday, 1991-2009): 1:137. 

59· Snodgrass makes the same kind of argument, but more briefly, "Gospel of Thomas," 
24·25, though wi th more stress on John. See also Craig L. Blomberg, iradition and Redac
tion in the Parables of the Gospel of Thomas," in David Wenham, ed., Gospel Perspectives, vol. 
5: The jesus Tradition Outside the Gospels (Sheffield: )SOT Press, 1984), 177·205 (180-81); and 
Craig Evans, Ancient Texts for New Testament Studies: A Guide to the Background Literature 
(Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 2005), 258. 

6o. This matcnal is more commonly called MMark·Q overlap� but the usc of this dcscrip· 
tor actually prejudges the question of the origin of this material. The more neutral description 
of this material notes that this is triple· tradition material in which there are major agreements 
between Matthew and luke. See my Case Against Q, 52-54 and 163-65. 
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• Matt hea n redaction of Ma rk ( material found only in Matthew's appar
ent additions to Mark) 

• Lukan reda cti on of Ma r k  ( material found only in Luke's apparent ad
ditions to Ma rk) 

The most questionable pieces here are, of course, "Matt hean and Lukan 
redact ion" because these might seem t o  beg the question. If it were agreed 
that Thomas featu res Matth ea n and Lukan mat erial t hat is clearly redac
tiona l, then the d isc ussion c ould end at that point. Under these circum

stances, Thomas would be taking over material that Matthew and Luke had 
themselves contributed to their Gospels a nd it would be clear that Thomas 
is familiar with their Gospels rather than their traditions. In th is context, 
however, the terms can be used without prejudice, as r eferring simply to 
material in Matthew's or Luke's triple tradition that is not found in Mark, 
what ever th e expla nat ion for t hat mat erial might b e.61 It is a fa ct t hat this 
material i s  present in Thomas. The disput e is over t h e  origin of this mat erial ,  
wheth er in oral traditions sha r ed by Thomas with L uk e  a nd Matthew62 or in 
Thomas's knowled ge of Ma tth ew's and Lu ke's Gospels. 

The spread is remarkable si nce it touches on every st rand of S ynoptic 
data . N o  group of material is absent.63 How ca n th is be exp la ined? For Meier, 
it is clear evidence of Thomas's familia rity with the Synoptics and it is un
surprisin g because Thomas is simply d erivin g the material from a range of 
different contexts in the Synoptic texts. If Thomas were ind epend ent, Meier 
argues, it would be remarkable that the author had access to mu ltiple source 
materials that went on to form the basis of all three Synoptics. 

This certainly sounds like a strong argument. How plausib le is it that 
Thomas could have known so full a range of t rad itions at an ea rly date, in
d epend ently of the Synoptics? David Aune offers several point s  in r esponse 
t o  M eier, but most are in t h e  nature of correct ions a nd cla rifi cat ions.64 He 
notes t hat those d efending a n  ind epend ent Thomas d o  not presuppose "a 

61. For full discussion ofMattR and LukeR malerial in 1l1omas, see furlher chaplers 3-6 
below. 

62. This explanation is used frequently by Sieber, e.g., below, 71. Cf. Patterson, below, 83. 
63. Cf. lhe relaled phenomenon poinled oul by H. K. McArlhur, "The Dependence of 

the Gospel of Thomas on the Synoptics; ExpT 71 (l959-6o): 286-87, "Again, if the Gospel 
of TilOmas was completely independenl of Matthew is il nol a curious coincidence !hal it 

includes all seven of the Parables of the Kingdom found in Mt 13? (see Logia 8, 9, 20, 57, 76, 
96, 109)" (28]). 

64. Anne, "Assessing,• 255-;6. 
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single, very early source," in Meier's phrase,65 and he doubts Thomas's de
pendence on John, both useful clarifications to Meier's framing of the argu
ment. More substantively, he goes on to note that Thomas is the first docu
ment to feature parallels to this range of Synoptic material, and that "the 
next author to ·exhibit a similar pattern of dependence on the Synoptics is 
Justin Martyr," an analogy that may shed light on Thomas's own familiarity 
with the Synoptics.66 Further, Aune places a question mark against Meier's 
assertion that the M material paralleled in Thomas might be Matthew's re
dactional creations, noting that this is only a possibility.67 

There are few other critical responses to Meier's argument in the lit· 
erature. Thomas scholars either do not know the argument or they do not 
appreciate it. How else might it be answered? Some might say that the very 
way that the argument is set up depends on its conclusion. Is it circular? 
Meier's argument defines the different strands of tradition intrasynoptically 
and then proceeds to extrasynoptic comparison with Thomas. Perhaps one 
could do the same with the other Gospels. If one were to take any one Gos
pel out of the mix, and compare it with the different strands in the remain
ing three, would each one extracted not show the same parallels with every 
one of the isolated strands? Under this kind of argument, could one make a 
case for any one of the Gospels to be dependent on all the others?68 

A counterargument like this would fail to get to the heart of Meier's ar
gument. He is contrasting two differing scenarios, and attempting to show 
why one is more plausible than the other. One scenario, the one he sup-

65. Similarly Kaestli. "l.:Utilisation," 383. 
66. See below, L23-27. 

67. Aune goes on (256), "Further, Meiers view that a single attested instance of the de
pendence of Thomas on 3 passage which is 3 �l3tthcan creation or e.�hibits M3tthcan redac
tional features pro•·es that Tlromas knew and used the Gospel of Matthew is simply not cor
rect. The complex origins and redactions of Tlronras are such that the dependence of a single 
logion on the Gospel of Matthew proves only the dependence of that logi on." But if Thomas 

shows knowledge of a pericope that is Matthew's own creation, this greatl)' increases the like· 
lihood that Tlromas knows Matthew's Gospel There are in faa good examples of Tlromas's 

familiarity with M material; see below, 73·80. 
68. In practice, it does not work bectuse there are no parallels that occur exclusively 

in Mark, Luke, and Tlromas. If one were to take Matthew, Mark, and Tlromas together, for 
example, and look for patterns of agreement and disagreement, with a view to isolating the 

strands, one would find that Luke has parallels with Matthew alone, Mark alone. Thomas 
alon<', Matth<'W II Mark, and Matthc•� II Tlromas {hut not Mark II Tlromas). So roo if we 

were to take Mark out of the equation, work out the different agreements and disagreements 
among Matthew, Luke, and Tlromas, we would then find agreements with Mauhew alone, 
Luke alone, Tlromas alone, Matthew II Luke, Matthew //Thomas (but not l11ke II Tlromas). 

a chr n 
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ports, explains the parallels with the multiple strands by suggesting that 
Thomas has taken varieties of materials from across all three Synoptics, 
thereby picking up material from each of the different strands. The other 

scenario is that Thomas is independent and early, and on this scenario the 

only way that its author can have gained access to this range of differing 

strands is through having access to a comprehensive range of oral tradi

tions, working on the assumption that at least some of the differing strands 

come from a disparate range of materials. 69 
Of course it may be the case that Thomas accesses these traditions be

fore they have divided into the dilferingstrands/0 but if this is the case, then 
early Christian oral tradition was considerably more unified and homoge
neous than is usually thought, especially by those advocating Thomasine 
independence.71 It seems that advocates of Thomasine independence have 
two available paths for the origins of Thomas's Synoptic material. Either it 

emerges from a large body of oral tradition at a point before it separated 

into different strands, in which case early Christian tradition is considerably 

more homogeneous and all-encompassing than was previously thought, or 

Thomas is indeed familiar with a remarkably diverse set of traditions, able 

to dip into every pot of tradition that fed the later Synoptic Gospels. Neither 

path is likely to be attractive to advocates of Thomasine independence, for 

whom Thomas is often seen as "the offspring of an autonomous stream of 
early Christian tradition:>n Thomas's familiarity with the Synoptic Gospels 
provides the more economical and persuasive model here.7J 

69. Stevan Davies's response, Gospel of Thomru, xxi, misses this point when he says, "If 

we look for another ancient Cltristian text that contains 'such an incredibly broad range of 

traditions' . . .  we do find one, and it is the Gospel of Matthew!" Davies repeals the claim for 
Luke. But for Meier, Matthew is dependent on Mark, Q, and M, and this range of traditions 

results from Matthew's knowledge of those texts. His argument is that if 1/romas is indepen
dent, its author knows a broader range of traditions at an earlier date. 

70. lltis is effectively Kai.stli's response, "!:util isation; 383, "Les paralleles avec Q, M, 

and L el Ia triple tradition peuvenl tres bien a voir coexisle dans une tradition anlerieure a Ia 

redaction des evangile.s synoptiques." 

71. rusto Uro, "Thomas and the Oral Gospel Tradition;' in rusto Uro, eel, 1/romas at the 

Crossroads: Essays on the Gospel of11oomas (Studies of the :'\ew Testament and Its World; Ed· 
in burgh: T & T Clark, 1998), 8-32 (20), makes this point in criticism of Patterson and others, 

�To argue tloat such an amount of common material entered into the Gospel oj11wmas basi

cally through an 'unmixed' oral transmission presupposes a view of a very solid tradition." 

72. Patterson, Gospel of Thomas, 110. 
73· DeCo nick's model of a "rolling corpus" (Recovering, passim; Original Gospel, passim) 

might at first seem to be exempt from th� problems he� because, on an evolutionary model, 
one could argue tltat different pieces accret� and accru<" at different times and in diff.,rent 
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* * * 

The apparent spread of different strands of Synoptic material in Thomas is 

highly suggestive. It makes better sense on the assumption that Thomas is 

familiar with the Synoptic Gospels than on the assumption that its author 

had independent access to every traditional stream that ultimately fed into 

the Synoptics. However, the discussion about Thomas's familiarity with the 

Synoptics will not be settled by general observation and argument. Much of 

the scholarly debate has involved detailed, exegetical analysis, and the plau
sibility of any case for Thomas's knowledge of the Synoptics stands or falls 
on the basis of the analysis of the parallels. The first key step, often missed in 
these discussions, is to take a close look at Thomas for verbatim agreement 
with the Synoptic Gospels. Are the texts close enough to establish familiar
ity? lf the only commonalities are a word here and a phrase there, perhaps 
some kind of mutual knowledge of oral tradition will be the best option. If, 

on the other hand, there are cases where Thomas and the Synoptic Gospels 

show verbatim agreement over more extended passages, then the case for a 
direct link between the texts will be stronger. 

places, leading to a diversity of traditions. However, almost all of the Sj'Iloptic parallels to 
Thomas occur in DeConick's ·Kernel Gospel," i.e., at the earlies t  point in the Gospel's devel

opment, and before any exposure to the Synoptic Gospds. (Exceptions include 1/rom. 3 II 

Luke 17:20-21, L; and Thom. 14.5/1 Matt. 15:u, MattR.) Thus the Kernel Gospel appears to have 
links to the full rang<" of different groups of material, Mark, Q, M, L, and so on, at a very early 

stage, a scenario that becomes even more unlikely when one bears in mind that DeConick 
does not see the "Kernel Gosper as a source for the Synoptics. The "Kernel Gospel· therefore 
highlights the range of traditions problem in a striking way. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Verbatim A greement between 

Thomas and the Synoptics 

Nag Hammadi and Oxyrhynchus 

The usual starting point for modern discussion of the Gospel of Thomas is 
1945,' when Muhammad 1\li, his brothers, and others2 stumbled upon an 
ancient jar containing twelve leather-bound codices' while they were out 
searching for fertilizer near Nag Hammadi in Egypt.4 It is, in a sense, an 

obvious starting point because it represents the moment at which a com
plete textual witness to the Gospel oJThomas is finally unearthed after cen-

1. See, for example, Patterson et al., Fifth Gospel, 1. 
2. It is practically impossible to work out who was present with 'Ali at the discovery; 

see further n. 6 bdow. For what follows, sec James M. Robinson, lhe Discovery of the Nag 

Hammadi Codices; BA 42/4 (1979): 206-24; idem, "From Cliff to Cairo: The Story of the 

Discoverers and the ;\·fiddlemen of the Nag Hammadi Codices," in Bernard Bare, Colloq11e 
intemational sur les textes de Nag Hammadi: Quebec, 22-25 ao,;t 1978 (Bibliotheque copte de 

Nag Hammadi 1; Quebec: Presses de l'Universite Laval, 1981), 21-58; idem, ed., The Nag Ham
madi Library in English, 3rd ed. (Leiden: Brill, 1988); idem, ed., The Facsimile Edition of the 
Nag Hammadi Codices: Introd11ction (Leiden: Brill, 1984). 

3· It is often said that the jar contained thirteen codices, which may not be strictly cor
rect. There are twelve extant codices, and one tractate from a thirteenth was found inside 

Codex VI. See Robinson, Nag Hammadi Library. 10; idem, "Discovery." 214. However, the 

question of the number of codices found in the different versions of the story is not straight

forward. See further my forthcoming article, "How Reliable Is the Story of the Nag Hammadi 

Discovery?" 
4· Although widely u� in tl1e earlier literature, th<' town name Chenoboskion eventu

ally gav<.' way to Nag Hammadi as the mort.' memorabl<' place association for tl1e discoveries. 
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turies of having been lost. Moreover, in a field like this, so often a matter of 
books, libraries, studies, and texts, the story of the Nag Hammadi discovery 
injects a little bit of sensation. lt has a memorable date, the year the Second 
World War ended;' its discoverer has a memorable name, one shared with 
the most famous boxer of the twentieth century;6 and it has an exotic and 
dramatic story. James Robinson� brilliantly told narrative is one of the most 
memorable tales in the history of the search for ancient texts, the rival of 
the best kind of historical fiction. Robinson himself has retold the story on 
countless occasions/ and others have followed his lead.3 

The most memorable passage relates to events that took place not long 
after the discovery of the Nag Hammadi codices, events that prevented 'Ali 
from revisiting the site of their discovery for decades until accompanied by 
Robinson. 'Ali� father was murdered in May 1945. and he got the chance to 
avenge the killing in early 1946: 

Sometime ibetween a few days and a month after the discovery of the 
codices, Ahmad [the alleged murderer) was sitting beside the road near 
Muhammad 'Ali's home in al-Qasr. He was asleep with his head between 
his knees and a jug of sugarcane molasses for sale beside him. On learn
ing that their victim slept defenceless nearby, 'Ali Muhammad Khalifah's 
widow, 'Umm Ahmad- who had told her seven sons to keep their mal-

5· The end of the war is mentioned in the account given in Jolm Dart, Ray Riegert, and 
John Dominic Crossan, Unearthing the Lost Words of Jesus: Tire Discovery and Ie�t of tire 
Gospel of Thomas (Berkeley: Seastone. 1998), 85. Robinson settled on the date December 1945 
after considerable !Uncertainty in earlier Uteralure. ll is now universally given as the date of 
discovery. The date is worked out on the basis that Muhammad 'Ali reports having discovered 
the documents about six months after the murder of his father, which Robinson is able to date 

through official documentation to 7 May 1945- 'Ali claimed to have been digging for fertiUzer 
before Coptic Christmas (6 January), which brings the discovery to ·about December 1945" 

(�Discovery; 209). The date is plausiblt" but not watertight - Robinson does not report of

ficial documentation for the subsequent revenge murder, and 'Ali's memory of thirty years 
previously was demonstrably deficient in other respects (see n. 6 below). 

6.ln several of Robinson's accoun!s, the person who actually unearthed the pol contain· 
ing the texts, 'Ali's younger brother, had the much less memorable name, Abu ai-Majd (Rob
inson, �Discovery,· 208, 213). In others of Robinson's accoun!s, Abu ai-Majd is not present; 
only 'Ali and Khalifah are tbere (Nag Hammadi Library, 21). In the alternative, more recent 

version provided in Tobias Cburton, Tire Gnostics (london: Weidenfeld & �icolson, 1987), 
9, only 'Ali is presenl 

7- See n. 2 above for details. 
8. Compelling versions include Elaine Pagels, 71re Gnostic Gospels (Kew York: Random 

House, 1979}: xiii-xv; and Dart et al, Unearthing, 3-9. 
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tocks sharp - handed these instruments to her sons to avenge her. They 
fell upon Ahmad Isma'il pitilessly. Abu ai-Majd, then a teenager, brags 
that he struck the first blow straight to the head. After having hacked Ah
mad lsma'il to pieces limb by limb, they cut out his heart and consumed 
it among them - the ultimate act of blood revenge.9 

The outrageous and appalling story provides a sensational introduction to 

the study of the Gospel of Thomas, and it is difficult to resist bringing it 

forward as a supporting feature before presenting Thomas, the main event, 
whether in the classroom or in the introductory essay. 

Yet the discovery of the Nag Hammadi codices is not really where the 
story of the modern study of the Gospel of Thomas begins. Bernard Grenfell 
and Arthur Hunt's discovery of the Oxyrhynchus papyri half a century ear
lier'0 does not have the drama of Robinson's account of the Nag Hammadi 
discovery with its illiterate peasants stumbling upon texts of great value 
without realizing what they have found, let alone the associated drama of 
blood feuds. Rather, their story is one of two Oxford fellows meticulously 
excavating an old Egyptian rubbish dump, looking for scraps of manu
scripts. Its main moment of drama comes not from any cannibalism but 
from spotting a piece of papyrus with a rare word, Kapc:poc; ("speck''), and 
immediately thinking of Jesus' saying about specks and beams." Altogether 
they found three fragments of Thomas, P.Oxy. 1, P.Oxy. 654, and P.Oxy. 655, 
though it was only after the Nag Hammadi find that scholars really knew 
what they were. 

At the center of the Oxyrhynchus finds are people a little more like 
most of us, literate, middle-class, Western academics with an interest in 
ancient texts, but the import of their discovery should not be downplayed. 
The Oxyrhynchus fragments of Thomas are in Greek rather than Coptic; 
they are far earlier than the Nag Hammadi codices;12 they come from three 

9· Robinson, ·oiscovery;" 209. 
10. B. P. Grenfdll and ArthurS. Hunt, J\OflA lHl:OY: Sayings of Our Lord from an 

Early Greek Papyrus Discovered and Edited, with Translation and Commentary (Egypt Ex
ploration Fund; London: H. Frowde. 1897); idem, New Sayings of Jesus and Fragment of a Lost 

Gospel from Oxyrltynclms (Egypt Exploration Fund; London: H. Frowde, 1904); idem, The 

Oxyrhynchus Papyri, vols. 1 and 4 (London: Egypt Exploration Fund, 1893, 190�). 
11. Bernard P. Grenfell, •The Oldest Record of Christ's Life;" McClure's Magazine, Oct. 

1897· 1022-30 (1027). 
12. Harold W. Attridge, ·The Gospel According to Thomas: Appendix: lhe Greek Frag

ments;" in layton, ed., Nag Hammadi Codex II, z-J, t:95-128 (96-98), suggests the following 
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separate witnesses to the Gospel of Thomas; and they are likely to represent 
earlier witnesses to the Gospel of Thomas. 13 

The difficulty is, of course, that the Oxyrhynchus papyri are so much 
more fragmentary than Nag Hammadi Codex 11. Taking the three Greek 
witnesses together, they comprise less than half of what we know of Thomas 
from the Coptic witness, and they are all in the first half of the book."' 
But textual scholarship involves the scrutiny of all the earliest and best evi
dence, and since the extant witnesses of Thomas are so few, we cannot afford 
to be fussy. The Greek evidence should be given its proper place, and the 
tendency to play it down should be resisted.15 The tendency among some 
scholars to describe the book as "Coptic 7homas,n for example, is unfortu
nate since it confuses the literary work with one of its textual witnesses.16 
The term Gospel of Thomas should be used for the literary work, and its 
textual witnesses can then be accurately identified. 

The marginalization of the Greek textual witnesses bas several damag
ing effects on Thomas scholarship, the most important of which is the ten
dency to neglect the verbatim agreement, in Greek, behveen Thomas and 
the Synoptic Gospels. The more that scholars give special attention to the 
Coptic, the less they are inclined to realize the striking nature of Thomas's 
parallels with the Synoptics. In order to underline the point, it will be worth 
beginning with the first and most extensive of the agreements, an agree
ment that deserves more notice than it has been given. Indeed, we can be
gin at the very beginning, with the first piece of the first fragment found by 
Grenfell and Hunt in 1897-11 

dates: P.Oxy. 1: shortly after 200; P.Oxy. 654' mid-third century; P.Oxy. 655: 100-250. Broadly. 
these follow Grenfell and Hunt's original suggestions. 

13. There is also a tendency in !he scholarship to homogenize the three Greek witnesses 

as if they come from the same textual witness rather than from three separate textual ones. 
14. The exception is 11tom. n-1-3, which occurs alongside 1l10m. 30 in P.Oxy. 1. 
15. One of the major exceptions lo lhe lendency is Valanlasis, Gospel of Thomas, who 

begins by studying; the Greek evidence as "A Window on the Gospel of Thomas" {chapter 2}, 
only subsequently to move on to the Coptic witness {chapter 3}. Valantasis complains, "'rhese 
have recently received little allenlion in lhe scholarly lilerature and they have been virlually 

ig;nored by the popular press" {27}. 
16. For example, Armin D. Baum, •The Anonymity of !he New Ttslamcnl Hislory 

Books: A Stylistic Device in the Conlext of Greco-Roman and Ancient Near Easlern Litera· 
ture; NovT 50 (2008}: 120-42 {t:n}. 

17. Grenfell and Hunt, AOriA IHl:OY. 
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Verbatim Agreement in Thomas: The Case of P.Oxy. 1.1-4 

Saying 26 of the Gospel of Thomas is witnessed in P.Oxy. 1.1-4, and it features 
a thirteen-word verbatim agreement with Luke 6:42, differing only in the 
placement of a sirlgle word: 

Matt. 7:5 

unoKpmi, EK�QAE 
npiirrov 
eK roii ocp(laA)IOU croii 
-rrjv 60KOV 
Kai -ron 6ta�;\i�•!!: 
EKSaAEiv -ro Kclp<!>OC 
tK !Oii 6CD!la;\uoii mii 
a5EA!j!OU oou 

Hypocrites! First cast out 
the beam from your own 
eye, and then ;x:ou will 
see clea.rlv to cast out 

the speck from lCQ!!I 
brother's ey_e. 

Luke 6=42 

unoKptrci, EK�aAE 
npw-rov -rrjv 6oKov 
EK -roii ocp(laA)IOU ooii 

Kai -r6tt 6ta�;\£�·� 

TO KO.ecooc TO 
tv -rw 6!j!9aA!!w -roii 
a&A!!!Qu oou tK�aAEiv 

Hypocrites! First cast out 
the beam from your own 
eye, and then YOU will 
see clearlv to cast out 
the �eck that is in vour 
brother's cy_e. 

P.Oxy. 1.1-4 (Tirom. 26) 

Kai -ron 6ra�Hwer� 
i:ldlaAeiv TO Kclp<POc TO 
tv -rw 6!J!9aAI!w -rou 
a5EA!j!OU oou 

and then YOU will 
see clearlv to cast out 
the speck that is in y_our 
brother's cy_e. 

The only difference between Thomas and Luke 6:42 (NA'') is the position 
of EK�a>.dv ("to cast out»), at the end of the sentence in Luke 6:42, but after 
c'ita�At1jlw.; ("you will see») in P.Oxy. 1, apparently agreeing with Matt. 7:5. 
Of course, one has to be wary in comparing a manuscript fragment with 
a critical edition, and it is worth bearing in mind that when Grenfell and 
Hunt looked at P.Oxy. 1, they saw a text that "agrees exactly» with Luke.18 

18. AOriA IHIOY, 10. Henry Barclay Swete offered a swift corrective here, �The editors 
say that the logion agrees exact!)• with luke. It does agree exactly with the R.T. of luke, but 
not with WH, who following B and some important cursives, place EKjlaAtiv at the end of the 
sentence; nor with the 'Western' text, which has tv -r<!J 6<p9aA)l<!J for -ro tv -r<!J oq>9MI'<i>· and 
thus assimilates luke to Matthew. This is a point of no little interest, and ought to be weighed 
before we infer a lucan tendency in the new logia· ("lbe Oxyrbynchus Fragment,n ExpT 8 
[1897): 540-50, 568 [546)). Cf. Charles Taylor. Tire Oxyrlrynchus Logia and the Apocryphal 
Gospels (Oxford: Clarendon, 1899), 6-7. Simon Gathcrcole, ·luke in the Gospel of Tlromas;' 

NTS 57 (2010): 114-44 (135-36), speculates that there may have been three stages in the devel· 
opment of the text, from the form witnessed in P" B W ( = �A'') to the version witnessed in 
N A C. perhaps influenced by Matthew, to Tlromas's reproduction of the latter; but he rightly 
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What is clear, though, is that the degree of agreement between Thomas and 
Luke here is impressive. 

The agreement between Thomas and Luke (II Matthew) is all the more 
striking in that the witness to Thomas is fragmentary. Although caution is 
required about considering what is not present in the papyrus, it is worth 
noting that the P.Oxy. 1 fragment here begins halfway through a sentence. 
The structure., bleginning with Kai Tcm OtaPAtljltu; ("and then you will see»), 
implies the presence of something very similar to what Matthew and Luke 
provide as the first clause in the sentence!9 

This example is all the more remarkable in that it is not the kjnd of 
agreement that comes from liturgica.l recitation, creedal formula, or famil
iar phrase. The agreement includes several rare words of the kind that are 
traditionally used to make the case for a literary link between the Synoptic 
Gospels.2° Kapcpo<; ("speck») occurs only here in the New Testament, and 

Otap>.€nw ("see") occurs only here and in Mark 8:25.21 It is the kind of agree
ment that points to direct contact between the texts in question. 

The importance of the verbatim agreement here is generally overlooked 
in the literature, in line with the tendency in Thomas scholarship to focus 
on Coptic Thomas and to relegate discussion of the Oxyrhynchus fragments 
to the footnotes. Stephen Patterson, for example, mentions P.Oxy. 1.1-4 only 
in order to explain its deficiency in helping to ascertain the Greek Vorlage 

underlines the key point, •what this saying does confirm is the extreme likelihood of a liter· 

ary relationship between Thomas and the Synoptics at the Greek stage: the striking string of 

very similar Greek words is surely instructive on Ibis point• (136). 

19. Already se-en in joseph A. Fillmyer, "'The Oxyrbynchus Logoi ofJesus and the Coptic 
Gospel According to Thomas;' 71reological Studies 20 (1959): 505-60; repr. in Essays on the 
Semitic Background of the New Testament (London: Geoffrey Chapman, •97•)>355·433 (388· 
89). See too R. MeL. Wilson, Studies in the Gospel of71romas (London: Mowbray, 1960), 58. 
Cf. Plisch, Gospel of71ronras, 92, who notes that the Greek text here is closer to Matthew and 

Luke than is the Coptic and concludes that "the similarity between the two versions must 

originally have been greater." 

20. john Haw·kins, Horae Synopticae: Co11tributions to the Study of tire Sy11optic Problem 

(znd ed.; Oxford: Clarendon, 1909), part ll, section I, is devoted to "Identities in Language" 
that contain "'constructions or words which are so very unusual or even peculiar, that the use 

of written Greek documents is prima facie suggested by them" (54). Hawkins also notes the 
oddity of the insertion of words between the article and its noun, T�v 6! tv T<!> <J<!> 6cp6etAfl<i> 
OOKov (Matt. n) II Tijv tv r<!> oq>SaAj!<!> aou OOKov (Luke 6:42), as evidence for a literary link 
(Horae Synopticae, 57). Sadly, the P.Oxy. r parallel is lacking here, and it is impossible to tell 

from the Coptic how the phrase might have been constructed in its source. 
21. Cf. Hawkins, Horae Synopticae, 64. Hawkins also notes that Kclp<pO<; occurs once in 

the LXX (Gen. 8:n) and that 6t�Arnw is absent from the LXX. 
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of Coptic Thorn. 26, without noting how far the extant text agrees with Luke 
(and Matthew).22 April DeConick speaks of "the fact that the saying also 
reflects the characteristics of orally transmitted materials, common words 
and phrases with varying sequences and inflections," but this is weak?' 
The texts, in Greek, are practically identical. Verbatim agreement like this 
is actually characteristic of direct contact between texts and not of "orally 
transmitted materials." Indeed, it is diagnostic of that contact. And even if 
the Greek were to show variation in sequence and inflection, this would 
hardly point to oral contact since it is the very stuff of synoptic dependence, 
where verbatim agreement is interspersed with minor editorial variations. 
The reason we know that there is a literary relationship among the Synoptic 
Gospels is exactly this kind of evidence, verbatim agreement between texts. 

After all, no one seriously thinks that the verbatim agreement between 
Matt. 7=3-5 and Luke 6:41-42 is due to oral tradition. A literary explanation, 
whether in terms of Luke's knowledge of Matthew or in terms of their mu
tual knowledge of Q, is rightly the consensus in the literature?• Those argu
ing the contrary would have a difficult job. And yet this Greek fragment of 
Thomas shows the same degree of verbatim agreement. We would be well 
advised to treat the text of Thomas here as we treat the texts of Matthew 
and Luke., and to conclude that strong verbatim agreement does indeed il
lustrate a direct link between texts. 

The oversight on this agreement is particularly surprising given that 
'Thorn. 26 was the first piece of 'Thomas to see the light of day back in Janu
ary 1897, forming the first four lines of the first fragment of 'Thomas to have 
been seen by anyone, as far as we know, for over a millennium. It is a re
minder of the importance of beginning the story of the discovery of 'Thomas 

22. Patterson, Gospel of Thomas, 29-31. 

23. DeConick, Original Gospel, uS. DeConick's discussion (Origir�al Gospel, 127-29} 

focuses unnecessarily strongly on the Coptic. DeConick is here discussing John Sieber, "A 

Redactional Analysis of the Synoptic Gospels with regard to the Question of the Sources of 

the Gospel according to Thomas" (PhD diss., Claremont Graduate School, 1966; Ann Arbor: 

University Microfilms International, 1976}, 72·74, who argues for oral transmission. If ver· 

batim agreement of this nature does not point to direct contact between texts, then there is 
no literary relationship among the Synoptic Gospels. Her English translations of the texts in 

synopsis (3o3} do not :show how close Thomas is in P.Oxy. 1 to Luke; for example, "and" and 

"that is" are not underlined in Luke 6:42. 

24. Those arguing for an oral component to Q admit that passages like this, with high 

verbatim agreement, must have been the result of direct contact between texts, e.g., Dunn, 

jesus Remembered, 231, "du• degree of closeness is such that the passages qualify as good evi
dence for dle existence of a Q docUDlent." 
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in the right place. Grenfell describes the dramatic moment when his col
league Hunt noticed the word Kapcpoc; ("speck") in P.Oxy. 1, as he was sifting 
through the fragments discovered on the second day of their excavations.25 
Knowing it to be a rare word, he immediately thought of Matt. 7=3-s f/ Luke 
6:41-42.26 In the early scholarship on the fragments, the verbatim agree
ment here between Matthew, Luke, and P.Oxy. 1 was often mentioned, and 
it was taken for granted that the similarity was striking. 

As time has passed, the remarkable similarity of these parallel texts has 
been forgotten and its significance ignored. The reason for this may lie not 
only in the marginalization of the Greek witness but also in a failure to 
appreciate the importance of verbatim agreement, and what it can tell us 
about the relationship between literary works. It will be worth pausing to 
consider the roae that verbatim agreement should play in these discussions. 

Appreciating lthe Importance of Verbatim Agreement 

In any study of the relationship between texts, it is essential to ask the ques
tion about the degree of similarity between the texts. It is a key element 
in beginning discussion of the Synoptic Problem, for example, to establish 
just how similar the Synoptics are to one another. Likewise in discussions 
of the relationship between John and the Synoptics, much time is spent 
analyzing the minor verbal agreements between the texts, and the divided 
opinions on that issue often come down to how significant one finds those 
agreements.27 Surprisingly, this vital first step is almost always missed out 
in discussions of the relationship between Thomas and the Synoptics. Most 
proceed straight to the second step, which asks whether possible Synoptic 
redactional elements are present in Thomas.23 

25. Grenfell, "Oldest Record; 1027. 

z6. See n. 18 above. 

27. See, for example, D. Moody Smith, ]oltn Among the Gospels (2nd ed.; Columbia, SC: 

University of Soutln Carolina Press, 2001), 2·3. It is worth noting that John does not contain 
anything like the string of words in agreement that one finds, on occasion, between 71tomas 
and the Synoptics. The longest strings of agreement between john and the Synoptics are five 

to seven words (e.g., Mark 2:9,ty£1p< Kal cipov Tov Kpltj3arr6v aou Kai nrptn&r£1; John 5:8, 

"Eyetpt O.pov rov Kp<ljJ,an6v aou Kai ntpm&ret). There is also a nine-word agreement, Ufit')v 

Atyw Ufiiv 1\n <k !E, UfiWV napa&:.a£1 fiE, at john 13:21 and Mark 14:18 = Malt. 26:21. 

z8. For example, John Dominic Crossan, Four Other Gospels. Shadows on the Contours 
of Canon (i\1inneapolis: Seabury, 1985)> 36. In spite of speaking of the need for "proper meth
odology; Crossan begins by asking whether redactional traits from one te:rt are present in 
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To an extent, the omission is understandable. Our only complete tex
tual witness of Thomas is in Coptic, and comparisons between Greek texts 
of the Synoptics and the Coptic text of Thomas are far from straightforward. 
There is the danger that the interpreter keen to stress similarities might in
advertently introduce parallel wording into retroversions from the Coptic 
to the Greek, just as the interpreter who is keen to stress differences might 
create greater distance between the texts.29 But the difficulties in the task 
should not be our invitation to sidestep something so important. It is easy 
to overstate the complexity of the process of comparing Coptic texts with 
Greek ones; and, more importantly, the Oxyrhynchus fragments of lhomas, 
P.Oxy. 1, 654, and 655, need to be taken seriously.30 

If there is some direct contact between the texts in the Log and Speck 
saying, it is worth searching for direct contact in other sayings too. Indeed, 
direct contact becomes more persuasive if there are further examples of 
verbatim agreement. Finding other examples of verbatim agreement with 
the Synoptics among the relatively small sample of Thomas that is contained 
in P.Oxy. 1, 654, and 655 might sound like a tall order, but in fact there 
are several more noteworthy agreements of six to eight words. Moreover, 
several of these feature words or expressions that are rare enough to raise 
attention.31 The first of these is in the Oxyrhynchus text of Thomas 3, in 
comparison with Luke 17:21: 

another. The prior question is surely: is there any verbatim or near-verbatim agreement be
tween the texts in question such as to suggest the possibiHty of direct knowledge one way 

or the other? Similarly. Koester. Ancient Christian Gospels, 3.!-85, begins his discussion of 
Thomas's relationship to the Synoptia without any analysis of the degree of agreement be

tween the texts. 
29. DeConick. Original Gospel. 299-316, attempts to overcome the difficulty by produc

ing a synopsis of "Verbal Similarities between Thomas and the Synoptics.• This synopsis is 

useful in enabling one to see quickly the range and extent of the parallels, though a closer look 
at the parallels in Greek is of course necessary for serious work on the issue. 

JO. I am persuaded that the original language of the Gospel ofT/oomas was Greek, but see 

Perrin. Thomas and Tatian, for the view that the work was originally in Syriac. Perrin's thesis 
is swnmarized in his Thomas, the Other Gospel (london: SPCK, 2007), 73-106. In response 

to Perrin's project, see especially P. J. Williams, -Alleged Syriac Catchwords in the Gospel of 
Thomas;' VC 63ft (2oG9): 71-82. 

31. Again, this dement is often ignored in discussions of 17oomas-Synoptic relations, but 

see Snodgrass. "Gospel of ThomaS: 26, "I would suggest that the appearance of hapax lego
mena or other rare WGrds from one of the canonical Gospels in a parallel saying in Tloomas 
should be considered as proof of dependence on the canonical Gospels." 
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P. Oxy. 654.15-16, Thom. 3 1/ Luke 17:21 

Luke 17:20-21 

bttpWT1]9d� ot uno TWV <l>aptoaiwv 
rr6re Ep)(E rat Tj jlX!mJ.da rou 9eou 

lrn.tKpi91] a&Toic; Kal drrtv, oi>K 
EpXtTat q f3aotAtia TOu 9tou !ltTa 
rrapOTI]pqoewc;. 21 OOOE epOUOIV i6ou 

w6e ii h£1 i6oi> yap 

!l 12go.Ada TOU eeou EVTO!; U!,!WV 
icrnv 

Once Jesus was asked by the Pharisees 
when the kingdom of God was 
coming, and he answered them, "The 

kingdom of God is not coming with 
things that can !be observed; 21 nor will 
they say, "Behold here!� or "Behold 
there!" For the kingdom of God is 
within vou." 

P.Oxy. 654.15·16, 7lwm. 3.1-3 

Atytt 'I[q(oouk tav) oi i!hoVTt� 
Ti11iic; (Eirrwmv i>11iv· i6ou] Tj f3amJ.eia 
tv oupa( vii>, u11iic; q>Elqonat) Ta 
lltTttVQ TOU oup[ avou· tov 6. tlllWOtV 
o]n UJTO rilv yqv EOT(tv, 
£iOEAEUoOVTOt) oi ix9uec; n'Jc; 
9a).a[ooqc; rrpoq>9aoav)T£c; u11iic;· Kal 
!]Bao[tJ.da Tou 9eouJ• tVToc i>l!wv 

(ilOTt ( KQKTO� • • •  

Jesus says, •[If] those who lead us .. 
[say to you, 'See), the kingdom is in 
heaven; then the birds of heaven [will 
precede you. If they say,) 'It is under 
the earth; then the fish of the sea [will 
enter it, preceding) you. And 
the [kingdom of God] is 
within vou [and it is outside your· 

•J rt'COn.struct the bcuna ht-rt with "ToU9£oU. following Fitzmyer. ""'xyrhyn<:hus Log:oi.'" J76·n. and others. 
Grenf<U and Hunt, &w Sa)'ings, tS·t6, reconstructed the lacuna here with t<i>v oi>poV<i>Y, and they are fol· 
lowed by DeConick.. Original Gospel. 51·5>. among others. DeConick rightly notes that "kingdom of God" 
appears in Thomas o-nly in the Greek of Jhom. Z]. but this is unimpressive given that 11uun. 2.7 and the say· 
ing under discussion are the only two references to -nogdom· anywhere in the Oxyrhynchus fragments of 
Thonta$. ln other \o\"'rds. then- are no extanl examples of""k.ingdom of beav�n'" in Greek 111011UU. s�e also 
the discussion in \\'_Schrage� ""Evang;elien'Zitate in d«� Oxyrhynchus�Logien und im k:optischen Thomas-
Evangetium;' in W. !Eitester and F. H. Kenler, eds.. Apoplwreta: Festschrift for Ernst Ha<nclretl (BZNW 30; 
Berlin: Topelmann. 1964), 1;1·68 (>;8). Moreover, "kingdom of heav•o'" would not work weD in context 
here, where jesus has jwt denied that the kingdom is to be found in heaven (the sky). On "kingdom of 
heaven" as an example of :1-fattbean redactional phrasing influencing Thomas, see further below, 66·69 . 
.. ��a< is usuaUy emended to i>pac in tine with the Coptic t111nl (Fit2my<r. "OXyrhynchus Logoi," 376), 

now often without commenl in translations o( the Gl'ff'k (e.g ... OeConick. Original GoS:fd. ;t). 

The text is incomplete here, but what we have suggests something like 
a seven-word ''erbatim agreement between Luke and Thomas, f) �acn.\da 
TOU 8EOu tvroc; UJlWV tcrnv . . . , "the kingdom of God is within you . . . :on 
This is a striking and unusual expression, and one that has generated mul
tiple different attempts at translation ("within you," "among you;· "in your 
midst"),H an oddity that increases the likelihood of a direct link between 

32. The uncertainty is over the fact that two and a half words are missing, lj Jlao[tft.tia 
Too 9eou), but "kingdom of God" is most likely here. 

JJ. Plisch, G<>spel of11Jomas, 43, rightly notes: "The interpretation of the expression in 
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Luke and Thomas. The expression EvTO<; u�wv EOTIV is not found anywhere 
in Greek literature prior to Luke 17:21 and Thorn. 3· In other words, it is 
not a common, everyday expression of the kind that would be passed on 
naturally via oral tradition. It is exactly tile kind of agreement that leads us, 
when looking at agreements among the Synoptics, to postulate a direct link. 

Our own familiarity with the expression from Luke may explain why 
we do not find it striking, at first, when we see it in Thomas. Moreover, at
tempts to discoUCit tllis striking agreement by appealing to differences be

tween Thomas and Luke elsewhere miss the point. Patterson, for example, 
says that "apart from this fina.l clause the two sayings have virtually no ver
bal correspondence, so that a direct literary relationship between them can 
be ruled out:'34 But absence of agreement for part of the saying says noth
ing about the presence of agreement for part of the saying. 35 The verbatim 

agreement here, featuring an unparalleled and unusual expression, is a sign 
of direct contact between texts. 

P. Oxy. 654.25-26, Thom. 4.2-3// Matt. 19:30 II Mark 10:31 

Another example of verbatim agreement between the Synoptics and Greek 
Thomas is wortll mentioning. It is at P.Oxy. 654.25-26: 

Matt. 19:30 MarktO:Jl P.Oxy. 654, Thorn. 4.2-3 

noAAoi 6£ eaovTm noUoi 6£ eoovrat oTt noA.A.oieoovTat 

neW'TOL £cxa-rot KQi 1ti:!WT0l EOXaTOl Kai (QjJ n(erorot £oxa-ro• Kai) oi 

EOXQTOl ni!!!.!TOL WXQTOl ni!!!.!TOl. EOXQTOl newTOl 

And many who are first And many who are first For many who are flirst] 

will be last and last will be last and the last will be (last and) the last 
first. first. first. 

Luke . . . .  has always been a major headache for scholars, especially the perception of the 
Greek adverb 'within' (entos):' For a helpful discussion, see Joseph Fitzmyer, 1lle Gospel Ac
cording to Luke: Introduction, Translation, and Notes (2 vols.; AB; Garden Cily, NY: Double· 

day, 198t-8;), 2:u61-62, who favors either "within your grasp" or "among(st) you" for Luke. 
34- Patterson, Gospel of 1/romas, 72. Patterson only quoles lhe Coptic in comparison 

with Luke's Greek, and the Oxyrhynchus fragment is relegated to only a footnote in English 
translation. llH� striking agreement in Greek is hidden from the reader. 

35· This is what I call "the plagiarists charter:'" See further on this point below, 54-;6. 
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Matthew and Mark here differ only in the plural article (oi) that may ap
pear in Mark, something that is shared with Thomas. If the article is read, 
eight out of Thomas's nine words36 agree with Mark. Without it, seven out 
of nine agree, likewise with Matthew. On its own, a memorable aphorism 
like this might not be enough to demonstrate a direct link between texts." 
As part of a cumulative case, however, it adds weight to the other examples 
of verbatim agreement between Greek Thomas and the Synoptics.'8 That 
aphor isms like this are easier to hold in the memory does not of necessity 
mean that Thomas gained his knowledge of it from an oral tradition inde
pendent of the Synoptics. It begs the question to assume that the memory 
is of a version in oral tradition. The very memorability of aphorisms like 
this makes them good candidates for getting picked up, by Thomas, from 
a familiar text. Moreover,  that there are variants of the same saying in the 
Synoptics (Matt. 20:16; Luke 13:30) illustrates that there is more than one 
way to say, "The first will be last and the last first:''9 

36. Grenfell and Hunt, New Sayings, 18, made this reconstruction, and it has been al· 
most universally followed {Attridge , ·creek Fragments;' n;). DeConick, Origit.al Gospel, 57• 
reconstructs without the Kui, •111ere is only room for 12 letters. So the 15 letters proposed by 

Attridge look to me to be implausible:" But this kind of precision O\'erreaches the evidence. 
P.Oxy. 654 is 7.8 (:Jn. wide; Lan·y Huctado, •111c Greek Fcagments of the Gospel of71u:nmu as 

Artefacts: Papyrological Observations on Pap)"TUS OxtThynchus 1, Papyrus Oxyrhynchus 654 
and Papyrus Oxyrhynchus 6;;," in )org Frey, Enno Edzard Popkes, and )ens Schroter, eds., 

Das 1ltomasevmzgelium: Entstelumg -Rezeptio11 - 1lteologie {Bertin: de Gruyter, 2008), 19· 
32 (25), follows Allridge (•Greek Fragments;' 98) in estimating an original column alx>ut 9 
em. wide, which would give room for 26-36 letters per tine. Grenfell and Hunt's reconstruc
tion of line 25, followed by Attridge, adds 15 letters to the extant 18 {note that on is written 
above the tine and should not be counted), producing a tine of 33 letters. This is well within 
thc statcd rangc, arnd it avoids the odd sentcncc with no conjunction suggested by DeConick 

37· Note, however, John C. Poirier's important caution, ·not only is the exact wording of 
an aphorism more easily remembered than the wording of nonaphorisms . . .  but the precise 
wording of an aphorism is also more ingredient to the aphorism as a traditional/semantic 

unit and is therefore less dispensable· rMemory, Written Sources, and the Synoptic Problem: 
A Response to Robert K.  Mciver and Marie Carroll," JBL 123 [2004): 315·22). For a full and 
helpful discussion, see D. E. Aune, ·oral Tradition and the Aphorisms of}esus,· in H. Wan· 
brough, ed., jesus and the Oral Gospel Tradition (JS�TSup 64; Sheffield: )SOT Press), 211·65, 
especially 237·38. 

38. Cf. Michael Fieger, Das 11zomasevmzgelium: Einleitzmg. Kommentar zmd Systematik 
{Neutestameniliche Abhandlungen ni. 22; Miinster: Aschendortf, 1991), 28-30, who argues 
for Thoma.sinc dcpcndence on Matt. 19:30 II Mark IO:Jl, in a passagc partly derived from 

Schrage, Verhiilt11is, 32·34, but "�th the addition of a stronger consideration of the Greek 
evidence. 

39· Patterson, Gospel of 11zomas, 19·20, discusscs only the Coptic evidence and so does 
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P.Oxy. 654.29-31, Thom. 5.2 1/ Luke 8:17 

Luke 8:17 

oU l6.Q t<Trtv KQurrt'Ov 0 oU g!OV£eQv 
y£v0a£Tat, oooe CutOKpuq>OV 0 OU fl� 
yvwa9!j KQi £ic; <pavtpOv fX9!]. 

For nothing is hidden that will not be 
made manifest, nor is anything secret 
that will not become known and come 

to light. 

P.Oxy. 65429-31, Thom. ;.2 

( OU XGI! £a )TtV K1!U1n"OV 0 OU !j!QV£ ( !!OV 

xev6a£Tao), Kai n:9aflf1EvOV o o[ UK 
£ytp9�atTat) 

For nothing is hidden that will not be 
made manifest, nor buried that will 
not be raised. 

The text of P.Oxy. 654 is fragmentary, but according to the standard and un
controversial reconstructions, there is an eight-word verbatim agreement 
between Thomas and Luke, once again the kind of agreement that points to 
a direct link between the texts!0 

DeConick draws attention to the divergence between Thorn. 5 and the 
other elements in Luke 8:17!1 but this negates the impact made by areas of 
agreement by appealing to areas of disagreement.42 The presence of non
agreement in a saying should not be allowed to detract from striking ex
amples of verbatim agreement in the same saying. Pattersons suggestion 
that Coptic Thomas "represents the more original version" in sayings 5 and 
6 leaves unexplained the verbatim agreement in the Greek.43 

not deal with the close verbatim agreement in Greek. He provides an English translation of 
P.Oxy. 6)4.21-27 on •9 n. 6, but he does not discuss it. 

40. Cf. Tuckett, ·Thomas and the Synoptics," 145·46. McArthur, •Dependence; 287, 

drew attention to this example; see further below, 82-84. 

41. Original Gospel, 61, •ts this phrase enough to prove Lukan dependence especially 
when the rest of Logion 5-2 is wildly divergent from Luke 8.17. particularly the final clause of 
the passage which is not known in the Thomasine parallel?• 

42. On tbis •plagiarist's charter; see further below, 54·;6. 

43· Patterson, Gospel of Il•omas, 22, �ere is no reason to suppose that Thomas could 
not have composed the saying in this war without direct knowledge of Luke 8.17a:' Patterson 

discusses the related texts and suggests influence from Q on Luke 8:17, but the range of paral
lels illustrates the range of dilferent ways there are to construct a similar saying, so making 
the coincidental agreement here all the more striking. 
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P.Oxy. 655 (Col. 2.19-23), Thorn. 39.3// Matt. 10:16 

Matt. 10:16 

yiveo9t OUv <ppOVtUOt roc oi 
Og:!E t� Kai cixigatot � ai 

nteaOlteat 

Matt. 10:16 

Therefore be as wise as sements and as 
innocent as doves. 

71rom. 39·3• P.Oxy. 655 

[u11tic;) tit �ei[veaSt �uo• ro[c oi 

OcpEtC Kai Q )Kepat( 01 We ai 

ntptOT£] pa[i] 

1hom. 39·3, P.Oxy. 655 

But be as wise as sements and as 
innocent as doves. 

Although the text of P.Oxy. 655 is highly fragmentary, the reconstruction 
here is not difficult, especially as there is no good reason to think that the 
Coptic fails to translate the Greek quite closely.44 While caution is necessary 
where texts are fragmentary, it looks like the agreement here between Mat
thew and Thomas may have been close, possibly a nine-word consecutive 
string.45 

There are, therefore, several examples of verbatim agreements between 
the Gospel of Thomas and the Synoptic Gospels in Greek.46 Given that the 
Greek evidence for Thomas is so fragmentary, this is an important observa
tion. lt raises a further question. If there is major verbatim agreement in the 
Greek, is there any way of estimating the degree of verbatim agreement that 
might have existed in other sayings that do not have parallels in the Greek? 

44· See Fitzmyer, �OX}Thynchus Logoi;" 414-
45· The spelling of yivto9e/ yeiveo9e differs, but note that yeiveo9e is the spelling of Co· 

dex Valicanus and several other uncials. lt is possible also that Greek 11romas lacked the ar· 

tides in oi ocpeu; amd ai neprOTepai; the text is sometimes reconstructed this way, e.g., Plisch, 
Gospel of11romas, 38; and DeConick, Original Gospel, 160. 

46. P. Oxy. 1.36·41 (1l10m. 31), ouK l'OTtv t'icKTc�<; npoqn'lrqc; tv rij n(<rr)pit'ir ai>ToU. is also 
very close to Luke ·1'24· oootic; npocpqrqc; &KToc; ronv tv Tii narpit'it ai>Toii. On this parallel. 
see further below, 84·86. Similarly, P.Oxy. 655.1·17 (11rom. 36) exhibits substantial signs of 

verbatim agreement ,.;th Matt. 6:25·30 II Luke 12:22·28. However, the text is too fragmentary 
for one to be confident about the degree of verbatim agreement. See further on this passage 
below, 60-63. 
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What about the Coptic? 

Although the agreement between the extant Greek fragments of Thomas 
and the Synoptics is striking, especially given the fragmentary nature of 
those papyri, it is worth taking a look at Coptic Thomas to confirm that 
a similar pattern might be evidenced in its Greek Vorlage. TI1is is not a 
straightforward task. Hypothetical retroversions can be a minefield, com
plicated by the fact that the Coptic text tends to be further removed from 
the language of the Synoptics than are the Greek fragments.47 And there is 
always the thorny problem of experimental bias, the risk of retroverting to 
a Greek text that fits one's theory better. 

Nevertheless, one can go for help to the Greek retroversions made by 
Heinrich Greeven43 and, more recently, the team led by Hans-Gebhard 
Bethge.49 By working with their retroversions rather than providing new 
ones, we can at least avoid the difficulty of deliberately choosing Greek 
wording that will enhance the verbatim agreement with the Synoptics.50 It 
is important to acknowledge that this kind of comparison is an imprecise 
art and that care iis necessary. But it can provide a cautious confirmation 
that the kind of verbatim agreement witnessed in the Oxyrhynchus frag
ments might also have obtained in the Greek VorlaRe of Coptic Thomas. I 
will offer three illustrative parallels, the first of which is Matt. 15:11 // Thorn. 
14·5·>1 

47· See further below, 59-63. 
48. Albert Huck, Synopsis of the First 11rree Gospels, 13th ed., fundamentally revised by 

Heinrich Greeven (Tiibingen: Mohr (Siebe<:k), 1981). 
49· •Appendix 1: Evangelium Thomae Copticum; in Kurt Aland, ed., Synopsis QuaH11or 

Evangeliorum (15th ed.; Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibdgesellschaft, 2001), 517-46. Plisch (Gospel of 
11romas, 35) notes that he and Judith Hartenstein prepared the Greek retroversion. it appears 
also in Plisch, Gospel t:Jj Thomas, ad loc. 

50. It is, of course, necessary to be cautious with these Greek retroversions. Christopher 
Tuckett suggests care, •And, for example, in cases where the Greek and Coptic exist but differ 

from each other, it is by no means dear that the differences are due to a Greek version lying 
behind the present Coptic text; the differences could just as easily have arisen when the text 
was translated into Coptic" (re,iew of Uwe-Karsten Plisch, 11re Gospel of 11romas: Origit�al 

Text with Commetllary, RBL [http:l/www.bookreviews.org) (2009). 
51. For more on tl1is example, see below, 70-72. 
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Matt. 15:11 

ou TO EiOE!!J:O!!EVOV 
de To oT61!a 
KOtvoi Tov O.v9pwnov, 
o.u.a To iKnoecool!evov 
EK TOU OTO!!OTO!; 
TOirTO KOlVOi T0V 
O.v9pwnov. 

Matt. 15:11 

TJ.om. 14.5 (Coptic) 

neTIII>.RWK r�>op 620YII 
2ii TeTiiT�>.npo 
QIII>.X(D2H TIIYTii 1>.11 
�>.AAI>. neni11Hy eRa>-. 
2ii TeTiiT�>onpo iiToq 
neTIII>.X/>.2H THyTii. 

Tlrom. 14.5 

Tl10m. 14.5 
(retroversion) 

ou yap To EiOE!!J:OI!EVOV 
de To oT61!a Uf!WV 
KOlVWOEl Uflcl�, 
o.>.>.a To iKno11w61!evov 
EK TOU OTOllOTO!; Uf!WV 
TOUTO KOlvWOEl Uf!O�. 

Not what soes into the mouth For not what soes into your mouth 
defiles a person, but what comes out of will defile you, but what comes out of 
the mouth, this defiles a person. your mouth - this will defile you. 

Bethge's Greek retroversion provides a text that is very close to Matt. 15:11, 
in structure and much of the detail. The adjustment to the second person 
plural in Thomas is necessary given the contextual second person plural 
throughout Ihom. 14. Otherwise, the language is very close.52 DeConick's 
English translations provide seventeen consecutive words in common be
tween the two. 53 

A second example is Ihom. 73· 

Matt. 9:37-38 II Tlrom. 73 (Coptic) 
Luke 10:2 

Ton: >.eyer Toi� 1-'aBIJmi� nexe tcxe 
ai>Tou·• 6 l!tv B�te•ol!o!: mwc ttell 
noXu!;,oiot te!aTar IIM!X!!Q' 1161'[1>. THC �e 
6Xiyor· oe!iB!JTE ouv coRK' cone �e 

Toii KVI!iou TOii Btp<Of!OU Hnxoetc 
onwc; EKtk!A!J tgyam!;'"� CJ)IIII>. 6Q111>.116X' epr�>o THC 
Ei!: -rov Bt!!•ol!ov ai>Toii. eRQJ.. · �0!!!2Q. 

52. On the resumptive oi>Toc, see below, 7• n. 22. 

53· DeConick. Original Gospel, 91, 301. 

Tlrom. 73 
(retroversion) 

Aiv£1 'IIJOOU<;· 
6 I!Ev BEI!IOI!O!: 
noM!:, oi ot teyciTat 
o>.iyOL· OEDB!)TE Oi: 

1'00 KUoiou 
iva EK�a>.n ipyam� 
Ei!; TOV 9E1!101!0V. 
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Matt. 9:37-38 II Luke 10:2 Thorn. 73 

Then he� to his disciples, Jesus savs. 
"The harvest is great, but the workers "The harvest is great but the workers 

are few; prav therefore the Lord of the are few; and P!l!Y the Lord 

harvest to send wo:rkers into his to send workers into the 
harvest." harvest." 

•Luke 10a� acyt:v 6t np0c airtoUrc;:. 
'"'-Luke 10:2 NA1-re,-e-rses the order. i.e .. tpy-.ha<; bqJQAo. 

The agreement between Thomas and Matthew II Luke is very close. 
Sixteen out of eighteen words in the Greek retroversion (corresponding 
to fourteen out of sixteen in Coptic) agree with Matthew and Luke, and 
variations are only minor.S4 The agreement includes language that, while 
common in the Synoptics, is unusual in Thomas, cone ("pray;' only here), 
epro.. THC ("worker;' only here), H611 . . .  ..\6 ("On the one hand . . .  on 
the other;' only here),55 IIO..(,!)OJ ("great;' only here), COBK ("small," only here 
and in Thorn. 20, where it parallels Matt. 13:32 II Mark 4=31). The near iden
tity of the language in Matthew II Luke and Thomas is an indicator of a 
direct relationship between the texts, and the relatively unusual nature of a 
lot of the language in Thomas already provides a suggestion of the direction 
of the relationship, from the Synoptics to Thomas. 56 

54· See Schrage, Veriliiltnis, 153·54, for discussion of the degree of similarity between 

Coptic Tl•omas and Sahidic Coptic Matthew and Luke; and cf. Patterson, Gospel ofTI•omas, 

;6, for a critique. Patterson rightly notes that the differences between the texts are likely to 

"reflect differences in the Greek texts which underlie these Coptic translations," but he goes 
on to suggest that "Thomas and the synoptics ha\•e appropriated this saying from the oral 

tradition independently of one another; a conclusion less likely given the dose verbatint 
agreement between 1h omas and Matthew II Luke, and the markedJr un· Thomasine language, 
especially the H611 . . . �6 structure. 

55· See also Tl•omas 9, where 11611 occurs without �6. The parallels Mark 4:4·5 // Luke 
8:;-6 have 11£v . . .  Koi; Matt. 13:4-5 has 11£v . . .  &. 

;6. The verbatim agreement is often noticed but is seldom discussed. Because Matthew 

and Luke are practically identical here, there is no room, for those who accept the Q hy
pothesis, for the discovery of redactional features in �latthew and Luke. Patterson, Gospel 

oJT110mas, 6t, says, �Neitber Matthew nor Luke has likely changed a thing in the tradition 

they received from Q; therefore, it is simply impossible to show on the basis of content that 
lllomas made use of Matthew and I or Luke in acquiring this saying'" (cf. also J. Sieber, "Re

dactional Analysis; 208·9; and DeConick, Original Gospel, 231). This illustrates the danger 
with searching solely for redactional features in the case for or against Thomasine familiarity 
with the Synoptics. The first step has to be the isolation of verbatim agreement of the kind 
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The third example is similar. 

Matt. 8:20 II Luke 9:;8• 71rom. 86 (Coptic) 

Kai Hy£1 a\mi> o 1naouc. 06X6!CX6 
ai clAWUEKEC [!!B�WOP 

(pWAEOUC Exoooav OY!!T]p.y !!OYfRl!!R 
Kai "fO ltE"fEIVO �)"WI!2��T6 

TOu oupavou oylrr� y HH� r 
KQ"fQOKnVWOEI�, HD6Y!:!e.Z 
0 Ot uiOc ToU DYIHP6 �6 
avllewnou OUK EXEI HDP!UI-16 HiiT�Q 
noU II!![QJxM?>, 
-r!]v K£<PaA.!]v KXivn ep!Ke I!Teq �oe 

!!QI-!TOII HI-!(O)q 

71•om. 86 (retroversion) 

,\£y£11naouc· 
[ai cl,\wnEKEC 

Exou )a.v ("rou�) ((DWAEOUC 
(a&fwv)) Kai "fQ ltE"fEIVQ 

(EX£1 [ -rqv)) 
KaTQGK6VW0lV 
(auTwv), o 6i: uioc TOV 
0. vSgWnou oUK €X£t 
noU 

-r!]v KE<PaMv (au-rou) KAivn 
Kai QVQltQOOq"fQI. 

·Matthew and Luke an identical hc.-r� only the introduction ditrt� where luke has rhttv for Matthew•s 
>.iyo<. 

Matt. 8:20 II Luke 9:58 Thom. 86 

Foxes have holes and the birds of the Foxes have their holes and the birds 
air have nests, but the Son of Man has have their nest, but the Son of Man has 
[!Owbere to Ja� bis bead. [!Owbere to Ja� bis bead and rest. 

The degree of verbatim agreement between Matthew, Luke, and Greek 
Thomas here is likely to have been strong, with at most minor variations57 
alongside the distinctively Thomasine final twist, ilqi1TOII HH(O)q, "and 
rest� Advocates of Thomasine independence rarely comment on the de
gree of closeness between the texts here. The issue is bypassed because of 
the verbatim agreement (too percent identity) between Matthew and Luke, 
which means, on the standard paradigm, that there is no redactional inter
vention from Matthew or Luke. As soon as this exact form of the saying is 
attributed to Q, there is no redactional Synoptic fingerprint that requires 
explanation;58 and, as usual, the verbatim agreement simply goes without 

we see here, verbatim agreement that is aU the more striking when it features so much un· 
nlomasine language. 

57· As Plisch points out (Gospel of Thomas, 196), "The many possessive articles in the 
Coptic text do not give information about the Greek vorlage (sic], since they arc idiomatic 
in Coptic. The Coptic translation of i\•fatt 8:20 and Luke 9:58 displays the same possessive 
articles:' 

;8. Patterson,. Gospel of Thomas, 61, is typical here. However, some rethinking of the Q 
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notice. This is in spite of the fact that the verbatim identity in Matthew 
and Luke is itself explained in terms of a literary link, whether their mu
tual knowledge of Q or Luke's use of Matthew. The oversight is unfortunate 
given the degree of similarity between Thomas and the Synoptics here, and 
it illustrates the difficulty with ignoring the presence of verbatim agree
ment between Thomas and the Synoptics. While judgments involving ret
roverted Greek are, of course, provisional, the agreement between Thomas 
and the Synoptics may include the uncommon words <pw>.e6c; ("hole") and 
KmaoK�vwotc; ("dwelling"), both of which occur only here in the New Tes
tament. 59 

This representative selection of examples ilJustrates that the Greek 
underlying the Coptic translation is likely to confirm the impression made 
by the Oxyrhynchus fragments, that there are frequent and extended ver
batim parallels between Thomas and the Synoptic Gospels. Of course it is 
necessary to be cautious about hypothetical Vorlagen, but it is worth bear
ing in mind that, if anything, the Coptic text is likely to be further away 
from the Synoptic parallels than the Greek underlying it was. In every 
place where we can at least get a window on the Greek textual witness, via 
the Oxyrhynchus fragments, the latter are closer to the Synoptics than is 
the Coptic.60 

Coming to Terms with Verbatim Agreement 

One of the difficulties with coming to terms with the verbatim agreement 
between Thomas and the Synoptics is that there can be unrealistic expec
tations. The extent of verbatim agreement among the Synoptics prepares 
our imagination for something that is quite unusual. The bar is simply too 
high. We are so familiar with the really high proportion of agreement here 

hypothesis may provide an additional challenge here in that Matthew is the evangelist who 
shows strong preference for this kind of paired animal imagery; see Michael Gou!der, Luke, 
463; idem, "Is Q a Juggernaut�- JBL 115 (1996): 667·81 (68o-8t). Goulder does not discuss the 
evidence from Thomas, but it is worth adding that most of the animal pairs in Tllonras (39, 
serpents and doves, Matt. to:t6; 1/rom. 76, moth and worm, Matt. 6:19; 1/rom. 93. dogs and 
swine, Matt. 7:6) are shared with the Synoptics. The exceptions are Thom. 3 (fish and birds) 
and 102 (dogs and oxen). 

59· Cf. Hawkins, Horae Synopticae, 63. <pwAto<; is absent from the LXX. KaraOl<rjvwm<; 
occurs five times in the LXX but always in the context of the temple and the divine presence. 

6o. See further below, 59-63. 
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that we begin tto treat it as a norm rather than as an anomaly.61 In other 
words, when we look at the extent of verbatim agreement between Matthew 
and Mark and contrast it with the extent of verbatim agreement between 
Matthew and Thomas, we are naturally disappointed with the latter.62 De
Conick, for example, notes, "The exact verbal agreement, lengthy sequences 
of words, and secondary features shared between the Triple Tradition ver
sions and the Quelle versions far exceed anything we find in the Gospel of 
Thomas,''63 but it does not follow that Thomas is unfamiliar with the Syn
optics.64 

In other words, the reminder about the sheer difference between intra
Synoptic agreement and Synoptic-Thomas agreement is a useful one, but 
the observation all too easily discourages us from taking Synoptic-Thomas 
agreement sufficiently seriously. After all, the evidence of one document's 
familiarity with another is not a matter of percentages.65 If twenty percent 
of a student's essay shows clear signs of plagiarism, it would be no coun
terargument for the student to complain that the remaining eighty percent 
of the essay was his or her own work.66 If there is evidence in Thomas of 
familiarity with one or more of the Synoptics, it is no counterargument that 
in many other places Thomas shows no traces of familiarity. Thus when 
Patterson is summarizing his case against Thomas's dependence on the 

6t. Cf. Gatheccole, "Luke in the Gospel of Thomas," u]. On the proper understanding of 
the high levels of verbatim agreement in the double tradition and how Litis points La a literary 
relationship, see John Kloppenborg, "Variation in Lite Reproduction of tl:te Double Tradition 
and an Oral Q?" ETL 83/J (2007): 53-80. 

62. Patterson conle.ttualizes his dis<-ussion of Thomas's relationship to the Synopti.:s by 
looking at the agreement in order and content among the Synoptics, a discussion that may 
generate unrealistic expectations about du: degree of verbatim agreement between Thomas 

and the Synoptics; see especially Gospel of11roma.s, u-16. 
63. DeConick, Original Gospel. 23. ("QueUe" is DeConick's characteristic term for Q.) 

Given the evidence of dle Oxyrhynchus papyri, especiaUy the P.Oxy. 1 witness to 1/rom. 26, 
she may be oversta ling a little here. 

64. DeConick's position, set out in bodl Recovering and Origimll Gospel. is that the older 
claims about dependence are too simplistic and that one can only fuUy understand 1/romas if 
one appreciates dle oral milieu of the work's evolution and development. 

6). This is the serious weakness in Eta Linnemann's arguments against literary depen
dence in the Synoptic Gospels, Ts 1/rere a Synoptic Problem? Rethinking tire Literary Depen

dence of the First Flrree Gospels (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1992). Linnemann gadlers together a 
rang<' of p<'rCt'ntag.<'s of agreement among the Synoptics and regards dle figures as low, as if 
absence of agreement in some places takes a\V3)' from the presence of agreement in other 
places. 

66. See furdler on this point below, 54-56. 
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Synoptics, be acknowledges the argument that Thomas sometimes parallels 
Synoptic redaction and adds that "there are indeed several places where this 
appears to be trueD;67 but he goes on to comment: "But taken together, these 
instances do not suggest any consistent pattern of borrowing. And they are 
far outnumbered by the many sayings that show no knowledge at all of their 
synoptic counterparts, and in many cases appear to come from a stage in 
the tradition that is more primitive:'6s 

In order for Thomas's familiarity with the Synoptics to be established, 
one only requires knowledge of the Synoptics in certain places. It does not 
need to be a "consistent pattern:' And even if more primitive traditions are 
contained in Thomas, this is relevant only to the issue of Thomas's knowl
edge of oral tradittons, and is not directly relevant to the question of literary 
priority. It is important here, as elsewhere in discussions of intra-Gospel 
relationships, to avoid confusing literary priority and the age oftraditions.69 

This general problem is exacerbated by the fact that there is a tendency 
in Thomas scholarship to set up the debate as one of whether Thomas is 
totally dependent on the Synoptics. When DeConick summarizes issues in 
Thomas studies, she characterizes one viewpoint as arguing that Thomas 
"was a late Gnostic gospel entirely dependent on the canonical Gospels;'70 
a viewpoint that would be impossible to defend given that half of Thomas 
is unparalleled in the Synoptics. Indeed, those who argue that Thomas is 
familiar with the Synoptics usually add that this only takes us so far in ex
plaining the document. Klyne Snodgrass, for example, argues that "it is de
pendent on the canonical Gospels for some of its material;' adding, "That 
Thomas is dependent in some sayings does not mean that it is dependent in 
all its sayings";71 and similar statements are commonplace.72 

On the whole, the issue of verbatim agreement between Thomas and 
the Synoptics is simply not discussed in the literature, so the key evidence 
for a direct link between the texts can go unnoticed. Although it is a strong 
method to look for clear cases of Synoptic redaction in Thomas, those cases 
do not always appear in texts exhibiting large-scale verbatim agreement, 
and texts like Thorn. 26 can be neglected. 

If we are insufficiently impressed with verbatim agreements of up to 

67. Patterson, Fifth Gospel, 66. 
68. Ibid., 67. 
69. See further my Case Agaimt Q, 65. 

70. April DeConick, ·The Gospel of Thomas; ExpT uS (2007): 469-79 (469). 
7•· Snodgrass, "Gospel of Thomas," •9· 
72. Note in particular Tuckett$ helpful comments in "Titomas and the Synoptics;' 156. 
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thirteen words in ancient texts like this, it might be worth closing with an 
analogy from contemporary writing that demonstrates knowledge of one 
text by another in a relatively short sequence of words. We began the chap
ter with James Robinson's often told story of the discovery of the Nag Ham
madi documents. The story is repeated in a drastically abbreviated version 
by the New Testament scholar who has done more than any other to stress 
the importance of orality, Werner Kelber:" 

James Robinson• Werner Kelber 

The date of the discovery of the Nag The general area of the discovery is 
Hammadi codices can be established deeply rural and virtually untouched 
by two murders - not altogether by urban, fu:vlllian culture. Peasants 
uncommon happenings in the blood in this part of the world live in a 
feuds still found in rural �! . . .  preliterate society, forever involved 

in blood feuds among each other and 
against neighboring villages, and not 

. . .  They fell upon Ahmad Isma'il averse to taking the law into their 
pitilessly. Abu al-Majd, then a own hands. Members of the family 
teenager, brags that he struck the who made the discovery were before 
first blow straight to the head. After and afterwards victims of brutal 
having hacked Ahmad Ismail to pieces murders. They were hacked to pieces 
limb bv limb, they cut out his heart limb bv limb, their hearts cut out and 
and consumed it among them - the consumed by the murderers - the 
ultimate act of blood revenge. ultimate act of blood revenge. It is now 

admitted that considerable damage 
and losses occurred as the manuscripts 
were divided up by the Islamic natives 
who did not recognize their true 
significance . . . . 

•Robinson. -oisco,�ery:" 209. There are multiple versions of the story. but this is the OD(' that Kelber refers 
to ("Gnosis." 42). 

Kelber's account has only a limited number of words in common with 
Robinson's, but even if Kelber had not provided the reader with the source 

73· Werner Hi. Kelber, ·Gnosis and the Origins of Christianity; in Kenneth Keulman, 
ed., Critical Moments in Religious History (Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 1983), 41·58 
(42). Kelber's redaction of Robinson has introduced some errors into his ''crsion in a way 

analogous to Matthew's redaction of Mark and Thomas's redaction of the Synoptics, e.g., the 
members of the family who mad.- th.- discovery were not just victims of brutal murd.-rs� but 
al.so murd<"rers themselves. 
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of his information/4 we would be able to tell that he was reliant on Robin
son because of the phrase, "the ultimate act of blood revenge:' The phrase is 
very uncommon, and I have been unable to find it anywhere other than in 
accounts about the discovery of the Nag Hammadi codices, and only after 
1979.75 It would be special pleading to suggest that Kelber could have gone 
out to al-Qasr and interviewed the same people Robinson interviewed in 
the 1970s, and happened to characterize events using the identical phrase.76 
No, this is an example of a direct link between texts, reflected in a six-word 
verbatim agreement. 

Although it is an important step in the case for Thomas's familiarity 
with the Synoptic Gospels, noticing the presence of verbatim agreement 
only takes one so far. Verbatim agreement of the kind seen in texts Uke 
Thorn. 26 illustrates that there is a direct link between Thomas and the Syn
optics. It does not, in itself, say anything about the direction of the Unk. The 
next key step is to ask whether there are examples of Synoptic redactional 
features that show up in Thomas. Are there signs of Matthews or Luke's 
hands in the material that Thomas shares with them? The next four chapters 
are devoted to illustrating that these signs are present, and that the evidence 
suggests that Thomas was indeed familiar with the Synoptics. 

74· See above. 
75· The earliest is Pagels, Gnostic Gospels, xiv (but quoting Robinson). In some versions, 

the exact phrase is used, as in the Kelber Vt'rsion above. Sometimes, even when one word is 

cbanged, the debi to Robinson remains dear, e.g., •the quintessential act of blood vengeance," 
Marvin Meyer, 71re Gnostic Discoveries: 71re Impact of the Nag Hammadi Library (San Fran

cisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 2006), 18; or "the extreme act of blood vengeance," Ehrman, Lost 
Christianities, 52. 

76. Indeed, it is possible to get an idea of what a variant oral account looks like. Mu

hammad 'Ali was interviewed for a British television documentary in 1987, 71,. Gnostics. His 

account has some features in common with Robinson's, but it is radically different in  other 
respects. Tile documentary itself is now difficult t o  find, but see Churton, Gnostics. On the 

point in question here, Churton reports 'Ali as saying, "I took my knife and cut out his heart 
and ate most of his pieces" (n). At best, there are individual vocabulary items in common, but 
there are no lengthy sequences of words. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Diagnostic Shards 

Introduction 

The extent of verbatim agreement between Thomas and the Synoptics has 
been insufficiently explored in previous studies, though several striking ex
amples suggest direct lines connecting the Synoptic Gospels to Thomas. But 
this only takes us part of the way. What is required is some indication of 
which way the lines should be drawn. When we work on the Synoptic Prob
lem, establishing some kind of literary link between the Synoptics is only 
the first step. The next step is to look for evidence of one text's familiarity 
with another. Here there is an accepted method: the search for distinctive, 
redactional features of one text appearing in another. And so here the key 
question is whether Thomas features distinctive, redactional features from 
the Synoptic Gospels. 

There have been several good arguments for Thomas's knowledge of the 
Synoptics utilizing this straightforward method. The investigator isolates 
a feature that is clearly redactional in a given Gospel and then shows how 
Thomas parallels that very redactional feature. Under such circumstances, 
it follows that Thomas is likely to have derived the feature from that Gospel 
and not from �ts source.' The theory itself is little disputed 2 Indeed, ad-

1. Harvey K. McArthur, lbe Gospel According to Thomas.· in Harvey K. McArthur, 
ed., New Testament Sidelights: Essays in Honor of Alexander Converse Purdy (Hartford: Hart· 

ford Seminary Foundation Press, 1960), 43·n (61, 65, 68); Snodgrass, "Gospel of Thomas," 
25·26; Tuckett, ""Thomas and the Synopti cs,• 140·45 e/ passim; Schrage, Verhiiltnis, 4 et passim; 
Fieger, Das Thomasevangelium, 6·7 et passim. Meier, Marginal few, 1:U3·39.especially 137·38, 
makes this one of the major grounds for seeing 1l1omas as secondary to the Synoptics. 

2. Andrew Gregory, "Prior or Posterior? 1l•e Gospel of the Ebionites and the Gospel of 
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vocates of Thomas's independence tend to agree that if a sufficient number 

of strong examples of Synoptic redaction could be found in Thomas, this 

would indicate Thomas's familiarity with the Synoptics. 

The First Beatitude (Matt. 5:3 // Luke 6:20 // Thorn. 54) 

The difficulty is that evidence of the Synoptic evangelists' redaction is of

ten said to be absent from Thomas. John Dominic Crossan, in stressing the 
importance of proper methodology in the discussion, draws attention to a 

parallel that for him clearly illustrates Thomas's independence of the Syn· 
optics, the first beatitude:3 

Mall. 5'3 Luke 6:zo Thom. 54 

nexe tcxe 
jlClKcXplOl oi ITTWXOL TtJl flClKQplOI oi ITTWXOi 2ii����p10C 116 112HK6 
nvEUfl«TlOTt etUTWV on UfJETipa xe noTTI 
EOTtV � �QOtA£ia Et7Tlv � �aa!Ada Te ntiiTepo 
Twvoupavwv Tou9cou uiinHye 

Blessed are the poor in Blessed are tbe poor, Blessed are the poor, 
spirit, for theirs for yours for yours 
is the kingdom is the kingdom is the kingdom 
of the heavens of God of the heavens 

Crossan explains how the parallel points clearly to Thomas's indepen

dence from the Synoptics: 

One example may again suffice. The first beatitude in Luke 6:2ob has 

"Blessed are you poor, for yours is Lhe kingdom of God,� but in Mall 

5:3, "Blessed ue the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.� 
Scholars had long considered that "in spiritD was a personal, redactional 

addition by Matthew himself. Now in Gos. Thom. 54 we have, "Blessed 
are the poor, for yours is the Kingdom of Heaven:· Precisely what is miss
ing is the proposed editorial addition of Matthew. But what if one objects 

Luke; NTS 51 (2oo;): 344 -6o (348), associates this "widely recognized criterion• "�th Helmut 
Koester, Synoptische Oberliefenmg bei den Apostolisclten Viitem (TU 65; Berlin: Akademie. 
1957), 3; idem, "Written Gospds or Oral Tradition?� JBL 113 (1994}: 293-97. 

3· Crossan, Four Other Gospels, 35·37; cf. idem, Birth of Christianity, 117-18. 
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that Thomas has simply copied Luke here? That will not work. One would 
have at least to argue that 1Jromas (a) took the third person "the poor" 
from Matthew, then (b) the second person "yours" from Luke, and (c) 
returned to Matthew for the final "Kingdom of Heaven:' It might be sim
pler to suggest that ll10mas was mentally unstable.• 

The rhetoric is powerful but the argument is weak. Thomas's version is in 
fact very similar to Luke's version, and there is little trouble in imagining 
Thomas having taken over the beatitude largely from Luke. There is a good 
case for suggesting that Thomas was repeating the Lukan version, adding a 
reminiscence of the Matthean "kingdom of the heavens" at the end. 

The problem arises in Crossan's description of the data. His contrast 
between Luke's "you poor" against Thomas's "the poor" is an error, presum
ably introduced by comparing the RSV of Luke, which translates �aKaptot 
oi mwxoi as "Blessed are you poor;' with Thomas Lambdin's translation 
of Thomas, which translates 2iiH�K�PIOC 116 112HK6 as "Blessed are the 
poor:'

s There is in fact no difference here between Luke and Thomas. Both 
Bethge and Greeven provide the only plausible Greek retroversion, and it is 
identical with Luke, with the exception only of Twv ovpavwv ("of the heav
ens") at the end, hence �aKaptot oi Jnwxoi iht u�ETipa ioTiv � Pam,\Eia niJv 
oupavwv (�Blessed are the poor, for yours is the kingdom of the heavens"). 

In other words, Thom. 54 differs only in using "kingdom of the heavens" 
instead of "kingdom of God:' For this last phrase, it is indeed the case that 
Thomas shows knowledge of one of Matthews most distinctive phrases/ 
but Crossans suggestion that a kind of implausible criss-cross copying 
would have been involved is an unimaginative caricature, not least given 
that mixed versions of Synoptic sayings are a common feature of Gospel 
quotations from the second century onward.' 

4· Crossan, Four Other Gospels, 37· 

5· Craig Evans, Fabricating jesus, 75·76, criticizes Crossan on the same point, but un· 
necessarily explains the parallels in terms of Thomas's dependence on a Syriac Matthew, not 
noticing that the contrast between Luke and T11omas in �Blessed are you poor" and "Blessed 
are the poor" is apparent and not real. Charles L. Quarles, "The Use of the Gospel of11•omas 
in the Research on the Historical Jesus of)ohn Dominic Crossan; CBQ 69 (2007): 517-36, also 
has a convoluted explanation. He says that ·oi rrrwxoi in Luke is likely vocative" (522) and that 
"the awkward shift" in Thomas is oest explained as a product of mixed dependence in which 
tht' third person is borrowed from Matthew and the st'cond person is borrowed from Luke" 
(522). But oi rrrwxoi cannot be vocative here. and Thomas is wry close to Luke. 

6. See below, 66-69. 
7· Cf. Quarles, "t.;se of the Gospel of Thomas," 519, draws attenlion to the differently 
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It is true, of course, that Thomas lacks Matthew's qualification "in spir
it," but all this shows is Thomas's preference for the simpler Lukan version 
over the more obscure Matthean phrase. Even if Crossan is right that "in 
spirit" is a Matthean redactional element,8 its absence from Thomas says 
nothing at all about Thomas's independence. In other words, there are no 
grounds here for insisting on Thomas's independence, still less for doubting 
the author's mental stability.9 

Searching for Synoptic Redaction 

Arguments like Crossan's are not strong, but his perspective is shared by 
others who have argued for Thomas's independence. According to scholars 
like John Sieber10 and Stephen Patterson," apparent examples of Synoptic 
redaction in Thomas can be explained in a variety of different ways: appeal 
to oral tradition, coincidence, and textual assirnilation.'2 Before we look at 

mixed form (Matthe,�sairrwv for luke's l>ft.-rtpa) in Polycarp, Phil. 2.3, f10tdlptot olltTwxoi . . . 

11-n airrwv ta-riv � j3o.m>.eia TOu BeoU, "If Polycarp could mix texts in this fashion, the author 

of11romas could have done so as weU -.;thou! any suspicion of mental instability." 
8. Sec •ny Case Against Q, Ghaptct ], fot the argument that this beatitude is best und.c:t

stood as Luke's redactional reworking of Matthew, subsequently copied by 71rowras. luke's Je
sus characteristically begins his sermon with a blessing on "the poor" (cf. 4:16-30); he engages 
in eschatological reversal involving the rich (cf. t:)2·5J; t6:t9·31); and the disciples, who have 
"left everything" to foUow Jesus (;:uR, 28R), are the ones being addressed (6:zo). Of course 
if luke is responsible for this redactional reformulation of Matthew, Thomas's version dearly 
shows ltis knowledge of Luke. In this context, however, I am simply attempting to show the 
weakness of Crossan's argument for Thomas's independence of Matthew and Luke. not to 
argue against Q. 

9· Patterson. Gospel of Thomas and jesus, 42-44. argues: "When one looks for more posi· 
Live evidence that Thomas represents an independent tradition. the tradition history of the 
beatitudes provides some helpful clues" (43), but his tradition history takes for granted the 

existence of Q rather than arguing for it. He notes, for example, that "not one of those [be
atitudes] added by Matthew turns up in Thomas" and that "there are no Thomas paraUels to 
Luke's woes, the one thing that could possibly link Thomas to Luke's te.xt" (4)), statements 
that assume that the four beatitudes in luke 6:20-23 are the original Q beatitudes, expanded 
with extra beatitudes by Matthew in Matt. 5:2-12 and by Luke with woes (6:24-26) in Luke 
6:20-26. 

to. Sieber, "Redaottional Analysis." 
11. Pattc:-rson, Gospel ofTlromas and Jesus. 

12. The situation with the minor agreements between Matthew and Luke against Mark 
in discussions of the Synoptic Problem is analogous. It has often been pointed out that those 
who hold to the independence of Matthew and luke have a "divide and conquer" approach 
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specific examples of Synoptic redaction in Thomas in chapters 4-6, it will be 
worth pausing ito reflect on some of the perceived difficulties with the case, 
one of which is that those who argue against Thomas's familiarity with the 
Synoptics tend to assume that cases of familiarity have to look like the Syn
optics because they are ent.iced by the especially close relationship between 
the Synoptics themselves. 

In discussing the question of Thomas's relationship to the Synoptics, 
Patterson works by comparison with the Synoptic Problem, rightly suggest
ing that the Synoptic data demand a theory of a literary relationship.13 His 
point is that the parallels in content and order between Thomas and the 
Synoptics are not like the parallels in content and order among the Syn
optics. The distance between Thomas and the Synoptics is more like the 
distance between John and the Synoptics. 

There are, of course, significant points of contact between the two areas 
of study, but it is important to remember the points of divergence too. In 
particular, the data set for comparison between Thomas and the Synoptics 
is smaller than the data set for comparison between the Synoptics. In other 
words, the extent of overlap between Matthew, Mark, and Luke is so much 
greater than the extent of overlap between those three Gospels and Thomas, 
that one would expect the number of examples of Synoptic redaction in 
Thomas to be much smaller than the number of examples of Markan redac
tion in Matthew, Matthean redaction in Luke, and so on. 

Moreover, the genre difference between the Synoptic Gospels and the 
Gospel of1homas reduces the number of possible examples of Synoptic re
daction in Thomas. As a sayings gospel, Thomas only parallels the sayings 
in the narrative gospels. This is not a trivial point. Our ability to detect 
Synoptic redaction is at its best in the kind of narrative segues that are very 
common in the Synoptics but practically absent from 1homas.14 

that diminishes the overall impact of the m inor agreements as evidence for luke's knowledge 

of Matthew. See further my Case Against Q, chapter 3, especiallr 163·65. 

13. Patterson, Gospel of 1/tomas and ]es11s, 12-16. like many New Testament scholars, 

Patterson refracts the data that give rise to the Synoptic Problem through its most popular 
solution, the Two-Source Theory. Nevertheless, he is right that the data he isolates (parallel 
order and content) do demand a literary solution to the problem. His suggestion that the 
differences between john and the Synoptics rule out •literary dependence" (14), on the other 

hand, may be a little overstated. 
14. Cf. Snodgrass, ·Gospel oflltomas;" 26: -,"' difficulry with the redactional clements 

is that 7homas does not ha,·e narrative material or compositional seams, the places where we 
would expect to find the largest concentrations of the c.-vangelists' own wording." The same 
is also true with respect to john and the Synoptics; the sheer difference in the crafting of the 
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Further, the attempt to isolate parallels that feature the redactional 
stamp of one evangelist on another's work will often inevitably involve mi
nutiae.•• By definition, something that is distinctive of one writer is less 
likely to appear when another writer takes it over. All too often, the redac
tional stamp in question will be something that at first appears minor. We 
should not be ashamed of this. Crimes are sometimes solved with the DNA 
extracted from a single hair left on the victim's clothing. 

Moreover, not every element in an evangelist's redaction will be loaded 
with theological interest or significance. When we teach redaction criticism, 
we focus - inevitably - on the major, theologically interesting differences 
between the Gospels, like 15tKatOaUV1] (righteousness) in Matthew,'6 but 
such famous redactional themes will not necessarily be the ones that are 
picked up in 7homas!7 One of the difficulties with Sieber's study of the 
question is just tluis, that he looks for redactional traits that are invested 
with theological weight and plays down the more mundane but neverthe
less diagnostic Synoptic redactional elements that appear in Thomas. '8 

The Plagiarist's Charter 

There is a related point. Arguments against Thomas's familiarity with the 
Synoptics sometimes set a standard that would allow plagiarists to go un

punished. It is sometimes sa.id that the absence of agreement in parts of 
certain Synoptic-Thomas parallels indicates Thomas's ignorance of the Syn-

narrative makes it difficult to spot parallel narrative segues. Yet even here the agreement at 
Matt. 26:46// Mark 14=42// john 14=31, tydpta!lt liywfUV, •Arise, let us leave; may be an indi

cator of a direct link between the texts. So too in 11tomas, a careful look occasionaUy reveals 
knowledge of Synoptic narrative framing, e.g., 11tom. 79; see chapter 6 below. 

•5· Sieber, "Redactional Analysis; 17, suggests: "In order to caU a reading a redactional 

trace, one must be able to attribute that reading to a particular evangelist's theological intent"; 
but this sets the bar too high. Not all e'•idence of redaction is connected with "theological 

intent." Authors regularly leave much more subtle dues about their style. 
16. Tuckett's example, "Thomas and the Synoptics," 141. 
'7· :\'evertheless, Thomas does feature Matthew's preferred redactional term "kingdom 

of heaven" on three occasions (2o, 54, 1q), the first two in parallel with Mallhean redaction 
of Mark, on which see further below. 66-69. So too Luke's interest in hearing Gods will and 
doing it (Til om. 79a II Luke n:27-28; see further below, chapter 6). 

18. Cf. Tucke tt, '"1homas and the SyooptiCS: 141, "Sieber tended to ignore the smaUer, 
theologically less signi:ficant, details in the gospels. But it is recognized by most that the evan
gelists' redactional activity was not confined to such theological 'bombsheUs' as litKutoauvt]!" 
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optic saying as a whole.  The difficulty with this line of argument can be 
illustrated from teachers' experiences of plagiarism in student work. While 
from time to time unwise students plagiarize an entire essay from the In
ternet, it is far more common for students to plagiarize only parts of essays. 
When the students in question are accused of plagiarism, it is no excuse for 
them to point to the amount of material that they have not taken over. No 
reasonable disciplinary body would accept the lack of copying in parts of 
the paper as an excuse for the copying in other parts of the paper, or as evi
dence that the copied parts are not copied!' Nor is this just the case in rela
tion to student !Plagiarism. The relevant legal rule is clear: "No plagiarist can 
excuse the wrong by showing how much of his work he did not pirate:'20 

On a related topic, when discussing the occurrence of "Pharisees and 
scribes" (H<j>o.ptCO.lOC Hii iirpo.t'ti'IO. T6YC) in Ihom. 39 II Matt. 23:13, 

Dennis lngolfsland offers a helpful analogy. Patterson here suggests that the 
"Pharisees and scribes" pairing is due to textual assimilation to Matthew, 
adding, "If Thomas were intentionally borrowing this topos from Mat
thew one would expect to see it incorporated into Thomas' own text more 
frequently:'

2
' Ingolfsland replies: 

Imagine that a writer copied, with slight alterations, a paragraph from 
Patterson's book and that Patterson charges that writer with plagiarism. 
As evidence, Patterson cites the fact that not only does the accused pla
giarizer's work agree substantially with Patterson's book, but the writer 
included tbe phrase "gnosticizing proclivities" which is a characteristic 
phrase of Patterson's, occurring not less than seven times in one short 
chapter (chapter eight) of Patterson's book. The judge rules in the plagia
rizer's favor, however, saying that if the writer had really been copying 

19. It is of course true that punishments may differ in severity in relation to the degree 
of plagiarism in a given paper, e.g., the online plagiarism detection sen<ice rurnitin states, �If 
even a small part of a work is found to have been plagiarized, it is still considered a copyright 
violation. However, the amount that was copied probably will have a bearing on the sever
ity of the punishment. A work that is almost entirely plagiarized will almost certainly incur 
greater penalties tban a work tbat only includes a small amount of plagiarized material," "Pia· 
giarism FAQs;" Plagiarism dot org. http://www.plagiarism.org/plag_article_plagiarism_faq 
.html, accessed 15 june zo11. 

20. Sheldon ,._ Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corp .• 81 F.zd 49. 56 (zd Cir.). I am grateful to 
Stephen Carlson for the legal source here. 

21. Patterson, Gospel of71romas, 36. 
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from Patterson, "we would expect to see the phrase more frequently" in 
the plagiarizer's work. It is doubtful that Patterson would be convinced. 22 

Examples of what I label "the plagiarist's charter" have already been 
encountered in the discussion of verbatim agreement between Thomas and 
the Synoptics23 and further examples will be discussed in chapters 4 and 5· 

* * * 

It is, then, a mirage to imagine that the examples of Synoptic redaction 

in Thomas are too few or too weak. vVe should make sure that we do not 

allow ourselves to be spoiled by the Synoptics. It is a mistake to think of 

the Synoptic interrelations as the norm, as the benchmark against which to 
measure all other cases of source usage, as is the case also in the issue of the 
extent of verbatim agreement?• 

In other wordls, the search for Synoptic redactional features in Thomas 
is a search for indicators, for signs, that Tlromas is familiar with the Syn
optic Gospels themselves. These indicators arc actually quite common in 
Thomas, but it is easy to play them down if one begins with unrealistic ex
pectations. To use an analogy from archaeology, what we are looking for are 
diagnostic shards.L> In an archaeological dig, not every find offers equally 

useful evidence for identifying the materials; even fewer finds provide help

ful dating evidence. We should not fret, then, when particular parallels do 
not show obvious signs of Synoptic redaction. That is exactly what we ought 
to expect, and the situation is the same with other pairs of parallel texts 
where one is the source for the other, including often between the Synoptic 
Gospels. As Christopher Tuckett points out, 

it is almost inevitable that, ifTh is dependent on our gospels (at however 
many stages r,emoved) for his synoptic-type material, not every saying 
will conveniently contain a parallel to a redactional element in the syn-

22. Dellllis lngoLfsland, "The Gospd of Thomas and the Synoptic Gospels; online ar· 

tide, http://dennis-ingolfsland.blogspoLcom/zoo9/o4fgospel·of·thomas-and-synoptic·gos 

pels.btml, accessed 15 June 2011. 
23. See above, 36 and 38. 

24. See chapter 2 above, especially 44-46. 

25. I am grateful to Ken Olson for the analogy. See Jonathan Reed, Tire HarperCollirrs 
Visual Guide to tire New Testament: What Archaeology Reveals about dre Firs! Cltristiarrs (Kew 

York: HarperCollins, zoo]), r9-20. 
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optic gospels. It is far more likely that sometimes Th will parallel only 
traditional elements. 26 

There is, of course, a danger that the attempt to moderate unrealis
tic expectations might be taken as an apology for paucity of evidence. It is 
worth stating clearly, therefore, that the thesis argued here is that the pres
ence of Synoptic redactional material in Thomas is frequent and significant. 
It is actually far greater than one ought to expect given the size of the data 
set and the nature of the material. The evidence is sufficient to establish 
Thomasine familiarity with the Synoptic Gospels. 

Before beginning to look at examples of Synoptic redaction in Thomas, 

however, we need to address one further potential complication, because 
for some scholars the presence of Synoptic redaction in Thomas will not 
settle the issue. Clear examples of Synoptic redaction in Thomas might, it is 
argued, simply draw attention to the possibility of Thomas's harmonization 
to the Synoptics in the process of its textual history. 

Textual Assimilation? 

If it becomes clear that some Synoptic redactional features are present in 
Thomas, could it be that this is explicable on the theory that Thomas is, 
essentially, autonomous? Could the work itself have emerged in isolation 
from the Synoptic Gospels but then become corrupted through textual as
similation, as it was copied by scribes familiar with the Synoptics? When 
Patterson concedes the presence of several Synoptic redactional elements 
in Thomas, this is how he explains the situation. For him, they point not 
to direct knowEedge of the Synoptics but instead to scribal harmonization. 
Patterson argues that the set of such examples is "very small" (32, 39, 45·3· 
104.1, 104.3), and that this makes it unlikely that Thomas depends on the 
Synoptics. He explains: 

It is impossible that Nag Hammadi Codex 2, and the many copies of 
Thomas which stand between our extant Thomas manuscripts and the 
original, were immune to the almost universal phenomenon of scribal 
error, especially that of harmonization. That the present text of Thomas 
has such text-critical commonplaces is to be expected; it is only a matter 
of identifying where they occur. Since the text as a whole does not rely 

z6. Tuckett, -Thomas and the Synoptics;" 157· 
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upon the synoptic tradition, it is reasonable to assign the handful of in· 
stances in which influence from a synoptic text is likely, to the phenom· 
en on of textual assimilation.27 

Patterson's point deserves to be taken seriously, and it should not be 
sidestepped in a bid to keep the contours of the debate as simple as pos
sible. The issue of the relationships among ancient texts is often complex, 
and our explanatory models all too often create the impression that compli· 
cated interrelationships, in which there were hundreds of points of contact 
and divergence between texts and traditions, can be reduced to simple, uni· 
directional diagran1s with only two or three dots and arrows.28 Indeed , the 
situation is especially complicated with respect to Thomas and the Synop· 
tics, where the one group of texts (the Synoptics) has thousands of textual 
witnesses and another (Thomas) has only four, three of them fragmentary 
and the other in Coptic. Who knows how our picture would change if we 
had a clearer textual history for Thomas?29 

However, Patterson's appeal to the possibility of scribal harmoni· 
zation carries with it a problem that is seldom acknowledged. Like aU 
appeals to absent evidence , the absent evidence might actually resolve 
itself in the opposite direction from that desired by the advocate. In 
other words, it needs to be acknowledged that if we had more textu
al evidence , it mjght provide more examples of Synoptic redaction in 
Thomas and not fewer. The gaps in the data set might, if filled,  provide 
serious countere\fidence for Patterson's theory. The question we need to 
ask is whether there is any reason to imagine that the absent data would 

q. Patterson, Gospel of Thomas and Jesus, 9J· SC<: similarly S. Davies, •lhomas, Gospel 
or. in David Noel Freedman, Allen C. Myers, and Astrid B. Beck, eds., Eerdma11s Dictio11ary 
of the Bible (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000), 1303·4 (1303); John S. Kloppenborg Verbin, 
•The Life and Sayings of Jesus; in Mark Allan Powell, ed., The New Testament Today (louis
ville: Westminster John Knox, 1999), 10· JO (u). 

28. See John S. Kloppenborg Verbin, Excavating Q: The History and Setting of the Say
ings Gospel (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2000) , 50·54> for some useful reflections on what we are 
doing when we model Synoptic relationships, especially 51, it is impossible to factor into 
our models the many imponderables that may have contributed to the composition of the 
gospels, for tlus would have the effect of destroying the explanatory power of the model. . . .  
Hypotheses are heuristic models intended to aid comprehension and discovery; the)' do not 
replicate reality." 

29. See Da,;d Parker, The Living Texts of the Gospels (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1997) , 103·23, for a discussion of the problems (and possibilities) genemttd by allowing 
textual criticism to interact properly with study of the Synoptic Problem. 
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support the theory of an autonomous Thomas, and here there are addi
tional problems. 

Patterson's argument is based on a general appeal concerning scribal 
harmonization in early Christian texts, and it is certainly true that there are 
many examples of harmonization in these texts.30 But it would be a mistake to 
regard the phenomenon as universal and irresistible. Some texts harmonize 
more than others. We should not assume that the scribe of Coptic Thomas 
harmonizes to the Gospels." But is there any way to be more certain? Is it 
simply a matter of dealing with assumptions? Happily, we are not in the dark 
on this issue, and there is a way to get some help. 

Patterson's five examples of Synoptic redaction in Thomas are all in 
Coptic Thomas. It is worth asking, therefore, whether, with the Hmited 
textual evidence we have, the Coptic appears to show greater signs than 
the Oxyrhynchus fragments of proximity to the Synoptic Gospels. Is it a 
text that aligns itself with the harmonization theory or not?32 On repeated 
occasions, the Coptic text of Thomas is further removed from the text of 
the Synoptics than are the Oxyrhynchus fragments. Several of the exam
ples discussed in chapter 2 above are cases in point; for example, Thom. 26 
(P.Oxy. 1.1-4) exhibits a thirteen-word verbatim agreement with Matt. 7:5 
II Luke 6:42, where the structure of the Greek differs from the structure of 
the Coptic.H 

Similarly, in Thorn. 4.2-3 the Greek (P.Oxy. 654.25-26) is again closer to 
the Synoptics than the Coptic, with an entire extra clause: 

30. For a useful discussion of harmonization and the Synoptic Problem, sec Gordon Fcc, 
"Modern Textual Criticism and the Synoptic Problem: On the Problem of Harmonization in 
the Gospels;' in Eldon jay Epp and Gordon D. Fee, Studies in the Theory mrd Method of New 
Testament Textual Criticism (Grand Rapids: Ecrdmans, 1993), 174·82. 

31. Examples of Coptic Tlromas's harmonization to Coptic 1:\'ew Testament texts are sel· 
dom persuasive and apparent agreements against the Greek are usuaUy th< natural result of 
the translation process. Sieber, "Redactional Analysis;' 78·79, foUowed by DeCo nick, Original 
Gospel, 264-65, suggests that logion 93 is a case where the scribe of Coptic 11Jomas bas been 
influenced by the wording of Sahidic Matthew (cf. Schrage, Verhiiltnis. 179·81), but the links 
are unjmpressive. 

32. Cf. Andrew Gregory, The Reception of Luke-Acts in the Period before lnmaeus: Look
ingfor Luke in the Second Century (WUNT z/169; lubingcn: Mohr, zooJ), •57· Gregory notes 

the problem that the Oxyrhyncbus fragment.s pose for Patterson's harmonization hypothesis. 
33· See above, 30· 33· The Greek rctrovrrsions from the Coptic make this point effcc· 

tively; e.g., see Pliscb, Gospel of Thomas, 91, on this saying. 
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Mark 10:31" Tl10m. 4.2-3 (P.Oxy. 654) Thom. 4.2-3 (Coptic) 

noHoi o£ EOOVTQl oTlnoAAoi t:ooVTal xe oyll 21>.2 
npwTOl t:oxaTo• Kai n[pwTo• t:oxaTOl Kai) .. fKJ)Opn III>.P 2�>-e 
(oi) WXOTOl ITpWtOL oi foxaTol rrpwtoL 

And many who are first For many who are f[irst For many who are first 
will be last and [the) last will be last and) the last will be last. 
first. first. 

• See also Man. 19:30. wlhicb is almost identical to Mark here: cf. atso Man. 1oa6 II Luke 13:30. which are 

atso similar but lack the construction with �oUoi. 
••On the reconstruction with Kai (GrenfeO and Hunt; Attridge). see above. 37 n. 36. 

Once again, the Coptic clearly does not show any signs of harmonization to 
the Synoptics. Quite the contrary. 

The clearest example, though, is Thom. 36, which provides extensive 
parallel content to the Synoptics that is absent from the Coptic. (See the 
table on pp. 62-63.) 

This Oxyrhynchus fragment witnesses to a text type that is radically 
closer to the Synoptics than is the Coptic text. The brief version in Coptic 
Thomas parallels only Matt. 6:25 // Luke 12:22, whereas the Greek fragment 
provides a fuller version of that verse, which is much closer to the !>ynoptics, 
and then it has additional parallels to Matt. 6:27 II Luke 12:2534 and Matt. 
6:28// Luke 12:27. Indeed, the latter parallel, far from being an irrelevant or 
accidental harmonization to the Synoptics, is now a celebrated example of 
an early variation of a Jesus saying in Greek, with ou �aivEtv ("do not card") 
appearing in Greek Thomas in contrast to au�avEtv ("grow") appeari.ng in 
Matthew and Luke.'5 The Greek fragment here represents a stage of trans
mission that is more primitive than the Coptic, and the latter appears to be 

34· See previous note. 
35· ou (alvoOOtv also appears in Matt. 6:28 � ..... James M. Robinson and Christoph Heil 

argue that a scribal error in Q led to the reading witnessed by Mallhew and Luke. They have 
published multiple versions of the argument, seven of which are reproduced in james M. 
Robinson (ed. Christoph Heiland joseph Verheyden), The Sayings Gospel Q: Collected Essays 
(BETL 189; Leuven: Leuven University Press, 2005), 713·886. Robinson's and Heil's th�sis is 
unnecessarily complex. Matt. 6:28 N"" is actually irrelevant to their case since they are not 
arguing that ou �alvovow was the original reading in Matthew. A range of possibilities ex
ists. one of which is that both Greek Thomas and the scribe of Matt. 6:28 �""made the sarue 
emendation (or ·error") by changing ou �aiv£1v to au�aV£1v. Here, as often, the appeal to Q 
complicates rather than clarifies. 

6o 
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an abbreviation.36 1he Oxyrhynchus Greek fragment is close enough to the 
texts of Matthew and Luke to make dear that the Coptic text is a long way 
from harmonizing, but at the same time it is not so close to Matthew and 
Luke as to be under suspicion from harmonization itself. 'Vhat we have 
here is clear counterevidence to the thesis of scribal harmonization in Cop
tic Thomas. The latter is further removed from the Synoptics than are the 
earlier Greek fragments. 

We should, of course, be careful to avoid the assumption that the Oxy
rhynchus fragments approximate the Greek text that was the Vorlage for the 
Coptic translation. It is easy to be seduced by the fact that the fragments are 
closer in date to and in the same language as the Synoptic Gospels and so 
to imagine that we are necessarily looking at something very similar to the 
text the Coptic translator saw.37 Nevertheless, we have to work with extant 
evidence rather than absent data, and while caution is necessary, it is worth 
underlining that the extant textual evidence does not support the hypothe
sis of scribal harmonization in Coptic Thomas. In other words, the interest
ing theoretical possibility of a harmonizing Coptic Thomas is not supported 
by the actual textual evidence. Appeal to absent textual evidence only serves 
to emphasize the possibility that a fuller model would show more and not 
fewer examples of Synoptic redaction in Thomas. On balance, then, it is 
important to take the presence of Synoptic redaction in Thomas seriously. 

* * * 

36. M. Marcovich, "Textual Criticism on the Gospel of Thomas," JTS zo (1969): 53·74 
(70 ), sees this as "a dear example of a drastic cutting of the original text of the G71r by the 
redactor of [the I C(optic I . . . .  in his zeal to bring logion j6 logically as close as possible to the 

following logion 37: Similarlr. DeConick. Original Gospel, 1-19. "The longer version provided 
by the Greek appears to be earlier than the Coptic truncation"; Patterson, Gospel of71romas, 
76 n. 298, writes, "[t is also possible there has been some residual influence irom the synoptic 

text on the Oxyrhrnchus version of Thomas, which, for whatever reason, fails to show up in 

the :\ag Hammadi version." Plisch, Gospel of11romas, 106, is less certain: "The brevity of the 

Coptic text of the saying is quite typical of the Gospel of Thomas, but the long version of the 
Greek text is rather unusual:' But both are characteristically much shorter than the Synoptic 

parallels. It may be that we should reckon with a trajectory whereby the scribes of Coptic 

1/romas continue along the abbreviating route of early Greek 1/romas. For a thesis that re

quires a harmonizing tendency in Nag Hammadi Thomas, Patterson's "for whate,<er reason" 
here is problematic. 

37· Moreover, it is important to remember also that the scribe of the �H Il text of11rom
as is unlikely to be the same person who translat..! the text from Greek. Our Coptic text may 
be several texts remov..! from the first tran.slation into Coptic. 
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7110111. 36 Thom. 36 
Matt. 6:25-30 Luke 12:22-28 (P.oxy. 655) (NH II) 

22 Elnev 6£ npO<; -roue; (;\iyet . I (IJGOii)c;· f16:l(61C 
25 6•ii l'a61JrO.c; [ainoii], 6•a 

-roiiTo >.tyw u11iv, ToiTro Aiyw UJ.!iv, 
��� I'�PII'VQT£ l'il ���·��vim: l'il I'EPII'vQT& �tf!Qt roorw 

a]no npwi £(we; :lei( II) 

olfli, l't\r I• a<p' 2TOOY6W� 
tan[ipac; lwc; f'OY26 � yw 
n]pwi, l't\T£ )(Ill 

TO 'lfUXO i>!lwv TO 1j1Ux0 (-rfi Tpo<pfi i>)I'WV 21POY26 W� 
Ti <paylj'TE [ij Ti niljH:), Ti <payljT&, Ti <pQ(yiJT&. !ltJT&) 2TOOY6 
1''16£ T<!> OW !lOTI Ul'<i>V 1''16£ T<!> GW!lOTI Tfi OT(o;\fi u11wv) :lee oy 
Ti £v61JOI]G6E: ouxi t'j ri iv6Ual]o6E. 23 ti ri iv6u[o1J]o6•. f16<T>6TII 
l.Jroxfl n�h:I6v E<Trtv yap 'I'Uxti n>.ciov �T��q 
njc; rpo<ptjc; Kai iOTtV rtjc; rpo<ptj<; 21Wf TH)'Tii. 

TO OWf.la TOU Kai TO aW...a TOU 
iv6U11moc;; tv6u11moc;. 
. . .  27 -ric; 6t t� i>!lwv . . .  25 -ric; 6t t� u11wv 

I'EPII'vWV 6UVQTQI I'�PII'VWV 6uvaTat 
npoa6eivat tn:i -ri)v tn:i-rtjv 
�>.uciav aiiToii �AtKiav aiiToii 

ntjxuv npoa6eiv01 ntjxuv; 26 

£va; 28 Kai nt:pl d oiJv OOOE fAaXJOTOV 
iv6u11aroc; Ti Mvaa6&. ri nepi Twv 

I'�PlfJVitT�; AOI!tWV I'�PII'Vitr&; (no>.)>.<!> 
KaTal'a6£Te Til 27 KaTavot]oaT£ -ra KpEi[ooovJic; 

Kpiva TOU aypoii Kplva t[<=J""" 1"1"1 VW\1 
nWc; aU�c:ivouatv: n<iJ< aU�civtt: an[va o)u �a[i)vn 
oU KomW.c:nv oU& oUKom� OOOE ou6f: 
vt]6ou01 v: 29 AEyW vq6tt: >.tyw v(.j6Jet. 1'['16Jtv 
6£ Uf.liv ilr• oM£ 6£ u11iv, ooo£ <xovr[a e]v6[u] 
LOAOf.IWV tv naan LOAOIIWV tv naan 11a, -ri tv[6eireJ 

r!i M�n aiiToii rfi 00�!1 aiiToii Kai UJ.LEic;; Tic; av 

nepu:j3aA£TO we; £v ntplt:JlQAETO we; £v npoa6<ei>IJ 
TOUTWV. 30 d 6t TOV TOUTWV. 28 d 6£ tv i:ni n;v t:i).aKiav 
xoprov TOU <iypoii O.ypt!> -rov xopTov i>!lwv; aiiTo(c; 
otJf.l&pov ovra Kal OVTO otJf.l&pOV Kai 6)WoE1 ul'eiv ro 
aiiptov de; KAi�avov aiiptov eic; K>.i�vov iv6u11a i>11wv. 
�AAOIIEVOV o 6EO<; �AAOI'evov o 6eoc; 
oirtw( Q�q>tivvuotv, oiiTwc; <ill'P'i�EI, 
ou noAA<!> fJiiAAov noa'!' 11ii>.Aov 
\)f.liic;. OAtyOltlOTOl; UJ.liic;, OAlyOlttOTOI. 
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TIIOIII. 36 Thom. 36 
Matt. 6:25-30 Luke 12:22-28 (P.oxy. 6ss) (NH II) 

He said to his (Jesus says, jesus says, 
Therefore disciples, "Therefore 

I tell you, I tell you, 
do not worry about do not worry about �Do not be "Do not be 

your life, your life, anxious) from anxious from 

what you will eat what you will eat, morning morning 
or what you will or about your body, (until evening until evening 
drink, or about what you will wear. and] from and from 

your body, what 23 For life is more evening (until) evening until 
you will wear. Is than food, and the morning, neither morning 

not life more than body more than [about) your 
food, and the clothing . . . .  2 5 (food] and what 
body more than And can any of you [you will) eat, 

clothing? . . .  27 by worrying add a [nor) about [your about 
And can any of you single hour to your clothing) and 
by worrying add a span of life? 26 If what you [will) what you will 

single hour to your then you are not wear. wear." 
span of life? able to do so small 
28 And a thing as that, 

why do you worry why do you worry (You are far) 
about clothing? about the rest? 27 better than 
Consider the lilies Consider the lilies, the [lilies I 
of the field, 
how they grow: how they grow: which 
they neither toil they neither toil [neither) card 

nor spin, 29 yet nor spin; yet nor [spin). As for 
I tell you, even l tell you, even you, when you 
Solomon in all Solomon in all have no garment, 
his glory was not his glory was not what (will you 

clothed like one clothed like one puton)? Who 
of these. 30 But if of these. 28 But if might add to 
God so clothes the God so clothes the your stature?" He 

grass of the field, grass of the field, will give you your 

which is alive today which is alive today garment." 

and tomorrow is and tomorrow is 
thrown into the thrown into the 
oven, will he not oven, how much 
much more clothe more will he clothe 

you - you of little you - you of little 
faith? faith! 

'"'For this .sentence. cf. Matt. 6:27 II Luke u:25. apoo&iVQ.l iai ti}v ¥lKiav aUtoU nl)xuv iva� which is 
sometimes translate-d "to add one cubit to his height" (cf. KJV; ISlV margin). 
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Given the number of good examples of Synoptic redaction in Thomas, it 
will be worth taking a little time to discuss them. Chapter 4 will focus on ex
amples from Matthew, chapter 5 on examples from Luke, and chapter 6 on 
one particularly strong example from Luke that requires some additional 
space. Most of these examples have been noticed in the literature before, 
and strong cases have been made. I am bringing them forward again here 
not because previous cases have been inadequate but because they have 
been ignored or underestimated. I will try to explain why the counterargu
ments are unpersuasive and in several cases I wiU offer some fresh argu
ments and evidence. 

In setting out the evidence for Thomas's familiarity with the Synoptics 
in each of the following cases, J will add a synopsis of the relevant evidence 
from the Synoptics and Thomas. It is one of the major shortcomings of dis
cussions of Thomas's relationship with the Synoptics that no synopsis of 
Thomas and the Synoptics is available,'8 so that scholars are not able to see 
quickly and straigihtforwardly the evidence in favor offarniliarity. Even the 
more meticulous scholars who set out the evidence from each of the Gos
pels fail to present this evidence in a two-, three-, or four-column synopsis 
in order to help tfueir readers to see how the texts are related.39 It may be 
that this lack of good visual arrangement of the data has itself contributed 

38. An early example of good practice here is McArthur, "Gospel According to lhomas; 

57-65, though his synopses are in Engljsh and are not word-aligned. Hans· Gebhard Bethge 
prepared "Appendix t: Evangelium Thomae coplicum;' which helpfully appears in the context 
of the most widely used Synopsis of the Gospels (Aland, ed., Synopsis QuaNuor Evangelio
mm), but no vertically aligned synopsis of 1/romas and the Gospels is provided. 1/romas is 

added to Robinson et al., Critical Edition of Q, but the synopsis is only available for passages 
where Thomas parallels double tradition material. A recent example of good practice is Gath· 
ercole, "Luke in the Gospel ofTJromas:' John Dominic Crossan's popular Sayings Parallels: A 
Workbook for the jesus Tradition (Philadelphia: Fortress. 1986), is a useful English-language 
collection of sayings parallels organized by form, but there is no line alignment, let alone 

word alignment. 
39· DeConick, for example, helpfully sets out all the evidence from 1/romas, Coptic and 

Greek, with parallels both from the Synoptics and other literature, throughout her commentary 
(Original Gospel, 44-298), but she does not place them in vertically aligned synopsis format. 
DeCo nick's appendix listing cVerbal Similarities Between 1/romas and the Synoptic$ in English 

translation, with agreements underlined (Original Gospel. >99·316), is a step forward, but it is in 

two columns. with Tiro mas on the left and the Synoptics on the right, with no word alignment 

or line alignment of tl!le kind necessary for the relationships between t� texts to be clearly 
visualized. One of the difficulties with the contrasting Engljsh translations used by DeConick 
is that Thomas is giv�n in gender-inclusive language, elf a blind person leads a blind person .. :' 
and the Synoptics in androcentric language, •1f a bGnd man leads a bGnd man . .  :' (3o4, etc.). 
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to the view thatt Thomas is independent of the Synoptics. Thus the relation
ship among the Synoptics, which everyone agrees is a literary relationship, 
is illustrated and confirmed when one consults the synopsis. The relation
ship of the Synoptics to Thomas, rarely illustrated in a vertical synopsis, 
remains a matter of confusion to many who are unacquainted with the data 
and who are unable to visualize the material mentally.40 

40. The potential for an electronic synopsis of Thomas is helpfully illustrated by John 
Marshall, Five Gospel Parallels (t996-zo01), hnp://www.utoronto.ca/religion/synopsis/. lllis 
uses frames technology to lay out a simple synopsis in English, with parallel columns for the 
canonical Gospels and Thomas. It illustrates that something more sophisticated, in Greek and 
Coptic, ought to be achievable. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Matthean Redaction in Thomas 

Since the discovery of the Gospel of Thomas, several scholars have drawn 
attention to places in the text that mirror Synoptic redactional elements. 
Such diagnostic shards provide the signs that Thomas was familiar with the 
Synoptic Gospels and that the work was not independent. Several of these 
occur in parallels with the Gospel of Matthew and still more occur in paral
lels with the Gospel of Luke_ The Thomas/Luke parallels will be the focus 
of chapters 5 and 6. In this chapter, several examples ofMatthean redaction 
appearing in Thomas will suggest Thomas's familiarity with Matthew. 

The Kingdom of Heaven (1hom_ 20, 54) 

Even the beginner in biblical studies knows that "the kingdom of heaven;' or 
more accurately "kingdom of the heavens" (ti f3a01Aeia Twv ovpavwv), is 
one of Matthew's most characteristic expressions. One would struggle to find 
anything more dearly and distinctively Matthean. lt occurs thirty-two times 
in his Gospel and never in Mark, John, • or Luke-Acts. lt appears frequently in 
Matthew's redactional reworkings of Mark? If we cannot attribute this phrase 
to Matthew's hand, then we cannot attribute any phrase to Matthew's hand. 

The term "kmgdom of the heavens" occurs three times in the Gospel of 
Thomas,' on two occasions in parallel with Matthew: 

t. With the exception of a weakly attested variant in John 3:5. 
z. Matt_ 3:z; 4:17 R; ;:3 QD; po QD; 5"9 QD (zx); ;:zo; 7"' QD; 8:11 QD; 10:7 QD; 11:11 

QD; u:u QD; t3:u R; 13:24; tJ:Jt R; 13:33 QD; 13:44. 45. 47. 52; 16:19; t8:t R; 18:3 R; 18:4 R; 18:23; 
19:12, 14; 19:23 R; 20:1; 22:2; 23:13 QD; 25:1. 

66 

3· The third occurrence is 114, which has no parallel in the Synoptics. See n. 18 below. 
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1\'lalt. 5'3 Luke6:2o 7110111. 54 

062S:6lC 2(6 
flOKap•o• oi nTwxol T<jl flOKap•o• oi nTwxoi 2iiH�Kb.PIOC 116 112HK6 
ITVEUfiOTI OTI QVTWV on UfiETEpa X6TWTii 
i:OTtv � �aOtA£ia tOTiv � f3aotAtla Te ntiiTepo 
Twv ougavwv TOu9EOu IIHOH)'6 

Blessed are the poor in Blessed are the poor, Blessed are the poor, 
spirit, for theirs for yours for yours 
is the kingdom is the kingdom is the kingdom 
of the heavens. of God. of the heavens. 

Matt. 13:31 Mark 4:30-31 Luke 13:18-19 T110m. 20 

AAAI]V Kai i!:>.eytv, Owe; CAEy£VOOV, nexe 
napa�oA�v Of10lWOWf1EV T�V Tivt OfiOia tOTiv H�IC.. B-HTHC IT IC 
napi91]K£V f3aatAdav Tou � f3aatAda 2S:6 xooc 6POtt 
auToic; Aiywv, 9eou, tj tv Tivt TaU 9soU, Kal xentiiTepo 
'OfiOia l:aTiv � aUT�v napajk.Aft Tivt OflOlWcW IIMOHY6 

f3aatAE ia TWV 9Wf1EV; W<; KOKK<!l aV.qv; OfiOia 6CTIITWII 6111H. 
oUeavWv K6KK'f' Otvcintwc; . . . .  tOTlv KOKK<!l nex�q tt�y 
atvcintwc; . . . .  Otvcintwc; . . . .  X6 6CTiiTWII 

b. )'6�lll"-e ii 
(j)3::T3.�1. . . .  

He put another And he said, Therefore he said, The disciples 
parable before "How shall we "To what is the said to Jesus, 
them, saying, compare the kingdom of God "TeU us what 
"The kingdom kingdom of like, and to what the kingdom of 
of the heavens God, or in what shall I compare the heavens is 
is like a grain parable shall we it? It is like a like." He said to 
of mustard put it? Like a grain of mustard them, "It is like a 
seed . . .  _n grain of mustard seed . . . � grain of mustard 

seed . . . . n seed . . . .  n 

In both Matt. 5:3• and 13:31,5 the phrase "kingdom of the heavens" is 
reasonably seen to come from the evangelist's hand. On each of these oc-

4- On the Two-Source TI1eory, Matthew is redacting Q in Matt. 5:3,and the wording ofQ 
6:20 is reconstructed as "kingdom of God· by the IQP. On the Farrer theory, we do not have 

acuss to Matthew':s source material here, but there is no reason to doubt that it is the evan

gelist who is contributing this phrase gi\'eo his established redactional usage elsewhere. For 
further comments on Thomas's use of the beatitude in Matt. 5:3 II luke 6:20, see above, 50-52. 

5· On the Two-Source Theory, the Mustard Seed parable is a Mark-Q overlap passage 
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casions, Thomas's parallel to the Synoptics appears to have been influenced 
by the redactional phrase that is so distinctive of Matthew.6 

Stephen Patterson is unimpressed by the occurrence of this phrase in 
Thorn. 20 and 54, and he says that "Thomas avoids reference to 'God' no less 
assiduously than Matthew, and never refers to 'God's kingdom:"' But this 

is a mistake born out of the Coptic priority fallacy, which treats the Coptic 
witness to the Gospel of Thomas as if it is the only witness.8 It is true that 
the term "kingdom of God" is absent from Coptic Thomas, but it is present 
in P.Oxy. 1.4-8 (Thorn. 27)9 and probably also P.Oxy. 654·15-16 (Thorn. 3).10 

Even if it were true, Patterson is assuming the standard but dubious notion 
that the use of "kingdom of the heavens" is due to avoidance of the divine 
name, so that the phrase can be "attributed to common Jewish roots:'" 

The general failure to see the strikingly Matthean nature of "the king
dom of the heavens" in Thomas may result from the tendency to underesti
mate just how unusual the term is among early Jewish and early Christian 
works. As Jonathan Pennington notes, "kingdom of heaven is found only in 
literature which postdates Matthew."'2 It is not in the Old Testament or in 
the Dead Sea Scrolls; it is not in the Apocrypha or Pseudepigrapha. Among 

a.lld the tcfm �ngd.oJU of the: hcaVC'n:s• i.s �1atthcw�s redactional addition to Ma.-k and Q, 
both of which had "kingdom of God.'" On the Farrer theory too, the term is redactional, an 
element in Matthew's revision of Mark. The term "kingdom of the heavens is used repeatedly 

in Matt. 13 (see n. 2 above). 
6. Surprisingly, it is rare to see this example of Matthean redaction in Thomas discussed 

in the literature. But see Schrage, Verhiiltnis, 62 (Tirom. 20) and uS-19 (Titom. 54); cf. 31. 
Similarly Fieger, Tltomasevangelium, 91, �Dies kann somit ein Zeichen der Abhiingigkeit des 
ThEv von Mt sein" (Tirom. 20). See further Jens Schroter, "Die Herausforderung einer theolo
gischen Interpretation des Tlromasevangeliums; in Jorg Frey, En no Ezard Popkes, and Jcns 

Schroter, Das T11omasevangelium. Entstel11mg - Rezeption - T11eologie (BZNW 157; Berlin: 
de Gruyter. 2008), 435-59 (448·50). 

7· Patterson, Gospel of T11omas, 28, in discussion of Tl1om. 20. Cf. Sieber, "Redactional 

Analysis; 163-65. Quarles, "Use of the Gospel ofTI1omas: also engages in the Coptic priority 
fallacy here: "Thomas .never uses the phrase 'kingdom of God'" (ru). 

8. See further Ch.apter 2 above. 
9· DeConick, Original Gospel, u9, suggests that the term "of God" is "a scribal addition 

in the Greek," but with only two references to "kingdom" in the Oxyrhynchus fragments, here 
and in Tl1om. 3• it is impossible to say what the tendencies of the Greek scribes of Tl1omas 
might have been. 

10. See above, 35· 

u. Patterson. Gospel ofT11omas, 28. 
12. Jonathan T. Pennington, Heaven and Eortlr in the Gospel of MaN hew (NovTSup 126; 

Leiden: Brill, 2007), 3· 
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Christian works, it only begins to appear in the mid-second century, in Jus
tin Martyr, the Pseudo-Ciementines, and elsewhere. It is absent from the 
works we know to have come from the earliest period, like Paul's Epistles, 
which always use the term "kingdom of God�" 

Moreover, the tendency to see the term as an attempt at offering a rev
erential circumlocution for the divine name, always questionable given Mat
thew's frequent use elsewhere of 6e6c; ("God"), is increasingly seen now to be 
dubious. '4 The term "kingdom of the heavens" is invested with importance for 
Matthew, symbolizing a theology in which heaven and earth are in tension and 
seeking eschatological resolution.15 The disciples are to pray for th is ( 6:10 ), they 
are given authority that whatever they bind or loose on earth will be bound or 
loosed in heaven (16:19; 18:18}, and the "kingdom of the heavens" language is 
best understood in line with this thought and not as a mere phrasal variation.16 

Furthermore, if Thomas was trying to avoid the term "kingdom of 
God;' there were plenty of options available other than the distinctive 
Matthean phrase, whether "kingdom" alone or "kingdom of the Father;'" 
both of which are common in 7homas.'8 

IJ. Rom. 14:17; I Cor. 4:20; 6:9. 10; 15:50; Gal. 5:21; Col. •I'll; 2 Thess. l:j. cr. I Cor. 15:24. 
"!;the kingd.o.u•; t Thc.ss. 2:12, •the God who calls you to his 0\.,11 kingdom and glory,..; Eph. 5:5, 
"kingdom of Christ and God"; Rev. u:to, "kingdom of our God." 

4· See in par�icular Pennington, He�wen and Earth; on the phrase see also Robert Fos· 
ter, "Why on Earth Gse 'Kingdom of Heaven'? Matthew's Terminology Revisited;' NTS 48 
(2002): 487•99· 

15. So Pennington, Heaven and Earth. 
16. It is also worth noticing tbe unusual nature of the plural heavens; see Pennington, 

Heaven and Earth, J, 5. et passim. 
17. For a hdpful study of "kingdom• language in 1l1omas, see Pheme Perkins, "Tile Re· 

jected Jesus and the Kingdom Sayings," in Charles W. Hedrick, ed., 11•e Historical Jesus and 
the Rejected Gospels (Semeia 44; Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 198S), 79·94• though 
she begins witll: "Absence of the expression 'Kingdom of God' may reflect the absence of 
the term 'God' from the Gospel of Thomas generally. It occurs only in log. 100" (83). This is 
another instance of the Coptic priority fallacy (discussing the Coptic text as if it is the only 
witness to Thomas). 

18. This leaves unanswered the occurrence of •kingdom of the heavens" also in Thom. 
114. which bas no Matthean parallel, but this may sinlply show that the distinctively Matthean 

locution had made sufficient inlpacl on the author that he used it on this u:tra occasion, in 

spite of his general preference for other "kingdom" terms. The point is that the distinctive, 
pervasive nature of the phrase in Matthew and its presence in two parallel sayings in 1l1omas 

are inlpressive. Justin Mart)T is further along the same trajectory, paralleling several of Mat· 
tl1ew's "kingdom of the heavens" sayings but also adding "kingdom of th< heavens" on his 
own (1 Apol. 15, when quoting Man. ;:29 II MalL 18:9). 
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Thomas and the Gospels 

Matt 15:u I I Thom. 14, Out of the Mouth 

Matt. 15:10-11 Mark 7:14-15 Tltom. 14.5 

Kai npooKaAtoa�cvo� Kai npooKa.Atoa�tvo� 
TOV oxAov dm:v miAtv TOV oxAov £Atyt:v 

auTO i�, :-.xoutT£ ai>Toi�, A.Koi>oaTi �ou 
Kal OUvl£L£ · naVTE� Kat oUVE"t'E· 

Ol1TO OOO€.V iOTIV ff,w9t:V 

TOU civ9p<imou 

t:io.:pxo�.:vov t:i� t:ionopt:u6�t:vov t:i� neTII.lo..BWK r�p 620111 
TO aTOua KOtvoi TOv ai>Tov o Suvamt 2TI TeTiiT.lo..n�o 
av9pwnov, KOtvWoat aUT6v, (JII.lo..XU)2�1 TH'(TII .lo..ll 
O.UO. To tKnopt:u6pt:vov bAAa TQ iK TOu ?>J..>..� neTiiiiHY 6BO>.. 
£K TOU OTOUQTOC TOUTO civ9pwnou 2ii TeTiiT.lo..n�o iiToq 

tKnopt:uOf.ltva 
KOIVOi TOV iOTtv Tit KotvoiJVTa T0v neTII.lo..X�2H THyTii. 

av9pwnov. av9pwnov. 

And he called the And he called the 
people to him people to him again, 

and said to them, cHear and said to them, �Hear 
and me, all of you, and 

understand: understand: there is 

not what nothing outside a For what 
goes person that by going goes 

into the mouth into them can into your mouth will not 
defiles a person, but defile them; but the defile you, but 
what comes things that come what comes 
out of the mouth, this out of a person are what out of vour mouth- it is 

defiles defile that which will defile 
a person." them." you:' 

Whereas the previous example is a case of a striking Mattheanism finding its 
way into different contexts in Thomas, this example is a little different. It is, 
nevertheless, straightforward in its simplicity, 19 at least for those who hold 
to Markan priority.20 Matthew redacts Mark by adding "into the mouth 
. . .  out of the mouth," and Thomas parallels this redactional addition. The 
parallels form part of the pericope Matt. 15:1-20, commonly and correctly 

19. See already in McArthur, �Gosp<'l According to lltomas,• 61; idem, �Dcpcndcncc;' 

286. 
20. Risto Uro, •Thomas and !he Oral Gospel Tradition," 23-26, argues effectively !hat 

•Matt. 15.11 is a Matthean reformulation based on Mark 7-•5 (26). 
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Matthean Redaction in Thomas 

taken to be Matthew's redactional reworking of Mark 7:1-23. The texts are 
close to one another, and little in Matthew's pericope does not make sense 
as Matthew's characteristic reworking of Mark. In other words, there is no 
reason to imagine that he takes over the gloss "into the mouth" from an 
independent tradition. He makes the same gloss twice again in this pas
sage (Matt. 15=17 II Mark p8 and Matt. 15:18// Mark 7:20 ), and it is a word 
that occurs frequently in Matthew?' He is simply engaging in characteristic 
Matthean clarification of Mark, and Thomas takes over the gloss.12 

Those arguing for an independent Thomas suggest either that Matthew 
is redacting Mark in line with an independent source,23 or that both Mat
thew and Thomas are independently attempting to clarify the saying.24The 
difficulty with the former is that it is unnecessary to postulate independent 
sources for what is simply a clarifying addition.25 The more economical ex
planation is that Matthew has reworked Mark in characteristic fashion and 
Thomas is showing his knowledge of that redaction. The latter explanation, 
from coincidental redaction, has the advantage of conceding that Thomas, 
like Matthew, is secondary to Mark; but it is problematic in that Matthew 
has a known tendency to make these kinds of clarificatory additions to 
Mark. Thomas, by contrast, is regularly more obscure than the Synoptic 
evangelists. 26 

21. OTOflO ("mouth/ is found frequently in Matthew and Luke, who often have the word 

where parallels lack it: MalL 4:4 LXX QD; 5:2 QD; 12:34 QC; 13:35 LXX M; 15:11 R (u); 15:17 R; 

15=18 R; 17:27 M; 18:16 LXX M; 21:16 LXX R; Luke t:64, 70; 4:22; 6:45 QC: u:;4 QD; 19:22 QD; 
21:15 R; 21:24 R; 22:71 R. 

22. lJ1ere is another possible sign of Thomas carrying over Mauhean redaction here. 
Bethge retroverts the Coptic lrroq rl6TIIb.X�H TH)Til ("it is that which will defile you") 
to Toirro KOtvw<r£t Uj.ta<: (contrast Greeven: l:OTot TO KOtvouv Uf.lci<). This kind of rcsumptive 

ouTO< is found elsewhere in Matthew's redaction of Mark. e.g .• Matt. 13:19, zo. 23. 

23. Sieber, "Redactional Analysis." 192-93; Koester. Ancient Clrristian Gospels. m. 

24. Patterson, Gospel of Thomas: 25 n. 33, "The subject matter is, after all, 'eating'; that 

both specify what goes into the 'mouth' could easily be ascribed to an independent effort by 
both authors to clarify the saying." 

25. See also James D. G. Dunn, "Jesus and Ritual Purity: A Study of the Tradition· History 
of Mark 7.15." in F. Refoule. ed., A cause de l'Evangile: Etudes sur les Synoptiques et les Actes 
offertes au P. Jacques Dupont (LD 123; Paris: Cerf. 1985), 251-76; repr. in James D. G. Dw1n, 

Jesus. Paul and the Law (London: SPCK, 1990), 37·6o. Dunn suggests that both Ma!thew and 

71romas know a variant Q version of the logion not attested in Luke. 
26. �ote al.so the intrusive presence of"Hcal the sick among them& in Tlrom. 14-4- Grant 

and Freedman, Secret Sayings. 106, comment on the anomalous nature of this element: "This 
command has not!l1ing whatever to do with tlu� subject he is discussing, and it breaks tl1e 
continuity of his t!l1ought into pieces. Why did he include it? Because it is found in Luke 
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The previous itwo examples feature items that at first appear to be rela
tively minor in Thomas, a distinctive phrase ("kingdom of the heavens") and 
a Matthean redactional addition to Mark ("out of the mouth"). I suggested 
in chapter 3 that itt is important not to play down these kinds of diagnostic 
shards and that it is in the nature of the case that a lot of the evidence in 
given parallels will appear to be minor. Other examples ofMatthean redac
tion in Thomas are similar in nature. When "the Pharisees and the scribes" 
appear in Ihom. 39 (H<j>¢-piCb.IOC Hli lirpb.HI"Ib. Teyc), the reader who 

knows the Synoptic Gospels might not be particularly impressed with so 
fammar a pairing of antagonists. But the appearance of the pairing is usu
ally taken as a sign of Matthew's redaction in the parallel (Matt. 23:13 II Luke 
11:53) not least because the pairing is characteristic of the evangelist (Matt. 
5:20; 12:38; 15:1);27 and, we might add, it is the way he has set up his version 
of the discourse where it appears, with the Pharisees and scribes occupying 
the place of importance at the outset (Matt. 23:2), and repeated six times 
in the discourse (23:13, 14, 15, 23, 25, 27).28 In spite of its relatively minor 
appearance, it is enough to suggest to Patterson that there must have been 
some influence from Matthew in the textual tradition of Ihomas/9 even if 
not in the original composition.30 

10:9, directly after the 'vords about eating what is set before you.· DeConick, Original Gospel, 
89·90, is unconvinced. like almost all the Synoptic parallels it is one of her Kernel sayings." 

However, the •heal the sick" command is  anomalous not only here in logion 14, but also in 
Tl1omas as a whole. �owhere else does Tl1omas show any inlerest in Jesus' or his disciples' 
healing activity. Rather, i t  looks like a little Synoptic fragment, picked up by T11omas from 
Luke 10:9. 

27. Thus the IQP regards the pairing as Matthean redaction and tentatively reconstructs 

with luke's VOJl!KOl Contrast Koest..-r, Ancient Christian Gospels, 92, who reconstructs with 

�Pharisees and scribes;' suggesting also that "Thomas preserves the original form of this say· 

ing." For a critique see Christopher M. Tuckett, "Q and Thomas: £vidence of a Primitive 
'Wisdom Gospel'? A Response to H. Koester; ETL 67 (1991): 346-60 (35-1). 

28. Examples like this are suggestive rather than conclusive. Thomas bas the pairing in 
reverse order, "Pharisees and scribes" rather than "scribes and Pharisees." And while most 

Q theorists see the •scribes and Pharisees here as Matthews own addition to the Q verse 
attested also in Luke u:)J, Q skeptics are generally less sanguine about their ability to recon
struct Matthew's source material here. Moreover, the pairing is found on one clear occasion 
in Mark. at 7:5 (cf. also Mark 2:16, "scribes of the Pharisees"; and p); so, unlike "kingdom of 
the heavens," it is not so dearly a distinctive Matthean phrasing. 

29. Patterson, Gospel ofTI!omas, 36, notes that these arc �ically Matthaean opponents� 

but suggests that the absence of the pairing elsewhere in Il!OIIIIlS tells against "systematic use 
of Matthew in the composition of the Thomas collection. • To borrow a phrase from Farrer, 
this is "a plea against apparent evidence." When looking for Synoptic redaction in Tl•omtls, it 
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Nevertheless, without wishing to have unrealistic expectations, it would 
be encouraging also to see something in Thomas that exhibits Matthean in
fluence at the pericope level and not just the phrasal level. As it happens, 
there is something like this, but it is often missed in the literature - the 
parable of the Wheat and the Tares. 

The Wheat and the Tares (Matt. 13:24-30 1! 1hom. 57) 

The parable of the Wheat and the Tares provides a particularly teUing ex
ample of a Synoptic parable that is taken over secondarily in Thomas. Al
though the possibility of Thomas's use of Matthew is sometimes discussed 
in the literature/' one important element, the apparent paraUel with Mark's 
Seed Growing Secretly, is rarely mentioned,32 so it is worth taking a mo
ment to lay out the case. Matthew's parable appears to be his redactional 
expansion of Mark's parable of the Seed Growing Secretly (Mark 4:26-29 ). 33 
Here are the three pericopae in parallel: 

is in the nature of tJtc case that the- cva.tgdists, ..:h.uactc-(istic- expressions ,,.ill oc:a�.r only oc

casionally. If they were to occur more frequently, they would get attributed to common early 
tradition (as Patterson does with ·kingdom of heaven; above). For more on the issue of har· 

monization, see above, 56·63; and on this example see above, 55·56. Reinhard Nordsieck, Das 
Tlromas-Evangelium: Einleitung; Zur Frage des lristorisclren Jesus; Kommentitrrmg aller 114 Lo

gien (3rd ed.; :-leuk:irchen-Vluyn: :-l"enkirchener Verlag, 2006), 168-69, attempts to play down 
the importance of the paraUel between Matthew and Tlromas and argues for independence. 

30. Comparison with the Greek -.;tness is not much help. P.Oxy. 655 is really £ragmen· 
lary in this saying, and nothing remains of lines 39·40 where the key phrase would have 

occurred. 'evertheless, Fitzmyer, •Oxyrht"Dchus Logoi; 413, reconstructs the text with oi 
<paptoaiot Kai oi ypajJjJOTti<;, for which there is certainly enough space. 

3•· See furtl1er below, n. 43· 
32. Neither Patterson, Gospel ofTI•omas, 45·46, nor DeConick, Original Gospel, 193-95. 

for example, mentions the Seed Growing Secretly in this connection. It is not even listed 
among DeConick's •literature paraUels" (194·95). 

33· Michael Goulder, Midraslr and Lection in Matthew (london: SPCK, 1974), 367, traces 
the view to H. J. Holtzmann, Handkommentar zwn Neuen Testament (3rd ed.; Tubingen: 
Mohr, 1901), 248. See R. H. Gundry, Mattltew: A Commentary on His Handbook for a Mixed 
Church Under Persecution (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans. 1994), 261-65, for a persuasive case that 
"Matthew composed this parable by conflating the parables of the sower and the seed grow

ing by itself and br adding a bit of John the Baptist's preaching. His constructing the parable 
rules out extracanonit"al derivation of the version in Gos. Tit om. 57• (265). See too Donald Se
nior, Matthew (Abingdon :\ew Testament Commentaries; :-I ashville: Abingdon, 1998), 152-54· 
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Kal i!Atyf:v, OUTW� 
tCJTiv � �ao.Ada 
Tou 9eouw� 
av9pwno� �O.A!J TOV 
on6pov tni TiJ<; yiJ<; 
27 Kai Ka9EOO!J Kai. 

tydpf)Tat vuKTa Kai 
�lltpav Kai 6 cm6po<; 
�AQOTi!- Kal !lfJKUVI]TQl 

w<; ouK ol6ev avT6<;. 
28 aVTO!ltlTf) iJ yiJ 
KaptrO�OpEi npwTOV 
x6pTOV elTQ CJTQXUV 
eha nAr'JpfJ<; oiTov £v 

T<i> aTO.xui. 29 oTav 
6£ napa6o i 6 Kapno<; 
£i>9u� anoCJT£H£r 
TO 6ptnavov OTt 
napiOTI]KEV 0 

9£pl0!l0<;. 
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<iAAI]v napa�A�v 
napffif)KEV airroi<; Xtywv, 
w!lorw9'1 iJ �orA£ia Twv 
ovpavwv llv9pwn'l' 
ondpavn KaAov onip!la 
£v T<j> ayp<j> a\rrou. 25 £v 
6f. T<j> Ka9EOOEIV TO\x; 
av9pO>notx; r)A9Ev QVTOU 
0 £x9p6<; Kai £1lE<11lElpEv 
(t�avra ava !lEOOV TOU 
oiTOU KQL anr'JA9£V. 26 ih£ 

6£ t�AaOTI]OEV 0 XOpTO<; 
Kai Kapnov £noif)o£v TOT£ 
t�O.vf) Kai Ta �r(avra. 27 
npoo£A96VT£<; 6£ ol ooiiXor 
TOU oiKo6E<17lOTOU £lnov 
airr<j>, Kvpr£, ou)(i KaAov 

cmtplla l!cmupa<; tv T<j> 
o<j> a yp<j>; n69ev ouv £xer 
(r(a vra; 28 6 6£ £�'1 am oil;, 
£x9po<; av9pwno<; TOUTO 
F.-nni'loF:v. ni �F. &1-,Aoa 

Xtyouorv airr<j>, 9tA£r<; ouv 
<'meA96vT£<; ouHtl;w!!EV 

a\rra; 29 0 0E �f)OIV, 00, 

!lr'JtrOTf: OUAAiyOVT£<; Ta 
(t(6.vra iKpt�Wof)TE alla 
airroi<; Tov oiTov. 30 Ci¥T£ 
ouvaul;6.VEo9at Ct!l�Oupa 
E'w<; TOii 9ept<1!lOii Kal i:v 

Katp<j> TOU 9EplO!lOU tpw 
Toi� 9epraTaic;, ouAAtl;aT£ 
npwTov Ta (r(avra Kal 

6ijoaTE ama Ei<; 6io!la� 
npo<; To KaTaKai>oar airra, 
TOv 6£ oiTov ouvay6.y£T£ 
£i� TijV ano9r'JKI]V !lOU. 

Tlrom. 57 

nexe 1cxe 
TMiiTepo Hn61WT 
ecTiiTw(ii) b. ypw�1e 
eyiiT�Q H�1b. y 
TIIIOY6P06 611[�110] 
yq �neqx�e e• 
IITOYY.>H �((CIT6 
IIOYLIZ.�In[oJu exTI 
ne6po[6 ejTII�IIOYQ 
Fine npw�•e KOOY 
62WJ..6 HnZ.IZ�IIIOII 
nex�q 11� y xe 
�IHnwc iiTeTiiBUJK 
X6611�WJ..6 
i1nz.•z.�mo(u) 
lrren-12.w>..e 
i1ncoyo ui1�•�q 2i1 
tooyr�pi1nW2c 
iiZ.IZ.�IIIOII II�OYUJII2 
6ROJ.. C620J..OY 
iiC6P0K20Y. 
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Matthean Redaction in Thomas 

Mark 4:26-29 Matt. 13:24-30 Thom. 57 

26 And he was 24 Another parable he put jesus 
saying, *The before them, saying, "The says, "The 

kingdom of God kingdom of the heavens kingdom of the Father 
is like may be compared to is like 
a man who cast:s a man who sowed good a man who had [good] 
seed upon the soil; seed in bis field; seed. 

27 and he goes to bed 25 but while the people 
at night were sleeping, his enemy His enemy 

came and came by night and 
sowed weeds among the sowed weeds among the 
wheat, and went away. good seed. 
26 So when the plants 
came up and bore grain, 
then the weeds appeared 
also. 1.7 And the servants 
of the householder came 
and said to biro, 'Sir, did 
you not sow good seed in 
your field? How then has it 

and gets up by day, weeds?' 28 He said to them, 
and the seed sprouts 'An enemy has done this: The man did not allow 
a nil grow� - hn\\0,. Thr �rvants AAici to him. thrm tn pull np thr 
be himself does not 'Then do you want us to go weeds; he said to them, 
know. 28 The soil and gather them?' 29 But he 'I ant afraid that you will 
produces crops by said, 'No; lest in gathering go intending to pull up 
itself; first the blade, the weeds you root up the weeds and pull up 
then the head, then the wheat along with them. the wheat along with 
the mature grain in 30 Let both grow together them: 
the head. 29 But when until the harvest; and at 
the crop permits, he harvest time I wiU tell the l'or on the day of the 

intmediately puts in reapers, Gather the weeds harvest the weeds wiU 
the sickle, because the first and bind them in be plainly visible, and 
harvest has come." bundles to be burned, but they will be pulled up 

gather the wheat into my and burned." 
barn.�� 

There are several reasons for seeing Matthew's parable as his redac
tional expansion of Mark's Seed Growing Secretly:34 

34· Cf. Charles \V. F. Smith, *The Mixed Stale of the Church in Matthew's Gospel;" JBL 

82 (1963): 149·68 (t50-53). C. H. Dodd set the standard for the rejection of the notion that the 
Wheat and the Tares and the Seed Growing Secretly are parallel, Parables of the Kingdom (rev. 
ed.; :\"ew York: Scribner, •96•), •37· Klyne R. Snodgrass, Stories with Intent: A Comprehensive 
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1. Parallel Order. Matthew's Wheat and Tares appears in the same place 
in Matthew as the Seed Growing Secretly appears in Mark, immediately be
fore the parable of the Mustard Seed (Matt. 1J:31-32 II Mark 4.:30-32), and 
just after the interpretation of the Sower (Matt. IpS-23 II Mark 4:13-20 ).35 
In terms of placement, tl!is is Matthew's parallel to Mark's parable. 

2. Tlte Lack of Matthean Omis.sions of Markan Material. It is wortl! 
bearing in mind, moreover, that few pieces of Mark have no parallel in Mat
thew. All of them are odd Markan narrative pericopae (Mark 7:32-36: Deaf 
Mute; Mark 8:22-26: Blind Man of Bethsaida; Mark 14:51-52: Man Runs 
Away Naked).36 Indeed, this would be the only Markan parable not to ap
pear in Matthew. It is reasonable to conceptua.lize the Wheat and the Tares 
as in some sense Matthew's version of Mark's Seed Growing Secretly. 

J. Parallel Content. Matthews parable shares the same skeleton as Mark's 
parable, and they have several motifs in common?' In both stories, a man 
sows a seed, the seed grows while he sleeps, and then there is a harvest. The 
words in common are �am>..Eia (kingdom), av8pwnoc; (person), Ka8eUI'iw (to 
sleep), �AQ<JTQVW (to sprout, grow), XOPTO<; (grass), OiTO<; (wheat), Kapn6<; 
(fruit), SeptOj.IO<; (harvest). Some of these words are common and it would 
be easy to play do\.vn their importance. But �AaoTavw is rare in the Gospels. 
It occurs only her,e, in parallel, in Mark 4:27 and Matt. 13:26?8 And it is a 
mistake to overlook the importance of clusters of common words, especially 
when the words in question are all connected with key moments in the plot?9 
It is not as if tl!e only words in common are "and;' "but;' and "therefore:· 

Guide to tire Parables of Jesus (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2oo8), 199·200, also resists the idea 

that the Wheat and the Tares is Matthew's redactional reworking of the Seed Growing Se· 

crctly, though he thinks that 1bom. 57 is dependent on Man. 13:24·30 (195·96, 200). 

35- Mark 4:21·25 internnes in Mark, but the material here has all already been used by 

Matthew {5:15; 10:26; 7'2; 13:u). 
36. See my Case Against Q, 32-34. 

37- Dodd, Parables, 137. simply denies that the parable is Matlhew's elaboration of Mark's 
Seed Growing Secretly: "This does not seem to me in the least probable. lhe Matlhaean 
parable stands on its own feel:' For a thorough attempt to refute the idea tbat Matthew's 

Wheat and the Tares is derived from Mark's Seed Growing Secretly, see Ramesh Khatry, "The 
Authenticity of the Parable of the Wheat and the Tares and Its Interpretation" (PhD diss., 

Westminster CoUege, 1991). 

38. The only two other occurrences in the �ew Testament are at Heb. 9:4 and Jas. 5:18. 

Cf. Goulder, Mid rash, 368, "�<a8eu.5w, j3Aamuvw, and x6pTo<; arc neither common words nor 

inevitable in a harvest parable." 
39- See furtller David R. Catchpole, "John tile Baptist, Jesus and tile Parable of tile Tares; 

SJT 31 (1978): 557-70; and for counterargument, Khatry, "Authenticity,'" 20-u. 
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The Matthean parable is, of course, significantly longer than the Mar
kan one, and it has a key new element, the introduction of an enemy sow
ing weeds among the wheat, elements that point to Matthean redaction of 

Mark. 

4· Matthean Imagery and Thought in the Additional Material. The 

fresh elements in the parable feature characteristically Matthean imagery 

and thought, and they align so well with the interpretation provided by 

Matthew in 13:36-43 that it seems likely that it is Matthew himself who re

dacted the Markan parable to produce the Matthean allegory:40 

• The Enemy: The protagonist has an "enemy" (tx9p6<;, 13:25, 28), identi
fied as the devil (6ui�oXo<;) in the interpretation (13=39). It is a major 
feature of Matthew's thought that the enemy, the evil one, the devil 
stands in opposition to Jesus/the Son of Man and that his influence 
continues until the eschaton, when the great separation will take place 

(25:41). 

• \Vheat/weeds contrast: As well as introducing the character of the en

emy, Matthew introduces the kind of stark, black-and-white contrast 

that characterizes his Gospel's imagery and thought, first introduced in 
John the Baptist's speech (Matt. 3:10, 12 II Luke 3:9, q), but found also 
in the parable of the Sheep and Goats (Matt. 25:31-46) and elsewhere. 
There are no shades; the ten virgins are either wise or foolish (Matt. 
25:1-13); the fish are either good or bad (Matt. 13:48). 

• Separation at the eschaton: The separation between good and evil 
comes at the eschaton, often expressed in harvest imagery in Matthew, 
as here. Wlheat and chaff are separated, the wheat to the barn and the 
chaff to be burned (Matt. 3:12); the good and bad fish are separated, "the 

wicked from among the righteous" (Matt. 13:48-49); and the separation 
of good and bad sets up the context for the parable of the Sheep and 

the Goats, "He will separate them from one another, as the shepherd 

separates the sheep from the goats" (25:32). Agricultural and harvest 
imagery do appear to be congenial to Thomas (1hom. 21, 45, 57, 73), 

but the motif of apocalyptic separation is not, and is found only here.41 
• Eternal Fire: After the separation has taken place, the key image for the 

40. See Goulder, Midras/J, 367-69. 
41. Cf. Tlrom. 111.1-2, ·Jesus says, 'The heavens will roll up, and the earth before you. And 

whoever is li'mg from the Li,wg One "ill not see death;" which suggests a division between 
the in-group and the out-group, alongside cosmic imagery. However, as usual in Tlromas, it is 
death rather than jrudgment that separates. See furtller below, t86·87. 
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punishment of the wicked is eternal, unquenchable fire, on repeated 
occasions (Matt. 3:10, u; 7:19; 13:50, "into the furnace of fire"; 25:41, 

where the goats go to "the eternal fire prepared for the devil and his 
angels"). It is a view of hell that coheres with its description as a place 
of"weeping and gnashing of teeth" (Matt. 8:12 II Luke 13:28; Matt. 13:42, 

;o; 22:13; 24:51; 25:30 ). 

• Waiting until the eschaton: A large part of the Wheat and the Tares 
is given over to the issue of waiting to uproot the tares until the har
vest. The importance of waiting is a repeated theme in Jesus' parables 
in Matthew, perhaps because the delay of the parousia had become a 
key concern by the time Matthew was writing. The theme is particu
larly marked in Matt. 24-25, "My master is not coming for a long time" 
(24:48); "the bridegroom was delaying" (25:;); "after a long time the 
master of tho.se slaves came" (25:19). This theme, of good behavior in 
the interim in the face of the sudden return of the Lord, is key to Mat
thew's ethics. 

Matthew seems to have creatively expanded the Markan parable, re
taining the skeleton structure but adding elements that transform the par
able into a typical Matthean allegory of good and evil, the devil, a mixed 
present world, separation, and future judgment, aligning it with Matthean 
imagery and themes found often elsewhere. 

If Matthew has redacted the Markan Seed Growing Secretly to create 
the parable of the Wheat and the Tares, then Thomas's familiarity with the 
parable has to be traced to Matthew. In other words, there is no earlier form 
of the parable on which Thomas could be drawing except, of course, the 
Seed Growing Secretly, which he also knows (Thorn. 21.10 )!2 

If the parable of the Wheat and the Tares is Matthew's redactional cre
ation, it is worth asking whether there are other ways in which Thomas 
demonstrates its familiarity with Matthew here. A further element that ap
parently shows Thomas's secondary nature here is the parable's "missing 
middle;' and its resulting lack of an antecedent for 1 10.. y ("them") in Thorn. 
57·3· nex:o..q 110.. Y, "he said to them, . . .  " which Wolfgang Schrage took to 

42. That the contemporary interpreter is able to see Matthew's Wheat and Tares parable 
as his expansion of Mark's S.-cd Growing Secrclly docs not, of cours.-, m.-an that 7/Jomas was 

able to do the same. That 71•omas has a parallel to Mark's Seed Growing Secretly, one of the 
few pieces of special Markan material, is itself a striking phenomenon in the case for 71•omas's 
knowledge of ll1e Synoptics (see above, 21). See further below, So n. 49· 
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be a sign of Thomas's familiarity with Matthew.43 This characteristic feature 
of Thomas's use of source material will be treated in detail below (chapter 7). 

Those inclined to see Thomas as independent of the Synoptics have 
never, to my knowledge, discussed the difficulty that arises when Matthew's 
Wheat and Tares is seen as a redactional expansion of Mark's Seed Growing 
Secretly. This is a good example of the difficulty sometimes faced in discus
sions of Thomas and the Synoptics, where issues that are well known in 
discussions of inter-Synoptic relations have not yet trickled down to discus
sions of Synoptic-Thomas relations. Nevertheless, those inclined toward an 
independent Thomas usua.lly note the presence of some features in Thom
as's version that are uncongenial, and it is claimed that Thomas witnesses to 
an alternative version of the parable.44 

It is not just the missing antecedent in the missing middle of the par
able, however, that points to the secondary and dependent nature of Thom
as's version. Even Helmut Koester, a champion of an independent, non
apocalyptic Thomas, admits that the burning of the weeds at the harvest 
time is "possibly a reference to the last judgment:••s Indeed, this is as good 
an example as any of a foreign element in Thomas, an apocalyptic, allegori
cal Synoptic residue.<6 

In summary, the presence of this parable in Thomas provides strong 
grounds for seeing Thomas's familiarity with Matthew. Matthew's parable 
is best understood as his redactional re-creation of Mark's Seed Grow
ing Secretly, appearing at the same point in the narrative, with a similar 

43· Schrage, Verlriiltnis, 124·26. 1he point is largely conceded by those arguing for 

Thomasine independence, but alongside the suggestion that Thomas is familiar with a hy
pothetical alternative version; sec j. Sieber, "Redactional A nalysis,• 168-69; Patterson, Gospel 

of Tiro mas, 46. Cf. DeCo nick, Original Gospel, 194, who suggests that "both versions of the 
parable represent l.ater developments of an earlier fom1 no longer extant." See also R. MeL. 
Wil.son, St11dies, 91. 

44· See previous note. 
45· Koester, Ancient Christian Gospels, 103. 
46. ln contrast, for example, to the claim of Ron Cameron, "Parable and Interpretation 

in the Gospel of Thomas;" Fo11ndations 6- Facets For11m 2/2 (1986): 3·39 (19 and 34). Cf. Funk 
and Hoover, Five Gospels, 505: "Although the version in Thomas lacks the appended allegori· 

cal interpretation, there is a distant echo of the final apocalyptic judgment made explicit in 

Matthew. This note is alien to Thomas, so it must have been introduced into the Christian 
tradition at an early date, probably by the first followers of jesus who had been disciples of 

John the Baptist." It is striking to see how the theory of Thomas's independence can lead to 
this kind of convolmed solution, when the theory of familiarity with Matthew's version with 
its distinctive emphases i.s both more economical and more plausible. 
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structure, and featuring much of the same vocabulary, including one word 
(�>.ao-ravw, "to grow") found only here. The elements that are not paral
leled in Mark are so pervasively Matthean in thought, word, and image that 
postulation of an additional Matthew-like Vorlage is unnecessary. And the 
parable does not sit particularly well in Thomas, not least given the residue 
of apocalyptic imagery that Thomas usually takes care to avoid.47 

The curiosity :is why Thomas includes the parable at all. It is worth not
ing an apparent fondness for the parables of Matt. 13, every one of which is 
paralleled in Thomas (Thorn. 8 II Matt. 13:47-50, Wise Fisherman; Thorn. 9 
II Matt. 13=3-8, Sower; Thorn. 20 II Matt. 13=31-32, Mustard Seed; Thorn. 76 
II Matt. 13:45-46, Pearl; Thorn. 96 II Matt. 13:33, Leaven).48 It is a familiarity 
that extends also to Mark 4, with a paraUel to Mark's Seed Growing Secretly 
(Thorn. 21 II Mark. 4:29)49 and paraUels to the wording of Mark's version of 
the Mustard Seed (Mark 4:30-32), examples that may point to Thomasine 
knowledge also of Mark. so If indeed Thomas shows his familiarity with the 
Synoptic Gospels in this material, it is clear that he has a particular fondness 
for agricultural imagery but that he dislikes the allegorical explanations of 
the parables in the Synoptics (Matt. 13:18-23 // Mark 4:13-20 II Luke 8:11-15, 
interpretation of the Sower; Matt. 13:36-43, interpretation of the Wheat and 
Tares; Matt. 13:49-50, interpretation of the Dragnet), and these are dropped. 
Unlike the Synoptics, Thomas does not have Jesus expounding the meaning 
of the parables to those in his circle (Mark 4:10-12 and par.); it is the one 
who interprets the secret sayings who finds life (lncipit). 

47· Cf. John W. MarshaU, "The Gospel ofTI•omas and the Cynic JesuS: in WiUiam E. Ar
nal and Michel Desjardins. eds .• IVhose Historical jesus? (Studies in Christianity and judaism 
7; Watt'rloo, Ont.: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 1997), 37·60, "llle intense eschatology 
of this kingdom saying is at odds with the tendency ";thin T11omas to picture the kingdom 
without cata.strophic eschatology· (55). though MarshaU works with an independent T11omas 
model. 

48. Cf. McArthur, "Dependence; z87, "Again, if the Gospel of Thomas was completely 
independent of �!atthew is it not a curious coincidence that it includes aU seven of the Para

bles of the Kingdom found in Mt 13? (see Logia 8, 9, zo, 57, 76, 96)." 
49· Tl•omas's parallel to Mark's Seed Growing Secretly probably shows that like many 

modern �ew Testament scholars. the author of T110mas thought of Matthew's Wheat and the 

Tares not as an e.xpanded version of Mark's parable, but as independent of it. llle presence 
of paraUels to both in Thomas in no war detracts from the case for Matthew's redactional 
expansion of the Markan parable. It does, however, suggest that Tl10mas may well have been 

familiar ";th Mark as weU as Matthew. See further above, 21, and 78 n. 4:1. 
;o. On the evidence for T11omas's Mustard Seed showing familiarity witlt Mark's version 

of tl;e parable, see Tuc!ken, •Thomas and tile Synopti cs;" 149·53· 

So 
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Conclusion 

The agreed method for detecting signs of Thomas's familiarity with the Syn

optic Gospels is the presence of Synoptic redactional elements in Thomas. 
Several clear cases of Matthean redaction appear in Thomas. Three cases 

are worth special attention. First, "the kingdom of the heavens," one of the 

evangelist's most distinctive, pervasive, and famous usages, though fre

quently underestimated, appears twice in Thomas in parallels with Matthew 

(Thom. 20, 54). Second, in a passage where Matthew is dependent on Mark 
(Matt. 15:11 // Mark 7:15), the evangelist's redactional rewording, "into the 
mouth" and "otUt of the mouth;' appears in Thomas's parallel (Thom. 14). 
Third, Matthew's thoroughly characteristic imagery, thought, and language 

in the parable of the Wheat and the Tares (Matt. 13:24-30) finds its way into 
Thomas's secondary version (Thom. 57). 

Thomas's familiarity with Matthew's Gospel, though, only takes us part 

of the way. In looking at the extent of the verbatim agreement between 

Thomas and the Synoptics in chapter 2, we noticed several clear cases where 

Thomas was close also to Lukes Gospel. It is important, therefore, also to 

look at the possibility that Thomas parallels Lukan redactional features. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Lukan Redaction in Thomas 

Thomas's familiarity with Matthew is strongly suggested by several cases 
where Matthean redaction appears in the Gospel of Thomas. The same is 
true of Luke in Thomas. There are clear examples of the hand of the third 
evangelist appearing in material where Thomas parallels Luke. These make 
up the major subject of this chapter. The first example is similar to the par
allel between Matt. 15:11 and Thorn. 14.5. There Matthew's modification of 
Mark appeared in the Thomasine parallel. Here Luke, in triple tradition 
material, modifies his Markan source and Thomas shows familiarity with 
the Lukan version. 1 

Mark 4:22 II Luke 8:17 1!1hom. 5 (P. Oxy. 654.29-31) 

Mark 4:22 

ou yap £<Trtv Kpurrrov 
rov ll� iva <pavt:p«>9fl, 

oUll£ £y£v£TO 
anoKpucpov aU' iva 

t:X9n de; cpavt:p6v. 

Luke 8:17 

oU :xcle £o-nv K2uJTt0v 

8 oi> �vt:�Ov 
:)!EVQCJ£Tat, 000£ 

anoKptxpOV 8 OU jl� 

yvwCJGfl Kai de; <pQVEpOV 
£Xan. 

T110m. 5 (P.Oxy. 654.29-31) 

(ou :yae ta)nv K{!tnrTOV 

8 ou <pavt:[pov 

y£vQa£Tatl, Kal 
u9allllivov o o[uK 

ty&p9�CJETat) 

1. As in the previous chapter and throughout, I am assuming Markan priority, for which 
I have argued elsewhere (see above, •9 n. 54, for references). 
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Mark 4:22 

For there is nothing 
hidden except to 
be manifested, nor 

is anything hidden 
except to come to light. 

Luke 8:17 

For nothing is hidden 
that will not be made 
manifest, nor is 
anything secret that will 
not become known and 
come to light. 

Lukan Redaction in Thomas 

Tlrom. 5 (P.Oxy. 654.29-31) 

For nothing is hidden 
that will not be made 
manifest, nor buried that 

will not be raised. 

One of the values of this example is that it features in P.Oxy. 654.2 Al
though the Greek witness here is fragmentary, the impressive eight-word 
verbatim agreement with Luke has already sparked interest.' What is fur
ther striking here is that the agreement occurs with material that is an ele
ment in Luke's redactional rephrasing of Mark.4 Where Mark uses the aor
ist passive subjunctive of cpav£p6w (to manifest) in the clause £av fl� iva 

cpav£pw8!) (except to be manifested), Luke rephrases with the relative pro
noun, a negative, the future middle of yivof.!at (to make) and the adjective 
cpav£p6<; (manifest).5 This kind of rephrasing might seem trivial, but the 
very triviality of the differences draws attention to a key point. It is the kind 
of rephrasing tihat is best explained on the grounds of Luke's own literary 
style - there is no need to appeal to a substantive, variant oral tradition to 
explain Luke's literary rewriting. It is a matter of style and not of substance. 
Luke has rephrased Mark, and Thomas parallels this Lukan rephrasing. 

Those who argue against Thomas's familiarity with the Synoptics are gen
eraUy on the back foot here. Patterson invokes Q {Matt. 10:26b II Luke 12:2b ), 
suggesting that it is evidence for the circulation of a variant form of the saying, 

a form that may have influenced the Lukan redaction in 8:17.6 But the double 
tradition version of the saying simply draws attention to the fact that it is pos-

2. Tuckett, "l11omas and the Synoptics," 145, mistakenly attributes it to P.Oxy. 1 but 
rightly stresses thrut "the existence of the verbal agreement in Greek must have some force 

here" (146). 
3· Above, 38. 
4· On this example see McArthur, "Dependence; 287; Tuckett, "l110mas and tl1e Syn· 

optics
,
" 145·46; Schrage, "Evangelienzitate; 259-60; and Gathercole, "Luke in the Gospel of 

Tlromas;' u;. See also the discussion in John S. Kloppenborg, Tire Tenants in the Vineyard 
(W1.JNT 195; Tiibingen: Mohr Siebeck, wo6), 244·46. 

5· This kind of construction is actually rare in the Gospels. Luke uses a similarly con· 
structed clause, relative pronoun + negative+ future middle indicative, in 21:t5, tyw yap .5wow 

O�iv OTOJ.ia Kai oocpiav n oiJ liuvQooVTal Qvn<JTi)val � c.iVT£11ttiv ciJtQVT£<; oi .iVTIKE.ifJEVOI UJ.iiV. 

6. Patterson, Gospel of Thomas, 21-12; his o ou <pavrp(>v yrvljonat (21) should read o ou 
<pavrpov ytvtjono.L 
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sible to word aphorisms like this differently; Matt. 10:26 and Luke 12:2 both have 

a relative pronoun 7 but othenvise do not have each of the Lukan modifications 

found in 8::q.5 DeConick asks, "Is this phrase enough to prove Lukan depen
dence especially when the rest ofL[ogion] 5-2 is wildly divergent from Luke 8.17, 

particularly the final clause of the passage which is not known in the Thoma
sine parallel?',. But this is another instance of the plagiarist's charter.10 Evidence 
of divergence from Luke in parts of Thom. 511 does not rule out evidence of 
dependence on Luke in the parallel at hand that features verbatim agreement.12 

Mark 6:4 // Luke 4:24 // Thom. 31 (P.Oxy. 1.36-41) 

T110m. 31 (P.Oxy. 1.36-
Mark6:4 Luke 4:24 41) 

Kai �eye v a\noi� 6 Elnev 6i, i\11i]v ).f.yw ).f. yea' l(l]ooil<;)· 
.!IJOOU<; OTI Oi>K EOTIV i>11iv on oi>&i<; oUK €OTtV 

npo<pi]Tl]<; ihi!IO< t:i 11iJ npo<pi]TI]<; 0EKT6c iOTav l'iEKTOC npo<pijTij<; 
tv Tfl naTpl6a a&mii tv Tfl naTpl61 aahou. tv Tjj n(a-r)pt61 QlYTOU, 
Kai £v -roi<; ouyyEveixnv 000£ ia-rpo<; nOIEl 

avTOU Kai tv -r[j ohdc;t 9Epantla<; Ei<; TOU<; 
a&mu. yaVWOl<OV"ta<; am6v.• 

And Jesus was saying to And he said, "A men, 

them, "A prophet is not I say to you that no jesus says, "A prophet is 
without honor except prophet is accepted not accepted 

in his home country and in his home country:' in his home country, 
among his relatives and nor does a physician 

in his house:' perform healings for 

those who know him." 

'This re<ooslrudion or the Greek is from J.·E. Meo•rd, L'Erangik selon Thomas (NHS 5; l.eiden: Brill, 
1975). 127. 

7· Greeven reads lhe relative pronoun in Mark 4:22 loo (and also Tl before Kpum:ov), ou 
yoip £o-rav!! Kpii1TTOV Q titv lliJ fva <pavEpW9�. 

8. The varian! form of lhe saying in 1l1 omas 6 also does not alter the case for 1l1omas's 
knowledge of the Lukan redactional wording in Luke 8:17. 

9· DeConick. Original Gospel, 61. 

10. See abo\•c, 54-56. 
u. For the interesting parallel to the second half of the saying as witnessed by P.Oxy. 

654, see the Oxyrhyndhus burial shroud presented in H.-Ch. Pue<:h, ·un logion de )�sus sur 

bandelette funeraire;' RHR 147 (1955): u6-29. 
12. �ordsie<:k concedes the likelihood of'111omas's familiarity with Luke, at least via oral 

tradition, even ii not dirc.:tly, 1homas-Evangeli11m, 45·46. 
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The word OEKT6<; (accepted)13 is used here in Thorn. 31 (P.Oxy. 1.36-41) 
in the saying, "A prophet is not accepted (OEKTO<;) in his home country�· This 
is striking because it is the word that is used in Luke's redactional reformu
lation (Luke 4:24) of Mark, who has iittf.10c; (Mark 6:4 II Matt. 13:57). On 
the premise ofMarkan priority, Luke is rewording his Markan source in the 
light of his (Luke's) recent quotation of Isa. ;8:5 earlier in the same passage 
(Luke 4:19), where OEKTO<; is also used. 

As Snodgrass points out, •• the word is uncommon in the New Testa
ment. It occurs only here (Luke 4:19, 24) in the Gospel tradition.15 It is Lu
kan redaction of Mark, appearing here in Thomas. Apparently, the example 
satisfies the desired criterion with little fuss. Indeed, several of those who 
argue for Thomas's familiarity with the Synoptics highlight the case, 16 a case 
that is appealing in its simplicity because it is straightforward to see Luke's 
redaction of Mark, a redaction that appears here in Thomas, and which is 
available in one of the Greek fragments, P.Oxy. 1, so that no retroversion 
from the Coptic is necessary.'' 

Life is rarely so simple, however, and the literature contains several ar
guments for Thomas's independence, as when Sieber argues that Luke was 
familiar with a pre-Markan version of the logion, and that he chose this over 

13. The Coptic here in NH 87, 5·6 is g)l1n, which corresponds to l!)Ul in the Coptic of 
Luke 4:24, in contrast to Cttq) for li-T'!'� at Mark 6:4 // Matt. 13:57· See also Schrage, Verhiilt
nis, 75; and Fiege.r, T11omasevangelium, 117·18. 

14· Snodgrass, "Gospel of Thomas; 31·32. DeConick, Original Gospel, 140, misreads 
Snodgrass's argument as appealing to "a hapax legomenon, appearing nowhere else in the 

Gospels; but the word c5EKT6< appears twice here in Luke, in 4:19 and 24, and this is the key 

issue in the argument made by Snodgrass and others. 
15. See also Acts 10:3;; 2 Cor. 6:., which quotes !sa. 49:8; and Phil. 4:18. 

16. Schrage, 'Verhiiltnis, 75·77; H. Schiirmann, "Das Thomasevangelium und das lu· 
kanische Sondergut; BZ 7 (1963): 236·60 (237·38); repr. in H. Schiirmann, Traditionsgeschicht
liche Untersuchungen Zll den synoptischen Evangelien (Diisseldnrf: Patmos· Verlag, 1968), 228· 
47; McArthur, "Gospel According to Thomas;' 68·69; Snodgrass, "Gospel of Thomas; 31·32; 
Fieger, Il•omasevangelillm, 117-18; Tuckett, "Thomas and the Synoptics," 143, but with more 

caution; Gathercole, "Luke in the Gospel of11romas; 126. 
17. Cf. W. J. Lyons, "A Prophet Is Rejected in His Home Town (Mark 6.4 and Parallels): A 

Study in the Methodological (ln)Consistency of the Jesus Seminar; /SH/6 (2oo8): 59-84, "By 
altering the Markan saying so that the word llcKTo<; ('acceptable') is repeated within a context 
of rejection only livre ''erses later, Luke has created a deeply ironic echo, foregrounding the no· 
tion nf what is or is nnt acceptable fnr his ensuing account n(Jesus' ministry. Since the word 

lltKTo<; possesses a positi,·e connotation, the conditional construction that was necessary for 
Mark's negative term UT<flO<; ('without honour') was rendered redundant. Tile lukan saying 
was thus simplified into an absolute sentence" (71). 
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Mark's version because he had happened to use the word 6EKTO<; recently, in 

his quotation of !sa. 58:5.13 But this convoluted explanation is hardly more 
plausible than the simpler alternative, that Luke has redacted Mark19 and that 

Thomas shows his knowledge of that redaction. It is only the presence of the 

parallel in Thomas and the attempt to establish its independence of the Syn

optics that generates arguments of the kind supported by Sieber. The argu

ment for independence is then bolstered by an appeal to Bultmann,20 whose 

form-critical analysis here works on the basis of the problematic notion that 

brief apophthegmata like that found in Thorn. 31 necessarily precede narra
tive, a form-critical "canon" that does not stand up to scrutiny.21 

In short, then, both Thorn. 5 and 7hom. 31 provide good examples of 
Luke's redaction of Mark appearing in the Thomasine parallels, pointing 
to Thomas's familiarity \vith the Gospel of Luke. These exan1ples are all the 
stronger for featuring in two of the Greek witnesses of Thomas, P.Oxy. 1 
and 654, where there are no issues about translation or retroversion. Given 

the limited extent of the Oxyrhynchus fragments, and the Limited set of 

triple tradition parallel examples among them, it is necessary also to look 

at examples of Lukan redaction appearing in Coptic 'Thomas, including this 

example from the Lukan special material. 

18. Sieber, "Redactional Analysis," n·23. See also Helmut Koester, "GNOAW DJAPHO
ROI: The Origin and NaiUre of Di,·eJ"Sification in the History of Early Christianity," HTR 58 
(1965): 279·318; repr. i:n Robinson and Koester, Trajectories, 11�·57 (129·31); Patterson, Gos
pel of1l•omas, 31·32; DeCo nick, Original Gospel, 140·41. Zockler, Jesu Lelmm, 43·44, invokes 
Bultmann and Wendling against Schrage (seen. 20 below) but remarkably discusses onlj• the 

Markan paraUel and does not mention luke. 

19. For the case that Luke 4:16-30 in toto is Luke's redaction of Mark 6:1-6, and is not 
based on independent traditional material, see Goulder, Luke, 299·310. 

20. All those mentioned in n. 18 cite Bultmann, History of the Synoptic Traditioii, Jl-32, 
with appro , ·al, itself dependent here on Emil Wendling, Die Entstelumg des Marws·Evange
liums: Philologische Untersuchunge11 (Tiibingen: .Mohr, 1908), 53-;6. But Bultmann's thesis is 

not economical. He reo::ognizes that Luke constructs .p6-JO on the pallem of Mark 6:�-6, but 
then adds that he uses the "napaJ3oAij which had been handed down in another context" (32). 
Martin Dibelius, From Tradition La Gospel (ET; London: lvor Nicholson and Watson, 1934), 
is more cautious, "I no longer believe that the whole passage had been d£\•eloped out of this 
saying" (uo ). Another element at work here is the apparently prophetic nature of Bultmann's 

form-critical analysis: he only had the Oxyrhynchus fragments to work with. But there is 
nothing impressive about the apparent foresight. Those arguing for Thomasine independence 
are indebted to Robinson and Koester's Trajectories model, which develops OUiof Bul!mann's 

legacy. 
21. On the problems with the kind of form-critical analysis that assumes that the lnldi· 

lion begins with compact sayings and expands to larger narrative units, see bel<>w, 145-50. 
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Rich Fool (Luke 12:15-21 II Thom. 63) 

Thomas's parable of the Rich Fool features several Lukan elements. These 
elements are often played down in the literature, and the case for Thomas 
having derived its version from Luke is underestimated. As usual, it helps 
to view Thomas in synopsis in order to see the similarities and differences 
as clearly as possible: 

luke 12:15-21 

12:15 dnev Of. npo<; auToll<;· opine Kai 
<puA6.ooro6r iuro nO.afJ<; nArovr�lru;, 
on ouK i:v T<!J n:t:plaa&VEIV nvi Jj <w� 
aUTOU i:oTtv i:K -rwv \mapxQVTWV auT<!J. 
16 Elnev o£ napaj3oAiJv npO<; ai>Toi><; 
Atywv· 
av8pwnou nvbc; nAouoiou eU<p6pJ)aev 

Jj xwpa. 17 Kai OtEAO):t�ETO tv tauTW 
Aeywv· Tl ltOIIj<JiW, OTl OUK exw nov 
auva�w TOU<; KapnoU<; flOU; 18 Kai 
dntv. TOUTO no•Jjow, Ka8tAW flOU Ta<; 
cmo8JjKa<; Kai i£Et<ova<; oiKOOoflljaw 
Kai auva�w EKtii nO. VTa TOV oiTOV Kai 
TO aya86: flOU. ]9 Kai i:pro Tfl ljiUxfl 
flOU· ljiUxlj. EX£1<; nona aya8a KElfl&VO 
&i<; ETfJ noHO.· avanauou, <pO:ye, nle, 
&uq>palvou. 20 ein&v i)t auT<!J o 8&6<;· 
a<ppwv, TauTn Tfl VUKTi TfJV ljiUXJiv <JOU 
anatTOUOIV am) OOU· a oe JjTOtflaOa<;, 
TtVt eamt; 21 o\hw<; o 8J)aaupl<wv 
tauT<!J Kal !'� tl<; 8eov nAoUTwv. 

71tom. 63 

nexei'C xe 

neyiT oypw�•e FlnA.oycloc 
eyiTT�Q Fl�•� y 112� IIXpH�I�>-
nexM.( xe tn�pxpw iin�xpH�I�>-
X6Kb.�C eeiii�XO ITT�>.W[2.]c2 
ITT�>. TU>66 ITT�>.HOY2 ITn�62WP 
fil<b.pnoc wn•�>- xe IIIP 6PID2 
�AD-�>-Y 

n�e• nen§QNeeye e�ooy 2H 

n002HT 

� YW 2IT TO)"(j)H 6TH�Ib. Y �QNOY 

neTeyi=i N�>.xe i=i�•oq 
�l�>.peQClDTH 
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Thomas and the Gospels 

Luke 12:15-21 7hom. 63 

15 Then he said to them, "\Vatch out! Jesus said: 
Be on your guard against all kinds of 
greed; a man's life does not consist in 
the abundance of his possessions." 
16 And he told them this parable: "The 

ground of a certain rich man produced "There was a rich man who had many 

a good crop. 17 He thought to himself, possessions. 
'What shall I do? I have no place to 
store my crops� 
18 Then he said, 'This is what I will do. He said: 'I will use my wealth to sow 

I will tear down my barns and build my field, to plant, to fill my barn with 
bigger ones, and there I will store all harvest, so that need will not touch 
my grain and my goods. 19 And I will me." 
say to myself, "You have plenty of good 

things laid up for many years. Take life 
easy; eat, drink, and be merry."' 

20 But God said to him, 'You fool! This 

very night your life will be demanded Such were the things that he thought 
from you. Then who will get what you jn his heart. But during that night, he 
have prepared for yourself?

, 
died. 

21 This is how it will be with anyone 
whn .<tnre.< np thing.< fnr him.<rlfhnt i.< 

not rich toward God." 
\Vhoever has ears to hear, let them 
hear!" 

The Lukan nature of the parable is clear from several features, all of which 
are shared by Thomas: 

1. Example Story 
There are four "example stories" among the Gospel parables. None is in 
Matthew; none is in Mark. All four appear in Luke, and just one of them, 
the Rich Fool, has a parallel in Thomas: 

• The Good Samaritan (Luke 10:25-37) 
• The Rich Fool (Luke 12:15-21 // Thorn. 63) 

• The Rich Man and Lazarus (Luke 16:19-31) 
• The Pharisee and the Tax Collector (Luke 18:9-14) 
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Lukan Redaction in Thomas 

These Beispielerziilrlungen or "illustration stories" have been recognized 
as unique in the parable tradition since Jiilicher.22 It is a self-explanatory 
category, defined by B. B. Scott as a story that has "no figurative element but 
offers an example of correct behavior or of negative behavior to avoid�'2' 
Unlike other parables, this one has a straightforward moral designed to be 
drawn directly from the narration itself, the point being that the accumula
tion of wealth is futile given the unpredictable arrival of death. 

The example story is a Lukan trademark, and it is continuous with oth
er features typical of his approach to parables, which have more developed, 
three-dimensional human characters, with a marked ethical, hortatory di
mension. Somewhat surprisingly, literature on Thomas rarely notices that 
the Rich Fool is an example story, a symptom of the common difficulty of 
Thomas experts and Synoptic experts not talking to one another. 

2. Rich, Poor, and Eschatological Reversal 
One of the pervasive themes of Luke's Gospel is eschatological reversal, es
pecially involving rich and poor. It is in the signature pieces of the Magni
ficat (1:46-55), the Beatitudes and Woes (6:20-26), and the parable of Dives 
and Lazarus (16:19-31). The rule, for Luke, is that the poor will be rewarded 
and the rich will receive nothing - the roles will be reversed?• This par
able plays into that scenario, with the rich man unable to enjoy his wealth. 
Although Thomas too has its fair share of anti-rich sentiment (see below), 
this is the only occasion where fate intervenes to level the scores, in contrast 
with Luke. 

J. Interior Monologue 
Interior monologue, or soilloquy, is a regular feature of Luke's parables. His 
characters frequently give the reader insight into their motivations through 
soilloquy, the Prodigal Son in 15=17-19, the Unjust Steward in 16:3-4, the Un-

22. A. Jiilicher, Die Gleichnisreden fesu (2nd ed.; 2 vols.; Tubingen: Mohr [Siebeck[, 1910), 
J:U2·25 and 585-641. Tucker (see n. 23) notes that the distinction actually predates Jiilicher. 

23. B. B. Scott, Hear Then the Parable: A Commentary on the Parables of Jesus (Min
neapolis: Fortress, 1989), 29. The major discussion of example stories is found in Jeffrey T. 

Tucker, Example S.rories: Perspecrives 011 Four Parables in the Gospel of Luke USNTSup 162; 

Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998). Tucke r wishes to erase the classification but I am 
not persuaded; Stt my review it in RRT 6 (1999): 387-88. Sec further my Caulder a11d the Cos

pels: An Examination of a New Paradigm (JSXTSup 133; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 
1996), 21)·16. 

24- See further my Case Against Q, 136-38. 
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just Judge in 18:4b-5.25 There is just one example outside Luke, in the Ten
ants in the Vineyard (Mark 12:6 II Matt. 21:37 II Luke 20:13), where Luke 
enhances the soliloquy he takes over from Mark. Moreover, Luke's solilo
quies have a distinctive form: the characters reflect on their circumstances, 
sometimes with Ti nouicrw (What shall I do?), and they follow on with a 
statement about what they will do.26 

Thomas, by contrast, only has interior monologue in parallel with the 
Synoptics, here in the Rich Fool, and briefly in the Tenants in the Vine
yard.Z7 Of course, one might say that this is not a Lukanism taken over by 
Thomas. One could argue that Luke has enhanced the soliloquy here, in the 
parable of the Rich Fool, to make it conform more closely to his parable 
soliloquies elsewhere, so that an earlier version of the parable might have 
looked more Like the version in Thomas. Careful attention to the synopsis of 
Luke and Thomas. however, makes this unlikely. Luke sets up the soliloquy 
in characteristic fashion, Kai l>tEAoyi(ETO tv tav<<fl A£ywv ("and he debated 
in himself, saying . . .  ;· Luke 12:17). This is missing in Thomas's recasting of 
the parable. It has just the typically terse Thomasine nex�q xe ("he said 
. .  �'), which leaves open the possibility that the man is saying this aloud 
to an audience. But then the author appears to betray his knowledge of 
the earlier element in the Lukan narrative, in a manner analogous to Syn
optic editorial fatigue, when he writes 11�61 116116(!M66Y6 epooy 2M 
n6(!2HT ("such were the things he was thinking in his heart"). As with his 
recasting of the parable of the Wheat and the Tares, the phenomenon of the 
missing middle rears its head.28 Here, as there, Thomas drops the middle 
part of a story only to betray his knowledge of it in the subsequent mate
rial, inadvertently showing the reader his familiarity with the Synoptics. In 
cases like this, the author of Thomas appears to be a much less sophisticated 
storyteller than the Synoptic authors, especially Luke?9 

2;. !\otice also the Phari�s and lhe tax collector's prayers in 18:9-14. 

26. See my Goulder and the Gospels, 169-71, for further detail. 
27. Here too Thomas shows his familiarity wilh lhe Lukan version of lhe pru-able. Thom

as's t-t6cyb.K rperhaps•) parallels Luke's iow<; ("perhaps; Luke 20:t3) in the vineyard owner's 
solil oquy; this occurs only here in lhe New Testament, and t-t6�K occurs only in Ibis pas
sage. twice, in Thomas; cf. Schrage, Verhiiltnis, 140. 

28. See below, ttl -u. 

29. The interior monologue is seldom discussed in literature about lhe rdationship be
tween Thomas and Luke. A rare exception i.s Philip Sellew, "Interior Monologue as a Narrative 

Device in lhe Parables of Luke," }BL m (1992): 239-53. who helpfully describes interior mono· 
Iogue as "a signature device of Luke lhe aulho? (251). He does not, however, see Thomas as 
dependent on Luke for lhe device here because he works wilh tlte autonomous 1l1omas model. 
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There is a good case, then, for seeing features that characterize the hand 
of Luke getting carried over into Thomas, the very form of the parable as 
an "example story," eschatological reversal involving rich and poor, and the 
use of interior monologue. However, Thomas's Rich Fool is often regarded 
as clearly independent from Luke. For Patterson, it is "all but impossible" 
that Thomas derived his version of the parable from Luke 12:16-21. '0 He sug
gests that the Lrukan version of this parable features major embellishments. 
The wealth of tfue man and the size of the harvest are stressed (12:18-19); the 
divine scolding is explicit (12:20 ); Luke has a "genera.lizing conclusion" lack
ing in Thomas; and the framjng of the unit is Lukan, with additional mate
rial introducing the parable (12:13-14 II Ihom. 72) and a different speech 
foUowing on from it (Luke 12:22-31 // Matt. 6:25-34; cf. Ihom. 36). Thomas, 
Patterson says, has none of these features. Where he has parallels to the ma
terial Luke uses to frame this unit (Ihom. 72 and 36), these appear in differ
ent parts of his collection. Thomas itself has secondary features, he says, but 
they are dillerent from Luke's. Thus Thomas appears to be ignorant of Luke's 
specific version of this parable. Patterson concludes that he has derived it 
from a separate tradition hlstory." 

This is not the most fruitful way to find out whether Thomas knows 
Luke. The absence of certam alleged secondary elements in Thomas need 
not indicate Thomas's ignorance of Luke. It might simply show that Thomas 
chose not to use certain elements in Luke, especially as most of the elements 
listed by Patter.son are about the narrative framing of the parable in Luke 
and not about the parable itself. Thomas rarely has the same narrative frame 
as any Synoptic pericope, and it is unsurprising that the sayings gospel is 
consistent in lacking that narrative fran1e here. 

Moreover, a good case can be made for Thomas's knowledge of the Lu
kan framing of the parable, which he has transferred to another context: 

30. Patterson. Gospel ofTiromas, 48. 
31. Ibid., 47-48. Similarly Plisch, Gospel ofTiromas, t)), "This logion seems simpler and 

more archaic compared to . . .  Luke 12:16-21. The Thomas version is certainly not derived from 
Luke's version of the narrative, which contains several secondary elements." Riley, "Influence 
of Thomas Christianity;" contends that this parallel provides evidence of Thomasine redac
tion appearing in Luke, since f!•P•crrri� (divider, arbitrator) is more congenial to Tlromas than 
to Luke. His contention that the word is new and awkward in Luke is unnecessary; it comes 
quite naturally from f1£piaaa9at in Luke 12:13. And f!tpt<rrij< is not a "title for Jesus or a title 

for Jesus to deny" in Luke (231); it is simply part of a characteristically Lukan narrative setup. 
1l1at the term is congenial to Tlromas is probably the reason for Tlromas's use of it and inter
est in it. 
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Luke 12:13-14 Tlrom. 72. 

dntv 6t Tl<; tK TOU ox>.ou a\JT<!>- [ne]xe oyp[um]e u�q xe 
616clCJKaAt, tint T� c:i6tAq>� IJOU xooc iiu�ciiHY wut� eytt�nwwe 
1JEpioaaaal !l£T' tjJOv n'Jv KM}povo11iav. iiii211�� y i1n�etwT IIHt·t�et 

14 6 6£ tint v aUT�·· 0. v9pwnt. Ti<; !'E nex�q tlb.Q xe Ill newtte tuM ne . 
KQTOOTI]CJEV Kpmiv � f1Ep1CJTJ'tV tq> iiT��� T iipeqnUJC,!Ie 

i>IJO.<;; �Qt<OTq ���eq�t�-&ttTttC nex�q 
��� y xe HH eetfJIOOn iipeqnwwe 

And someone from the crowd A man 

said to him, "Teacher, tell my brother to said to him, •rell my brothers to 
divide the inheritance with divide my father's possessions with 

me." But he said to him, •Man, who me:" He said to him, •o man, who 
appointed me as judge or arbitrator has made me a divider?" He turned 
over you?" to his disciples and said, "I am not a 

divider, am I?" 

The texts are very close to one another, and flEpt<mic; (divider, arbitrator) 
appears only here, in Luke 12:14, in the New Testament.32 The correspond
ing nmwe appears only here in 7homas.JJ The material is transformed in 
Thomas from Luke's introductory foil comment to a freestanding logion, 
rt::craflt::J lo suppurl 7humus's ofl-rt::pt::alt::J Lht::mt:: u( singularity anJ divi

sion, where it pro \fides a fine excuse for Thomas to add a concluding saying, 
"I am not a divider, am I?" much more congenial to Thomas's interests than 
it would be in its Lukan context before the parable of the Rich FooL34 

Reminders of its origin in Luke are evident not only in the Lukan in
troductory foil from an anonymous member of the crowd introduced by 

32. On the text-critical issues here. see the authoritative article by Tjitze Saarda, "Luke 
u.1J·l4: Text and Transmission from Marcion to Augustine," in ). Helderman and S. ). 
�oorda, eds., Early Transmission of Words of jesus: Tltom11s, Tatilln and rite Text of the New 

Testament (Amsterdam: VU Boekhandel and Uitgeverij, 1983), U7·7�. which <ondudes that 

the original reading in luke 12:14 is Kplri}v � !!EPICJTijv (131). 

33· 1hree times in Tit om. ]2, but nowhere else in Tloomas. Both Berhge and Greeven 

retrovert to !'£PICJTii�· See also nttg) (divide) in Tit om. 6t. lt is worth remembering Snodgrass's 
comments ("Gospel of Thomas." 26) about the hapax legomena as signs of Thomas's familiar· 
ity with Luke. Snodgrass is not here inclined to press rhe occurrence of this one since it is in 

L material ("Gospel olf Thomas," 35). The point can be nuanced, though. by separating the 
discussion into two stages - first, the evidence of a direct link between tl1c texts (cf. chapter 

2 above); and second, the e\'idence ofLukan redaction in Jloomas. 

34· The case for Luke's knowledge of Tl1o111. 72 is made in Riley, "Influence of Thomas 
Christianity"; and refuted in Gathercole, "luke in the Gospel ofTltomas," 139·41. 
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m; ( cf. 9:57; u:27; 13:23; 14:15)/5 but also in the use of the vocative avSpwn£ 
(0, man), used three times elsewhere by Luke (5:20; 22:58, 6o), each time 
in redactional additions to Mark,'6 and here paralleled in Thomas (W 

npwMe).37 Furthermore, the motif of brothers asking about their inheri
tance has a distinctly Lukan ring. Luke's parable of the Prodigal Son (tpt-

32) has a similar setting, with two brothers and an inheritance up for grabs. 
The adoption and development of a similar idea here may well be due to the 
evangelist .'8 

The only elements in Patterson's list that are not related to Luke's nar
rative frame are the additional details about the wealth of the man, the size 
of the harvest (Luke 12:18-19). and the explicit divine rebuke (12:20). These 
differences are not surprising. The lack of detail here is typical of the ten
dency toward greater brevity in his parables. In other words, it is a symptom 
of his typical redactional tendency rather than a witness to form-critica!Jy 
derived greater primitivity.'9 And it is difficult to imagine Thomas includ
ing divine speech of the kind that occurs here in Luke (with 6£6c;, 12:20 ).•0 
Not only do we never hear Gods voice in Thomas; we rarely hear about God 
(6£6<;) at all, and when the character does occur, the context is negative 
(Thorn. 100)." 

The difficulty with Pattersons argument, though, is that it proceeds on 
the basis of the differences between Thomas and Luke. The case for Thomas's 
familiarity with Luke proceeds rather from an analysis of the similarities 

35· See further on this Lukanism below, t00-102. 

36. Cf. Snodgrass, "Gospel of Thomas." 35; Baarda, "Luke 12.13·14." t6o. 

37· The usage is not, however, alien in Thomas. nptJJH6 occurs again in Salome's ad· 

dress to Jesus in 1hom. 61. On the minor difference between Coptic Thomas and Luke here, 
sec Baarda, "Luke 12.13·14." •59• "One should not stress the small incongruity between (Ul 
npwt16) (sic) and Luke (av6pwn€ alone). In keeping with Koine usage, the use of the vocative 
particle w is not frequent in the New Testament:' (The word "71romas'" should be supplied 
after "between.") 

38. For the case that the framing is a Lukan creation, see Goulder, Luke, 535·36, but 
already suggested in A. Loisy, L'Evangile selon Luc (Paris: E. :-.1ourry, 1924), 344·45· For Schiir· 

mann, "lbomasevangelium; 243·44, 11romas is dependent on Luke, but Luke is here depen· 
dent on Q. 

39· See further below, 145·50. 

40. God appears as a character only in other Lukan parables, Luke tS:t·S {Unjust Judge), 
"there was a judge �··ho neither feared God nor had respect for people . . . .  'Though I have no 
fear of God and no respect for anyone'" (•-v. 2 and 4; cf. ''· 7); and Luke 18:9·14 (Pharisee and 
Tax Collector), "God, I thank you . . . . God, be merciful to me· (vv. u and 13). 

41. :-\ote also the occurrence of "kingdom of God• in T110m. 27 (P.Oxy. t) and possibly in 

Tlronr. 3 {P.Oxy. 654); see further above, 35· 
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between the two texts, and noting the distinctively Lukan nature of the 
common features_ The parable of the Rich Fool is strikingly Lukan, and a 
good case can be made that Luke is the source of Thomas's knowledge of 
the parable. 

Given the Lukan nature of the parable, it is worth asking why it might 
have appealed to Thomas. What were the features that might have made this 
example story stand out to Thomas where others of Luke's example stories 
did not? It is always important to ask these questions since it is clear that, 

on the assumption of Thomas's familiarity with the Synoptics, he has a large 
number of parables to choose from, and there are many apparent rejects. 
Here it is easy to imagine what might have attracted Thomas to the parable. 
It has a negative attitude to worldly wealth, and this wealth is associated 
with death. Hostility to wealth is found throughout Thomas, perhaps most 
clearly in no, "Whoever finds the world and becomes rich, let them re

nounce the world:' Death is a major theme in the Gospel ofThomas.42 Unlike 
Mark and Matthew, in Luke and Thomas natural death appears in parables, 
Dives and Lazarus (Luke t6:19-31) and the Hidden Treasure (Thorn. 109), a 
point that may reflect the later dates of Luke and Thomas when compared 
with Mark and Matthew, which only have violent or eschatological deaths. 

No doubt Thomas found in this story a narrative that illustrated the im
portance of seeking Jesus while there is still the chance to do so, expressed 
clearly in the typically Thomasine saying 59, which occurs only shortly be
fore the parable of the Rich Fool, "Take heed of the Living One while you 
are alive, lest you die and seek to see him and be unable to do so:' Here, 
in logion 63, is a man who does not take heed of the Living One while he 
is alive, instead falling prey to the corrupting worldly wealth that Thomas 
so despises. It is not surprising that Thomas found this story congenial, in 
spite of the fact that its form and storytelling techniques are not Thomasine 
staples. 

It is straightforward to see why Luke's other three example stories would 
not have appealed! to Thomas. None is congenial. Luke 16:19-31 (Dives and 
Lazarus) is all about the afterlife, Abraham's bosom and Hades, with which 
Thomas is unconcerned, and still less the climax of the story about resur
rection from the dead and listening to Moses and the prophets, about which 

42. Sec further below, 186-87. Death and dying appears in a variety of \vays in Tllomas: 

avoiding experiencing death (Tioom. 1, 18, 19, 85, w); death and corpses (II• om. u); death 
robbing one of the chance to seek the living one (Tioom. 59); one dying, one living (Tioom. 61); 
one's images not dying (Tioom. 84); man with the treasure field dies (Tioom. 109). 
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Thomas has nothing positive to say.43 The Pharisee and the Tax Collector 
(Luke 18:9-14) tells a story about two men at prayer in the temple; Thomas 
has no positive references to the temple or to prayer or to God,�• the key 
motifs in this parable. The Good Samaritan (Luke 10:25-37) would also have 
been uncongen.ial to Thomas, with its grounding in key Old Testament texts 
like Deut. 6:5 and Lev. 19:18, and still further with its ethic of helping the 
stranger, which is foreign to Thomas!' 

Factors like these make Thomas's familiarity with Luke's Rich Fool 
much more likely than is usually assumed. The difficulty, though, when 
ana.lyzing Thomasine parallels with L material is that there are no other 
extant versions with which to compare Thomas. For those who are inclined 
toward a conservative perspective on L, it might always be claimed that the 
Thomas version independently witnesses to a version of the parable inde
pendent of Luke. DeCo nick, for instance, thinks of it as "a fine example of 
an independent oral multiform:'46 Like Patterson and others, though, she 
does not comment on or account for the pervasively Lukan elements like 
the example story and the rich man's soWoquy. Others have missed the Lu
kan nature of the parable because it sometimes gets treated as a Q parable, 
in spite of its lack of parallel in Matthew!' a classification that can throw 
people off the scent. An origin in Q also fails to account for the Lukan cast 
of the parable. 

If there is a pre-Lukan source for the Rich Fool, though, one does not 
have to look far. Sirach 11:17-19 has a short parable that may well have influ
enced Luke:48 

43· Sec further below, 187·91. 

44· For the teilllple, there is only Thom. 71, on which see below, 167·68. For Tl•omas and 
God, see above, 93· For Thomas and prayer, note especially T/10111. 14. "if you pray, you will be 
condemned"; and d. Thom. 104. 

45· Perhaps t<>O, "Be passers·br" in Tl•om. 42 rather contradicts the parable of the Good 
Samaritan, where the ones who passed by are the villains of the piece. The only place where 

Tl1omas implies contact with outsiders is in Tl1om. 14, "\Vhen you go into any land and walk 
about in the districts, if they receive you, eat what they will set before you, and heal the sick 
among them"; but even here the all-important prerequisite is, "if they recei-re you." 

46. DeConick, Original Gospel, 208. 

47· Koester, Ancient Christian Gospels, 97-98, for example, deals with this parable as part 
of his discussion of Thomas's parallels with Q, \>'ithout even noting the lack of a Matthean 

parallel The pericope does not make it into T11e Critical Edition of Q, JZ4·Zj. 
48. I am grat.eful to Stevan Davies for drawing my attention to this parallel, which is 

rarely noted in the literature on Thomas. 
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17 The Lord's gift remains with the devout, and his favor brings lasting 
success. 18 One becomes rich through diligence and self-denial, and the 
reward allotted to him is this: 19 when he says, "I have found rest, and 
now I shall feast on my goods!" he docs not know how long it will be 

until be leaves them to others and dies. (NRSV) 

Given Luke's apparent familiarity with Ben Sira elsewhere in his 
Gospel!9 and Thomas's apparent ignorance of Ben Sira, it is more likely that 
the story is mediated to Thomas via Luke than that he has independently 

adapted it, particularly given the Lukan nature of severa.l of the elements 
common to Luke and Thomas. 50 

Conclusion 

Several parallels between Thomas and Luke show dear signs of Lukan re
daction and suggest Thomas's familiarity with the third GospeL Luke's re
wording of a triple tradition passage (Luke S:q) appears verbatim in one of 
the Greek witnesses of Thomas, at Thorn. 5- Similarly, in Thorn. 31 another of 
the Greek witnesses features Luke's own redactional rewording of another 
triple tradition passage (Luke 4:24). A further example occurs in the L ma
terial, where several distinctively Lukan elements in the Rich Fool parable 
(Luke 12:15-21) appear in the parallel in Thorn. 63. These diagnostic shards 
point to Thomas's fan1iliarity with Luke's GospeL But there is one example 
that is stronger than any of these, and it deserves a chapter of its own. 

49· �A,. lists the foUowing parallels: Sir. 1:30, cf. Acts 1po; Sir. 4:31, cf. Acts 20:35; Sir. 
10:14, cf. Luke 1:52; Sir. ua9, cf. Luke 10:19; Sir. 19:26, cf. Acts 12:10; Sir. 24:32, cf. Acts 2:39; Sir. 

287, cf. Acts 17:3o; Sir. 28:18, cf. Luke 21:24; Sir. 35:12, cf. Acts toc34; Sir. 35:22, cf. Luke 187; Sir. 

36:7, cf. Acts 2:u; Sir. -t-8:5, cf. Luke 7:22; Sir. 48:10, cf. Luke 1:tr, 9:8; Sir. 48:12, cf. Acts 2:4; Sir. 
48:21, cf. Acts 12:23; Sir. 50:20, cf. Luke 24:20; Sir. ;o:22, cf. lukc 24:53; Sir. ;t:t, cf. Matt. 11:25 // 
Luke 10:21. Luke 10:19 in that list is an error for Luke 12:19 (correct in the margin of the latter). 

;o. Snodgrass does not see any "dir«t dependence" on the Ben Sira passage, but he dis
cusses it in terms of")esus' familiarity with literature such as Sirach" (Stories with Intent, 397). 
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CHAPTER 6 

A Special Case: Thomas 79 and Luke 

One saying in Thomas proves so strikingly Lukan that it deserves separate 

treatment. Thomas 79 features language, setting, imagery, and theology that 
are so at home in Luke that the term "diagnostic shards" risks understating 
the case for Thomas's familiarity with Luke. Moreover, while the parallel has 
occasionally been noticed in the scholarship, its potential for pointing to 
Thomas's relationship with Luke has generally been underestimated. 

As usual, it is helpful to begin with a synopsis of the passages. Thomas 
79 has parallels to two passages in Luke, 11:27-28 and 23:29. The latter is an 
element in Luke's Passion Narrative, and a little extra Lukan context will be 
helpful. 

Luke u::z7-28; 23:27-31 1l1om. 79 

cytVE"TO 6£: tv "T<i> Xt�tv amov "TQU"TQ 
tnapaoa n� q><ovi]v yuvi] £K "TOii OXAOU n6x6 OYC2tH[6] u�q 2i1 mtHY!6 
dm:v aim!>· MaKapia iJ KoiAia x6 11661� T [C] [ii]B-2H 
rJ �QO'TQOO<JQ 0£ Kai !'OO'TOi Oil� iiT�Ql 2�POI< � YUJ iit<l[B]e 61lT� 
t9i]Xaoa<;· :z8 aihoc:; 6£: dm:v· Mtvovv c�llOYYit< n6x�q u�[c] x6 
tJOKaptot oi aKooov"TE� Tov Xoyov uee�A TOY Tiuetrr�cmTH �m.oroc 
"TOU 9to\l Kai q>UACtOOOV"Tt<;. i1n6lUJT � Y�P62 6POCI 2TI OYH6 
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Luke u:27-28; 23:27-31 7hom. 79 

23:27"HKoXoU6tt6e aim;> noXu 

nA�6oc; Toi:> Xaoi:> K:al yuvatKwv ai 
EKOITTOVTO Kal t9pJ1vouv 
auT6v. 28 CTpaq>tic;; O£ npoc; auTtt<; 0 
1Tjcroiic; tlntv· E>uyonip&c; 1tpoucraAJ1p, 
f.l� KXaitT£ tn' tf!E:· nXijv tq>' tau-rite; 

KA.aiETE Kal tnl Ta <iKva Uf.lWV, 
29 OTI il5ou epxovTal iJf.llpat tv a!.; oyii 2fi200Y ro.p no.tywne 
t.poiimv, M=aptat iiT6Tiixooc X6 1166to. 
ai CTEipat Kal ai KotAiat at Tc iiB-ZH To.6t 6T6 
OUK eyiVVIJOOV KOl f100o0L Ol Rncw o. yw iiKU\6 112>.61 
OUK t:9ptljlav. 30 TOT£ iipl',oVTat Atyttv eHnoyt epwTe. 
oOl<; OpEOIV· fi£cr£TE f:q>' iJJlii<;, KQ\ TOl<; 
13ouvoic;, KaXulftaTE iJJ.lii<;· 31 on £i 

tv •<!> i:>yp<!> I'.UX'-!' Tai:>Ta notOiiotv, tv 
T<!> I',IJp<!> Ti yiv']Tat; 

11:27 And it came to pass while he was 
saying these things that 
a certain woman from the crowd A woman in the crowd 
raised her voice and said to him, said to him, 

•Blessed are the womb that bore you •Blessed are the womb that bore you 
and the breasts that you sucked!" and the breasts that nourished you." 
28 But he said, •Blessed rather are He said to her, •Blessed are 
those who hear the word those who have heard the word 
of God and keep it!" of the Father and have truly kept it. 

23:27 And following him was a large 
crowd of the people, and of women 
who were mourning and lamenting 
him. 28 But Jesus, turning to them, 
said, ·oaughters of Jerusalem, 
stop weeping for me, but weep for 
yourselves and for your children. 
29 For behold, the days arc coming For there will be days 
when they will say, 'Blessed are the when you will say, 'Blessed is the 
barren, and the wombs that never womb that has not 
bore, and the breasts that never conceived and the breasts that have 
nursed: 30 Then they will begin to say not given milk:" 
to the mountains, 'Fall on us,' and to 
the hills, 'Cover us� 31 For if they do 
these things when the tree is green, 
what will happen when it is dry?" 
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A Special Case: Thomas 79 and Luke 

In the first half of Thom. 79, the parallel with Luke 11:27-28 is very close. 
The only differences of substance are the absence in Thomas of an equivalent 
to Luke's btapacra . . .  <pwvqv (raised her voice)' and the absence in Thom
as of any equivalent of Luke's �£voliv (rather). The only element present in 
Thomas's version that is lacking in Luke is 211 oyHe (truly, in truth)? 

Other variations are at best minor: iiKIBe 611T0..2 CO..IIOYWK (the 
breasts that nourished you) for �acrTOt OVc; £8q).acrac; (breasts that you 
sucked), iiii611T0..2CWTH ((those] who have heard) for oi aKouovT£c; (those 
who hear), and t'ln61WT (of the father) for TOU ewu (of God). The indefi
nite article (OY) in 0YC21H6 (a woman) might be regarded as equivalent 
to Luke's indefinite pronoun in nc; yuvq (a certain woman).3 

The two texts are very close, and most of the variations are of the kind 
that translation of a Greek original would explain. If we were looking at this 
degree of agreement among the Synoptics, we would incline toward literary 
relationship of some kind. There is so little variation here that the idea of 
Thomas's independence from Luke is problematic.• 

The Lukan Nature of Luke 11:27-28 

Similarity between the texts is, however, only the first step in making a 
case for Thomas's familiarity with Luke. It is necessary to proceed to the 
key question of the presence of Lukan features in the text in question. It is 

1. braipw is characteristic of luke (here, 6:2o; 16:23; t8:13; 21:28; 24:50; Acts 1:9; 2:14; 14:u; 

22:22; 27:40). 
2. Cf. Plisch, Gospel ofThomas, t86, •The enhancing adverb 'truly' could have been add

ed by the Gospel of Thomas:' 
3· Cf. Greeven's retroversion ofThom. 79 into Greek. which begins. Eintv aur<jl n� yuvrj 

E>< -rou cSx>.ov, which is very clos<" to Luke 11:27. Greev<.'ns full r<"lrOV<.'rsion for the first half 

of 71rom. 79 is: Ehttv aw<jl Tl� yuvrj iK TOU ox>.ou· l'<lKapia ri KOtAia ri �QOTOOQOQ Ot Kai oi 
11oo-rol oi 9pilf!oVTic; o£. Elntv awfl· l'aK6ptot oi at<oooav-rr� rov >.oyov rou na-rpoc; (t<al) 
cpu>.ci�avn:c; awov br' a>.'19clac;. Bethge's retroversion is quite similar but reverses the posi· 

tion of -rtc; and yuvrj and has 6A1]9Wc; icpu>.a�av aU-rov rather than cpuA<i�ov-rec; aU-rov br' 
OAI]9tioc;. 

4· Tite possibility that 71romas and Luke are both dependent on Q or earlier versions of 

Q (hinted. for example. by Koester. Ancient Christian Gospels. 152-53) is here a moot point. 
The IQP's Critical Text does not include Luke 11:27·28, but in any case my argument in this 

chapter is that 71tomas shows knowledge of Luke in the form in which we have it. and that 
this version is heavily r<.'dact<.'d by Luke. llms, even if on<' wants to postulate an origin in Q, 
th<" version familia:r to 11romas will be Lukes, not Q's. 
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surprising that this parallel has evaded serious attention in the discussion 
of the relationship between Thomas and the Synoptics.5 One of the major 
factors here may be its status, like the Rich Fool (Luke t2:16·21 // Thorn. 63, 
above), as Special Lukan material.6 It is, of course, much more straight
forward to observe Lukan redaction when there are parallels in Mark and 
Matthew, but redaction criticism does not need to be suspended whenever 
the reader turns to material found only in one Gospel. Here there is a text 
with a distinctively Lukan character, shot through with features that are 
typical of his writing. And the parallel features in Thomas are in some ways 
anomalous.7 Let us first take the Lukan features in turn. In each case we will 
look at the feature to see whether it is in some way unusual or anomalous 
in Thomas. 

Foil Questions and Comments from Anonymous Individuals 

There are several examples in Luke of foil questions or comments from 
anonymous indiviiduaJs that lead up to Jesus' sayings, five of them with Ttc; 
(someone, a certain person): 

9:57: Kai nopWOf!EvwvauTwvf:vTfl M<j> dntv:ru;npo.;auTov· AKoXouS�ow 

oot onou tav untpxn . . .  (contrast Matt. 8:19, d.; ypaf1f1UTtu<;). 

As they were going along the road, a certain person said to bin1, "I will 
follow you wherever you go . . .  " (contrast Matt. 8:19, "a scribe"). 

5· But see Snodgrass. "Gospel of Thomas; 36·3;. and Schrage. Verhiiltr�is. 164·68. 
Schrage makes much of the change to second person plural in the second half of Tlrom. 79· 
He suggests that it makes sense only on the understanding that it has in view the address to 

"Daughters of Jerusalem" in the parallel Luke ZJ:Z8·Z9- Schrage's point is suggestive rather 
than c.ondusive since Luke 23:29 does not have a second person plural here; cf. Patterson, 
Gospel of Tiro mas, 6o n. 217. However, Pallerson's comment that "nothing of Luke's redac· 
tiona! hand is to be found" here in Thomas (Gospel of Thomas, 6o) is prematttre. 

6. See, for example, DeConick, Original Gospel, 242·43· Somewhat surprisingly, Bovon 

thinks that the case for Tlromas's knowledge of Luke is weaker here than elsewhere in the L 
material; see F. Bovon. "Sarings Specific to Luke in the Gospel ofTiromas. • in Nerv Testament 

and Christian Apocrypha: Collecred Studies (WU�T 2/z37; Ttibingen: Mohr, 2009), 161-73 
(168·69). 

7· Schrage, Verlriiitnis, ;. suggests that this is the only place in Tlromas where one sees an 
example of the Synoptics' framing (Rahmemrotiz). 
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TOii OXAOU Et1TEV QUT<j>· MaKapia � KOtAia � �QOTUOQOU OE Kai flUOTOi OU� 

Hh'tXaoa�- . . .  

And it came to pass while he was saying these things that a certain worn· 

an from the crowd raised her voice and said to him . . . .  

12:IJ: Elntv lit lli tK TOii oxXou QUT<j>· 6t66:0KQA£, tin£ To/ .i6£Aql<j> flO\J 

f1Epioao9UL f1ET' EflOii Tl)v KA.llpOVOfliav. 

And someone from the crowd said to him, "Teacher, tell my brother to 

divide the inheritance with me" ( cf. 7110m. 72, above). 

1J:2J: dnEv lit lli QUT<j>· KuptE, Ei oXiyot oi 0'!'{0f1EVOI; 

And someone said to him, 'Lord, is it a few who will be saved?" (contrast 
Matt. 7:13). 

14:15: f\KOUOQ� l)E lli TWV OUVQVQKEiflEvWV TQUTQ Ei1TEV QUT<j>· 

MaKapto.; OOTI<; qlUYETQI upTOV EV Tfj �aotXEio;t TOU 9EOU. 

And when a certain one among those reclining with him heard these 
things, he said to him. "Blessed is the one who will eat bread in the king
dom of God!" (contrast Matt. 22:2 and Thom. 64). 

Foil comments and questions are common in the Synoptics,8 and they 

are found in Thomas too (e.g., 91, 99, 100, and 104), but the distinctive feature 

in the five cases listed above is that these are the only places in the Gospel 

tradition where teaching is introduced by foil comments from anonymous 

individuals, always Ttc; (someone, a certain person).9 This feature appears at 
least five times irn Luke, and it is probably due to his own redaction, especially 

since, on three of the occasions (9:57; 13:23; 14:15), there is a contrast with Mat· 

thew. 10 The only times that it appears to occur in Thomas, in 72 and 79,11 it is 

parallel to Luke. 

8. For an analysis, see my Goulder and the Gospels., 46·-19· 
9· Patrick L. Dickerson draws attention to this feature as an aspect of the distinctive 

Lukan Mnew character narrative• in "llte :-\ew Character Narrative in Luke-Acts and the Syn· 
optic Problem:' ]BL u6h (1997): 291-JU. 

to. For Q skeptics, these '"ill be examples of Lukan redaction of Manhew. For Q theo

rists, these will be examples of Lukan redaction of Q. On each occasion here, the IQP regards 

the lukan wording as redactional and not due to Q. 
11. See above, 92-93, for 1l1om. 7'-· 
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There are other features in common between Luke 11:27 and the foil 
questions and comments listed above. The woman's remark in Luke 11:27 

has a striking similarity to the mans remark in 14:15. On both occasions 
there is a misplaced macarism on the lips of someone other than Jesus (con· 
trast Thorn. 64}, on both occasions in need of correction by Jesus.12 More
over, 11:27 is like 12:13 in that the person asking the foil question or making 
the comment is someone "from the crowd" (contrast Thorn. 72), which in
troduces the next point. 

The Crowd 

One of the most striking features of this parallel is the occurrence in Thomas 
of the term "the crowd" (nHH!J)6), its sole occurrence in the text. It comes 
as a surprise at this point in the Gospel of Thomas, the first and last time 
that "the crowd" appears, in massive contrast to Luke's Gospel, where "the 
crowd" is ubiquitous. Indeed, in the previous saying (Thorn. 78} it is implied 
that Jesus and his disciples are not part of the rather large group traveling 
through Israel that is found in Luke's central section but are, rather, those 
who have "come out to the countryside:>ll 

The presence of the crowd is particularly surprising given Thomas's 
stress on the "secret" nature of the sayings contained in his book (especially 
in the lncipit}.14 There is a marked contrast with Luke, where "the crowd/s" 
are present throughout, especially in the central section (11:14, 27, 29; 12:1, 
13, 54; 13:14, 17; 14:25; 18:36}. In other words, the crowd is superfluous and 
out of place here in Thomas but coherent, important, and pervasive here in 
Luke!s 

12. So Goulder, L.uke, 91, "cloying piety•; cf. my Caulder and the Gospels, 146·;0. 

13. llte problem here is compounded by the question of the implied audience in Thom. 
78 and elsewhere. The most recently mentioned explicit audience was "tlte disciples" in Thom. 
72, but it is not dear whelhE.'r one can speak of an "implied audience" for many of Thomas's 

sa}ings given tlte work"s lack of narrative coherence and setting. 
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14. I am grateful to Andrew Bernhard for tlti.s point. 
•5· Cf. Schrage, Verhiiltnis, 165. 
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Gynecology 

Thomas refers to gynecological details only here in Thom. 79, in parallel 

with Luke's typical usage in 11:27-28 and 23:29.16 Of all the evangelists, Luke 

is the one most inclined to use this imagery. KotA.ia (womb) occurs again 
at Luke 1:15, 41, 42, 44; 2:21; Acts 3:2; and 14:8;17 and f!U<itoi (breasts) oc

curs only in Luke among the (canonical) Gospels, here in n:27 and 23:29.18 

Indeed, the combination of elements, Jesus' mother, womb, and blessing, 

occurs also in Luke 1:41-44, dearly closely related to 11:27-28: 

And when Elizabeth heard the greeting of Mary, the babe leaped in her 
womb; and! Elizabeth was filled with the Holy Spirit and she exclaimed 

with a loud! cry: �Blessed arc you among women, and blessed is the fruit 
of your womb! And why is this granted me, that the mother of my Lord 
should come to me? For behold, when the voice of your greeting came to 
my ears, the babe in my womb leaped for joy.' 

This comes in material usually thought to have been carefully crafted 

by Luke and its similarity in imagery, theme, and vocabulary to 11:27-28 is 

difficult to miss. It might be objected, of course, that there is some tension 
between the content of the two passages. Mary is blessed in Luke 1:41-44, but 
the woman's blessing in 11:27-28 is now supplemented or even corrected by 

Jesus.19 But to press this tension would be to miss the point. The parallel clus
ter of Lukan themes, imagery, and vocabulary is striking and due attention 
should be paid, as always in Luke, to order. Luke 1:41-44 is the appropriate 
place for a macarism on "the fruit of your womb;' Jesus. ln the central section 

16. �ole:-that 2H occurs also in Tit om. 69, but here it means "belly." Further, in Tl10m. 22 
there is reference to infants "taking milk" or "being suckled." I am grateful to Mike Grondin 
for this point. 

17. KOtAla = '"omb occurs elsewhere in the Synoptic Gospels only at Matt. 19:12. Other 
uses of KotAla (= belly) occur at Matl u:4o; Mall. 15:17 II Mark 7:19; and in some manuscripts 
of Luke t):t6. 

18. See also Re''· 1:13. 
19. It may be that l'£voiiv should not be taken in an adversative sense. The corrective 

"Yea, rather: of the KJV may be preferable given that Luke elsewhere uses ooxi, Atyw u11iv to 
express contradiction (u:;t; 13:3, ;). Margaret E. lllrall, Creek Particles in tl�e New Testament: 
Linguistic and Exegetical Studies (New Testament Tools and Studies 3; Leiden: Brill, 1962), 

34-35, notes too that for affirmation Luke uses vai (7:26; 10:21; 11:51; 11:;); cf. also C. F. D. 
Moule, An Idiom Book of New Testament Greek (2nd ed.; Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1960 ), 163, �an introduction to a new statement correcting or modifying a foregoing 
statemenL· 
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of Luke, on the other hand, the woman is detracting from what is important, 
which is to hear the word of God and to do it, arguably the major theme of 
these chapters and indeed of the whole Gospel, the next key topic. 

Hearing the Word of God and Keeping It 

Luke 11:28 features phraseology and motifs that are distinctively Lukan. 
"Hearing the word of God" (ciKOUELV Tov A6yov Tou 8£0u) is a major preoc
cupation of Luke and one of the dearest aspects of his agenda.20 It recurs 
often and particularly in redactional changes to Mark.21 In 5:1, for example, 
Luke writes: "While the people pressed upon him to hear the word of God 
(ciKOUEtv Tov X6yov Tou 8Eou), he was standing by the lake of Gennesaret 
. . :· (cf. Mark 1:16-20 II Matt. 4:18-22). 

Similarly, Luke accentuates the theme in his version of the interpreta
tion of the Sower (8:11-12): "Now the parable is this: The seed is the word of 
God (6 X6yoc; Tou 8£ou). The ones along the path are those who have heard 
. . .  (oi ciKouoavw;;)" (cf. Mark 4:14-15: "The sower sows the word [6 A6yoc;). 
And these are the ones along the path, where the word is sown; when they 
hear . . .  [<hav ciKouwOtv)"; cf. also Matt. 13:18-19). 

Most striking, however, is Luke's redaction of the saying at the conclu
sion of the Mother and Brothers pericope (8:19-21), which he has moved to 
the conclusion of his parable chapter (8:4-18), where it acts as a comment 
on it: 

20. 1l1is feature is picked up briefty by Risto l.;ro, sthe words 'hear the word of God and 

keep it' (c( Luke 8:21) ha,·e a Lukan flavor. The similar expression in Tl•omas may therefore 
reveal a Lukan r..-daction" ("Is Tl•omas an Encratite Gospel?" in Risto Uro, ed., Thomas at the 

Crossroads: Essays on the Gospel of Tl1omas [Studies of the New Testament and Its World; 

Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1998 ), 140-62 ( 148 n. 29 )). See too the slightly different version of 
the same essay, "Asceti.cism and Anti-Familial language in the Gospel of Thomas," in Halvor 
Moxnes, ed., Comtructing Early Christian Families: Family as Social Reality and Metaplwr 

(London & New York: Routledge, 1997), 216-34 (221). The feature is usually missed in scholar
ship on Tl10mas. 

21. This is working, of course, on the assumption of Markan priority. For those who do 
not accept Markan priority, it is worth noting that all the examples also make sense on the 
assumption that luke's sol..-wrinen source was Manhew. 
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Mark3:35 Luke 8:21 

oc; [yap I av noli) on TO eH . .,I'a TOU fllJTf]p f!OU Kai Me;l.cpoi f'OU ovroi tio1v 
Otov, o\>Toc; a6EAcp6c; f!Ou Kal MtA<pl) oi rov ;\.6l!ov rou Otou aKouovns Kal 
Kat fl�Tf]p EOTlV. JTOIOUVrt:c;. 

[For] whoever does the will of God, My mother and my brother, these are 
this one is my brother and sister and those who hear the word of God and 
mother. do it. 

This example is all the more interesting because it is closely related to 
the passage under discussion, Luke 11:27-28. Family ties are in question 
and Jesus corrects a worldly misapprehension with a spiritual pronounce
ment. And here, as in his redaction of Mark 3::35, Luke uses his distinctive 
language of hearing the word of God and doing (nOIEW, 8:21) or keeping 
( cpu;\aaaw, 1 1:28) it. 22 

It might be objected that hearing the word of God and doing it sounds 
like a cliche, a commonplace in the Hebrew Bible and in early Judaism. 
Even if this is true, authors choose their cliches in accordance with their 
interests, and the key point here is that it is indeed a penchant specifically 
of Luke. The "word of God" (A6yoc; Toii 8£oii) occurs only once in Matthew 
and once in Mark (Matt. 15:6 // Mark 7:13), and the usage here is in marked 
contrast to the usage in Luke. Here it is clearly referring to Scripture and 
not to the preaching of the gospel, which tends to be the sense in which the 
term is used by Luke. It is used in this sense not only in Luke in the passages 
quoted above, but often in Acts (4:31; 6:2, 7; 8:14; 11:1; 12:24; IJ:s, 7, 46; 17:13; 

18:11). Sometimes one "receives" the word of God (liEliEKTat � L.ajlapEta Tov 
).6yov Tou 8EOu, Acts 8:14; Ta E8VI] tlit�avto Tov ).6yov tou 6Eou, Acts 11:1) 

or "hears" it (aKoiiom Tov A6yov TOii 8£oii, Acts 13:7). Similarly, the term 
"the word of the Lord" (6 ).6yoc; TOii Kupiou) occurs regularly in this con
nection in Acts (8:25; 13:44, 48, 49; 15:35, 36; 16:32; 19:10 ), on one occasion 
(19:10) again With QKOUEIV. 

It seems clear that "hearing the word of God and keeping it" has a dis
tinctively Lukan ring, but it is worth noting that both the theme and the 
language in which it is expressed are not quite at home in Thomas. The term 
"the word" in the singular (nA.oroc) occurs only here in 1homas?3 It fol-

22. <puA6.oow too is characteristic of luke (Matt. 19:20 II Mark 10:20 I/ luke 18:21; luke 

2:8; 8:29; 11:21; here; u:15; Acts 7:53; u:4; 16:4; 21:24, 25; 22:20; 23:35; 28:16). 

23. The term llranslated "word'" here is A.orOC, which is, of course, a Greek loanword. 
It may be significamt that the preferred tt'rm in Coptic 'Tioomas is lj)I>.X6 (lncipit, 'Tioom. 1, 13 
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lows, of course, that "word of the Father" is otherwise absent from Thomas. 
But more importantly, the theme is not consonant with one of the key, re
peated emphases of Thomas, the importance of hearing the words (plural) 
of jesus. In Thorn. 19, for example, Jesus says: 

If you become my disciples and listen to my words, these stones will min
ister to you. 

Likewise in Thorn_ 38 Jesus says: 

Many times have you desired to hear these words which I am saying to 
you, and you have no one else to hear them from. 

Again the stress is on listening to Jesus' words, which appear to be exclusive 
to him, something clear also from Thorn. 17: 

I shall give you what no eye has seen and what no ear bas beard and what 
no hand has touched and what has never occurred to the human mind. 

Nor will even the most casual reader of1homas fail to notice the repeated for
mula that is familiar from the Synoptics but much more common in Thomas: 

Whoever has ears to hear, let them hear! (Thorn. 8, 21, 24, 63, 65, 96) 

The Incipit and the first saying in Thomas dearly emphasize this message, 
on the importance of properly listening to Jesus' sayings: 

These are the secret sayings which the living Jesus spoke and which Did
ymos Judas Thomas wrote down. And be said, "Whoever finds the inter
pretation of these sayings will not experience death."24 

In short, a ke}f theme in Thomas is that one finds life by properly listen
ing to the sayings of Jesus.25 The matter of "hearing the word of the Father 
and truly keeping it" in Thorn. 79 is not at home here, and it is not at home 

[twice), 19, 38; cf. 52). !Perhaps Coptic Thomas's Greek Vorlage here had Myo<;. But note that 

A6yo<; (plural) occurs twice in P.Oxy. 654 (Incipit and Thom. 1). 
24. Cf. also Tlrom. 43: "Who a.-.. you, that you should say these things to us?" 

25. Cf. Koester, "GNOMAI DIAPHOROI:' 139, who rightly notes that tlte fundamental 
tlleological tendency of the Gospel of Tlromas is "tlte view that tlte Jesus who spoke these 
words was and is tile Living One, and titus gives life tl1rough his words." 
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because it has come to Thomas from Luke, for whom this is, by contrast, a 
major and distinctive emphasis. 

There Will Be Days 

The presence oif a distinctively Lukan saying in Thomas raises the question 

of why Thomas includes it and how it functions in his book of sayings. The 

answer touches on Thomas's method of working with the Synoptics, and it 

requires a closer look at the second half of Thorn. 79 with its parallel in Luke 

23:29. Here Thomas is again close to Luke, though with greater variation 
than in the parallel with Luke 11:27-28. The blessing ("Blessed is"/"Biessed 
are") and the gynecological imagery ("womb" and "bre.asts") are common 
to Luke 23:29 and Thorn. 79, and Thomas's familiarity with Luke may also 

be indicated by the parallel "the days are coming'' (£pxovmt �11£pm, Luke) 
or "there will be days" (OYil2ii200Y . . . n�wwne, Coptic Thomas) since 

that expression is characteristically Lukan (cf. Luke 5=35; 17:22; 19:43; 21:6).26 

The second half of Thom. 79 therefore seems to draw closely on Luke 

23:29 and shows the reader how Thomas uses similar Synoptic content in 

order to adjust the meaning of a saying. In Luke 11:27-28 all the emphasis 
goes on Jesus' blessing on those who hear the word of God and keep it. Luke 
23:29 is a lament that takes place as Jesus addresses women in the crowd on 
his way to crucifixion. Thorn. 79 connects these two sayings from different 
contexts that use the same imagery, and the connection may show his de
gree of familiarity with Luke, where the wording and imagery of one saying 
trigger a memory of another. 

In bringing together these two sayings from different contexts in Luke, 
and with only minimal changes, Thomas is able to evoke the ascetic agenda 

that is a running theme throughout his work. The combined sayings in Thom. 
79 proceed through successive stages, where first the blessing on Jesus' moth

er's womb and breasts is replaced by a blessing on those who hear the word of 

the Father. Then there is the time, now fulfilled in the writer's day, when the 

true blessing is on the celibate woman, whose womb docs not bear children 
and whose breasts do not nurse them. 27 This woman is like the one for whom 

26. Cf. Snodgrass, �Gospel ofThomas; 36; luke s:J), tA€ooovra1 iJJltp;:u, is paralleled in 
Matt. 9"5 II Mark 2:20, but the othcr usages arc in Luke only. The expression OYil 2l'200Y 

I�L!XVn6 occurs a.gain in Coptic Thotu.. 38-

27. Cf. F. F. Bruce, ·n.e Gospel of Thomas,· Faitlt and Thougltt 92/1 (t96t): 3-23, •nte 
first part of this saying, found in Luke xi. q, originally implies that there is something more 
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Jesus answers Simon Peter's query in the last saying of Thomas. She is like the 
woman who has achieved the ultimate goal of becoming male (114). So, by 
juxtaposing two sayings from Luke that are linked in their imagery, Thomas 
is able to serve one of his favorite redactional agendas, notwithstanding the 
clues he has left behind about the sources of his new construction. 

Conclusion 

Thomas 79 and Luke 11:27-28 and 23:29 are parallel texts that, when one 
allows for differences in language, have very similar wording. In several 
key respects, this wording is distinctively Lukan. The style, thought, and 
terminology of thls passage are common elsewhere in Luke and are paral
leled in agreed redactional reworkings of Mark and Matthew (or Q). There 

is a Lukan foil comment framed with Tt<, gynecological imagery, and, most 
importantly, a thoroughly Lukan stress on "hearing the word of God [my 
Father) and keeping if'28 Since the same features are, on the whole, anoma
lous in Thomas, the conclusion from the data is that Thomas is indeed fa
miliar with Luke's Gospel.29 

wonderful than being the mother of Jesus - namely, doing the ,_.ru of God. But here this 
saying is linked to the foUowing one in such a way as to suggest that the bearing of chil dren 
is contrary to the Father's will, and that dtose who renounce marriage and family life ar<' to 

be congratulated. This, of course. completely dehistoridses the second part of the saying, 
where Jesus in Luke xxiii. 29 is not laying down a permanent principle, but telling the weeping 
women on the Via Doforosa that, when the impending distress overtake s Jerusalem, childless 
women will have something to be thankful for (14). 

28. I leave open the question of whether Luke is responsible for the creation of this 
passage in toto. ln view of the pen·ash·e Lukan nature of these verses, Lukan creation seems 

quite likely, but accepting this is not necessary to the argument for Thomasine dependence. 

It might be that Luke bad a source in his tradition for these verses and that he redacted the 

source in characteristic manner, introducing his favorite imagery, thought, and vocabulary. 
The key point is dtat 7homas shares dte distinctively Lukan elements, whether these are due 
to full Lukan composition or Lukan redaction of traditional material. 

29. I am grateful to Ste,·an Davies for some helpful. critical comments on a much earlier 
draft of litis chapter. I would also like to thank Stephen Carlson, Andrew Bernhard, and M i· 
chad Grondin for helpful comments. 
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CHAPTER 7 

The Missing Middle in Thomas 

Introduction 

In chapters 4-6 we looked at places where Thomas features parallels to Mat
thew's and Luke's redactional work. These parallels suggest that the author 
of Gospel of Thomas was familiar with the Synoptic Gospels rather than 
their sources. Having drawn attention to this key evidence for Thomas's fa
miliarity with the Synoptics, it will be worth taking some time to focus on 
one of the ways in which the author works with his Synoptic source mate
rial. This chapter presents evidence of the way that the author of Thomas of

ten redacts the material he takes over from the Synoptics in a phenomenon 
that I call "the missing middle� 

Unlike the Synoptic evangelists, especially Luke, the author of Thomas 
is not a sophisticated storyteller, and sometimes Thomas misses key parts 

of a given story or saying. On several occasions we see the phenomenon of 
the missing middle, whereby Thomas fails to narrate the middle part of a 
given parable or saying. Sometimes the account presupposes the material 
that has not been narrated, and the story would be unintelligible to anyone 
unfamiliar with the Synoptic accounts. There are several examples of the 
phenomenon. 
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The Parable of the Wheat and the Tares (Thom. 57; Matt. 13:24-30) 

Several examples of the missing middle occur in Thomas's parable material. 
The parable of the Wheat and the Tares' repays a careful look:2 

Matt. 13:24-30 Thom. 57 

24 Another parable he put before them, Jesus says, 
saying, "The kingdom of heaven may "The kingdom of the Father is like 
be compared to a man who sowed a man who had 
good seed in his field; 25 but while the [good) seed. 
people were sleeping, his enemy came His enemy came by night and 

and sowed weeds among the wheat, sowed weeds among the good seed. 
and went away. 26 So when the plants 

came up and bore grain, then the weeds 
appeared also. 27 And the servants of the 

householder came and said to him, 'Sir, 
did you not sow good seed in your field? 
How then does it have weeds?' 28 He 

said to them, 'An enemy has done this� 

The servants said to him, 'Then do you The man did not allow them to pull up 
want us to go and gather them?' 29 But the weeds; he said to them, 'I am afraid 

he said, 'No; lest in gathering that you will go intending to pull up 
the weeds you root up the the weeds and pull up the wheat along 

wheat along with them. 30 Let both with them� 

grow together until the harvest; and For on the day of the harvest the weeds 
at harvest time I wiill tell the reapers, will be plainly visible, 

Gather the weeds first and bind them and they will be pulled up 
in bundles to be burned, but gather the and burned." 
wheat into my barn.'" 

The middle of the story is missing in Thomas's version, to the detriment 
of its narrative flow and logic. The missing middle part of the story, which is 

present in Matthew (13:26-28), continues the narration, with the weeds com

ing up and servants introduced who begin a conversation with their mas

ter. Setting the passages alongside one another in synopsis (above) illustrates 

the large white space - the missing middle - where the relevant material 

is present in Matthew but absent from Thomas. When Thomas resumes the 

story, it turns out that his omission of the middle has serious consequences. 

1. Sec above, ]3·8-1, for the case that the parable of the Wheat and the Tares is Manhew's 

redactional expansion of Mark's Seed Gro-.ing Secretly (Mark 4:26·29) and that Tl•omas is 
familiar with the Mattltean version. 

2. For Greek and Coptic synopsis of the passage, see above, 74· 
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He has not introduced the servants, and so he has no antecedent for "them" 

(Hn6 npUJH6 ti<OOY . . .  nex<xq II<>. y, "the man did not allow them . . .  he 
said to them"), rendering this part of the story intelligible only to those al
ready familiar with Matthew. Wolfgang Schrage rightly took this to be a sign 
of Thomas's familiarity with Matthew. 3 The story is poorly told and Thomas's 
inconcinnity appears to result from his abbreviation of Matthew's version. 

Rich Fool (Luke 12:15-21 // Thom. 63) 

The parable otf the Rich Fool provides another clear example of the 
phenomenon:• 

Luke 12.:15-:U Tltom. 63 

15 Then he said to them, •watch out! jesus said: 

Be on your guard against all kinds of 
greed; a man's life does not consist in 
the abundance of his possessions." 
t6 And he told them this parable: •The 
ground of a certain rich man produced "There was a rich man who had many 
a good crop. 17 He thought to himself, possessions. 
'What shall I do? I have no place to 
store my crops� 
18 Then he said, 'This is what I will do. He said: 'I will use my wealth to 
I will tear down my barns and build sow my field, to plant, to fill my barn 
bigger ones, and there I will store all with harvest, so that need will not 
my grain and my goods. 19 And I will touch me: 
say to myself, •vou have plenty of good 
things laid up for many years. Take life 
easy; eat, drink, and be merry.'" 

3· Sd1rage, Vemiiltnis, 124-26. Hugh Montefiore, "A Comparison of the Parables of the Gos

pel According to Thomas and of the Synoptic Gospels;' in H. E. W. Turner and H. Montefiore, 
Thomas and the Et•angelists, Studies in Biblical Theology 35 (London: SG\1 Press, 1962), 51, sees it 
as "a slriking instance of compression to the point of absurdity.'" The point is largely conceded by 
those arguing for Tlhomasine independence, but alongside the suggestion that Tltomas is famil
iar with a hypothetical alternative version; see Sieber, "Redactional Analysis;' 168-69; Patterson, 
Gospel ojTI10mas, 46. Cf. OeConick, Original Gospel, 194, who suggests that "both versions of the 
parable represent later de,·elopments of an earlier fomt no longer extant:' However, these ad hoc 
explanations do not take seriously the feature of the missing middle as a characteristic of Tltomas's 

redaction in narrati;ve material, nor do they discuss the thesis that Matthew, by reworking Mark 
.p6-29 (Seed Grow ing Secretly), is the originator of the parable; see n. 1 above. 

4- For Greek and Coptic synopsis of the passage, see above, 87. 
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Luke 12:15-21 7hom. 63 

20 But God said to him, 'You fool! This 
very night your life will be demanded Such were the things that he thought 
from you. Then who will get what you in his heart. But during that night, he 

have prepared for yourself?' died. 
21 This is how it will be with anyone 

who stores up things for himself but is 

not rich toward God." 
\Vhoever has ears to hear, let them 

hear!" 

Thomas lacks the middle part of Luke's story, 12:18b-19, in which the 
rich fool is reflectimg on hjs apparent great fortune, in characteristic Lukan 
fashion,5 "And I will say to myself, 'You have plenty of good things laid up 
for many years. Take life easy; eat, drink, and be merry:" Thomas's fool is 
thinking things in his heart, but the fuU content of Luke's version provides 
a much better antecedent than the blander, truncated soliloquy of Thomas's 
version. 

Tribute to Caesar (Mark 12:13-17 ll 'lhom. 100) 

That the missing middle is a characteristjc feature of Thomas's apparent 
lack of storytelling ability and not the effect of Thomas's closeness to raw, 
primitive oral traditions of Jesus' parables is confirmed by the fact that the 
same feature occurs in Thomas outside the narrative parables. The Tribute 
to Caesar story (Matt. 22:15-22 11 Mark n:lJ-17 II Luke 20:20-26 II Thorn. 
100) provides another example of the phenomenon: 

;. For a study of !lukan soliloquy in the parable tradition, see my Goulder and the Gos

pels, 169·71; cf. above, :89-91. 
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Mark 12:13-17 T11om. 100 

13 Kal c:inoo<t�l\ouow npoc; 01h6v 
·nvac; TWv <I>apacaiwv Kal TWv 
'Hp<!><Stavwv iva at'Hov ciypeuow<Hv 

AOY<!>· 14 Kai tX96VTec; �iyouotv ao-rci', 
litcSciOKaAt, oiOOflEV on c:iA1]9i)c; ti 
KOL 00 fleA£! OOl nepi OW£VO<:;, 00 yap 
��inuc; tic; npoo::swnov c:iv9p<»nwv, 
c:iU' in' c:iA1]9tiac; -ri)v 6oov -roil 9wu b. YTC61\6 IC b. YIIOYI\ 
i5ti500KEt<:;: £!;EOTIV 00UVQl KijVOOV b. yw nexb. y llb.Q' xe 116THn· 

Kaloapt � ou; 0Wf1EV � fliJ cSwfltv; 15 6 b.KAICb.p· C6l!IIT6 HNOII Wll!IW�I· 
eSt t:i<Swc; aO-rwv -ri)v iln6Kptotv t:lnev 

ao-roic;, Tl fl£ nupa(en; cptpe-ri flO' 
i51]VOptOV iva ii5w. 16 oi ()£ �VEYKO.V. 
Kai Aiyet o.u-roic;, Tivoc; ij £i><wv O.UTIJ 
Kai ij intypacpij; ol cS£ dnav aU-rei', 
Kaioapoc;. 17 6 i5£11jooilc; dnev o.O-roic;, nexb.Q lib. y xe 
Ta Kaioapo.; cin66on Kaloapt Kai -ra t lib. Kb.ICb.P' iiKb.ICb.P t lib. 
-roil 9eoil •<!> 9e(!>. Kai il;e9auf1a(ov in' n11oyTe t=in11oyTe b. yw neTe 
airr<i'. nwer ne �tb. Tiillb.etq 

13 Then they semt to him some 
Pharisees and some Herodians to 
trap him in what he said. 14 And they 
came and said to him, "Teacher, we 

know that you are sincere, and show 

deference to no one; for you do not 

regard people with partiality, but 
teach the way oif God in accordance 

with truth. Is it lawful to pay taxes to 
Caesar, or not? �5 Should we pay them, They showed Jesus a gold coin and said 
or should we not?" But knowing their to him, "Caesar's agents are exacting 

hypocrisy, he said to them, •why are taxes from us.» 
you putting me to the test? Bring me 
a denarius and let me see it.» 16 And 
they brought ome. Then he said to 
them, ·whose bead is this, and whose 
title?-'' They ans"�wered, •eaesar,s:' 

17 Jesus said to them, "Give to Caesar He said to them, "Give to Caesar 
the things that are Caesar's, and to the things that arc Caesar's, give to 
God the things that are God's.» And God the things that are God's, and give 
they were utterly amazed at him. to me that which is mine." 

Here Thomas lacks the middle part of the Synoptic story in which it is 
revealed that the coin bears Caesars image (Matt. 22:20-21a II Mark 12:16 // 
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Luke 20:24).6 In order for the story to make sense, this exchange is crucial. 
That the coin has Caesar's image on it provides the catalyst for the shared 
aphorism, "Gi\·e to Caesar the things that are Caesar's . . . .  "7 Without that 
exchange, the showing of the coin is pointless, a fragment left over from the 
Synoptic version in which the feature is coherent.8 1homas appears to have 
drastically abbreviated the Synoptic story,9 but the act of abbreviation, in  
whkh the key middle section i s  omitted, has Jed to the kind of inconcinnity 
that betrays the redactor's hand.10 

This rather clumsy feature of Thomas's storytell ing may come from the 
author's familiarity with the Synoptic stories he is retelling. In the rush to 
retell the familiar story; he does not notice Lhat key parts have been left 

6. Gat11crcole, "Luke in the Gospel of Thomas:· 135. notes the presence of two minor 
agreements between 11tomas and Luke against Mark, which may indicate Tllomns's familiar
ity with the Lukan version of the pericope. For the point at hand, though, the missing middle 
in 1110mas can he illustrated in comparison with anr of the Synoptic accounts. 

7. Note the close agreement here between the Synoptic formulation, Th Kaioapoc; 
CutOOon: Kaiaapt Kal T<l TOU ewu T� 8£tP, and the Thomasine formulation, t 110. t<O.ICO.I'' 
Tlt<o.rco.p t 110. n110y-1 cl r1nrrO)T6, which both Gree\·en and Bethge retrovert to Greek a� 
<irrooou Ta Kaiaapoc; Kaiaapt. arr6oou Ta -roll 9ooii T4J 8E<!>. See further on vl!rbatim agree
ments above, chapter 2. 

8. Cf. Plisch, Gospel ofTltomns, 219, "In the Thomas version, shO\ .. 'ing Jesus a gold coin 
at the beginning of the scene is hardly motivated." Similarly Crossan, Four Other Gospels, 77. 
"The showing of the coin to Jesus has very little point in thii> accou nt. 1L is almost like a residue 
in a Gospel which is predominantly discourse." "Residue" is the right word, though Crossan 
does not think that 1homas's residue is from the Synoptic narrat ive. 

9. Contrast Patterson, Gospel of Tiwmas, 69, who sees the Sy-noptic version as "much 
more highly developed" and Thomas's version as "the simplest form of chrcia." ·1 his works 
with the form-critical trajectory from simple to complex, endemic in much 7110mas schol
.lrship btll contradicted by Hterary analysis of the Synoptk and later texts. Far from being 
·'clearly secondarr to the primitive version found in Thomas:· the Synoptic version makes 
good sense as the coherent source from which Thomas derives his incoherent one. Cf. Koes
ter, Ancient Christian Gospels, u2, for a similar vie'"''• though with an iJiustrative (English) 
synopsis (with an error in lhe verse numbers, "Mark 12:14-16"). 

10. Compare the abbreviation of the storr in Justin, 1 Apol. 17, "for at that time some 
:a me to him and asked him if one ought to pay tribute to Caesar; and he answered, 'Tell me, 
.-\ hose 1mage docs the coin bear?' And they said, 'Caesar's.' And again he answered them, 
Render therefore to Caesar the things that are Caesars, and to God the things that are God's:" 
\s in 11wmas, I he abbre\·iation leads to inconcinnity, though a different one. Here the ques
.on about the image on the coin is asked without the coin first having been produced. As in 
'homas it is easy to miss the inconcinnity because of our familiarity with the Synoptic story . 
. ee further on Justin below, 123-27. Baarda, "Gospel of Thomas:· 6o, also draws attention to 
he same abhreviation of the story in Clement, Extracts of Theodotus, 86.3; and Pistis Sophia 
II .II). 
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out. !his  may be a casualty of writing a sayings gospel rather than a narra
tive gospel. The Synoptic writers are aU, to varying degrees, used to writin£ 
mini-narratives in their Gospels, and on the whole they make a good job oi 
it. But 11wmas is focused on shorter, self-contained sayings, with minimal 
narrative settings. \Nhen it comes to writing a fuller narrative, the author of 
Thomas is not as well practiced as the Synoptic evangelists. 

\Nc might ask, though, how we can be clear that this is a feature of 
Thomas's redaction rather than the reflection of differing oral traditions. 
There are several signs that the phenomenon is a product of Thomas's re
daction. On.e of them is the creation of continuity errors in the examples 
above. Such continuity errors in parallel narrative material are often indica
tors of the secondary nature of the work in which they appear. 1l1e phenom
enon has similarities with examples of fatigue in the Synoptics, 1 1  whereby 
the inconcinnities1 2 found in certain triple tradition and double tradition 
pericopac appear to have been generated by Matthew's and Luke's edito
rial fatigue. They make distinctive redactional changes at the beginning of 
pericopae but lapse into the wording of their source as they go through.13 
Thomas is a Little different in that the inconcinnity is generated by the loss 
of material from the middle of the peri cope, but the phenomenon is analo
gous, as narrative coherence is lost in secondary editing of a more coherent 
prior version. 

But a further sign that this is due to the author's ovm editorial activity 
is that the feature is found across different types of material, not only in 
parables (V{heat and Tares; Rich Fool, above) and narrative (Tribute to Cae
sar, above), but also in discourse and sayings material. The phenomenon 
appears to be related not to specific forms but rather to a repeated pattern 
of editing material. In other words, the missing middle makes better sense 
on redaction-critical grounds, where the focus is on the author's redaction 
of his sources, than on form-critical grounds, where the focus IS on the 
character of the tradition. 

11. Goodacre, "Fatigue." 
12. 1he term �inconcinnity" in this context is from W D. Davies and Dale Allison, A 

Critical aud Exeget1cnl Commentary 011 tire Gospel Accordirrg to Saint Matthe" (3 vob.; ICC; 
Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1988-97), 1:107-

13. l argue that the phenomenon points to Markan priority in the triple tradition mate
rial and Luke's usc of�{allhew in double tradition material. 
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Log and Speck (Matt. 7:3-5 // Luke 6:41-42 // Thom. 26) 

The next example of the feature is found in a pericope we have already dis
cussed as showing the kind of verbatim agreement between Thomas and the 
Synoptics that points to a direct link between the texts, Matt. 7:.3-5 II Luke 
6:41-42 II Thorn. 2<6,14 in which all of Matt. 7:4 II Luke 6:42a is missing: 

Matt. 7:3-5 Luke 6:41-42 1l1om. 26 

3 Why do you see the 41 Why do you see the Jesus said, "You see the 
speck that is in your speck that is in your speck in your 
brother's eye, but brother's eye, but brother's eye, but you 
do not notice the log do not notice the log do not see the log 
that that in your own eye. 
is in your own eye? is in your own eye? 
4 Or how can you say 42 Or how can you say 
to your brother, to your brother, 
"Let me take "Brother, let me take out 

the speck out of your the speck that is in your 
eye; when there is eye; when you yourself 
the log do not see the log that is 

in your own eye? 5 in your own eye? 
You hypocrite, first take You hypocrite, first take First take 
the log out of your own the log out of your own the log out of your own 
eye, and then you will eye, and then you will eye, and then you will 
see clearly to take the see clearly to take out see clearly to take out 
speck out of your the speck that is in your the speck that is in your 
brother's eye. brother's eye. brother's eye."' 

• The translation he£e works with the Greek of P.Oxy. l.1·4· where Kai TOT£ assumes the 
presence of a first clause like the one found in Matthew and Luke here. See further above, 
jl. 

As usual, Thomas relates the saying using many fewer words, but the 
abbreviation is done not by means of simple summary but rather by means 
of omitting a chunk of text from the middle of the passage. Although the 
omission here does not generate a glaring inconcinnity, the Thomas version 
lacks the narrative logic of the Synoptic version. In all three accounts, there 
is a statement first of all about seeing, but only Matthew and Luke then 
introduce the attempts at the removal of the speck, the necessary comic 

q. Chapter 2, above. 
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prelude to the exhortation to remove the log from one's own eye. Thomas 
retains the removal of the log at the end, but in losing the prior attempt at 
the removal of the speck, he loses the joyful absurdity of the Synoptic pas
sage. Thomas's inability to make the comedy work as well as it does in the 
Synoptic version is a reminder that Thomas's alleged oral qualities are often 
more rumored than real. The memorable version is the one that is found in 
Matthew and Luke, which lends itself so well to dramatic performance or 
recitation." 

Once again, Thomas's redactional pattern is clear. Funk and Hoover 
suggest that the Thomasine version is "simpler" and therefore more primi
tive than the version found in Matthew and Luke,16 but this illustrates not 
only the form-critical fallacy of equating greater simplicity with greater 
primitivity/7 but also the importance of paying attention to patterns of re
daction in Thomas. ln a pericope in which close verbatim agreement sug
gests a direct link between the texts, Thomas shows signs of having abbrevi
ated his source text, producing a less coherent, secondary version. 18 

The Outside of the Cup (Matt. 23:25-26 // Luke 11:39-41 // Thom. 89) 

There are still further examples of the missing middle, even in quite short 
sayings: 

15. The comic potential of the Synoptic version is illustrated in the animated Jesus film 
Tire Miracle Maker (dir. Derek W. Hayes and Stanislav Sokolov, 1999). 

16. "lltomas' version of this humorous comparison is simpler than the form found in Q, 

which suggests that the latter has been expanded . . . . Thomas does not use the word 'phony' 
- someone who pretends to be someone he or she isn't - so this element may be second

ary. The Q version is also redundant (tines 4-5 in the Q version repeal tines 1-2f (Funk and 

Hoover, Five Gospels, 488). But Matt. 7=4 /I luke 6:.pa is not "reduodant: lhe attempt at the 
removal of the spe.:k is the comic presupposition for the conclusion of the passage. 

17. See furlber on this below, q;-;o. 

18. Given the fragmentary nature of P.Oxy. 1, it is possible that the missing middle was 
not present in the Greek textual tradition but \-'35 made instead by the Coptic translator. 
However, arguments from textual silence often cut both ways, and it is an equal theoretical 
possibility that the Coptic translator eliminated examples of the missing middle by further 
abbreviating material in his Vorlage. See further below, 121. 
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Matt. 23:25-26 Luke 11:39-41 Tltom. 89 

39 dm:v o£ 6 l<Upto� npo� nl�XG IC XG 
25 Oual ilf.liv, ypaJ.I�.taTti.c; ain6v, Nu'' Uf!Ei<; oi 
Kai <I>aptoai.ot unoKptrat, <t>aptoai:Ol e'J Kt:.Oy 1\-)TfiGt<.L>C 
on Ka8api(trt TO (�w8tv TO £�w8ev line;� I IHO.I..' 
TOU 1TOTT)ptOU Kai T�� rou nOTTJplou Kai TOii lin noT '"�  1 •tor t 
napo\lf(Oo<;, nivaKo<; Ka8api<en:, TO 
£aw8tv Of. ytf.IOUOW t� 6t faweev Uf.IWV yeflEI 
ap1t0)'�<; KQl 6xpaoiac;. apnay�<; KQl 1TOVT)piac;. 
26 <l>aptoait TUq>At, 40 aq>pOVE<;, OUX 6 I �� 1 111 '1 101"31 �II 
Ka8aptoov nptinov To not�oac:; TO t:�w8ev Kal TO Xt; n01 1 1  �2 l'O.MIO 
tvn)<; TOU nOTT)piou, Iva fow8ev tnoiT)otv; Tin< ;o. 1120YII TITOLj 
)'EVTJTat Kal n) EKToc; o11 · n. ; , n  o.cn �1-11o 
mhoii Ka8ap6v. 41 TIA�v n1: tv6vm Mrt l trlCO. IIKO-'..' 

EAETJf.lOaU''TJV, Kal t6ou 
naVTa Ka.Sapa u11iv taTtv. 

And the Lord said to him, Jesus says, 
25 Woe to you, scribes and 
Pharisees, hypocrites! For "Now you Pharisees "Why do you 
you cleanse the outside of cleanse the outside of wash he outside of 
the cup and the plate, the cup and the plate; the cup? 
but inside thev are full of 

I 
but your inside is full of 

greed and self-indulgence. greed and evil. Do y(;u not 
Blind Pharisees! Cleanse You fools! Did not understand that 
first the inside of the cup the one who made the the one who made 

I 
and plate, so that the outside make the inside the tnsidc i� the one 
outside also \'\ill be clean. too? But give alms for who made the outside 

the things that are within  too?" 
and, behold, all things are 
dean to you:' 

In both lv1atthew and Luke, Jesus rebukes the (scribe) and) Pharisees 
for cleansing the outside of the cup and plate. In parallel, Thomas, with no 
specific audience delineated, asks, "\Vhy do }'OU wash the outside of the 
cup?"'9 But whereas in Matthew and Luke Jesus then explains the point by 

19. Typicall�·. 11wmas's dehistoricizing creates an isolated sayin� ''ith no clear referent 
for those \\ho \\ash the out�tde of the cup. The saying \\Ork� better m Matthew� and luke's 
polemica l context. 1 he debate about the cleansing of the outside of the cup ts an intra-Phari
saic one (�t:e E. P. Sanders, jewish Lm, from Jesus to the Mishrwh [Ph iladdphta: Tnnity Press 

lnternattonal , 1990 , 203-4), not at all appropriate for an imagined audtence of)esus' disciples, 
who in 1homm and Lhe !)ynoptics are hardly depicted as scrupulous about particular Phari

saic oral traditions. 
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The Nfissing i\lfiddle in Thoma� 

adding that they have greed and evil within, this mid cUe section of the say
ing is missing in Thomas. The Synoptic conclusion, which speaks of both 
the outside and the inside, is then paralleled again in Thomas, follmving the 
Lukan wording.20 It is another case of a missing middle generating an in
concinn ity. In Thom. 89.2 there is no context for the mention of"the inside:' 
Its comment that "the one that made the inside is the one who made the 
outside too" does not make sense without that missing element.2 1 As Plisch 
notes, ult seems that there is a link missing that would bring the statement 
to the level of the metaphoric application."22 

'''V\'hat you will wear'' (Matt. 6:25-30 I I Luke 12:22-28 I I Thom. 36 
(P.Oxy. 655) 

It might perhaps be objected that the missing middle is a feature of the Cop
tic scribe'� inability to transcribe his text etTectively, a kind of text-critical 
accident that has nothing to do with the author of Thomas. However, this 
does not appear to be the case since there is a strong example of the missing 
middle in one of the Greek witnesses, TI1ornas 36 in P.0A'Y. 655.23 

20. Plisch. Gospel of 71wmas, 200, notes: "TI1c second sentence has an almost verbatim 
parallel in Luke II...JO . . .  If we haJ proof thal Luke 11.40 1\'ere a Lukan redact ion, then Gos. 
Tfwm. 89 would litaaril] be dependent on Luke 11.40." If Goulder is right (L11ke, 518-19, 525-
26), then Luke I'> rcd.Kting Matthew here and so he is responsible for the wording. Plisch 
goes on to note that Thomas "lacks the undoubtl·dly lukan addition, 'You fools! .. ' Howe\er, 
this rebuke would have been inappropriate in 71romas, where the audience is un named. Note 
that several textual and patristic witnesses have the reverse order of inside/outside in Luke, 
which increases the extent of the verbatim agreement between Luke and 11wmas; ci. Schrage. 
Ferhiiltnis, 170 71; but contrast Patterson, Gospel vf /11omas, 62. 

21. l am graleful w Simon Gathercole for pointing out this example of a missing middle 
to me. 

12. Plhch, GtJspd c�{71romas. 201. Contmst Funk ami Hoover, Fiv. Gospels, 520, '' ho re
port the fesu" ')cminar\ rating of the Tllomas ver ... ion as pink and the S) nophc version as gray: 

2,3. For lhe wnop.,is in \.reek and Coptk. ��c .tbm·c. 62. 
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Thomas and the Gospels 

Matt. 6:25-30 Luke 12:22-28 Thonr. 36 (P.Oxy. 655) 

22 He said to his disciples, jesus says, 
25 Therefore I teU you, "Therefore I teU you, •oo not be anxious) 
do not worry about your do not worry about your from morning [until 
life, life, evening and) from 

evening [until) 
morning, neither 
[about) your [food) and 

what you will eat or what you will eat, what [you will) eat, 
what you will drink, 
or about your body, or about your body, [nor) about (your 

clothing) and 

what you will wear. Is what you will wear. 23 For what you [will) wear. 
not life more than food, life is more than food, 
and the body more than and the body more than 
clothing? . . .  27 And can clothing . . . .  25 And can 
any of you by worrying any of you by worrying 
add a single hour to add a single hour to 

your span of life? 28 And your span of life? 26 U 
why do you worry .about then you are not able to 
clothing? do so smaU a thing as 

that, why do you worry 
;:t;hont thC' re_.c;.t? 

Consider the lilies of the 27 Consider the lilies, [You are far] better 
field, how they grow: how they grow: than the [lilies] which 
they neither toil nor they neither toil nor [neither] card nor 
spin, 29 yet I teU you, spin; yet I teU you, [spin). As for you, 

even Solomon in all his even Solomon in all his when you have no 
glory was not clothed glory was not clothed garment, what [will you 
like one of these. like one of these. put on)? Who might 

30 But if God so clothes 28 But if God so clothes add to your stature? 
the grass of the field, the grass of the field, 
which is alive today and which is alive today and 
tomorrow is throw.n into tomorrow is thrown into 
the oven, will he not the oven, how much 
much more clothe you more will he clothe you He will give you your 
- you of little faith? - you of little faith!" garment." 

Thomas 36 has parallels to Matt. 6:25 II Luke 12:22 and Matt. 6:28b-
30 // Luke 12:27-28, but it is missing Matt. 6:26b-28a II Luke 12:23-26. In 
other words, there is a large white space in the middle of the passage in 

Thomas, which can be seen dearly once it is laid out in synopsis alongside 
Matthew and Luke. The missing middle generates a minor inconcinnity. 
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The Missing Middle in Thomas 

Like the later Synoptics, Thomas begins with the exhortation not to be wor
ried about food or clothing. In the section missing from Thomas, though, 
Matthew and Luke deal with the first of these issues, food. Where Thomas 
rejoins the Synoptics, they are talking about the second of these, clothing. 
Thomas therefore has the exhortation not to be worried about food and 
clothing, but only the poetic justification for avoiding worry about cloth
ing. The missing middle does not here generate a glaring inconcinnity, but 
the fuller Synoptic version provides a logical progression from exhortation 
to poetic justification that, as usual, is better crafted and more rhetorically 
powerful than tthe Thomas version. It is another reminder to be wary of the 
notion that Thomas is somehow more characteristically "oral" than are the 
Synoptic Gospels. Its text is significantly less memorable than its Synoptic 
counterpart. 24 

The presence of this example in one of the Greek witnesses suggests 
that the missing middle is a feature of Thomas's redaction, not of scribal 
error. Indeed, the Coptic text in this example actually eliminates the phe
nomenon by retaining only the first part of the saying?5 It is possible that 
other examples have also been lost in the Coptic text?6 

As far as I am aware, this feature of Thomas's (lack of) storytelling abil
ity has not been discussed in the scholarship before. It may be an example 
of canonical bias, whereby the Synoptics exercise a kind of normative influ
ence on our reading of1homas. Because of our familiarity with the Synoptic 
stories, we unconsciously find ourselves filling in the blanks in the story so 
that we do not notice that key antecedent elements have been dropped. 

Our failure to notice the feature may also result from the lack of good 
Thomas-Synoptic synopses. Setting the Synoptic accounts alongside Thomas 
enables us to se,e the missing middle. Constructing synopses in our minds is 
not easy, and it is not surprising that we find ourselves searching for explana-

:q. One further example of a missing middle in Tloomas is in the Tenants in the Vine· 
yard (Matt. 21:33-46 // Mark 12:1-12// Luke 20:9-19 // Thom. 65·66). Gathercole, �Luke in the 

Gospel of11oomas; 128, notes that Tloomas's explanation for the killing of the son is strange: 
"The Synoptics' explanation may not make psychological or legal sense, but it at least makes 
narrative sense. The Thomas version is less dear, and looks like it might be an abbreviation 

which has made the narrative no longer make good sense: there is a missing presupposition 

here." 
25. Sc:-e the discussion abo,•e, 60-63. 

26. Unfortunately, the only other example in this chapter to be witnessed in the Oxy· 
rhynchus fragments is Thom. 26 in P.Oxy. 1.1-4, but only the end of the saying is present in 
the Greek. 
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TI1omas and the Gospels 

tions along the lines of conciseness and primitivity rather than abbreviation 
and redaction. 

One might ask what further evidence could help to explain the phe
nomenon in  Thornas. Are \Ve right to be seeking a redaction-critical ex
planation, whereby Tizomas abbreviates his Synoptic source material, leav
ing out key middle sections, or would a form-critical explanation, whereby 
Thomas witnesses to independent oral forms of these stories, be preferable? 
One means of exploring the question would be to ask if contemporary anal
ogies could shed light on the data. There is a striking example of the "miss
ing middle" phenomenon in F. C. Bartlett's experimenb with memory in 
the early 1930s. 27 He gave his subjects a text called "The ·war of the Ghosts" 
and asked them to read the text a couple of times, and then he tested them 
for recall of the piece after selected periods of time, with interesting results, 
including a good example of an individual retelling the story without its 
middle section (in his first retelling, twenty hours after his reading of the 
text).28 Thi kind of memory of a written text might appear to provide a 
good parallel for Thomas's familiarity with the Synoptics, but we should be 
cautious. Bartletl's experiments do not re-create anything like the condi
tions that may be in view in antiquity, \Vith communal texts read aloud by 
the literate to the community over a period of time, not a single unfamiliar 
text read by a modern individual and then recalled. So while analysis of the 
way that moderns attempt to recall texts can stimulate our reflections on 
antiquity, we should be clear that this is a question of analogy, not experi
mental verification. 

When in another context April DeConick29 discusses Bartlett's work, 
she suggests taking i t  forward by developing experiments of our own. 
Spending time on field experiments, she proposes, could help us to get a 
l1andle on the working of memory in antiquity. Unfortunately, in the ab
sence of a TA RDJS, we do not have access to the workings of the ancient 
mind except jn  so far as those workings are crystallized in texts. But while 
the kind of fieldwork that is available to contemporary practitioners of oral 
history is not available to those doing ancient history, we should not be 
<liscouraged. Our "field" is ancient texts, and the good news is that T110mas 

27. f-. C. Bartlett. Rememl>cring: A Study ill Experimental ami �odal Psychology (1932; 

:rt:pr. Cambridge: Cambridge Uruwrsity Press, 1995). 

28. Ibid., 72-73-
29. April DeConick, "Human Memory and the Sayings of Jesus:· in Tom Thatcher, ed., je

�us, the Voice, a11d the Text: Beyond the Oral and �'\.'ritte11 Gospel (Waco: Barlor University 
...:Press, 2008), 135-80. 
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The Missing J\.1iddle in Thomas 

is not the only texl in antiquity that features extensive parallels \vith the 
Synoptic Gospels. 

The most striking early Christian parallel to this feature in 1homas 
is found in the writings of Justin Martyr.30 The parallel is particularly il
luminating not only because Justin may well be a dose contemporary of 
71wmas31 but also because he quotes and alludes to a lot of the sayings ma
terial from the Synoptics.32 In 1 Apology, in his discussion of swearing, for 
example, Justin omits a chunk of material from the passage in Nlatthew he 
is quoting: 

.Matt. 5:34-37 J Apol. 16.5 

nept & TOo �� 6�tvuvm oXwc:: rax11e� 
34 tyll.' ot. Atyw u�i:v ot Xty£tv c:id, oihw<; napEKEAEUOQTO· 

�� 6�6crat oXw<;· ��n: i:.v T<.i> oupav<.!>, M� OflO<JITfE OAW<;. 
o·n 8p6vo<; EcrTlV TOO ewu· 35 }l�Tf. EV 
Tfl yfl, OTt {morr6ot6v tanv TWV noowv 

I 
ainou· }lllTE £i<;'lt:pocr6Au�a, o·n n6At<; 
ecrTiv TOu }lt:yO.Xou pamXi:.w<;· 36 }l�T£ 
ev Tfi KE<paXfi oou 6�6anc::. on OU 
cSUvacrat 11iav Tpixa AWK�v not�crat � 
}lEAQl\'QV. 37 lcrrw ot 6 AO)'O<: U}lWV vai "Bmw &e U}lWV ro val 
vai, ou ou· TO &t nt:ptcraov va[, Kal TO ou ou· TO ot. nEptcrcrov 
TOUTWV £K TOU ITOV'lpOii EOTlV. TOUTWV i:.K TOU 1t0V'lPOU. 

JO. fohn Halsey V.'omJ Jr. suggests that tJ1e use of Gospel material in second century 
Christian writers could �hed light on Thomas, "The 1\ew Testament Gospels and the Gospel 
of Tlzomas: A New Direction," NTS 51 (2005): 579-95. He discu�se� Justin Martyr on 590-91. 

31. See chapter 9 below. 
32. Some caution is, of course, requi red in seeking parallel!> in material whert: Synoptic 

dependence is itself disputed. For contrasting vic,vs, see Edouard Massaux, 71te f11jlue/lce oj 
the Gospel of Saint Matthew 011 Christian Literature Before Saint Irmaeus, vol. 3: 11ze Apolo
gists and the Didaclze (ET; 1'\ew Gospel Studies 5/3; Macon, GA: .Ylercer University Press. 
1993); and Koester, SpwpttKhe Oberliefcrrmg; and the discussion br F. :-.Jeirynck in 1\lassaux, 

xiii-xxi\·. In order to avoid begging the que•;t10n, the verbatim agreement between Justin and 

the Synoptics in the examples chosen here is so close as to make a direct link between them 
highly likely. For the methodological issues involved in discussing the use of the Gospels in 

the Apostolic Fathers, see Gregory, Rett'ption of Luke-Acts, 7-15; and Gregory and Tuckett. 
"Re£lcchons on .\tethod." 
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Thomas and the Gospels 

Matt. 5:34-37 1 Apol. 16.5 

And with regard to our not swearing at 
all, and always speaking the truth, he 

34 But I say to you, Do not swear commanded as follows: "Do not swear 

at all, either by heaven, for it is the at all; 
throne of God, 35 or by the earth, for it 

is his footstool, or by Jerusalem, for it 

is the city of the great King. 36 And do 
not swear by your head, for you cannot 
make one hair white or black. 37 But but 
let your word be «Yes, Yes» or «No, let your Yes be Yes and your No, 
No"; anything more than this comes No; anything more than this comes 
from the evil one. from the evil one� 

As in several examples of Thomas-Synoptic comparisons, the middle 
section of the Synoptic passage is missing. Justin has verbatim agreement 
with the opening of Matt. 5:34 (ll� 61-16om OAW<;, "Do not swear at all"), 
almost verbatim agreement with Matt. 5:37,33 but all of Matt. 5:34b-36 is 
missing?• 

Justin's parallel to Matt. 7:15-20 in 1 Apol. 16.13 shows a similar pattern 
in its use of Matthew: 

M att. 7:15-20 1 Apol. 16.13 

15 Opooixen iuto nilv IJI"u&mpo<piJTwv, 
o iTtvE<; lf>xoVTat npo<; ilf10.<; i.v noA>.oi yap ij�ouotv tni T'iJ 6v6f1aTi 

tv6iJflaOtv flOU, i:l;wElev f1EV tv6e6uf1tvoo 6tpf1aTa 
npo�chwv, oowElev lii Eiatv AUKOl npof�chwv, £owElev o£ OVTE<; AUKOl 
apnayE<;. t6 ano TWV Kapnwv at.Twv apnayE<;· tK TWV Epywv aUTWv 
tmyvwoeoEle mh ou<;. i.myvooeoEle aiJTou<;. 
floiTt OUAA£yOUOlV anO ilKavElwv 
OTaq>uAlt<; ij ltno TptJ36Awv OUKa; 

33· The verbatim agreement enables us to identify the source as Mall. ;c34·37 rather than 
the parallel Jas. 5:12 (so also Koester. Ancient Christian Gospels. 363, though he sees Justin as 
quoting a catechism influenced by both). Cf. Massaw:, 111jluence, }:26·27, "A literary contact 

with Mt. is e,·ident• (27). 
34· Koester, Ancie11t Christia11 Gospels, 363, rightly notes: "The absence of Mall. ;.34b-36 

is probably due to omission on the part of justin." 
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The Missing Middle in Thomas 

Matt. 7:15-20 1 Apol. 16.13 

17 oihwc; nav 6€v6pov aya9ov 
Kapnouc; Ka>.ouc; no•ti, TO 6t: oanpov 
0£v0pov Kapnoil<; ltOVI]poil<; ltOIEL 
18 OU 0UVQTQI 6iv6pov aya9ov 
Kapnouc; ltOVIjpOU<; lt0l£iv, ouO£ 
6£v6pov oanpc)v Kapnouc; Ka>.ouc; 
ltOI£iV. 19 ltQV Of.vl)pov l'fJ ltOIOUV ltQV lji; 6f.v6pov, l'fJ ltOIOUV 
Kapnov KMov EKK6mt:Tal Kai tic; niip Kapnov KaA6v, EKKOitTETal Kai Eic; niip 
j30.Ht:TOI. 20 c5.pa yt: ano T<OV Kapmilv fX.Ht:TaL 

ai>Twv tmyv<A>ot:o9t: ai>Touc;. 

15 Beware of fal:se prophets, who come For many will come 
to you in in my name, dressed outwardly in 
sheep's clothing but inwardly are sheep's clothing, but who inwardly are 
ravenous wolves. 16 By their fruits you ravenous wolves. By their works you 
will know them. Are grapes gathered shall know them. 
from thorns, or figs from thistles? 17 In 
the same way, every good tree bears 
good fruit, but the bad tree bears bad 
fruit. t8 A good tree cannot bear bad 
fruit, nor can a bad tree bear good 
fruit. 
19 Every tree that does not bear good Every tree that does not bear good 
fruit is cut down and cast into the fruit is cut down and cast into the 
fire. 20 Therefore from their fruits you fire. 
will know them. 

The abbreviation of the saying by Justin is achieved not by means of 

summarizing but by means of omitting the middle section, here Matt. 7:17-
18. The missing middle creates a less poetic, less coherent flow of thought 
in Justin than in Matthew. In Justin the tree and fruit imagery emerges sud
denly with the image of judgment, rather than with Matthew's explication 
of good tree/good fruit, bad tree/bad fruit. 

Justin does the same thing with respect to Luke: 

Luke 12:48 

llavTl 6£ 4> t669'1 no>.u, no>.u 
�ljT1j9�crETal na.p • auTOii· Kai <\> 
nap£9£VTO no>.ii>, 1t£f>IOOOT£pov 
aiT�OOUCJIV OUTOV. 

1 Apol. •7·4 

4> n>.£ov fOwKtv 6 9t6c; , 

n>.iov 
anatTij9�cr£ TOI nap' aUToii. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Or ality, Literacy, and Thomas 

Introduction 

There is an emerging consensus in recent studies of Thomas that oralitl 
provides the key to studying the GospeL The mode of Thomas's origin, de
velopment, and composition is an oral one? It is difficult to underestimate 
the importance of this perspective, but it is an issue that requires a little un
raveling. Although often treated together, two elements in this discussion 
require separate attention. The first is a proposition that relates to Chris
tian origins scholarship in general. The second relates more specifically to 

Thomas. The general claim is that in order to understand the full range of 
early Christian documents, one needs to take seriously the burgeoning lit
erature on orality and to engage with a properly informed understanding 
of oral tradition.3 The more specific claim is that the Gospel of Thomas can 

only be properly understood as the product of an "oral mind," the result of 

an "oral disposition" that contrasts with the scribal mentality that charac
terizes certain other early Christian documents. 

1. The term ·oral;!)?' has been developed in contradistinction to iiteracy" and is most 

closely associated with the important and influential work of Walter Ong, Orality and Lit
eracy: The Technologizing of the Word (London: Methuen, 1982). However, Ongs contrast 
between oral cultures and literate cultures often falls out of view in discussions of orality in 

scholarship on Christian origins, where clearly literate authors are said to be moving in an 

oral culture. 
2. Perrin, Thomas and Tntiau, is an exception here. 

J. For useful overviews see Kelly R. Iverson, ·oralil)· and the Gospels: A Survey of Re
cent Research; Currents in Biblical Researrh 8 (2009): ]t·to6; and Holly E. Hearon, •111e 
Implications of'Orality' for Studies of the Biblical Text;" Oral Tradition 19ft (2004): 96·107. 
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Tire l\lfissing Atfiddle hr Thoma: 

The examples of missing middles in Justi n's quotations from the Syn
optics37 may illustrate that the phenomenon in Thomas has a comfortablt 
parallel in a literary context in the mid-second century. They incline w 

against the view that Thomas's frequent brevity \·vith respect to the Synop
tics is related in any way to primitivity. Such a vie,.v runs directly counter tc 
a lot of the received \Visdom on the origins of the Gospel of Thomas, as wei 
as to a certain reconstruction of trajectories in early Christianity, and it wil 
require further exploration. In the next chapter, we will look at the questim: 
of orality, literacy, and Thomas, exploring the grounds for the claim tha1 
Thomas is primitive in genre and form, and close to the ora traditions thai 
characterized earl)' Christianity. 

37· There! are othet possible examples of the same thing. e.g .• 1 Apol. 16.7 1/ Matt. 19.16-17 

If :VIark 10:17-18 II Luke t8:t8-19, \\here Justin omtts the linking dialogue. "Why do you call 
me good?'' (l\lark and Luke) or "vVhr do you ask me about what ts good?" (!\ 1atthew). 
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CHAPTER 8 

Or ality, Literacy, and Thomas 

Introduction 

There is an emerging consensus in recent studies of Thomas that oralitl 
provides the key to studying the GospeL The mode of Thomas's origin, de
velopment, and composition is an oral one? It is difficult to underestimate 
the importance of this perspective, but it is an issue that requires a little un
raveling. Although often treated together, two elements in this discussion 
require separate attention. The first is a proposition that relates to Chris
tian origins scholarship in general. The second relates more specifically to 

Thomas. The general claim is that in order to understand the full range of 
early Christian documents, one needs to take seriously the burgeoning lit
erature on orality and to engage with a properly informed understanding 
of oral tradition.3 The more specific claim is that the Gospel of Thomas can 

only be properly understood as the product of an "oral mind," the result of 

an "oral disposition" that contrasts with the scribal mentality that charac
terizes certain other early Christian documents. 

1. The term ·oral;!)?' has been developed in contradistinction to iiteracy" and is most 

closely associated with the important and influential work of Walter Ong, Orality and Lit
eracy: The Technologizing of the Word (London: Methuen, 1982). However, Ongs contrast 
between oral cultures and literate cultures often falls out of view in discussions of orality in 

scholarship on Christian origins, where clearly literate authors are said to be moving in an 

oral culture. 
2. Perrin, Thomas and Tntiau, is an exception here. 

J. For useful overviews see Kelly R. Iverson, ·oralil)· and the Gospels: A Survey of Re
cent Research; Currents in Biblical Researrh 8 (2009): ]t·to6; and Holly E. Hearon, •111e 
Implications of'Orality' for Studies of the Biblical Text;" Oral Tradition 19ft (2004): 96·107. 
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Orality, Literacy, and Thomas 

These different claims are sometimes confused and they are sometimes 
discussed as if they are the same thing. Unfortunately, this pattern charac
terizes much of the discussion of orality and literacy in early Christianity, an 
area that is frequently marked by a Jack of clarity. The two different claims 
are partly in contrast with one another, and since it is quite possible to have 
differing views on each, I will begin by addressing some of the aspects in the 
general discussion about orality and Christian origins, and I will then move 
to the elements in the discussion of Thomas as a product of an oral culture.4 

The basic point that I hope to underline is that the world of early Chris
tian texts and tradents is best understood as a world in which there was a 
vibrant interaction between orality and literacy, the ear and the eye, text 
and tradition. It is a very different world from the one we live in, but carica
tures of our literate world can be damaging to a proper appreciation of how 
orality and literacy interacted in antiquity and how the Gospel ofThomas 
found its place in that world.5 

Understanding these issues is important in the context of the argument 
of this book for several reasons. I have argued that Thomas is directly linked 
with the Synoptic Gospels, that its author is familiar with them. This kind 

of thesis inevitably risks being characterized as belonging to an outmod
ed "literary paradigm" that has been superseded by a new paradigm that 
stresses orality at every tum.• It is easy to caricature a theory in which there 
are direct links between texts as a matter of "scissors and paste,"7 and to ac
cuse those who hold such theories as belonging to another generation. It is 
only by careful consideration of the complex issues surrounding orality and 

4· For a helpful discussion of some of the key issues in relation to 11romas, see especially 
Uro, "'71romas and the Oral Gospel Tradition.'" 

5· See Rafael Rodriguez, '"Reading and Hearing in Ancient Contexts," ]SNT 32 (2oog): 
151·78, for a helpful critique of the recent discussion of orality and literacy in early Christian· 

ity. 

6. DeCo nick, •Gospel of Thomas," -174. writes, "Did someone not sit down with a pen in 
hand and write it, perhaps relying on written sources like the New Testament Gospels? Titis 

type of answer [si<r) reveals the enormous distance between ourselves and ancient people, 

between our world of information technology and their world of memory and story. Their 
culture was one dominated by memory and orality, punctuated only by occasions of reading 
and writing� 

7· DeConick, for example, describes what she calls "the literate model" as a matter of 
"scissors and paste" {Recovering, 43, citing MeL Wilson, Studies, 48). She also criticizes Per
rin's Thomas and Tatian as a •cut-and-paste model• (Recovering, 48). The now antiquated 
metaphor of "scissors and past�- is, of .:ourse, only ever used in scholarship to characterize 
and so criticize the views of opponents. 
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Thomas and the Gospels 

literacy in early Christianity that we will be able to navigate our way to a 
clear understanding of the relationship between Thomas and the Synoptics. 

Moreover, many of the standard arguments in favor of Thomas's inde
pendence of the Synoptics are apparently enhanced when they are restated 
as part of a model that conceptualizes the world of Thomas as a world of 
rampant orality. Arguments about the brevity of Thomas's sayings, or about 
the lack of allegory in its parables, take an older form-critical view of the 
development of tfue tradition and update them by recasting them as ex
amples of oral traditions appropriated by an author (or authors) with an 
oral mentality. Misperceptions about orality and literacy in antiquity can 
obscure the case for Thomas's familiarity with the Synoptics, and they need 
to be taken seriously. 

In this chapter, we will begin by exploring the claim that a proper un
derstanding of orality transforms the task of examining the literary deposit 
from early Christiianity. I will argue that the corrective offered by scholars 
like James Dunn actually underestimates the importance of literacy among 
early Christian authors and tradents, whose world we should reconstruct as 
one characterized by a lively interaction between text and tradition. I will 
suggest further that Thomas is best understood as a representative of that 
same world of text and tradition, and that attempts to locate it as a special 
representative of a kind of oral mind are misguided. 

Orality, Literacy, and Christian Origins 

In an important article, James Dunn8 offers a major challenge to students 
of Christian origins, arguing that we are so influenced by the "literary para
digm" within which we do our work that we are ill equipped to understand 
the "oral culture" within which the early Christian authors moved.9 The 

8. James D. G. Dunn, "Altering the Default Setting: Re·envisaging the Early Transmis

sion of the jesus Tradi.tion; NTS 49/2 (2003): 139·75· See also Dunn, jesus Remembered. Be

cause Dunn does not have a lot to say about 71romas in his analysis of early Christian orality, 

his study marks a useful starting point for investigation of the general claims about orality. 
For Dunn's views on J11omas, see Jesus Remembered, 161·6;. 

9· Cf Werner Kelber, Tire Oral and tire Wrillen Gospel: Tire Henneneutics of Speaking 

and Writing in tire Synoptic Tradition, Mark, Pau� and Q (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1983), 32: 
"Literacy is so deeply implanted in every twentieth·century biblical scholar that it is difficult 

to avoid thinking of it as the normal means of communication and the sole measure of Ian· 
guage." As with Dunn, the overstatement whereby literacy is configured as the "sole measure" 
of language among modems i.s striking. 
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literary paradigm is a kind of"default setting;' and we need training to free 
ourselves from this way of thinking because it is seriously distorting our 
scholarship. Dunn summarizes his approach: 

ln a word, we naturally, habitually and instinctively work within a liter
ary paradigm. We are, therefore, in no fit state to appreciate how a non
literary cullture, an oral culture, functions. And if we are to enter em pa
thetically into such a culture it is essential that we become conscious of 
our literary paradigm and make deliberate efforts to step outside it and 
to free ourselves from its inherited predispositions. It becomes necessary 
to alter the default settings given by the literary shaped software of our 
mental computers. 10 

Appealing to the pioneering work of Albert Lord and Milman Parry, 
and quoting Walter Ong, 11 Dunn is particularly impressed with Kenneth 
Bailey's model of "informal controlled oral tradition;' which is based on 
anecdotal evidcnce.12 Dunn builds a case for understanding the origins, 

10. Dunn, "Altering." 142. 
u. Albert Bates Lord, Tire Singer of Tales (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1960); 

Ong, Ondity a11d Literucy. It is comnton fof' :Sew Tc.s tamcnt SGholars to appeal to Lord aJld 
Parry without bearing in mind Lord's own disastrous attempt to apply his insights to the 
New Testament in Albert B. Lord, "The Gospels as Oral Traditional literature," in William 0. 
Walker Jr., ed., Tire Relationships among the Gospels: An Interdisciplinary Dialogue {San An to· 
nio: Trinity University Press, 1978), 33·91. Lord's article illustrates the problem with attempt· 

ing to transfer the .insights from The Singer of Tales to the study of Christian origins without 

first understanding the nature of the Synoptic Problem and related issues. 

12. Kenneth Bailey. "Informal Controlled Oral Tradition and the Synoptic Gospels," A/T 

5 (1991}: 34-54 = Themelios 20/2 (1995}: 4·11; idem, "Middle Eastern Oral Tradition and the 

Synoptic Gospels," ExpT 106 (1995}: 363-67. Dunn appeals repeatedly to the Bailey model, also 
in ]es.us Remembered and in "Jesus in Oral i\lemory: The Initial Stages of the Jesus Tradition;' 
in D. Donnelly, ed.., jesus: A Colloq�tillm in tire Holy Land (London: Continuum, 200r), 84· 

145. This aspect of Dunn's case has been weakened by Theodore J. Weeden's exposing of seri· 

ous problems in Bailey's work, "Kenneth Bailer's Theory of Oral Tradition: A Theory Con· 

tested by Its Evidence," ]SH] 7 (2009}: 3"43· Dunn's reply, -Kenneth Bailey's Theory of Oral 
Tradition: Critiquing Theodore Weeden's Critique," /SH/ 7 (2009): 44-62, defends Bailey's 
anecdotal evidence, asking, "Are personal experiences stretching over several decades to be 

dismissed simply because they are recorded with an anecdotal casualness that the scientific 

mind abhors?" (48), the answer to which is yes, if we are serious about academic study. At 
best, Bailey's materials can provide useful analogies for modeling early Christian tradition. 

Others who have appealed to Bailey include DeConick, Recoveri,.g, 29; idem, "Gospel of 
1l1omas," 475; �. T. Wright, jesus and tire Victory of God (Christian Origins and the Ques
tion of God 2; London: SPCK, 1996}, 133-36. See too Terence Mourne!, Oral Tradition and 
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development, and even the writing down of the Jesus tradition under the 
heading of orality. He does not deny the role played by texts and by relation
ships between texts, but for Dunn orality is always at the forefront. 13 

Dunn's thesis, which coheres with a broader movement in New Testa
ment studies, 14 provides a welcome corrective to our text-obsessed minds, 
our library- and study-based contemporary academic perspective on the 
world. Sometimes it  takes a shock to jolt scholars out of the kind of com
placent, unexamined assumptions that form the backdrop to their every
day activities, and Dunn is clearly attempting to turn on the electricity to 
achieve a massive paradigm shift. But shock treatment can be counterpro
ductive; and while the stimulus to think i s  successful, the attempt to shift 
paradigms is less so. 1 5 

One of the difficuJties with Dwm's perspective is its starting point. He 
overstates the case for the extent of our immersion in a l iterary culture. He 
describes us as "children of Gutenberg and Caxton." "vVe belong;' he says, 
"to cul tures shaped by the book. Our everyday currency is the learned arti
cle and monograph. Libraries are our natural habitat."16 There is, of course, 
some truth in this; no one would deny the importance of the book in our 
culture. But what Dunn is talking about here is not so much our culture in 
general, but the academic subculture of research and writing. Even '"rithin 
that subculture, our l iterary research interacts with oral and aural elements. 

Literary Dcpc11denc\': \'ariability and Stability in the Sv11optic TraditiCI11 mrd Q (\Vt;N r 2/195; 
Tubingen: Mohr Sil·bcck, 2005), 90-91, 185-90, ��passim. for a "> mpathctic cril ique of Bailey. 

13. For di<.cu�.;ion of Dunn, -;cc also Samuel Byrskog. "A New Perc;peclivc on the Jesus 
Trildition: Rellcctions on James D. G. Dunn's jesus Remembered,'' /SN'J' 26 (2004): 459-71; and 
Birger Gcrhardsson, "The Secret of the Transmission of the Unwritten Jesus Tradition:· NTS 
; t  (2005): 1-18. 

14. lt is a movement that owes a great deal to Kelber, Ore�/ and Writ/ell. for a recent dis

cussion of Kelber. sec 'J om Thatcher, "Beyond Texts and ·r rad itions: Werner Kelber's :V1edia 

HistOr}' of Christian Origins," in Tom Thatcher, ed., jesus. tile \'oice, nnd the Text: Beyond the 
Oral and the Wntte11 Gospel (Waco: Baylor University Press), 1-26. 

a;. Iverson, "Orality and the Gospels," n. suggests that a "paradigm shift" inJluenced by 

the work of Parrr. Lord, Ha,·clock. and Ong is "still being played out today.' 
16. "Default," , . .p. While ... cholars of our generation may <.till be children of Caxton and 

Gutenberg. scholars ol this generation are children of Bill Gate.., and Tim Berners-lee. It is 

easy to undere!>timate the radtcal change in learning brought about b} a g..:ncration of digi
tal natt,es, who are u-;uallr taught by digital immigranb like uio. See Marc Prcn�ky, "Digital 
:.Jalivcs. Digital Immigrants," On the Horizon 9l5 (2001); idem. "Digttal Kati\'eS, Dlgital lm
migrants, Part 2: Do thcr really think ditferentlr?" On the Hori1on 9l6 (2001), reproduced 
::t Marc Prenskr. http:l/ww,'V.marcprensky.comi, accessed 23 August lOLL See furlhcr on this 
below. 
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Our primary means of communicating our scholarship is the classroom, 
which is all about speaking and hearing in interaction with the primary 
texts being studied and the secondary texts that help. The oral interaction 
in the classroom is a major contributor to the development of the scholar's 
thoughts. 

In the preparation of our scholarship, the oral plays a key role. Dunn'::; 
mvn article began life as a Society for New Testament Studies presidential 
address in 2002. "The interaction between written draft, oral presentation, 
revised drafts in the light of live questioning - these are the staples of 
the development of academic work. Thus where Dunn conceptualizes the 
scholar as living in the l ibrary, one might just as readily characterize the 
enterprise as one ol interaction jn which solitary library time is only one 
feature, and not necessarily the most important feature. 

Outside that academic subculture, our world is stiU permeated by oral
ity. fvfany more people receive their nev�·s through television and radio -
oral media - th<m through newspapers. And many who do use newspapers 
are now no longer simply reading them, but they are combining the reading 
experience with watching online videos, li!>tening to podcasts, and so on. 
Vole are living in  a culture in \Vhich the very term "reader" is once again 
changing. The a\'id "reader" of 77u Guardinn or The New York Tin-res now 
incorporates activities that involve no reading at aU, listening to podcasts 
and audio streaming and watching embedded video. 

This is not to sa}'• of course, that our world is a nonliterary one but to 
point out that i t  is easy for academics to underestimate the extent to which 
orality and literacy interact in our own culture. Dunn suggests, .. In an over
whelmingly literary culture our experience of orality is usually restricted to 
casual gossip and the serendipitous reminiscences of college reunions,"17 a 
surprising statement given the many other manifestations of orality in our 
cultw·e.18 The spoken word is everywhere. For many, the \·vritten word is 
secondary. To be li terate does not mean that the written word is always and 
inevitably prima'"}', or that we always think along Uterary lines. The case of 
knowledge of the Bible is itself instructive. As those \vho have taught the 
Ne\v Testament know, the student's knowledge of the texts is often received 
through oral tradition, not through direct familiarity ,.,rith the text. Few 

J7. "Default:' 149. 
18. lf"literacy" b broadly Jdined as the ability to read (and sometimes to wnle), orality 

should be defined as the ability to commumcate by the )poken voice. without prejudice to the 
specific question<; of Jrimary orality, secondary orality. and I he oral cultures, oral M>tktics, or 

oral minds who are wgagmg in the commumcat•on. 
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people who think they know the Christmas story get their knowledge di
rectly from reading Matthew 1-2 and Luke 1-2, let alone the Protevangelium 
of james or the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew. Their knowledge is conveyed 
through our culture's oral tradition and its harmonized and legendary ver
sions of the story so frequently retold and reenacted.19 

The point is not to attempt to narrow the gap between the ancient 
world and the contemporary world. The key task of the ancient historian is 
to convey some sense of the great differences between the worlds we study 
and our own, and! to avoid anachronistic readings influenced by our own 
way of looking at things.20 The point rather is that in our attempts to con
ceptualize the ancient world, we should be careful not to lapse into carica
ture of the contemporary world, and so to warp our perception of Christian 
origins. lf we were to imagine the person who in a millennium is reading 
Dunn's scholarshi!P, looking for information about how we communicate 
with one another in the early-twenty-first century, that researcher would 
have little idea of how we actually live our lives. We live in libraries ("our 
natural habitat") and we trade in monographs and learned articles ("our 
everyday currency"). Where Dunn is exploring the analogy of a computer's 
"default setting;' he conceives of the computer solely in word-processing 
terms and not as a communications device that incorporates oral and aural 
features. For many contemporary academics, the computer has two basic 
functions, word p:rocessing and email, literate activities in continuity with 
the typewriter an ell the letter writing that they replaced.21 

•9· Knowledge of film versions li� Jesus ofNazareth (dir. Franco Zeffirelli, 1977) and Tlte 

Nativity Story (dir. Catherine Hard"�cke, zoo6) further irtforms the contemporary mind, and 

the aural! visual encounter remains primary. There is rich potential for resear.:h into this kind 

of encounter, all the more interesting in that such 61m versions are themselves informed by 

interaction with tradillions of harmonized retellings of the biblical versions. 

20. On the cultural difference see Philip Esler, Neav Testame11t Theology. Commrmio11 

and Comnumity (Minneapolis: Fortress, zooj}, 171·72. 

21. Of course, some academics understand and use technology effectively in their re

search and teaching, but there remains a gap between scholars and students. Scholars' per· 
ceptions of their abilities with technology are different from students' perceptions of their 

abilities. See, for example, Scott jasdtik, ·Techno log)' Gap," Inside I ligheT Ed, NovembeT 5 

2009, http://www.insidehighered.comJne•\'S/2009/1tlo5/survey. 
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Secondary OraJity 

lndeed, the computer analogy may be appropriate in a way not anticipated 
by Dunn. His analogy conceptualizes the computer as a writing machine, 
a kind of glorified electronic typewriter, but it is much more than that: a 
communications device, a telephone, a radio, a television set, a games con
sole, and so on. Just before the dawn of the computer revolution, the radical 
change in communications culture was already encouraging Ong to con
ceptualize our culture as something other than a purely literate one. "The 
electronic age;' he said, "is also an age of 'secondary orality: the orality of 
telephones, radio, and television, which depends on wriHng and print for 
its existence."22 

Ong was prescient in his realization of the emerging importance of sec
ondary orality, something he was already discussing in 1971,23 but the gen
eration that separates us from Ong's important studies has demonstrated 
an explosion in secondary orality of the kind that he could hardly have 
imagined. Biblical scholars who repeatedly appeal to Ong as if his work will 
lend theirs a trendy legitimacy �would do well to reflect on our own cultural 
distance from Ong. vVhen he conceptualizes secondary orality, his list of 
electronic devices now looks dated. He speaks, for example, of"the 'second
ary orality' of present-day high-technology culture, in which a new orality 
is sustained by telephone, radio, television and other electronic devices tha£ 
depend for their existence and functioning on writing and print:'24 

Ong's reference to "telephone, radio, television and other electronic de
vices" illustrates that the computer revolution has hardly dawned. \Nhen, 
twelve years later, Robert Fowler is exploring "How the secondary orality 
of the electronic age can awaken us to the primary orality of antiquity;' his 
list of •vhat is involved in the discussion of secondary orality includes the 
follmving: "However, by means of our computers, telephones, televisions, 
VCRs, CD players, and tape recorders, hypertext breaks into our cozy stud)� 
grabs us by the scruff of the next [sic), and plunges us full-bore into the 
advent(ure) of secondary orality."25 

22. Ong. Orality mul Litaacy, 3. 
23. \\'aJtcr Ong, Rlwtoru. Romm1ce ami lhlmol()gl': Studio. ill till lnlcmctim1 of£"(pres

sion a11d Culture (Ithaca· <.ornell Uni\Crl>il) Pn�'l>\. 1971 ), chapter 12, especially 199· 
24. Oralllv mul Litcrac)', 11. 
25. Robert l·owlcr. "Hm\ the Secondary Orality oi the Eledronic Age Can Awaken u� 

to the Primaq Oraltl] of Antiquity, or What Hrpcrtcxt Can leach Us About the Bible, with 
Reflection .. on the l:Lhtcal and Political Issues of thl' !:lcdrontc f-rontier," paper presented to 
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fowler provides a snapshot of a moment in the development of the 
culture of secondary orality, and there are items in this list that \vere absent 
from Ong's list. And now Fowler's 1994 list looks dated. VCRs and tape re
corders ha,·c gone the way of vinyl before them. Tape is no more. \tVe would 
now talk about DVDs, blu-ray, DVRs, downloads, blackberries, iTunes, 
podcasts, P2P, streaming - and this list too wjll soon begin to look dated 
to those now reading this book \vritten in 2012. I t  is easy to see that one is 
living in a revolution when the items in the list are changing so rapidly. 

Reflection on this revolution in secondary orality i l lustrates the extent 
to \·vhich academics can underestimate hm-v orality works in our culture, 
a fact that influences the way that the discussion of antiquity is framed. 
On one level, there is nothing surprising here; we speak of what we know. 
Ong himself is a case in point. vVhen he discusses television and radio, he 
instinctively thinks in  terms of political figures and their oratory.26 On the 
only occasion that he specifies a particular radio program, it is "a recently 
published series of radio lectures" by Claude Levi-Strauss.2; Perhaps it i s  
unsurprising, therefore, that Ong thinks in  terms of televi!.ion, radio, and 
electronic devices "that depend for their existence and functtoning on wtit
ing and print:' There is, of course, a lot of tntth in this. The existence of 
radio and television is inconceivable without writing, and a great deal of 
television and radio depends on the carefully planned script, especially 
drama and documentary. Nevertheless, television and rad1o, to say noth
ing of the Internet, podcasting, and more, have gone beyond "print;' even 
if the interactjon betv.reen orality and literacy remains cssential.28 A lot of 
the content of television, radio, the Internet, and pod casts is spontaneous 
and not formally dependent on writing or print. Sports coverage and some 
reality TV programs are obvious examples, but it is a discussion that could 
provide many more. 

The difficulty for academics who reflect on these issues js that they 
are inclined to play down orality in contemporary culture, a situatjon that 
leads to exaggerated, even romanticized notions of the primary orality of 
the past. While it is indeed essential for the ancient historian to grasp the 

.1e Sem1ottc" and Exeges1s Section, Society of B1bhcal I iteraturc Annual Meeting, Chicago, 
\lovcmber 19, 1994. reproduced at hllp://homepagl's.bw.cdu/-rfm, ler/rubsic;econdoral/in 
k\.html. 

26. Orality a11d l itemcy, 136-37-
27. Ibid., 174. 
28. Podcasting, for example, is an oral medium that is o ften unscnpted, but the process 

)r editing, tagging, and uploading is inconceivable without literacy. 
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utter difference of the ancient world from ours, and to attempt to under
stand how orality and literacy interacted in antiquity, misconceptualizing 
the contemporary world can make the problem worse, not least by encour
aging a kind of binary opposites approach according to which the ancient 
world is characterized by orality and our world is characterized by literacy. 
However useful it might be, in teaching and summary communication, to 
emphasize this kind of complete contrast, the reality is more complex. It is 
a matter of understanding the different ways in which orality and literacy 
interact then and now. 

In so far as contemporary orality and literacy can be reduced to simple 
descriptors, terms like "print-determinedn or "print-dominated"29 are not 
particularly helpful. Instead, we should engage seriously with the second
ary orality of our culture without overemphasizing elements in the rarefied 
atmosphere of the academic subculture. 

"Secondary Orality" in New Testament Scholarship 

The meaning of the term "secondary orality" in Ong's work is clear, and it 
has been developed to embrace the ways in which the orality of the elec
tronic media impacts on contemporary literacy.30 In recent years, however, 
a new and completely different usage has become common in New Testa
ment scholarship. The new meaning of"secondary orality" relates it to the 
ancient world rather than the contemporary world, and uses it to refer to 
indirect familiarity with texts through oral tradition. It has become espe
cially prevalent in discussions of Thomas to describe a familiarity with the 
Synoptic Gospels that is mediated through oral tradition. 

The new use of the term derives from \.Verner Kelber, who uses it in this 
way in his influential 1983 book, The Oral and the Written Gospel: "Obvi
ously, orality derived from texts is not the same as primary orality, which 
operates without the aid of texts. The passion narrative is largely built on 
texts and texts recycled into the oral medium, that is, secondary oralitf-'31 

Later, Kelber explains the properties of this "secondary orality:' Te..xts 

29. Dunn, "Default," t;o, speaks of "our print-determined default selling" and the 

"blinkers of a mindset formed by our print-dominated heritage"; cf. Kelber, Oral and Writ
ten, xv, "I have written this book onr of a concern for what S«mcd to be a disproportionately 
print-oriented hermeneutic in our stud}" of the Bible." 

30. Cf. Ruth Spielmann, "Secondary Orality," TIC Talk 53 (2002}: •-4-
3•· Kelber, Oral and the Written Gospel, 197-
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were "fixed and in a sense dead, permanently open to visual inspection and 
the object of unceasing efforts at interpretation," but at the same time they 
were "meant to be read aloud and heard"; and so, " If  this text enters the 
"\'Orld of hearers by being read aloud, it functions a� secondary orality." ·The 
contrast with "primary orality" is striking in that .. the story narrated is one 
that was never heard i n  primary orality, for it comprises textually filtered 
and contrived language."32 

The difficulty with Kelber's usage of the term is not only that it is con
fusing to co-opt a term that is al ready u�ed to refer to something com
pletely different, but also that it works ¥lith a static and un idirectional mod
el, whereby fixed text is appropriated orally. ll plays dm.vn the interaction 
between text and tradition, underestimating the role played by texts in the 
earliest period, and overestimating the fixed nature of texts from .Mark on
\vard.33 The term "secondary" orality here functions to emphasize that it is 
an orality that is  derivative of the fixed text, with no link to the oraJ tradi
tion from which the text was derived. 

For Kelber, "secondary orality" does not yet have the nuance it has 
developed more recently. Kelber is speaking about texts being read aloud, 
not about knmvledge of texts mediated through oral tradition. There is  no 
discussion of interaction between text and tradition, and there is not yet a 
specific reference to Thomas. The term is used with reference to Tlwmas for 
the first time in KJyne Snodgrass's article on 17wmas,34 where he attempts to 
make clear that he is not suggesting that Thomas copied from the Synoptics 
but rather that T110rnas is "witness of a 'secondary orality:" This is the usage 
that has subsequenLiy become popular in discussions of 1Jwmas, and which 
is associated especially with Risto Uro. 35 Like Kelber, Uro uses it in self-

32. lbid., 217-18. Kelber's departure from Ong's usc. of the term "secondary orality" is 
�elf-conscious: "In communications theory secondary orality muallr refers to electronicall}' 

mediated sound. We would suggest a ditferenriation of three types of orality: primary orality, 
textually mediated or secondary orality, and electronically mediated or tertiary oralir}"' ( 111e 
Oral and the Written Gospel, 226 n. n8). This categorization ha.r; not caught on. 

33· In recent work, Kelber has shown some modification of his earlier views on fixed 
texts, largely under the influence of Parker, Living Text; e.g., \Verner Kelber, ''Oral ity and 
Biblical Studies: A Review Essa}';' RBL 12 (2007): 22-2;, htlp:/h,rww.bookrcvicws.orgl 
pclfh12o_6744.pdf. 

34. Snodgrass, "Gospel ofTI1omas;' 28. Snodgras., footnote)> Kelber for "the expression," 
c.pparentJy realizing thar he is using it differently. 

35· t;ro's key article on the to pte is u'Sccondar)' Orahty' in the Gospel o( Thomas? Lo
g ion q as a Test Case:· Forum 9/3-4 (1993): 305-29; repr. as " 1homas and tbe Oral Gospel 

Traditton," in Risto t;ro, ed., 11wmns at the Crossroad.s, 8-32. For the concept Uro also cit� 
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conscious differentiation from the standard usage in orality studies/6 bu: 
his usage aligns \vith that of Snodgrass, to refer to the indirect dependence 
on the Synoptic Gospels mediated orally. 37 DeConick uses the term i n  the 
same sense/8 as a convenient shorthand for the possibility of oral media
tion of Synoptic texts to 11wmas. 

The use of the term in the study of early Christianity is problematic not 
just because of the confusion with its use in Ong but also because it leads 
to an unrealistic appreciation of the dynamics of early Christian discourse. 
vVhat is required is omething a little more nuanced. The use of "secondary 
orality" with reference to Christian origins effectively elevates a kind of pri
mary orality to an importance it never had, and it detracts attention fron: 
the fact that texts were often composed and almost always mediated orally. 
In other ,.,rords, we should be thinking about a kind of dynamic interac
tion between orality and literacy, bet'l'veen text and tradition, throughout 
the early period. 

Wherever we look in early Christianity, we see this interaction between 
teA.'1 and tradition. Traditions crystallize in texts, and texts stimulate the tra
dition. \·'Vhen Luke sets out to write an account of the things that have been 
fulfilled among the early Christians (Luke 1 : 1-4), he self-consciously claims 
to have knowledge of both texts and traditions, of other narratives and of 
the things that have been passed on by eyewitnesses. And the analysis of thE 
Gospel itself makes sense as the product of  that interaction, between writ
ten texts and oral traditions. 39 

Moreover, it is weU known that Papias also witnesses to the desire 
to access material about Jesus not only through texts but also by word of 
mouth.'10 Once again, it is a matter of both eye and ear, text and tradition. So 

Ernst Haenchen, "Literntur zum Thomascvnngdium:· ·nJCologiscln· Rsmdschau 27 (1961): 147-
78 (178). 

36. Uro, Thomas at tlze Crossroads, 10 n. 11. 
37· for a further comment, see also Risto Uro, 1/zo/1/as: Seckmg tire Historical Context of 

the Gospel of71wmas (London: Continuum, 2003), chapter s. especially 109. 
38. As far as I can tell. it does not appear in the first of her two SISler volumes, Recovering 

, but it occurs frequenlly in the second, Original Gospel, at 18, 21, 22., 24, 53. 89. 94, 111. 134, 140, 
167, 169. 188, 194. 200. 201, 208, 215, 235, 261, and 269. 

39· I have argued elsewhere that one should pay !>erious attention to the role played by 
oral tradit1on in the composition of Luke (Goulder and tile Gospels, part 2, especially 28-l-86; 
Case Agamst Q, 64-66). 

40. The famous statement about the "linng, abiding voice" is in Eusebius, H£ 3·39-4. but 

it is worth adding that Eusebius's quotations of Papias (J.J9.1·16) feature multiple references 
to hearing <lnd memory alongside the reference� to the literary work� like ;\lark and Matthew, 
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too Justin Martyr. The means by which the Christians be knew were access
ing the gospel materials was by the reading aloud, in church, of what they 
conceptualized as "the memoirs of the apostles," and this reading aloud was 
subsequently interpreted and expounded.41 

This is not simply a matter of what was happening at the end of the first 
century and in the first half of the second. The same interaction character
izes the evidence as far back as we can go. Indeed, the difficulty with "sec
ondary orality" is the implication that there was a primary orality, which 
conjures up a worM of illiterate tradenits and detracits from an understand
ing of the roles played by orality and literacy in early Christianity. To see 
the point, it is worth reflecting on the question of the literacy of those who 
passed on the tradition from the first. 

Literate Tradents 

A facetious comment attributed to the pseudonymous blogger N. T. Wrong 
underlines the literacy of the biblical authors: "Of those who wrote biblical 
books, the literacy rate was too%:'42 Everyone, of course, knows this, but 
not everyone reflects on the roles played by the literate elite in a largely il
literate culture.4J In order to understand a text, we begin by exploring the 
world of the author, a world that presupposes literacy even where that au
thor is surrounded by illiteracy. It is true that the majority of the hearers 
of early Christian texts were illiterate, from the slave at the dinner table 
to the stall holder at the marketplace; but those composing texts, copying 
texts, and reading texts aloud were by definition literate. Ln other words, it 

is essential to take seriously the role played by the literate in a culture where 
there was widespread illiteracy, and to come to terms with the role played 

1 john and 1 Peter. Papias's knowledge of the Synoptic Gospels alongside his claims to know!· 
edge of tradition combined with "strange parables and teachings of the Savior" and "other 
more mythical things• SQunds like a good analogue for the Gospel of1Joomas. 

41. justin Martyr. 1 A pol. 67, "the memoirs of the apostles or the writings of the prophets 
are read, as long as time permits; then, when the reader has ceased, the president verbally 
instructs, and exhorts to tbe imitation of these good things." 

42. X. T. Wrong, "The Relative Unimportance of Oral Culture for Interpreting Biblical 
Books;' TI1e �. T. Wrong Blog, 14 Kovembcr zoo8, hnp://ntwrong.,�ordprcss.com/2oo8/o •/o;/ 
the-relati•·e-unimportance-of-oral-culture·for-interpreting·biblical·books/. 

43· Studies of the question invariably stress illiteracy in the majority of the population as 

if this establishes the oral mind-sN of the authors of the texts. 
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by this elite. As Harry Gamble says, "In a community in wllich texts had a 
constitutive importance and only a few people were literate, it was inevi
table that those who were able to explicate texts would acquire authority for 
that reason alome�� 

In early Christianity, there were many poor illiterates, but the literate 
elite were those who had command over the traditional material.�' There
fore descriptions of the world in which early Christians moved as an "oral 
culture" or of their mind-set as an "oral mentality" are unhelpful.46 Their 
world is one more accurately characterized as involving a rich interac
tion between ora.lity and literacy, what Vernon Robbins calls a "rhetorical 
culture:'47 Nor is this world one that only emerges with the writing of the 

44· Harry Gamble, Books and ReadeN in the Early Churrh: A History of Early Christian 

Texts (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995), 9·10. For the issue of the power wielded by the 
literate elite, see Joanna Dewey, ·From Storytelling to Written Text: The Loss of Early Chris
tian Women's Voices," BTB 26 (1996): 71-78; idem, •Textuality in an Oral Cultur"' A Survey of 
Pauline Traditions;" in Joanna Dewey, ed� Orality and TextuaHty in Early Christian Literature 
(Semeia 65; Atlanta: Scholars Press), 37-65; for a recent critique sec Rodriguez, •Reading and 
Hearing;" t68-7o. 

45· One of the values of the modd proposed by Birger Gerhardsson, Memory and Matw
sc,-ipt: Otul r,uditiou ·�nd \VdNett Tt-attsmi$.$iOIJ ;, RabbirliC /udttisu• t.Wd Edtly Claristiduity; 
with Tradition and Transmission in Early Christianity (combined ed.; Biblical Resource Series; 
Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), is that it takes seriously the roles played by literate teachers 
in the earliest Christian movement, in contrast to the model proposed by Bailey and followed 
by Dunn (see above, 131·32), which pro,;des a poor analogy for the circumstances of the earli· 

est Christian tradents. Bailey is dealing with groups of illiterates who share material with one 
another, without influence from a literate elite group. 

46. Cf. Rodriguez, "Reading and Hearing," 157, �everthelcss, we find compelling rea
sons to demur at the concept of an 'oral mentality; and especially at the hopelessly vague 

'oral culture: both of which continue to be influential within NT research. Analyses of oral 
tradition and its functions in wider cultural patterns, including the use of written texts, have 
pointed out for well over a decade how remarkably imprecise and vacuous is the concept oral 

me11tality." On the pen•asi\•eness of literacy in antiquity, see also Kim Haines-Eitzen, Guard
ians of Letters: Literacy, Power, and the TransmitteN of Early Christian Literature (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2009), especially chapter 1. 

47· Vernon Robbins, "Oral, Rhetorical, and Literary Cultures: A Response," in). Dewey, 
ed., Orality and Textuality, 75-92; and "Interfaces of Orality and Literature in the Gospel of 
Mark;" in R. Horsley, ). Draper and ). Foley (eds.), Perfonning the Gospel: Omliry. l•femory, 

a11d Mark: Essays Dedicated to Werner Kelber (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2006), 125-46. In rela
tion to 71ronras» however, Robbins overes-timates the extent of its ""oral intcrtcxturcl!f; see be

low, 143·45· On rhetorical culture, and the interaction between oral and written composition. 
see also DeConick, Redi�overing, 26-37. For the interplay between oral and written tradi
tions, see Uro, "17•omas and Oral Gospel Tradition;" t)-19-
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Gospels. From the early decades of the Jesus movement, it seems that the 
oral tradition presupposes literacy and literate tradents. 

Almost all of the early Christian tradents we know appear to have been 
literate.48 The best known, Paul, was of course literate, and his sharing ofJe
sus tradition in places like 1 Cor. 7:10-n, 9:14, and n:23-26 is a case of a liter
ate tradent sharing Jesus tradition with another literate tradent (the reader 
of the letter), who will then share that tradition with his or her hearers. 
Here there is a clear example of the kind of interaction between orality and 
literacy that characterizes the development of Christian origins, or, more 
specifically, between literate tradents and illiterate (and literate) hearers of 
the tradition. Presumably Apollos too was literate (e.g., Acts 18:24), and so 
were Silas, Timothy, and, it seems, Phoebe, Barnabas, Prisca, Aquila, and 
many others. If we can trust Luke, it is broadly implied that James too is lit
erate (Acts 15:20 ), .and his importance in the emerging Christian movement 
( cf. Josephus, Ant. 20) may also suggest literacy. 

It is reasonable to assume that such people were participating as lit
erate tradents in a culture in which there was interaction between orality 
and literacy, but iit is possible also to go further than this. The tradition 
itself presupposes literate tradents. In 1 Cor. 15:3-5 Paul presents what he has 
received as of first importance and which he also passed on to the Corin
thians (napiowKa yap Ufliv tv npwTot<; o Kai rrapi.Aa�ov), "that Christ died 
for our sins according to the Scriptures, and that he was buried, and that he 
was raised on the third day according to the Scriptures.» In other words, the 
content of the tradition invokes what is written. It is difficult to imagine 
illiterate tradents having success with the sharing of material that itself pre
supposes literacy in this way.49 

48. The exceptions are Peter and john, who are represented by luke as aypa!J!JcrTOt (Acts 

4'1J), sometimes translated as "illiterate:" It may be that Luke here implies "uneducated" or 
"unschooled" rather than illiterate given that he also depicts Peter as quoting extensively, ver

batim, from the Hebrew Bible (or perhaps more accurately here in Acts, the LXX). Neverthe· 
less, it is a useful reminder of the possible existence of illiterate tradents in the early period. 

49· Cf. Gerhardsson, "Secret; 13. for a critique of Dunn along related lines: "Tile gospel 
tradition, both the sayings of jesus and the narratives about him, differs from non·Jewisb oral 
tradition also by being strongly impregnated with OT words, themes and motifs, allusions, 
and sometimes also quotations. This fact shows, moreover, that Jesus and his disciples did not 

move within an oral society. Sacred writings played an important role in Jewish life. and had 
for many centuries influenced thinking and speaking, and listening to lessons, in services, 
at studies, in discussions and on other occasions within the spiritual life of the community?' 
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Is Thomas an Oral Gospel? 

The pertinent question for our purposes, however, is whether Thomas too 
participates in that world in which text interacts with tradition or whether it 
proceeds from a different mind-set and a different social location, a gospel 
with a fundamentally oral state of mind to be contrasted with the Synoptics 
and their scribal dimensions. It is a key question in any study of Thomas's 
use of sources to find out if Thomas's relationship to the tradition is differ
ent from the scribal relationship that characterizes intra-Synoptic relation
ships. For Vernon Robbins, the key to studying Thomas's relationship to 
the tradition is to understand its "oral intertexture� He draws attention to 
"orality as a social location in the Gospel of Thomas" by making the follow
ing important observation: 

An amazin,g fact about the Gos. Tl1om. is its complete lack of appeal to 
written text. In contrast to the canonical gospels, the narrator never says, 
i\s it is written in Isaiah the prophet" (Mark 1:1), "For so it is written by 
the prophet" (Matt 2:5), "As it is written in the book of the words of Isaiah 
the prophet" (Luke 3:4), or "For these things took place that the writ
ing might be fulfilled" Oolm 19:36). In addition, the narrator of the Gos. 
"Jhom. never attributes to jesus a statement like "Have you never read 
what David did . . .  " (Mark 2:25), "It is written, 'One does not live by bread 
alone'" (Luke 4:4//Matt �), "This is he of whom it is written . . .  " (Matt 
11:10), "What is written in the law? How do you read?" (Luke 10:26), or 
"It is written in the prophets, 'And they shall all be taught by God'" (John 
6:45). All the canonical gospels contain an orientation toward "what is 

written" both at the level of the narration of the story and in speech at
tributed to Jesus. 50 

The observation is brilliant, but the conclusion that Robbins derives 
from this observation is problematic. He sees this lack of interest in written 
text as a symptom of Thomas's social location, so that Thomas's relationship 
to the Synoptic Gospels is that of "oral interterture" rather than "scribal 
intertexture�' But some reflect.ion on the "scribal" features isolated by Rob
bins confirms that these come less from social location than from generic 

;o. Vernon K. Robbins, "Rhe�orical Composition and Sources in the Gospel ofThomas; 

in Society of Biblical Literature 1997 Seminar Papers (Atlanta: Schol.ars Press, 1997), 86-114 

(88), reprodutced at http:/lwww.rcligion.emory.�u/faculty/robbins/Pdfs/RhetCompThomas 

.pdf. "Mark 1:1• i.s an error for Mark 1::2. 
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preference. In so far as we can discover anything about Thomas's location, it 
is a scribal one. The document is prefaced with the claim that it is "the secret 
words of the living Jesus which Didymos Judas Thomas wrote down:'51 The 
appearance of orality is a necessity of the genre chosen, the book of sayings. 
At the risk of stating the obvious, sayings are by their nature oral and any 
book of sayings will inevitably have the characteristics of speech, of orality, 
at least if its author has done his or her job properly.'2 

So in Thomas we should not expect to see repeated comments from 
the narrator of the kind that we find in narratives like Matthew, Mark, and 
Luke. Nor would we expect to find narrative reflection on Jesus' deeds of the 
kind we find there. Thomas does not report any deeds of Jesus, so its author 
hardly has the context to say, "These things happened in order to fulfill. . .  �· 
The book does not have a prominent narrator, and the author's fundamen
tal conceit is that this is a coUection of secret sayings. The interpretation of 
the sayings is not revealed in the text; they are to be sought and found as a 
means to eternal life (lncipit; Thorn. t). 

It is worth adding that Thomas's lack of reference to reading and writ
ing (after the Incipit) probably says as much about its attitude to the Old 
Testament as it does about its attitude to scribal culture in general. Thomas 
takes a negative stance toward the Hebrew Scriptures. The disciples, who 
appeal to the hventy-four prophets who spoke about Jesus, are told that 
they are speaking about the dead (Thorn. 52). These dead prophets are never 
mentioned in Thomas. Indeed, the only relevant Old Testament character is 
Adam and the only relevant story is Genesis 1-2.5J 

51. Robbins does not refer to the Incipit in this article. 
52. Cf. Kelber, "Sayings Collection," 222-23, for useful reflections on the interface be

tween writing and orality in Thomas, including the claim that "the sa}ings gospel is perhaps 
best described as an interface between orality and writing, seeking a rapprochement with 
both worlds" (223). However, the idea of two gospel genres in the early period, the narra
tive gospel and the sayings gospel, each with "different compositional and transmissional 
processes," requires am early Gospel of Thomas to be aligned with the Q hypothesis so that 
there are two representatives of the sayings gospel genre in the first century rather than none. 

53· On Thomas 3!1ld the Old Testament, see further below, 187·9•- Robbins, "Rhetori
cal Composition," 88-:89, contrasts the allusion to Ps. u8:22 in Matt. 21:42 II Mark 12:10·11 
II Luke 20:17 with Thom. 66. Wbile Mark's Jesus shows "extended scribal relation to that 

written text," T11omas's Jesus "does not refer to his speech as written text, and the recitation 
embeds a brief word string of the biblical text in the manner of proverbial memory and per

formance . . . .  The Gos. Thom. version is free from 'scribal' influence." But this is a function 
not only of 11•omas's attitude to the Old Testament, which it never explicitly quotes, but also 
of its genre. Mark's jesus is engaging in controversy dialogues witl1 opponents over shared 
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The point is confirmed when we remember that a similar situation 
obtains in many other texts found in the Nag Hammadi library. Like the 
Gospel of 'Thomas, the Book of Thomas the Contender has an introductory 
saying about what is written down (here by Mathias, 138.1-4), but afterward 
there are no references to books, scribes, writing, or reading. The Gospel of 
Philip, the Acts of Peter and the Twelve Apostles, the Dialogue of the Savior, 
and the Second Apocalypse of fames are all likewise lacking in  any references 
to reading or writing. Alfogenes refers only to \•vriting v,rhat is revealed, once, 
at the end of the book (68.16-21). So too the Apocalypse of Adam has one 
reference to writing, at the end of the book, when the revelations are written 
« upon a rock of truth;' not having been committed to a book (85-3-11). In 
each case, it is a function of genre and theological preference, the absence 
of self-conscious engagement with the Hebrew Bible, and the pretense of 
enigmatic pronouncement or revelatory discollfSe. 

In other words, what we have in Thornas is not a matter of "orality as 
social location" but rather sayings gospel as generic preference. It is in this 
generic decision, to write a book of sayings rather than, say, another narra
tive gospel, that we gain insight into how Thomas used the Synoptks. It is 
too easy to confuse genre (sayings book) with origins and tradition history. 
Indeed, it is a mark of the success of Thomas's project that we go digging 
for oral traditions behind the book, ultimately looking for a location in the 
historical Jesus' own ministry, rather than reflecting on bow it is that one 
puts a book like this together, and what its author's choice of genre teJls us 
about his theological preferences. 

The Legacy of Form Criticism 

The difficu lty, howe,·er, is that several of Thomas's sayings resemble the 
imagined appearance of those sayings in the primitive Jesus tradition. This 
appearance of primitivity is not easily tmimagined and requires a little ex
tra thought. The idea that Thomas features primitive sayings emerges from 
the legacy of classical form criticism of the Gospels, and it is an approach 
that is particularly well illustrated by the work of the Jesus Seminar. Robert 
Funk's "Rules of Oral Evidence;'51 which guided their ·work, are anything 

foundations (the I lebrew �t.riplures), whereas Tlwmas's Jesus proclaims enigmas to his inner 
circle of confidants. 

54. Robert W Funk, �Rule� of Oral bidence: Determinin� the Authentic Sayings of 
Jesus;· 71le Fourth {( 4{2 (1991): 8-10; repr. in Bernard Brandon Scoll, ed . .  Fi11ding the Histori-
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but "rules:'55 They are form-critical assertions that do not stand up to scru
tiny. The most serious problem is related to the bogus "rule" about sim
plicity. According to Funk, "At the earliest stage of the tradition \·ve should 
expect to find single aphorisms and parables and not extended clusters or 
discourses:'56 He spells it out in the following way: 

The simpler, the earlier 
A. The simpler forms of sayings and parables are more likely to be orig

inal with Jesus 
B. More complicated forms may mask earlier and simple forms. 57 

Funk illustrates the phenomenon by drawing allen.ion to Luke's ver
sion of the first beatitude, "Blessed are the poor" (Luke 6:20), suggesting 
that Luke has retained the Q version whereas Matthew has "spiritual
ized" it. 58 The simple illustration masks a sleight of hand. As soon as one 
is discussing the first beatitude, one has left the realm of form criticism 
and entered the world of source and redaction criticis:n. Funk does not 
believe that Matthew and Luke have independently derived this be
atitude from a freely circulating oral version, retained by one and "spiri
tualized" by the other. He thinks that both have a copy of a Q text that 
each modifies in  his own way. And in  source criticism, there is no such 
rule as "the simpler, the earlier:' The evangelists may well expand mate
rial they inherit; they may distill or sum marize it. Earlier sources may 
feature more elaborate material; they may feature less elaborate material. 
Even if this \·vere a genuine example of a form independently derived from 
one or more oral originals, though, there is still no such rule as "the simpler, 
the earlier." ll only appears in the guise of a "rule" because frequent repeti-

cal jesus: Rules of Evidence (Jesus Seminar Guides; Sonoma: Polebridge, 2008), 25-29. Page 
references are to the reprinted version. 

55· For critiques of the "rules of e";dence" of others in the jesus Seminar, see William 
Herzog. Jesus, Justice and tire Reign o.f God: A 1"1inistry of Liberation (louisville: \Alestminster 
John Knox, 2000), 36-.p. For a general comment, see Rafael Rodriguez, Structuring Early 
Christian Me111ory: jesus in Traditinn, Performance, and Text (LNTS 407; London: T & T 
Cl ark, 2009), 19-21. 

;6. Funk, "Rules;' 27. 
57· Ibid. 
58. Although my point here is to draw attention to the way in which alleged oral evi

dence i� illustrated from literary parallels, the point is also weak on the level of the liter
ary parallels - the first beatitude in Luke makes good narrative, thec·logical, and contextual 
sense as Luke's redact ion of Matt. s:J; see my Case Against Q, chapter 7. 
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tion and use in New Testament studies lend it that appearance.59 The Jesus 
Seminar uses it repeatedJy, as when, for example, they write with respect to 
Thom. 26: "Thomas' version of this humorous comparison is simpler than 
the form found in Q, which suggests that the latter has been expanded:'60 
Or on Thom. 31 they write: "The earliest form of the saying is probably the 
aphorism consisting of a single line found in Thorn 31:1; Luke 4:24; and John 
4:44 (the simpler form is usually the earlier}. This adage is characteristic of 
the short, easily remembered, and, in this case, ironical remark that lent 
itself to oral transmission, and was typical of Jesus as a sage and prophet:'61 

This kind of perspective is not limited to the Jesus Seminar. It is of
ten found elsewhere. Koester, for example, sees the "Mothers and Broth
ers" pericope in Thom. 99 as "a brief chria, lacking any of Mark's elaborate 
introductory sett.ing of the stage and discourse:>6z Or Gerd LUdemann, in 
commenting on the parable of the Sower (Mark 4:2-9 // Thorn. 9 ), says, "On 
the whole we must regard the version of Thomas as older than that of Mark, 
because it is simpler:'63 

But "simplicity" is in the eye of the beholder. In discussions of Thomas's 
parallels with the Synoptics, the "simpler" form often turns out simply to be 
the shorter one, the one that takes up less space on the page. Thomas's brev
ity is more clearly a function of the authors redaction than of his source 
material. Thomas is often more brief than Matthew, Mark, and Luke in Syn
optic parallels. The table below illustrates the number of words taken by 
each of the Synoptics and Thomas to tell the parallel parables:64 

59· With respect to the Gospel of Thomas, McArthur already warned in 1960 that "the 

shorter is not necessarily tl1e more primitive• ("Gospel According to Thomas," 67). 

6o. Funk and Hoover. Five Gospels, -188. 
61. Ibid., 491. For the 1110mas version as showing familiarity with Luke's redaction of 

Mark. see above, 84·86. 
62. Koester, Ancient Christian Gospels, uo. Koester erroneously give$ the reference in 

Mark as 3=3•-34 rather than 3=3•-35· See further n. 65 below. Koester's treatment of Thomas 

100 (Ancient Clrristian Gospels, 112) is similar - it is another "brief chria" lacking the extra 
Markan material. 

63. Gerd Ludemann, Jesus after Two Thousand Years: What He Really Said and Did, 
with contributions by Frank Schleritt and Martina Janssen (London: SCM. 2000), 28. Fred 

Lapham, Introduction to the New Testament Apocrypha (London: T & T Clark, 2003), 115, 

notes that some see 11•omas's Sower as more primitive because it is shorter, but he rightly 

notes that dependent texts are often shorter. including Lukes triple tradition material. 
64. For purposes of comparison, I have nsed English translations for each (Lambdin 

for Tlromas and the RSV for the Srnopti.:s) in order that the word lengths are not artificiaUy 
skewed given the differences between the Coptic and Greek; I have also limited the counts to 
jesus' words so thal the lengtllier Synoptic narrative introductions do not inflate their figures. 
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Parable Matthew Mark Luke Thomas 

Sower 101 106 75 78 

Tenants 150 183 166 127 

Banquet 252 - 200 243 

Tares 151 - - 82 

Rich Fool - - 117 55 

Mustard Seed 56 73 49 32 

Leaven 23 - 29 32 

Lost Sheep 113 - 175 52 

Although Luke is usually taken to be later than Mark, he is shorter than 
Mark in the Sower, Mustard Seed, and Tenants.65 Similarly, Thomas's perico
pae are often shorter than their Synoptic parallels (Sower, Mustard Seed, Ten
ants, Tares, Rich Fool, Lost Sheep). And where Thomas takes fewer words to 
narrate parables than do the Synoptic parallels, the abbreviation is sometimes 
at the cost of the coherence of the piece. The abbreviations are sometimes 
made in unhelpful places, especially in the middle of the piece (see chapter 7 
above). Here Thomas's brevity has little to do with form-critical prin1itivity66 
and much more to do with editorial tendency.67 

The problem with oversimplified pictures about brevity and simplicity in 
the early tradition is that they often forge ahead without engaging with E. P. 

6;. luke's grtlter brevity in these places is telling and it is reflected in his redaction of 

Mark outside the parable tradition too. The Mother and Brothers pericope (Matt. u:46-50 II 
Mark 3:31-35// luke 8:19-21// Tirom. 99) is greatly abbreviated in luke as it is also in 11romas. 

Patterson, Gospel of71romas, 67-68, sees the lukan and Thomasine versions as "'ess embel

lished" and derh·ed from a "less developed, paraUel tradition;' but it is much more straight
forward to see Luke abbreviating Mark, as often, and to see 11romas here doing the same. 

66. Cf. Baarda, "Gospel of Thomas;' 6o, "The form-critical argument that a short form 
is always more authentic than the longer form seems strong, but is in my view questionable," 
commenting on Thom .. 100. 

67. The same point could be extended to other second-century authors like Justin Mar
tyr, whose version of the parable of the Sower is much shorter than any of the Synoptic ver
sions (Dialogue witlr Tryplro u;.r-2); cf. 1 Clem. 25-5- Massaux, lllf/uellce of the Gospel, 14, 

comments on Justin's paraUel with Matt. 19:u-u in 1 Apol. 15.4. "This method (of copying 
and inverting) seems to show that the sayings of Christ, brief and short, as reported by justin, 
sometimes owe their brevity to the apologist himselr. 
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Sanders's Tendencies of the Synoptic Tradition.68 The book appears to have 
bypassed a generation of scholars of a particular persuasion.69 Since some still 
remain unfamiliar with the book,'0 it is worth quoting Sanders's own conclu
sion from the study in the later textbook coauthored with Margaret Davies: 

When we study in detail the form critical "laws" of the development 
and change of the material, we discover that none of them holds good. 
A comparison of the quotations of Jesus' sayings in second- and third
century literature with the synoptic versions does not reveal that the 
sayings tended to become longer and more detailed, or shorter and less 
detailed. Individual tellers might expand or abbreviate, might elaborate 
or epitomize. There are no general laws about length and detail.71 

But the tendencies model is not easily shifted. It is easy to understand 
and easy to apply. It is one of those tools that proves its usefulness to the 
biblical scholar in applications that explain the development of the Gospel 

tradition and promise to shed light on the historical Jesus. And it is peda
gogically powerful. In classroom sessions where lecturers have an hour to 

68. E. P. Sandoers, 71•e Tendencies of the Synoptic Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni· 
vc .. �ity P .. cs.s, 1969). 

69. The difficulty caused by ignoring Sanders is pointed out by Snodgrass, "Gospel of 
Thomas; 21. For a recent helpful summary and comment, see Christopher T ucken, "Form 
Criticism; in Werner Kelber and Samuel Byrskog, eds., jesus in Memory: Traditions in Oral 
and Scribal Perspectit't!s (\Vaco: Baylor University Press, 2009), 20·38 (33); for a recent critique 

see Mourne!, Oral Tradition, 25· 36. 
70. But see the comment in Kelber, 71•e Oral and the Written Gospel, 7, which com· 

mends Sanders for his critique of the form critics while criticizing him for presuming that the 
developments of o:ral tradition and written tradition are comparable: "In taking this course 

he acted out of the con,;ction he shared with Bultmann - and a majority of New Testament 
scholars, one suspects - concerning the irrelevance of a distinction between oral and writ· 
ten tradition: · . . .  the tendencies of one are presumably the tendencies of the other'" (quoting 
Sanders, Tendencies, 8). The criticism results from a failure to appreciate the purpose of Sand· 
ers's study, which is to supply what was lacking in the form critics' approach to the literature: 
"The form critics did not derh·e the laws from or apply the laws to the Gospels systematically, 
nor did they carry out a systematic in\•estigation of changes in the post-canonical literature. 
It is the purpose of this study to meet this last defect" (Tendencies, 26). Moreover, the focus of 
Sanders's study includes the Synoptic Problem, in wbich Kelber bas no interest (see further 
below, n. So). 

71. E. P. Sanders and Margaret Davies, Swdying the Synoptic Gospels (Philadelphia: Trin· 
ity Press International, 1989), U7·28, commenting in context on Bultmann, History; Dibelius, 
From Tradition to Gospel; and Vincent Taylor, The Formation of the Gospel Tradition (London: 
Macmillan, 1933). 
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explain form criticism to new students, the tendencies approach offers the 
chance of illustrating an observable evolutionary model of early Christian 
tradition. But the model is wrong, and however great the apparent utility, it 
needs to be abandoned. 

The Mode of Thomas's Access to the Synoptics 

Before leaving the topic of this chapter, it is worth asking about the manner 
of Thomas's use of the Synoptic Gospels. If the idea of "scissors-and-paste" 
access is a caricature of the theory of literary dependence,72 is there a more 
nuanced way that the interpreter can imagine Thomas's mode of accessing 
the Synoptic Gospels? Since the author does not inform us how he used 
his source material, it is a matter of informed speculation, based on clues 
drawn from the internal evidence and from the way that others proceeded. 

One major clue is the presence of several sequences of words in verba
tim agreement between Thomas and the Synoptics (chapter 2 above), which 
means that the author is highly likely, on occasions, to have consulted the 
Synoptic Gospels directly. These will be occasions where the author has ob
tained a copy of Matthew or Luke,13 either his own or copies belonging to 
his church or community, and has looked up a passage in order to check 
the wording. It is a reasonable guess that the author would be dictating his 
work, like many authors in antiquity/4 so it is unnecessary to imagine the 
writing taking place simultaneously with source consultation.n It is quite 
possible too that tlhe author used wax tablets in order to make notes for his 
composition.76 

The other major due that the Gospel of Thomas provides is the order 
of its sayings. The relative lack of parallels in order between Thomas and 

72. See above, U9-

73· The relative scarcity of Johannine material makes it less likely that the author has a 

copy of a Four Gospel.s codex, though it is possible that he has access to a copy of a Gospels 
codex and focuses primarily on Matthew and Luke. 

74- lndudiog, of course, our best-known witness, Paul (Rom. 16:22; cf. t Cor. 16:21; Gal. 
6:n). 

75· For a study of the issues involved with writing in antiquity, and holf this impacts 

the Synoptic Problem, sec R. A. Derrcnbackcr Jr., Ancient Compositional Practices and the 

Synoptic Problem (BETL 186; Leuven: Peeters, 2005). 

76. See John C. Poirier, "The Roll, the Codex, the Wa:t Tablet, and the Synoptic Prob· 

lem; ]SNT35 (2012): 3-30. 
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the Synoptics suggests that the author was regularly accessing the Synoptic 
materials from his memory of the texts he was using. While it is not im· 
possible that the author was physically finding his key texts, the logistical 
efforts involved in that enterprise are far greater than those involved with 
recalling texts from memory. Moreover, memory is associative, and many 
of Thomas's links look as if they could be the result of simple associations 
in memory. It is commonly said that Thomas works by "catchword" (Stich
wort) connection, and it is undoubtedly the case that many of the links be

tween sayings make sense on this basis. These links may often be the result 
of memory associations,77 and it is worth adding that the links between 
sayings are not limited to the word level. Sometimes there are links between 
sayings in thought and imagery, which may also be signals of memory as
sociation. The case of Thom. 79 (chapter 6 above) makes the point clearly. 
ln material that shows a marked dependence on Luke, the author associates 
material from disparate parts of the Gospel (Luke 11:27-28 and 23:28-29) 

that share the same imagery and vocabulary. It is the kind of association 
that may show that the author has a good mental recall of the text of Luke.18 

Nevertheless, if Thomas is often accessing the Synoptic Gospels through 
memory of the texts, this may mean that some of the variations from the 
Synoptics are due to memory distortion as well as intentional redaction. 
The phenomenon of the missing middle (chapter 7 above) may itself be an 
illustration of this. The author is recalling texts in an incomplete way, and 
leaving out key sections from the middle of the passages in question. Once 
again, though, the possibility of consultation of the texts, alongside access 
from memory, should not be ruled out. Sequences of sayings like 63 (Rich 
Fool), 64 (Great Banquet), 65 (Tenants in the Vineyard), and 66 (Rejected 
Stone) may point to the author working in sequence through the Gospel of 
Luke (12:15-21; 14:15-24; 20:9-16, 17). 

77· See Patterson, Gospel of71romas, IOO·I02, for a list of catchwords and the suggestion 
that "one could weD imagine an editor assembling these sayings simply as he or she remem
bered them, catchwords triggering tbe recoUeclion of each new saying. [n this case the catch· 
words will not have been part of any conscious design on the part of the editor, but simply 
the result of his or her own process of remembering" (102). Patterson imagines tbe process as 
taking place with respect to "an oral stage in the tradition;' bu1 calchwords are just as likely to 
work witb respect to memory of texts too. 

78. If this explanation of the catchword conncctions is on the right lints, it makc.s it less 

likely that the catchwords in 1l1omas relate to "a long history of oral composition" (DeConick. 
Recovering, 48). The catchwords may be the result of memory associations in the author's 
recall ratber than evolving as mnemonic triggers for tbe person performing tbe text. 
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Conclusion 

A chapter like this nms the risk of being misheard . .  \llany scholar::. are cur
rentJy rediscovering the importance of oraJ tradition; others are seeing 
their approach to Christian origins transformed by consideration of oral
ity. Vlhen one is in the midst of a changing perception in the scholarship, 
whether or not it ends up being a genuine "paradigm shift;' it can be dif
ficult to retain the right balance. Consideration of orality in the wider aca
demic guild has undoubtedly played a major and often succes�ful part in 
encouraging the reassessment of orality and literacy in early Christianity.79 
The danger, however, is that enthusiasm for the new perspective can dis
tort as well as enlighten, and the eagerness to embrace the study of orality 
can lead to ignorance of areas like the study of the relationshtp between 
the texts. It is a case in point that a great deal of the study of orality takes 
place to the neglect of any serious understanding of issues in the Synoptic 
Problem.80 Moreover, our desire to understand orality in the ancient world 
shouJd not be confused with our ability to gain access to the oral traditions 
and oral performances that are, in their very nature, lost, except in so far as 
they are crystallized in the texts that we have been studying all along.81 

I have suggested in this chapter that while it is helpful to reflect on the 

79. Note also the emerging stud}' of memory in much recent �t:w Testament scholar
ship. Sec especially Anlhony Le Donne, The Hi:>toriographical ]l'sus: Alem01y, Typology, a11d 
the Son of Dat•id (\'\'aco: Baylor Unin�rstty Pre�. 2009); and Alan "-•rk, '[\{emory; m Kelber 
and B}r�kog, ed� .• jesus ;, .\!emory, 155-72, and the hterature Cited there. 

So. The common confusion or the Two-Smm.:e Theorr '' ith the literar� rdationship 
between the Synoptic Gospels illustrates Lhe dilliculty; see, e.g., Werner Kelber, "1he Two

Source I fypothesh, thr classic explanatory model accounting for the interrelationship of the 

three srnoptic gospcb, has been tradtlionally formulated as a literary probkm that is to be 

examined in literary terms and subject to a literary resolution, lea\'ing no room for oral in
terfacing, the poetics of gospel narrativity. and memorial activities"' ("Oral Tradition in Bible 

and �e'"'' Testament Studies;' Oral Tradition 18/J [2003]: 40-42 [41 J). The Tv.:o-Source Theory 
is a solution to "the literary problem"'; it is not the problem itself. See similarly Dunn, "Alter
ing the Default Setting:· 158; idem. Jesus, Paul, ami tile Gospels (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
2011 ), 27-28, where �the force of the standard two �ource theor( is found in the degree of 

agrel'mcnt between the Synoptic Gospels. That Dunn think� that I he degree oC agreement 
between the Synoplh:!> establishe� the plausibility of the '1\vo-Source I heory may 1llu.<.trate the 
presence of a "default setting'· in his st.holarship. 

81. There is a massJve contrast here between the study of recent oral tradition and the 

stuJy of oral tradition in antiquity. Oral history projects now allow us lo access the stories and 

memories of individuals who have never committed them to writing. The study of orality in 
anliquit} remains a matter of the �tud}' of text�. 
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role played by orality in antiquity, there are the potentials for the distortior.:a 
both of the contemporary world and the ancient world. There is sometimes 

an inclination to caricature our own literate world in the light of the aca
demic subculture in which we move and, at the same time, to exaggerate 
the role played by orality in antiquity by making claims that do not take 
seriously the importance of the literacy of the elite who carried the tradi
tions and composed the texts. Understanding the world in '''hich the early�
Christians mo\'ed is about understanding the role played by both texts anc£ 
traditions. ln the light of the interaction between orality and literacy, the 
emergence of the term '·secondary orality" within New Testament studieS
should probably be avoided, and it should be retained only to describe con
temporary electronic communications. 

The Gospel of Thomas has played a special role in the discussion of oraJ
ity. but the claim that it has a fundamentally oral disposition or that it is 
the product of an oral state of mind requires some caution. The appear
ance of orality is a product of 'Jiwmas's genre, the sayings gospel, itself no 
doubt influenced b}' its theological preference, its inclination to play down 
the Old Testament, and its characterization of Jesus as the enigmatic "Liv
ing One;' the interpretation of whose sayings has the potential to impart 
eternal l ife. If this reading is right, the sayings that have parallels with the 
Synoptics do not emerge from a primitive oral tradition but from I110mas's 
self-conscious extraction of congenial materiaJ. This, of course, raises the 
question about how and why Ihomas would engage in this kind of use of 
the Synoptics, and this is the topic of Chapter 10. 
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CHAPTER 9 

Dating Thomas and the Gospels 

Preliminaries 

When one reflects on the case for Thomas's familiarity with the Synoptics, 
there are broader, related questions that require exploration, questions 
about how, when, and why Thomas read the Synoptics. At first sight, the 
most straightforward of these questions relates to dating, the subject of the 
current chapter. Its apparent straightforwardness might, however, be mis
leading. The subject requires some care, beginning with discussion of the 
dating of other ea!Tiy Christian works, especially those to which Thomas is 
related. 

One of the aspects of studying the dating of early Christian documents 
is the temptation to shoot too quickly for absolute dates, without first at
tempting to establish relationships between documents. I have waited until 
chapter 9 to discuss the issue for this reason, to avoid attempting to pin
point Thomas to a particular date without first assessing its relationship to 
the Synoptic Gospels. One of the virtues of B. H. Streeter's classic Four Gos

pels' is that it takes seriously the necessity to work on Gospel relationships 
before attempting to establish the dates of the Gospels. However much we 
might find matters like the Synoptic Problem not to our taste, it is essential 
to get on top of Slllch things if we are to get some feeling for the most plau
sible relationship of the Gospels to one another. It is a necessary prior step 
before attempting to fix the Gospels to a specific date or range of dates. 

Another aspect of the problem is the pedagogical advantage of keep-

1. Burnett Hillm:lJl Streeter, Tlte Four Gospels: A Study of Origins Treati11g of the Manu
script Tradition, Sources, Authorship and Dates (London: Macmillan, 1924). 
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ing the dating simple. Like other issues in the study of Christian origins, 
our research is affected by the need to teach the topic in a comprehensible 
way, to find a compelling narrative, and to make the points memorable. The 
standard picture used in introductory courses on the New Testament and 
Christian origins is remarkably easy to grasp, and it is pedagogically useful. 
Every decade in the first century from the 40s on is covered. Paul writes in 
the 40s and sos, Mark in the 6os, Matthew in the 70s, Luke in the 8os, and 
John in the 90s. Other assorted items that are of lesser interest punctuate 
this pattern, and the noncanonicals are safely dated in the second century 
and beyond. This broad dating leads to a developmental model with easy
to-define markers and phases. The oral period lasts for a generation, during 
which Paul witnesses to the expansion of Christianity; Mark is the first to 
write a life of Jesus, utilizing those ora.! traditions but under Paul's influence; 
then, firmly in the post-70 period, Matthew builds on Mark but re-Judaizes 
it, while Luke does the same thing either at the same time or a little later. 
The picture is completed with John, writing his spiritual Gospel in the 90s 
or the turn of the century. The neatness of the picture, though, should act 
as a warning to reexamine the basis for these judgments. How secure is 
the general pic1ture, what are the complications, and how does it impact on 
Thomas? 

Before we take a closer look at these issues, it will be worth asking some 
preliminary questions in order to make sure that the discussion is placed on 
as sound a footing as possible. Several of these issues recapitulate themes 
that we have visited already, but it is nevertheless important to underline 
that the process of discussing ancient literary works, and relationships be
tween ancient literary works, involves a necessary element of simplifying. 
The process of attempting to articulate the key issues in a coherent fashion 
inevitably means that the model might be mistaken for the reality. 

What Is a Literary Work? 
It is easy to engage in this kind of discussion without thinking through the 
broader issues of what it means to talk about "texts" and "literary works" in 
antiquity. It is somewhat hackneyed to point out the obvious facts that none 
of the autographs have survived and that there were no printing presses, but 
textual critics rightly remind us to behave as if we actually know that that 
is the case.1 Too often, we lapse into treating the scholarly constructs as if 
they are the actual artifacts that they can only aspire to be. At the very least, 

z. See especially Parker, Living Text. 
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we need to keep reminding ourselves in discussions like this that we are not 

dealing with fixed points and known entities but with reconstructions and 

approximations. 

A Works Evolution 
There is a related issue here, that the more we become text-critically sen

sitive, the more we are inclined to reflect on the evolution of the literary 

works we think we know. ·when we try to date Mark's Gospel, what are 

we dating? Something that approximates to our scholarly reconstructions 

of Mark 1:1-16:8 or something akin to what the vast majority of witnesses 
have, a Mark that goes on beyond 16:8? When we try to date John, are we 

imagining a version with or without the Peri cope Adulterae, with or without 
chapter 21? When we date Thomas, are we dating textual antecedents to the 

Oxyrhynchus fragments, where Coptic Thomas's saying 77 is found with 

saying 30, or constructs more akin to the Coptic? This kind of question 

is sometimes framed as if it is exclusive to antiquity, but even in the print 

culture of the twentieth century, a literary work's history is often about a 

date range rather than a fixed point in time. When we refer to John Knox's 
Chapters in a Life of Paul, are we dating it to its original influential edition in 

1954 or the revised version of 1989, in which he reacts to critics of his earlier 
work?3 Sometimes our attempts to date literary works too precisely ignore 

what we know to be the case: documents are not static entities even today, 
let alone in antiqu.ity.4 

Text and Tradition 
There is a further related issue that can lead to confusion. We sometimes 

speak as if a literary work is as early as the traditions it contains. Or, to put it 

in another way, we confuse tradition history with a document's dating. Thus 

a document first penned in the year 8o CE might contain good traditions 
from the early 30s. One first penned in the 6os might be fuU of historically 

dubious legends. We should be careful to make sure that in attempting to 
date a document we are not simply dating the traditions contained in that 

literary work. 

It is not my intention, though, to talk only about the difficulties in-

3· John Knox, Chapters in a Life ofPtJul (t95<j; rev. cd., london: SCM, •989). To make it 

still more complicated. we could insist too that e\·en the 1954 edition featured revised versions 
of articles written in the •930S. 

4· Cf. Patterson, Gospel ofTI•omas, 115, for similar caution. But see further below, 161-62. 
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volved in the task at hand, but rather to make sure that certain warnings are 
in place before embarking on the journey ahead. It is important to be clear 
that this discussion of the dating of literary works takes place in a context 
that admits that there are complexities but that aims for the greatest degree 
of clarity possible. 

Arguments for an Early Date 

Establishing the latest possible date for the Gospel of Thomas is relatively 
straightforward!. A work can be no later than its earliest textual witness, and 
in the case of Thomas, this is P.Oxy. 1, dated by GrenfeiJ and Hunt to c. 200 
CE, a date that bas continued to command consensus.5 Where Thomas falls 
in the period that dates from the earliest years of the Christian movement, 
though, is more difficult to establish. Here one's verdict will be determined 
in large part by the answers given to questions about Thomas's familiar
ity with the Synoptics.6 Although an independent or autonomous Thomas 
does not require an early date,' clearly it becomes increasingly difficult to 
imagine a late Thomas remaining uninfluenced by the Synoptic Gospels, 
especially Mattihew. 

For Stephen Patterson, there are three major indications of Thomas's 
early date. The first argument is its appeal to authority.8 Like Matt. t6:13-20 
or the deutero-Pauline epistles, Thomas sits comfortably in the "last de
cades of the first century;' as a text that appeals to the authority of particular 
individuals, not as "apostles" or as members of "the twelve:' The Incipit and 

5· Sec above, 28-29 n. 12. The scholar who presses closest to this tenninus ad quem is 

Perrin, Thomas and Tatian, for whom the terminus a quo is set by Tan an's Diatessaron, setting 
up a fairly narrow window for the composition of 7/romas, at the end of the second century. 
r-or his defense of this dating, see P<'rrin, Thomas, tire Other Gospel, 97·99· 

6. Cf. Ron Cameron, •Thomas, Gospel o f;" ABD 6:535-40 (536), ·u Cos. 7/rom. is a say· 
ings collection based on an autonomous tradition, and not a gospel harmony conllated from 

the NT, then a date of composition in, say, the last decades of the 1st century would be more 
likely than a mid-to-late-2d-century date." 

7· As recognized by Patterson, Gospel of71romas, 113. 
8. TI1e argument is developed from Koester, •Introduction;" 39, •the type of appeal to 

apostolic authority," and 40-41. Although Koester states the case for an early date as if it is 
self-evident, these arguments arc controversial. In 1977 Bruce Lincoln spoke of the Gospel's 

dating in "the first half of the second century A.D." as "now generally accepted" ("Thomas· 
Gospd and Thomas-Community: A New Approach to a r-amiliar Text," NovT 19 [1977): 65·76 

[65 n. 1)). 
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Tiwrn. 13 ( Peter, Matthew, and Thoma�) and TI10m. 12 (James) illustrate this 
phenomenon, and Patterson says: 

The text thus dates to a period in which authority was still personal, or 
dependent upon a leader's personal charisma and powers of persua
sion, and not yet apostolic properlr speaking. The latter depends upon a 
nostalgia, in \Vhich "the apostles" have become venerated figures in the 
community's foundational stories, a view not shared by Thomas (cf. esp. 
Thorn 43, 51, and 52). AJI of this wouJd suggest a date close to Paul, who 
feels no compunction about maligning the reputation of an apostolic 
leader when he feels so compelled (cf. Gal 2:11- 12), or to Mark, who often 
p01irays the "disciples" as simple dunderheads. By contrast. at the end of 
the first century Luke can smooth over all of the e difficulties to portray 
a single, harmonious. apostolic church guided and unified by the Holy 
Spirit.9 

The sketch is intriguing, but the argument becomes unconvincing as soon 
as we begin reflecting on the literature. The earliest works do, in fact, refer 
to "the apostles" and "the twelve" as authoritative groups. Indeed, 1 Cor. 
15:1-u lists appearances to Peter and "the twelve;' and to James and "all the 
apostles;· in the context of an authoritative teaching that Paul has receiYed 
and passed on "as of first importance." This is hardly Paul speaking with a 
kind of nostalgic distance. individual authority in these undoubtedly first
century Christian texts can quite easily be flanked by appeal to apostolic 
status (cf. 1 Cor. 9:1). and the deutero-Paulines likcwtse appeal to "the foun
dation of apostles and prophets" (Eph. 2:20). 10 

Unlike these first-century texts, 111o111as does not appeal to "apostolic" 
authority as apostolic authority. James ( 71wm. 12), for whom heaven and 
earth came into being, comes closest to playing this role. He is, of course, 
a major figure in early Christianity ( 1 Cor. 15:7; Gal. 1:19; 2:9, t2; Acts 15:13; 

21:18), but this James is not so much the brother of Jesus as James "the Just" 
(�lK�IOC) of later Christian reflection. The designation of "the Just" is not 
found in the Gospels, Acts, or Paul but is characteristic of later Christian 

9· Patterson, Gospcl of 1710I1/l1S, 116. Thomas is gelling a littk carl ier here as one progress
e� through the argument, beginning - along wtth the deutero-Paulines and Matthew - in 
the latter decades of the first centur�·. and ending up - along .,.,ith Paul and Mark - nearer 

to the mid-first century. 

10. For some nuanced reflections on "authot-ity and autonomy'' in ?lromns, see Uro, 
7homas, So-105. 
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sources like Hegesippus and Clement of Alexandria.' '  The presence of 
James, then, is certainly consonant with a later date, 12 all the more as others 
of Thomas's favorite characters similarly straddle both centuries (Salome, 
Mary, and Thomas). 13 

Patterson's second argument reverts to the issue of 1homas's alleged 
generic similarity to Q, and the position they share as examples of say
ings collections within early Christianity: "The sayings collection as a lit
erary form belongs to the earliest period of Christian literary activity, as 
evidenced by Q:' '4 Like the source behind Mark 4, Q was absorbed into 
narrative gospels and so obliterated. The loss of Thomas then ensures the 
triumph of the narrative gospel and the death of this primitiYe form. For 
Q skeptics, arguments like this will have little appeal, and for them Thomas 
does not have the analogical mooring in the first century. Others too might 
perceive problems with the argument. Although a key ingredient of Koester 
and Robi nson's Trajectories model, Thomas fits just as easily into a scheme 
where it provides a bridging text to the revelation discourses of the second 
century and beyond. It is not an example of a lost literary form from the first 
centurv but rather an emerging literary form in the second. Thomas does I 

not yet feature that e>..-plidt post-resurrection setting that characterizes texts 
like Dialogue of the Savior, but it marks a clear step in that direction, with its 
"living Jesus" and its lack of historicizing tendency. 15 

Patterson's third argument is based on the lack of Christological titles 
in Thomas. Following Koester, he notes that Thomas does not use the titles 
"Messiah;' "Lord," or "Son of Man:''6 "Koester invites comparison;' Patter-

11. EuscbiUS, HE 2.1.3; 2.23.4. On James in 11romas see John Painter, Just James: T11£' 
Brother of Jrs11s in History and Tradition (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1999), 160-63: and Uro, 

11wmas, 84-88 and 93-97. 

12. 5ee abo the apparent prominence of James to the Naassenes (llippol)1Us, Rejutatto11 

of All Her�sics 5·7·'; cf. 10.9.3), noted by V1.'iUiam R. Schoedel, "Naassene "Themes in the Copt1c 
Gospel of l11omas:' FC 14 (1960): 225-34 (232-33). 

13. Salom.:: 71wm. 61: Mark 15:40; 16:1; First Apo.:alypse of fames 40.25-26; Mary: I1um1. 
114; 1\lark 15:40-16:8 and parallels. As in many second- and third-century works, including 
the Gospel t�/1'-iary. Pistis Sophia, and Dialogue of the Savior, Mary in Tlwmns is not specifi
cally '"�Iagdalene:· in contrast w1th all four canonical Gospels. J ndeed, it is often impossible to 
work out wh ich �vlar)' IS being referenced in the second- and th1rd-century texts. Sec further 
the essay� (Qiiel.:ted in F. Stanley )ones. Which A1ary? 71te Afarys of Early Christian Tradition 
(SBLSymS 19; Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2002). 

14. Patterson. (,ospcl of7110I11llS, 117. 
15. On the sa)•ings gospel argument, see also above, 9-14. 
16. Patt�rson. Gospel of11wmas, u8, citing Koe:.ter, ... Introduction." 40. See also Koester, 
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son notes, uwith other early sayings collections such as Q, which he has long 
argued originally did not include sayings identifying jesus with an apoca
lyptic Son of Man."17 Unfortunately, there are no ''other early Sa)rjngs col
lection such as Q:' and even within Q tl:e absence of Christological titles is 
something that one can only establish by means of a literary stratigraph)..l8 
that is by no means accepted by all Q scholars. The support for this argu
ment, therefore, is a matter of accepting a particular means of stratifying a 
hypothetical document. Yet even granting those arguments does not estab
lish an early date for Thomas. It only tells us about 1homas's Christology, 
or lack of it.19 After all, the earliest extant Christian •.vorks, like 1 Thessalo
nians, are rich in Christological titles, especially "Christ" and "Lord." 

Patterson's arguments for Thomas's early date do not settle the issue. 
The key di fficulty, though, remains the evidence for T110mas's familiarity 
with the Synoptic Gospels. [n order to gain a sense of Thonws's date, it is 
necessary to reflect on the dating of the Synoptic Gospels themselves. 

Dating the Synoptic Gospels 

If, as I have argued in the previous chapters, Thomas is familiar "'ith the 
Synoptic Gospels. the book of coUise postdates them. lf TI1omas knew and 
used the Synoptic Gospels, then the terminus a quo for the composition 
of Thomas can be determined in the attempt to find the dates at \·vhich the 
Synoptic Gospels \'\.'ere written. 20 This is no easy task, and is itself a matter 
of debate. Nevertheless, there are reasons not to be daunted. First, the case 
for Markan priority remains strong, and it is the broad consensus in New 

AHcient Clrristian Go!pels. 86. "Jhe occurrence of "Son or Man" in 'Jiwm. 86 is regarded as 

"not titular.'' 

17. Patterson, Gospel of Thomas. 118. See also Patterson et al., F�{th Gospel, 43. 

18. Patterson, and later Koester, endorse KJoppenborg's stratigraphical analysis of Q in 

support of the view that "the early. formative layerofQ" is the one with ,.,•hicb 'JI10mas should 

be compared (Patters(•n, Gospel ojT11omas, uS; Koester, Anne11t Cllristran Gospels, 87). 

19. �ote roo that 71wm. 13 features discussio, of Chnstologr and implies a rejection of 

the conceptions of Jesus represented by the mainstre-.tm Christian figures Peter and �1atthew. 

in fa\'Or of a Ch ri�tology of enigma and re\·elation associated with the hero 1l10mas. 

20. Contrru>l Patterson, Gospel of Thomas, u3. "The fact that 1 homas is not dependent 

upon the synoptic gospels is informative insofar a> it means that thc�e texts, the latest (Luke) 
having been written perhaps near the end of the first centurr. do not oller a lerminus 11 quo for 

·n1omas." He �peaks oith1s "fact" again in 113 n_ 1, though rightly noting that an independent 

Thomas is not ncccssariJy an early TI1onws, cootra;ting Stevan Davie�. Go�pel af 111onuzs, 145. 
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Testament scholarship for good reason.21 My advocacy of Markan priority 

combined with Luke's use of Matthe\v22 is more controversial, but it only 

impacts the current discussion marginally. On the Farrer theory, Luke is 

writing later than Matthew, and so Thomas becomes the fourth document 

in a trajectory from Mark to Matthew to Luke to Thomas, but this is not 

greatly different from the Two-Source Theory, where Thomas would still 

be a fourth document, but without the direct line of genealogical descent 

passing through Matthew to Luke to Thomas. For Two-Source theorists 

who hold that Thomas knows the Synoptics, it does not make a great deal 
of difference, for dating discussions, whether Matthew and Luke are inde
pendent. Indeed, for some Two-Source theorists, Luke is writing later than 
Matthew, notwithstanding his independence of him.23 

Second, the case for a post-70 dating for Mark is strong, and gaining in 

momentum in recent scholarship. Although it might be overstating the case 
to speak about a post-70 Mark as an emerging consensus, several recent 

works place the onus on those wishing to argue the opposite. The impor

tance of this is obvious. Since Mark is the first in the sequence of literary 

works, dating Mark is a very helpful way of moving forward. If Mark post

dates 70, so do Matthew, Luke, and Thomas. 
Before tackling that question, however, it is important to underline a 

key point abol.l!t the dating game. The discussion is inevitably clouded by 

the complications of textual tradition (observable) and textual tradition 
(hypothesized)_ We discussed above some of the difficulties involved with 
a literary work's evolution, its range of dates, and the inevitable difficulties 
that this can cause the historian. Nevertheless, it is possible to speak reason
ably about the dating of the literary works as long as one bears these kinds 
of difficulties in mind. History, especially ancient history, often needs to deal 

in approximations. It is a heuristic and not a descriptive discipline, and rea

soned discussion of the date of given works is achievable provided one pro

ceeds with care. Too often, appeal to uncertainty is given as an excuse for 

failure to think through literary relationships and dates in a disciplined way. 

21. )Jevertheless, scholars should avoid the complacency of simply appealing to consen
sus on issues like this lest like other consensus views, it turns out to be weaker than we had 
imagined. My defense of the case for Markan priority is found in Oue Agninsl Q, cbapter 2; 
Synoptic Problem, chapters 3-4; and "Fatigue in the Synoptics:' 

22. Defended in my Case Against Q. 

23. Most radically this is the case for scholars like Burton L. Mack, for whom Matthew 
is dated in the late :Sos and luke in 120; see his Who Wrote the New Testame11t? Tire Making of 
the Christian Myth (San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1995), 161 and 167. 
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It is important, for example, to distinguish clearly between the date of 
a given work and the date of the traditions it contains and to avoid allow
ing document dating to get bound up with tradition history. How, then, 
should we conceive the question of dating a literary work? It should refer, 
one might argue, to the date of the given literary work as an observable, 
substantive entity with recognizable parameters such that it distinguishes 
itself from other works.24 Matthew, for example, is recognizably Matthew 
and not Mark, even though it contains a lot of Mark. Luke is recognizably 
Luke; it is not Matthew and it is not Mark, even though it contains a lot of 
the shape and the substance of those works. In this kind of discussion, then, 
we need to be clear about what it is we are trying to date. We are dating the 
literary works to which our texts bear witness, and not prior ora.l traditions, 
written traditions. or hypothetical earlier versions of the work in question. 
ln this context, we are not investigating the dating of elements within the 
larger, later literary work; we are attempting to date the work itself. 

A work can be no earlier than its most recent datable tradition. This is 
why, when we come to Mark, the question of its knowledge of the destruc
tion of the temple is so important. If Mark is familiar with the events of 
70, the presence of traditions earlier than 70 is irrelevant. Thus when Gerd 
Theissen argues that Mark's Little Apocalypse (Mark 13) and Passion Nar
rative (Mark t4-t5) can be dated to the late JOS or early 40s, he is neverthe
less still able to locate the production of Marks Gospel in the early 70s, so 
distinguishing clearly between the date of the literary work and the history 
of its constituent elements.25 

}an1es Crossley's Date of Mark's Gospet26 provides a case in point. Cross
ley argues against the consensus that Mark should be dated somewhere in 
the region 6;-7; CE, suggesting instead that Mark's knowledge of Jewish 
law, and the assumptions he makes about it, make best sense at a very early 
point, as early as the mid- to late 30s or early 40s. One of the book's virtues 
is that it effectively strengthens the case for a law-observant historical Jesus, 

24. The most important word here is ·substantive." It is right to stress the fluidity of the 
boundaries to a given literary work. but it is easy also to use this as an excuse to refrain from 
serious discussion about the dating of that literary work as a substantive entity. It is worth 

a.sking, for example, whether DeConick's hrpotheticai ·Kemel Gospel• is any more the Gospel 

of11romas than Matthew's Gospel is Mark's GospeL 
25. Gerd Theissen, 7/re Gospels in Context: Soda! and Political History in the Synoptic 

Tradition (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1991), U5·65 and 166-200. 
26. james G. Cro:Ssler, Tire Date of Mark's Gospel: lnsiglrt from the Law in Earliest Chris

tianity (JS�TSup 266; London: T & T Clark International, 2004). 
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and Crossley's arguments to that end are effective. The book is less persua
sive, though, in closing the gap that is usually theorized between Jesus in 
the early 30s and Mark in the late 6os or early 70s.27 The notion that the 
originating circumstances of the tradition correlate directly with the per
spective of the evangelist is problematic. It may be that Mark is sometimes a 
faithful retailer of traditional material.28 It is always going to be a tall order 
to demonstrate that assumptions apparently made in given traditions are 
identical with assumptions made by the author of the work in which they 
appear. 

Moreover, where there are dear signs of Markan redaction, they point 
away from Crossley's thesis. In the key passage about hand washing in Mark 
7, the narrator's framing of the material explains that hand washing before 
eating food is something practiced by "the Pharisees and all the jews" (Kai 
mivn:o:; oi'Jouoaiot). This does not set up the debate as an intra-Jewish one 
of the kind that Crossley's thesis requires. The practice of hand washing is 
established as something that "all the Jews" do, and which Jesus' disciples 
do not do (7:2, 5), setting up a contrast that Jesus' words then speak into, a 
contrast that makes good sense on the standard grounds that Mark is ad
dressing later Christian concerns. For Crossley, the reference here to "all the 
Jews" is a Markan exaggeration/9 but this concedes the grollnd about the 
accuracy and p:recision of Mark's knowledge of Judaism that is a major and 
necessary element in his case.30 

27. Cf. David Gowler's review of Crossley's subsequent IV/ry Christianity Happened in 
CBQ 69 (2007): 815-16 (816), �jesus' Torah observance could still have been adequately repre

sented by Mark in the 6os.· 

28. Cf. Charles Talbert's re,·iew in Perspectives in Religious Studies 33!4 (2006): 524-27 

(527), •This is a provocative thesis. Its arguments, however, are a house of cards, exegetically 

and logically. If Jesus is portrayed as a Torab-obsen-ant Jew in the Synoptics, it is debatable 
that Matthew and Luke reflect early church controversies in their support of such a view. It 

may be simpler to say that Jesus is so portrayed because that was the church's memory of him. 

Such a portrapl, in discontinuity with early church contro,·ersies, argues for the historicity 
of the depiction." See David lnstone Brewer's review in JTS 57/2 (zoo6): 647-50, for a similar 

critique, though Instone Brewer is attracted by Crossley's "startling exegesis" of Mark 7"9· 

29. Crossley, Date, 184-85- Crossley refers to a similar exaggeration in Letter of Ariste.�s 
305·6, but this does not help his case given that the author of Ariste.�s is assuming the persona 

of a Gentile, affecti11g an outsider perspective to make his point. 

JO. There is a further difficulty "�th Crossley's attempts to date the Gospel early - his 
assumption that Gmtile Christians in the early period were observing biblical laws (Dare, 
chapter ;). Paula Fredriksen, in an article not discussed by Crossley, argues persuasively that 

in the early period it was assumed that Ge:ntil� were included in the people of God without 

the necessity for conversion to Judaism. llte idea of circumcising Gentiles was an innovation 
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If Crossley's effort to rethink the dating of Mark is unsuccessful, it is 
nevertheless wortlh asking how secure the standard dating is. Since 2003 
four studies have reinforced the grounds for locating Mark in the aftermath 
of 70." Although these four disagree with one another on the details (e.g., 
the precise referent of Mark I3:14), 32 all agree on the significance of Mark 
1p-2, "Do you see these great buildings? Not one stone will be left upon 
another which will not be tom down:' For many, so blatant a prediction 
of the destruction of the temple in Jerusalem settles the question of Mark's 
date - it is written in full knowledge of the disastrous events of 70. For 
Kloppenborg, "The fact that this seems to correspond so precisely to what 
occurred invites the conclusion that it was formulated (or reformulated) ex 
eventu :'33 For Roskam, "the evangelist could not have presented the predic
tion of the destruction of the temple as an utterance of Jesus with such firm
ness unless he was very certain about its fulfilment."34 Objections to this 
view are ably discussed by Incigneri/5 who stresses Mark's "over-arching 
concentration on the Temple;'36 the destruction of which is so important in 
his narrative that iit is implausible to imagine that it was still standing when 
Mark wrote.37 

One of the standard arguments against the idea that Mark shows 
knowledge of the destruction of Jerusalem is the reassertion of the text's 

in some parts of the emerging Christian movement, in Antioch, jerusalem, and Galatia. See 

•Judaism, the Circumcision of Gentiles and Apocalyptic Hope: Another Look at Galatians 1 
and z:' ]TS 42 (1991): 532·6�. Crossley's assumption that avoidance of biblical law was intro· 

duced later, and that it involved a change of policy for Paul, is unnecessary. 

31- Brian j. lncigneri, Tl1e Gospel to the Romans: The Setting and Rhetoric of Mark's 
Gospel (Biblical Interpretation Series 65; Leiden: Brill, 2003); H. �- Roskam, T11e Purpose 
of the Gospel of Mark in Its Historical and Social Context (NovTSup 114; Lcidcn: Brill, 2004); 
Adam Winn, T/1e Purpose of Mark's Gospel: A11 Early Response to Roman Imperial Propaganda 
(WUNT 245; Tiibingen: Mohr Sieheck, 2008); and John $. Kloppenborg. "Evocatio Deorum 
and the Date of Mark:," JBL 124/3 (2oo;): 419-50. lncigneri, Roskam, and Kloppenborg are 

written independentlr of one another, and independently of Crossley. 
32. Roskam follows Lithrmartn in seeing a reference to the Roman general or his army 

(Purpose, 90·91); lncigneri is certain that Titus is in view (Gospel, 130·33). 

33· Kloppenborg. • Evocatio deorum; 431. 1be key text is Josephus,/. w: 7, especially 7-1--1-

34· Roskam, Purpose, 86. 

35- Incigneri, Gospel, chapter 3• "No Stone upon Another;' is a detailed and persuasive 
argument in favor of a post-70 date for Mark. 

36. Ibid., 1:;4. 

37- For the centrality of the temple theme in Mark, see further Thomas R. Hatina. lhe 
Focus of Mark 13:24·2.7 - ll1e Parousia, or the Destruction of the Temple?� BBR 6 (1996): 
43·66. 
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own character here as prediction. ln his lnl roduclion to tile New Testament, 

for t'xamplc, David A. DeSilva suggests, "The primary reac;on many schol
ars tend to date Mark's Gospel after 70 CE 1s the prc...,upposition that je:,u� 

could not foresee the de:,l ruct ion of ]erusalem - an ideologtcal conv1ct10n 

clearly not shared by all ."38 But this kind of appeal, while popular, tends not 
to tnke seriou�ly Lhe l i lt:rdry function of predictions in  narr.11 i' e texts like 
Mark.39 Succes:,ful predict ions play a major role in the' n:-�rrative, reinforc
ing the authority of the one making the prediction and confirming rhe ac
curacy of the text's theological view.'u1 It  is l ike reading Jeremiah. It works 
because the reader knows that the prophecie-; of doom turned out to be 
correct. It is about ll'hen prophecy succeeds. 

The text makes sense as Mark's attempt to c;ignal, in a post-70 context, 
that the event familiar to hi s readers was anticipated by Jesus, in word (13:2, 
14) and deed (11:12-21) and in Lhe symbolism of his death, when the veil of 
the temp le wns torn in two (15:38). The framing of the narrative requires 
knowledge of the dcslruction of the temple for its l iterary impact to be felt. 
lL i s  a perspective that is underli ned by the fir'\t of the taunts Ie,•eled when 
Jesus is crucifted, "Sol You who are going to destro) the temple and build 
it in thr�e days, come down from the cross and '-d\e yourseli!" Ct5.29-30\ .;t 
for the irony to work) Lhe reader has to understand that the temple has 
been destroyed;4.l the mockers look foolish from tht! prh·ileged r�;,pecti\'e 
of the post-70 reader, who now sees that Je�u'-' death i� the moment when 
the temple wa:, proleplically destroyed, the Dc1t': departing as the curtain 

38. Dnvld A. lJc�ilva, l\11 lntroductio11 to the 1\'cw TcsttWtl"rll (l>o..ncrs Glm'l". IL:  lnta-
Varsity Press, .WO<I), 1y6. Similarly Donald Guthrie, .\'t'W Tt ta�.nt lJ!!:rud';t:ticn 
Grove, IL: fnterVarsily Prt>��. 1971), 54, and often elsewhere 

39· Cf. Kloppcnborg, " J;vocalfo deorum," who stresse� the ro!e pbyed lbe �· 
mntif' ui t'vuculiml tlecm1111 edwed here in Mark, e.g., -Jo16, ilm � a  dJ:stinaiou 
between omens and rituals that (allegedly) occurred before the C\"mts, and tfxir cn.:y and  

historiographic usc in lliuTative:' 
40. Cr. Winn, P11rpo.\1' o( t'vfarH c;ospd, 57 5R. 

41. 1 am grateful to Ken ObtHI for alerli ng me to the: import.anre o{ to:t m z prz:pn-. 
"You who would destroy this temple;· presented at the: RntlSh �� Ti � 
Synop1 icc: ScminM in September 2oos. Olson point� uut that the o:hn lhc are 
presumed true: Jesus saved others (15:31 ), he ts the Chmt. the kinf. -l!nd {1):32� tbe 
or God (1r;:w). 

42. CL Indgneri, Gospel, 152-53, "Tronically, it is true �C' ·� in l� pocess 

it and building a new one, commencing ''ilh hts willingne'' to die so that 
gospel. As the readers .kJww that the new temple. the Church. had aJread) b«o built. for- the 
irony of 15.29 LO work fully. lhl' 'temple, loo, mw.l alr<'ady ha\·e been deo,lro}ed.:" 0-: Donald fj_ 
Juel. A J\ last a of S11rprise: MctrJ... Interpreted (Minneapolis: Fort re�c;. 19'J4). ::. 
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is tom, the e\·ent oi destruction interpreted through Gospel narrative and 
prophecy. 

Dating of Sub equent Gospels 

tf Mark is ,,Tilten after 70, and if Matthew, Luke, and ·1homas all postdate 

Mark, 1l is worth askmg whether indications in Matthew, Luke, and 1 homas 

correlate with this picture. for ). A. T. Robinson, it was the lack of reference 

to 70 anywhere in the NC\\ restament that proved decisive in his altempls 

at rcdating: 

the single most datable . . .  event of the period -- the fall of jerusalem in 

AD 70, and with it Lhe collapse ofin�tilutional Judaism based on the tem
ple - is never once;: mentioneJ as a past fact. 1t is, of course, predicted; 
and these predict ions are, in some easel! al least, al:>sumcd to be written 
(or written up) ufter the event. But the silence is nevertheless as signifi
cant a1> the silence for Sherlock Holmes of the dog that did not hark.4" 

1he daim is uni mpre�sive, though, given that most of the literary works 

in question are either '' ritten in the pre-70 period ( Paul's Letters) or set in 

the pre-70 period (Go�pcls and Acts). What is remarkable is that l iterary 

works set a generation before 70 appear to speak �o clearly about the de
struction of the temple. For Robin�on, "1hat Jesus could have predicted the 

doom ofJerusalem and its sanctuary is no more inherently improbable than 
that anolhcr Jesus. the :--on of Ananias, shouki h ;.we done so in the autumn 
of 62:'"'' �1 he problem for this perspective is that Jesus hen Ananias's proph
ecy occurs in a l iterary work that postdates 70, Josephus's Jewis/1 War. A':;j 
wilh Made, i t  is  important to ask the question ahont the literary lLm�.:tion of 
the prediction in the narrative, here i n  a work that clirnaxes with the story 
or Jerusalem'� del:>truction.'15 

Indeed, a comparison between Jesus ben Ananias i n  Josephus and }e-

43. john A. T. Robmson. Redati11g the New Teslcmlml (1  onJon. �CI\1, 1976), 13. 
·14· lbu.l., 15. 
45. ('f. C. A t-:vans, 'Predictions 1.1f the Destrucliun of the Herodtan Temple in the 

Pscudepigrapha, Qumran Scrolls and Rdated Texts;· /SP 10 ( 19�2)· l\9-1 17, which fllt�mrts 
"to <.lctt'rm ine as predseh· a." pussihk the sigui ficanLt' ofJcsus· prophecy <111tl the W\1Y it would 
have bct:n undt:rstood b) bh contt? nporarit's" (91) rather than to look flt the lit<.'rary fllm:tion 
of predictions of the de�truct1on ot the temple in narrariv�s Ilk<.' Mark. 
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sus of Nazareth in i\1atthe, .. and Luke provtde further triking parallels. 
The oracle Matt. 23:37-39 I I Luke 13:34-35 has marked similarities with the 
urade in Jewish �1/nr 6.300-301, the same threefold focus on the people, the 
city, the temple. Jesus ben Ananias cries "a voice against Jerusalem," and Je
sus laments "Jerusalem, Jerusalem." Jesus ben Ananias singles out "the holy 
house:· and Jesus says, ((Behold, your house is forsaken." jesus ben Ananias 
raises ((a voice against this whole people," just as Jesus exclaims, "how often 
would l have gathered your children." Moreover, the same context in jose
phus features a portent of voices being heard in lhc temple saying, ((we are 
departing from hence" (pETapaivopt:v EVT£U8Ev, /. lV. 6.299), sim ilar to the 
i mplication here in Matthew and Luke that God has left the temple - cc.He
hold your house is forsaken and desolate'' (Matt. 23:38). 46 Such prophecies 
and portents function simila rly in each of the texts and they point to a post-
70 dating. 

Finding references to the destruction of the temple in Thomas might 
be thought less likely. Given its genre (sayi ngs gospel in which narratives 
about the temple arc absent) and theological proclivity (the relative lack of 
so-called apocalyptic eschatology), one m1ght not expect to see references 
in Thomas to the destruction of the temple. However, 1l10m. 71,  "1 �hall 
destroy this house and no one will be able to rebuild it;• does appear to be 
a reference to this event, in a saying that is reminbcent of Jesus' reported 
words in Matthew and Iv1ark:47 

Mall. 26:61 Mark 14:58 TTtom. 71 
f--

O{noc; tq.>q· 'Tl l..lt::Lc; tiKOlJ<10!JEV QlJTOU n�;x.o t<; xt;, 
D.uva�tat A.tyovmc; i:ht 'Eyw 

Kata>.:uoat TOV vaov TOU Ka·raA.uaw TOV vaov ttl�WCWrWP 
ewil TOUTOV TOV XEtponoiqrov ttl lo8J!H�I 
xal Ota Tpt<'ilv �!lt:pwv Ked 8ta Tpt(i>v ��u:pwv 0.) tU Mfi A0-0.) 

QAAOV OXt:tp07TOiflTOV 
OLKOOO�l�CJQL. ol Ko8o�u1CJ(Il· I I�(J)t<O I (I 

i"}lco.to ... "--'IJ . . .  "' 

46. See furlhrr my (ase AKaiusr Q, 23-28, in "luch I argu.: tor Lh� post-70 dating of 

Matth�'" Clnd Luke. i\l th,tl point, J had not s�t'n how '>lton� th� l<l"l! wa-; lor a post-70 Mark. 
47· cr. ,,,.,() John 2:1(), which ha� lhc -;ayin� on k:..us' hp� (a.'> 10 71romas) 
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Matt. 26:61 Mark 14:58 Thom. 71 

"This man said, "We heard him say, Jesus says, 
'lam able to destroY the 'I will destrOY this "I will destrov this 
temple of God temple made with hands house, 
and to build it afte�r three and after three days, I and no one will be able 

days:"' will build another not to build it [except me].n 
made with hands�» 

·llH' saying falls at the bottom of a damaged page. This reconstruction, i}C�RA:A.D-1 ("ex-
cept me") is due to Hans· Martin Schenke. "Bemerkungen zu :71 des Thomas· Evangeli · 
urns; Enclroria: Zeitschrift for Demostistik wrd Koptologie 27 (zoot): uo-z6; also followed 
by Plisch, Gospel of 1honras, 1]1. DeConick. Original Gospel, 226, mentions the damage 
also at the top left of the next page of the manuscript and notes, "This makes the recon-
struction of the last portion of saying 71 and the last portion of 72 very difficult; but this 
should read ". . .  the first portion of ]z." 

There are hints of the Synoptic saying in Thomas's formulation, Mark's 
bold "I will destroy this temple" resembling Thomas's "I will destroy this 
house;' and Matthew's redactional reformulation with "I am able . . :· 

(Mva!lat . . .  ) perhaps leading to Thomas's "no one will be able to build it" 
(Mii .>..?>.?>. y II?>.IJ)t<OTQ).48 The matter of special interest in Thomas's formu
lation is this latter clause, which hints at a date after Bar Kokhba's rebellion, 
placing Thomas after 135 CE. Now no one will be able to rebuild the temple. 

This raises the question whether anything else might corroborate the 
hint. Is there anything else in Thomas that points to the post-135 period? 
Thomas 68 provides a strong clue that Thomas indeed postdates 135, in ma
terial that appears in a redactional addition to material paralleled in Mat
thew and Luke: 

48. Bethge's Gr� k retroversion here is Atyu · I!JOOu<;· K<n<lAoow [Toirrov tov) olr<ov KOI 
ou&i<; <5uv�O£T0l otKOOOtJijOar oirr6v (t!NJv EtJOU ). 
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Man. 5:1u-u 

1 o �taKilptm oi 
Ot:tilulyptvot rvrKrv 
OIKalOmivq�. 0 n miTwv 
eonv r'1 �ktcn/..ela TWV 
OUpav((>V. 

11 f.iaKaptOi ton: 
o tuv uvt:16lowmv 
Vf.Hl<; Kal ou.ll�WOIV 

Kat f'tTTWOlV TTQV 
rrov11pov J<a8' UflWV 
�Vwtio�-trvol heKt:v e1-1ou. 

1 0  Bles�eu arc those who 
arc persecuted fur the 
�akc or rightcou�ne�s 
because theirs is the 
kingdom of the heavens. 
1 1  Ble�!:>ed are you when 
they insult and persecuLc 
you and speak falsely 
every evil against you for 
my sake. 

I Luke 6:22 

MaKaptoi ton: 
orav fllO�CJwcnv 
l>�-ta<; oi <ivOpwrrot, Kai 
chtw acpoplawcrtv u1-1ac; 

Kal 6vetOL<iWCflV Kal 
t:KpaAwcnv ro ovo�-ta 
u�twv w� rruv11pcw 

ht::Ka Tou uiou 
TOU avApwrrou. 

nlessed are you when 
people hate you and 
ostracize you and cast 
out your name as evil 
for the sake of the Son 
of Man. 

11rom. 68 

ncx�.:. tc xc 
fiTW I ii  2ilt 10-KO.PIOC 
20'1'0.11 �YWO.IIIIt"�<; I 0 
Til) I I I  I ICcp � IWKo 
1 1 1 1(1) 1 1 1 

�) w c ;< ; r  f?.>.2l.� ?-.. r 1 
�,:; ronoc 21·1 1 11'-lo. 
tj l l l O...Y�IUJKt) HHUJ I I I  
?PO.I ii?I IT<.f 

Jesus says, 

"Blessed are you when 
they hate you and 
persecute you. 

llut they (themselves) 
will (jnd no place :.�l the 
place wht'rc they have 
persecuted you:' 

The fi rst half of the saying closely parallels Matt. 5:10-11 and Luke 6:22, 
the eighth and fourth beatitudes in the i r respective li�l�. 1Q 1homas,s formu-

49. Mall 5:11 is sometimes L.llled Lhe ninth beatitude, but 1t is more clearly an cxpliLa
t itm and application of lhe dghth beatitude in 5:10, applying it directly ("131essed arc: )'OU . . .  ") 
lo the audience, just as 6:14-15 ("For if you forgive others . . .  ") expounds and apphcs a key part 

of the Lord's Prayer (o:y-13). Luke 6:22 picks up M<Ht. s:n since it is congenial to hi:-. second 
person plural approach throughout hh beJlitudc" and woes. l-or the beatitude!:> a!:> deriving 
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lation has clements in common with both Matthew and Luke, from which 
it may derive.-;o The new, interpretive clause added in 'Jhomas appears to 
reflect � post-135 date, :1� Han�-Martin Schen ke �u ggc t�: 

1 his saying reads according to the only possible understanding of the 

text as it i� transmitted - 'Al1d they (i.e. you r persecutors themselves) 

will not (any longer) find a (dwelling-)place there where they persecuted 

you:' 'the reference here can only be to Palc�tinc, or more especially, to 

Jerusalem. 'lhis threat of retaliation , as a vaticinium ex cvc11tu, shares in 

principle the same perspectival voice as 1l1omas 71 ,  except that it no lon

ger points to the destruction of the lemplc that took place in the year 70 
C. E., but indeed to the banishment of the jews from Jerusalem after the 

year t35 C.E., at the end of the Bar Kochba rebellion. 51 

' J  he dating of this saying to the post-Bar Kochba period is, of course, 
a strong indicator of the date of the Gospel of Tiw111ns. Plisch sees the force 
of Schenke's case and agrees that the saying points to a dale after 135. He 
suggests, however, that the second dause "found its way into the Gospel of 
'J.homas as a commenting g1oss:'52 It is lrue that the clause has the character 
of a "commenting glo��" or "an interpretative clause:•;,J but given the coher
ence of Tlwrn. 68 with Tl10m. 71, the "commenting gloss" is more l ikely the 
author's comment on the (known) Synopt ic parallels than a later scribe's 
comment on a (hypothetical) earlier version of the text. Where our tex tual 
base is thin, as il is wi th the Gospel of1homas, i t  is always worth co11sidering 
conjectures about scribal additions and textual acu·etions; but in the case of 
'Jho111 . 68, the basis for the conjecture is weak, and the evidence it provides 
for a date in the post-135 period should be taken seriously. 

from Q, see C. M .  Tuckt•tt, "The neatitucles: A Soun:e-Crit1cnl Study:' with a reply by M. D. 
t-;ouiJer, Nc)ll1' 1.5 (19X3): 193-216. 

50. Bethgt>'s and Greeven's rctrovcrsions are identical: Af)'£t ' l 'lo0\1�· fJaKcip10i (on: omv ptmjowcnv tl�td� Kal Ot<l.l�wmv u�tac;, and they are esrc>ciall> clo<.t' to Luke, w1Ll1 a five-word verbatim a�rcemcnt DcConick, Original Gospel, no. h not p�rc;u;ld�d that 11t<IIIUls is lwre 
fam1h;lr with the !-.) noptacs (though her "Luke 5.22" c;hnuld rl!ad "I ukc 6.22"). Pallerson, 
Cospcl uf 17wmas, 51 SJ, t reaL:. Thom. 68-69 together and argut•c; for independence frnm the 
S) nopttcs. 

51. �d1cnke, "On the Compositional History," 28. 
51.. PHsch, r.ospl!l oj 1/wma.s, 166. 

53· DcConick, Original Gospel, 222. For her, the firsl dause IS a "kernel" c;aying (219-20), 

like almost all the Synoptic r<�ralleb, and £he second sentence iii an ''accretion" (221-22), like 
almost all of the non Synoptic material. DeConic.:k is not, however, persuaded of the post-135 
date (:u2). 
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Conclusion 

It is important, at the end of the chapter as at the beginning, to remember 
that the dating of literary works is precarious, and that the issue is com
plicated by questions about texts, traditions, and successive editions. Even 
in the case of a once-lost work like Thomas, we are dealing with a living 
literary work that changed. But the fact that Thomas, like other works from 
antiquity, was not a rigidly fixed text should not tempt us into sidestepping 
the telltale signs of when the work was written. The dating of the Gospel 
of Thomas to the 140s makes good sense of a book that witnesses to the 
destruction of the temple (Thom. 71) and apparently presupposes the Bar 
Kokhba revolt (Thom. 68), indications that cohere with the work's familiar
ity with the Synoptic Gospels, all of which themselves appear to postdate 
70. But if Thomas is a product of the mid-second century, written by an 

author who was familiar with the Synoptic Gospels, this raises a fascinating 
question: Why did Thomas use the Synoptics? 
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CHAPTER 10 

Secrecy, Authority, and Legitimation: 

How and Why Thomas Used the Synoptics 

I have argued in this book that the author of the Gospel of Thomas was fa
miliar with the Synoptic Gospels and that he shows his knowledge of them 
in his composition. If a date in the 140s makes best sense of the evidence, 
it is worth asking how and why Thomas used the Synoptics. After all, it is 
by no means a given that early Christian sayings collections should feature 
extensive parallels to the Synoptic Gospels. Thomas's multiple cases of Syn
optic sayings contrasts with works like the Gospel of Mary and the Dialogue 
of the Savior, whic!h are relatively poor in such material. In this final chapter, 
I suggest that Thomas's use of the Synoptics is an authenticating device, a 
means by which the author can charge his newer, stranger material with 
an authenticity it derives by association with older, more familiar mate
rial. It is no accident, in other words, that Thomas interlaces Synoptic and 
non-Synoptic material, two or three sayings at a time, always keeping the 
sound of the Synoptic Jesus close at hand while interweaving sayings from 
Thomas's enigmatic, secret Jesus. 

One of the difficulties, though, with some scholarship on the Gospel of 
Thomas is the extent of the influence from form criticism.' Redaction criti
cism has still not made the kind of impact on Thomas that it has in studies 
of the Synoptic Gospels. The treatment of Thomas as a mine rather than as 
a literary artifact can discourage us from spending time trying to appreciate 
the book as a whole, and attempting to hear its distinctive voice. It is easy 
to understand the temptation. The desire to find more material on the his-

1. See above, 145· 50 and elsewhere. 
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torical Jesus and the first generations of the Christian movement has led us 
into the temptation to treat the writer of Thomas as an archivist rather than 
an author, and to see our task as one that involves sifting. categorizing, and 
dating the materials we find, discovering kernels, cores, and other kinds of 

traditional materiaL A redaction-critical approach would spend less time 
mining and more time looking for the voice of the redactor, attempting to 
understand the key moments in the work, the repeated emphases, and the 
molding of the source material. 

The warnings were already seen by some of the early investigators of 
Thomas, but they have not always been heeded? Grant and Freedman here 

had some insight into the new discovery at a time when redaction criticism 

was just beginning to break onto the scene.3 They saw that the interpreter 
should begin by taking seriously the Incipit of the book: 

In form, the sayings contained in the Gospel of Thomas fulfill the expec
tations which a reader would derive from the Preface to the book. Since 
they are words spoken by "Jesus the Living," the reader would expect 
to find that they resembled what is to be found in the Church's gospels. 
Since they are secret words, he would expect most of them to be at least 
slightly different from what was known publicly. And, since a blessing is 
given to him "who wiJJ find the interpretation of these words;· the reader 
would expect to find many of them mysterious, or at least set in a new 
context which makes understanding difficult. All these features are to be 
found in the sayings and in their arrangement! 

Although the quotation appears a little dated because of the gender
exclusive language and the references to "the Church's gospels," it is nev
ertheless a prescient overview of Thomas. Like a lot of early scholarship 

on Thomas, it is more forgotten than refuted. Certain viewpoints that now 

appear a little naive, alongside a now unfashionable emphasis on Thomas's 
Gnostic character, all too easily provide excuses for scholars to ignore those 
like Grant and Freedman. In several respects, however, they show an ap
preciation of what Thomas is about, how it understands itself and how it 

2. Cf. Grant and Freedman, Secret Sayings, 103: "To analyze the Gospel ofTI10mas on the 

basis of the literary forms it employs. hO\vever, does not do us much good.� 
J. Grant and Freedman's Secret Sayings was published in 1960, the same year that Hans 

Conzelmann's seminal redaction-critical work. Tile Theology of St Luke (London: Faber & 
Faber, 1960), was translated into English. 

4· Grant and !Freedman, Secret Sayings, 102. 
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was formed, not least because they knew the importance of beginning in 
the right place, for it is a good idea to begin, as the King advised the White 
Rabbit, at the beginning. 

Thomas's Literary Conceit 

These are the secret sayings that the living Jesus spoke and that Didymos 
Judas Thomas wrote down. And he said, "Whoever finds the interpretation 
of these sayings will not taste death.• 

(lncipit; Saying 1) 

It might sound trite to suggest that the best way to understand the nature of 
Thomas is to take its opening seriously, and yet some have ignored certain 
signals in the lncipit and first saying. One of these, the importance of the 
author as scribe, who establishes the genre and outlook of the book as a col
lection of"secret sayings,» is routinely overlooked in favor of a romanticized 
notion of an oral mind and an oral culture. If Thomas's oral nature is a con

sequence of his generic preference rather than his social location (chapter 
8, above), the book requires a conceit like the one chosen by Thomas: Jesus 
speaks and Didymos Judas Thomas writes. 

For the literary conceit to work effectively, the Gospel of Thomas uses 
the technique of authorial self-representation, itself a clear indication of the 
lateness of Thomas in comparison with the Synoptic Gospels. 5 The Synoptic 
Gospels are anon)tmous and avoid attempting to project an authorial pres
ence to lend autl!ority to their work.60nly Luke among tile Synoptics has a 

5· lsmo Dunderberg, "Thomas and the Beloved Disciple;" in Uro, ed., Tlromas at tire 
Crossroads, 65·88, especially So-88. uses the term "authorial fiction;' itself derived from John 
Kloppenborg, 1/re Formation oJQ: Trajectories in Ancient Wisdom Collections (Studies in An

tiquity and Christianity; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1987), 263-316. I prefer the term "authorial 
self-representation" because it characterizes the process more precisely and less prejudicially, 

and uses terminology tfamiliar in literary criticism. 
6. Baum, "Anonymity;' argues that the anonymity of the Gospels follows in the tradition 

of the anonymity of the history books of the Hebrew Bible, in contrast with the tendency for 

authors to be named in Greco-Roman teAts contemporary with the Gospels. Baum's observa· 

tions may shed some light on the discussion here, but he sees too sharp a division between 
the canonical Gospels and "the author of the Coptic Gospel of Thomas" (rn). It is true that 

John is anonymous while 71•omas is not, but both ha,·e similar degrees of authorial self-rep· 

resentation. Further, anonymity is not necessarily used because of the "priority of the subject 

matter" or the desire of the authors to remain invisible behind authoritative traditions, as 
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narrator who uses the first person (Luke 1:1-4; cf. the "we passages" in Acts), 
and even here the author hinlself remains anonymous. By contrast, Thomas 
has a bold declaration of authorship right at the beginning. There is some 
comparison here with John's Gospel, which in this respect is on the road to 
the kind of authorial self-representation that is explicit in Thomas. The au
thor of the Fourth Gospel makes claims to have been present at the events 
he is narrating, at the cross in 19=35, and then as the author approaches the 
end of the book: 

John 21:24: 0&!6..; i:<JTtv 6 f!U91]Ti]<.; 6 f1UpTupwv nEpi Tothwv Kai Q 

ypciwac Ta\na, Kai oiliaf!EV on <iA1]9i]..; a\noii i] f1Upn>pia i:oTiv. 

This is the disciple who testifies to these things and the one who wrote 
these thing:s down, and we know that his testimony is true. 

This is similar in style and literary function to the lncipit of Thomas: 

ouTot ot !.oyot oi cin6Kpucpot ou<.; i:!.ci!.IJoEv 'I.,ooii<.; 6 �wv Kai eypalj!tv 

1oMa.; 6 Kai ewf!ii<.; 

These are the secret sayings which the living Jesus spoke and which Judas 
who is also Thomas wrote down. 

Both text:s speak about "these things" or "these words" in a way that draws 
attention to the contents of the Gospel alongside a declaration of authorial 
witness to those words or deeds. In both, the authorial self-representation 
legitimizes the message of the book in a way absent from the earlier Gospels 
but found explicitly in later Christian works like the Protevangelium of james 
and the Gospel of Peter.' John's claim enables the author to establish his Gos-

Baum claims. Anonymity may have a marked rhetorical function, for example, the attempt 
to present a narrative as having an inevitable course with an inevitable goal, the unalterable 
result of divine acthity in history. 

7· Protevat�gelium 2).1, again with yp<lcpw (write) and oino� (this), tyw ll£ · ICtKwj3o� o 

ypa1f!ac; Tijv iOTopiuv TaUTIJV . . . ("And I, James, the one who wrote tllis account . .  ."); Gospel 
of Peter 6o, "But I, Simon Peter, and my brother Andrew, took our nets and went off to the 
sea . . . . � Cf. Dunderberg. "Thomas and the Beloved Disciple;" 88, commenting on John and 
11romas, "llte way authenticating figures are presented in these gospels connects them with 
Christian writings that are later than the earliest gospels, in w!J.ich such ascriptions are still 
lacking. However, in these gospels authoria.l fiction has assumed less concrete forms than in 
some other early Christian writings. This indicates that they still stand at the threshold of the 
development which gradually led to increasingly concrete ways of authenticating pseudepi· 
graphical writings in early Christianity." 
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pel's authority - he knows that the things he reports are true because he was 
there. In Thomas the same is true, but there is also a further step: not only was 
the author present but he was privy to secret teachings, teachings that provide 
the way to salvation (lncipit; cf. Thorn. 13). 

The importance of secrecy in Thomas should not be played down. It is 
a casualty of the many discussions about whether Thomas is Gnostic, ac
cording to which we ask about the applicability of an external label,8 that 
we pay too little attention to the work's self-description as a "secret" book. 
Thomas is an apocryphal gospel. It is proud to conceptualize itself in this 
way, as presenting "the secret words" or "the hidden words" (oi .\6yot oi 
cm6Kpucpot)9 that the living Jesus spoke. This is not to use the term "apoc
rypha.!" in the disparaging and marginalized sense of orthodox Christians 
looking at works of which they disapprove. Rather, it is to underline the way 
that the work wishes to be characterized, as owning a label that provides the 
key for the proper understanding. 

There is, in otiher words, a trajectory among these early Christian texts, 
from the absence of authorial self-representation in Mark and Matthew, to 
hints in Luke and Acts (with the first person found in Luke 1:1-4 as well as 
in the "we" passag·es in Acts), to the marked but nevertheless still unnamed 
authorial presence in John, to the explicit self-representation of Didymos 
Judas Thomas in Thomas's lncipit, a naming that also leads the reader to pay 
special attention to Thorn. 13. 

A similar literary conceit is common in second- and third-century 
Christian works. It is fundamental to the attempt to claim apostolic author
ity for an unusual text, and to lend legitimacy to works that are properly 
called apocryphaL The pretense of the apostolic scribe being present in Je

sus' lifetime, hearing his sayings and writing them down, proved a powerful 
way of claiming authority and legitimation. An elaborate version of this 
maneuver is found in the Apocryphon of/ames (1.8-2.19): 

8. Although see 1110111. 3.;-6, "When you come to know (yv<!>) yourselves, then you 

will be known (yvW<:IEoila•), and you will realize that you are children of the living Father. 

But if you do not come to know ( yvW<:Iw9£) yourselves, then you exist in poverty and you 

are poverty." See also below, tSt-82. The point about 1l1omas as apocryphal, however, is that 
l11t6Kpuq>OI is a descriptor tbat characterizes the sayings as announced in the lncipit. 

9· The word <'m6Kpuq>Ol bas to be reconstructed here in P.Oxy. 654, but it is practically 

certain that this is what stood behind Coptic 6�Hn (erroneously transcribed as 6�HT in 

DeCo nick, Original Gospel, 44) since it fits the space comfortably and coheres with the ap

parent purpose of the Gospel. 21Dn, 2Hn, 2Dn· (to be hidden) is among 1l10mas's favorite 

vocabulary: here, ;, 6, 32, 33, 39, 83, 96, 108, 109. 
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Since you asked that 1 send you a secret book which was revealed to 
me and Peter by lhe Lord, l could not tum you away or gainsay (?) you ; 
but I have ':"riueu i t  in the Hebrew alphabet and sent it to you and you 
alone. But smce you are a muuster of the ah·ation of the saints, endeavor 
earnestly and take care not to rehearse this text to many - this that the 
Savior <.lid nul wbh to tell to a11 of us, hie; twelve disciples. But blessed will 
they be who will be saYed through the faith of th1s di-,course. 

f also sent you, ten months ago, another secret book wh ich the Savior 
had re\·ealed to me. Undt'r the circumstances, howe' er, regard that one 
as revealed to me, James; but this one . . . .  

. . . the twelve disciples [ wercJ all sitting together and recalling what the 
Savior had said to each one of them, whether in secret or openly, and 
[putting itJ in books. [But 1] was writing that which was in !my book] -
lo, the Savior appeared, f after] departing fro m f us while we I gazed alter 
him. 10 

lt i� in some respects the fruition of a growing consciousness of predeces
sor works, from the TTOAAoi (many) of Luke's preface (Luke 1:1), to the many 
other books thal could fi ll the world in the last verse of John (John 21:25), 

now to the explicit claim that there were multiple bouks about Jesus. 'The 
author acknowledges the existence of other gnspcls, written by apostles, 
some public and some not, but makes a claim to special, secret revelalion, 
hidden even from other disciples, and it is a revelation that hrings salva
tion. These are themes that are present also in 'Jhomas, and they are given 
prominence, first here at the beginning of the book and then, with further 
reflection, in 1l10m. 13:11 

Jesus said to his disciples, "Compare me to someone and tell me whurn T 
am like." Simon Peter said to him , "You are like a righteous angel." Mat-

10. Tran:,lation hy rrant.i::. 1:-.. WilLiam� in )ames M. Rt>binson, cd., T1u• Nag llammmli 

l.ibmry in English (San hanci�co: HarpcrC:ollim, 1990), 29-37 (30). FM a dbcussion of the 
Aporryplwn u.f james, iiee Ron Cameron, Saymgs Traditions 111 tlte Apocryphon oj}omes (HTS 
34: Philadi.•lphia: f-ortress 19H4). rur a useful introduction. �ee Koc-;ter, Ancient Christian Gos
pd�. 187-l{lO. 

H. See similarly Book of 7homas the Contender n8. "The hidden sa) 1ngs that the Savior 
.,poke to judas Thoma�. wh1ch I. �lalthaiac;, in turn recorded. l ,,.a., walking, listenmg to them 
speak with each ulhcr" (trans. �larvin Meyer, in Marvin Meyer, rd .. /he Nag flammadi Scrip
lttrc.� [New \ork: Harper< .ollllls, 2007 ), 2.39). 
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thew said to him, "You are like a wise philosopher:' Thomas said to him, 
"Master, my mouth is wholly incapable of sayi ng whom you are Like." 
Jesus said, "I am not your master. Because you ha\'e drunk, you have be
come intoxicated by the bubbling spring that 1 have measured out:' And 
he took him and \\-'ithdrew and told him three things. \Vhen Thomas re
turned to his companions, they asked him, "What did Jesus say to you?" 
Thomas said to them, "If I tell you one of the tl-tings that he told me, you 
will pick up stones and throw them at me; a fire v.rill come out of the 
stones and burn you up:' 

This revealing exchange shouJd be taken seriously. Its importance is 
sometimes played down, not least because there i no chance that the ex
change is authentic, and Thomas research can be so interested in the histori
cal Jesus and early Christian tradition that it damages our ability to appreci
ate the book on its own terms. The Jncipit, which announces this book as 
"the secret sayings of the living Jesus, which Didymos Judas Thomas wrote 
down;' introduces Thomas and �warns the reader to pay special attention 
to any future appearance of the character. So when Thomas reappears, i n  
Thom. 13, the reader should be ready to read and the hearer ready to listen. 
This is how the Gospel of Thomas flags the importance of what is said here, 
and a redaction-critical approach to the book alerts us to its importance. 

As well as legitimizing the role of Thomas's alleged author, the exchange 
cleverly situates the book over against Christian Gospels that are already 
becoming authoritative by virtue of their popularity and greater antiquity.12 
The singling out of Peter may be because of his  connection with Mark's 
Gospel, already \.Vitnessed in this period in Papias, 13 and the mention of 

:2. See Francis Watson, "The Fourfold Gospel;' in Stephen C. Barton, ed., fl1e Cam
':Jridgt Companio11 to the Gospels (Cambridge: Cambridge l:niversity Press, 2000), 34-52 (37-
39); a.:1d Perrin, Thomas: TI1e Other Gospel, 107-24. Cf. Larry W. Hurtado, Lord ]es11s Christ: 
Devotion to Jesus in Earliest Christianity (Grand Rapids: Eerdnans, 2003), 462, "'Whereas the 

)ynoptic scenes aU reflect the familiar early Christian advocacy of]esus' messianic status over 
againH inadequate estimates from outstde the circle of faith. Gos. Tizom. 13 dearlr represents 
an intramural effort to ridicule the christological beliefs of other Christian circles in favor of 

another reJigious outlook that is cryptically presented in Gos. Thom. This secret view ofJesus 
1ccounts for the absence of familiar christological titles in Go;. Tlzom." Cf. Valantasis, Gospel 
)f Thcmas. 78, "The real subject of this narrative sequence does not re'"olve about Jesus' iden

tity, but Thomas' authority as a spiritual guide and revealer." 
13. Eusebius, H£ 3·39.14-15. The point is only that Peter is already associated \'.ith Mark's 

c;ospel in this period, the early to middle second century, \'1-'hen 1homas was written (above, 

:hapter 9), with no prejudice to questions of the historical origin of Mark's Gospel. 
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Matthew may also be because of the Gospel now bearing his name, his main 
claim to fame in early Christianity. 14 It is not these disciples but Thomas 
who has it right, in an exchange that encourages the initiate to go beyond 

the public writings in those other Gospels, and to trump them with its own 

private revelation. 15 
It would be well nigh impossible for the author of Thomas to think 

of replacing the Synoptic Gospels at this point, and he does not try that. 

Instead, his best bet is to accept their existence but to attempt to transcend 

them by means of the fiction of special revelation and hidden sayings to a 
key figure, Judas Thomas the twin. The incident remains intriguing because 
of the forbidden "three words" spoken to Thomas, and while guessing at 
what is implied! may be irresistible, 16 the point is, of course, that the reader 
of the Gospel cannot know what was said without extra revelation. It is 
here that the Gospel of Thomas points most clearly beyond itself to an in
terpreter who will unlock the secrets of the book. The book is constructed 

as a gateway text that invites the reader into a world that might sound like 

the world of early Christianity, but which has its own, private knowledge, 

to be revealed only to those here represented by the character of Thomas. '7 

14· Surprisingly, Patterson himself notes the possibility: !he rather pointed criticism of 
Matthew and Peter in Thom. 13 suggests that perhaps the author of this saying has in view the 

Gospel of Matthew and the particular form of Christianity associated with it•; see Pallerson, 
et al., Fifth Gospel, 42. Compare Matthew's prominence in the Dialogue of the Savior. 

15. That Luke and john are not represented in the exchange coheres with a dating for 
1/romas in the 140s (see above, chapter 9). AI this point, these Gospels are a little newer on 
the scene in comparison with Mark and Matthew. Of course, it would be harder to find a way 
of plausibly representing luke in this exchange, but featuring john would have been very 
straightfon,·ard. 

r6. The most intriguing suggestion remains that of Grant and Freedman, Secret Sayings, 
134: "We conclude that the words arc probably the secret words of the Naassenes: Caulacau, 
Saulasau, Zeesar (Isaiah z8:to; Hippolytus, Ref, 5, 8, 5); according to the Basilidians, Jesus 
'descended in the name Caulacau' (lrenaeus, Adv. haer., r, 24, 6). It is his secret Gnostic name 
which he is revealing to Thomas." 

r;. lincoln, "Thomas-Gospel," 68-69, speaks of "a seeming paradox in the nature 
of Tiro mas," adding, "On the one hand, it proclaims itself to be secret, or to contain secrets, as 
in the Prologue . . . .  But on the other hand, the text was widely circulated, and states that this 
is as it should be" (e.g., sayingJJ). lincoln continues, "This contradiction, however, can be ac
counted for by recognizing that 1/romas, like Ptolcmacus' Letter to Flora and numerous other 
religious documents, is a text that is addressed at the same time to initiates and non-initiates 
alike. Thus, the fact that the Tlromas-community possessed secret knowledge was proclaimed 
loudly to outsiders. but the nature of that knowledge and its true meaning were disclosed only 
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The Authenticating Voice of the Synoptic Jesus 

The use of Synoptic parallels in order to authenticate the sayings in the Gos
pel of Thomas provides a reason why Thomas uses the Synoptic Gospels so 

much (half of the book) and how it can have so much additional material 

too (half of the book). The Synoptic material legitimizes the strange new 

material, interweaving the familiar with the unique, so providing a new 

and quite different voice for Jesus that at the same time is plausible enough 

to sound authentic to Thomas's earliest audiences.18 The Synoptic sayings 

are, in other words, the necessary baggage that Thomas chooses to carry to 
make the voice off his newly constructed "living Jesus" sound sufficiently 
similar to the known voice ofJesus familiar to his audience.19 They are there 
to evoke the authority of Jesus, with one foot in the tradition and one foot 
in the new Thomasine theology. It is a reinvention of the Synoptic Jesus, a 
redactional rewriting of his distinctive voice. The hearer thinks that this is 

Jesus because be talks like the Synoptic Jesus, at least half the time. lt is just 

that this Jesus does not talk about the Son of Man or the future kingdom of 

God, and instead encourages followers to become solitary, to make the two 

one, and to cast off the things of bodily existence. 
This theory has the further advantage of explaining why Thomas is ap

parently so reticent to employ Johannine sayings. If his reason for using 
Synoptic material is legitimation, extensive borrowing from John's Gospel 
may have been less effective. At a time when John is still battling for ac
ceptance in some Christian circles, Thomas's cause would not have been 
furthered by borrowing sayings that do not have the Synoptic ring. Thomas 
wants his Jesus to sound like the Jesus familiar to his audience, and the say
ings from John are not going to help with that. 

within the community itself in a program of detailed instruction which must have lasted over 

a period of several years." 
t8. The Fourth Gospel does something similar but uses a completely dilferent technique. 

Rather than mixing his new sayings material with sayings taken over from the Synoptics, 
John inserts his new sayings material into a Synoptic-type narrative culminating in the pas· 
sion and resurrection. 

19. Cf. M. R. James, ·The :--lew Sayings of Christ," Contemporary Review 72 (July-De

cember 1897): 153·6o, already on the basis of P.Oxy. 1: •11 is something in favour of the new 

sayings that they are found in company with the old. Something. not everything. The forger is 
well advised, it may be answered, who does not trust entirely to his own powers of invention, 
but uses some materials at least which he finds ready to his hand. On the other hand, if these 
Logia can be in any sense described as a forgery, they are a forgery of a class totally new to us" 
(157). On Thomas as an ancient forgery, see Ehrman, Lost Christianities, 47-66. 
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The way in which the Synoptic material is appropriated in order to gen
erate authenticity is sometimes at the level of entire sayings or parables. 
The parables oif the Sower (Thorn. 9), the Mustard Seed (Thorn. 20), and 
the Leaven (Thorn. 96), for example, are taken over with only limited revi
sions. Similarly, the sayings about the Log and Speck (Thorn. 26), the great 
harvest (Thorn. 73), and foxes' holes (Thorn. 86) are all repeated with only 
minor changes. In these cases, the Synoptic sayings function in the broader 
context as a means of allaying the impact of the striking new sayings, re
orienting the reader who might otherwise suspect that Thomas's Jesus does 
not speak with the same authority as the more familiar Jesus of the Synoptic 
Gospels. 

On other occasions, echoes of Synoptic sayings lend distinctive Thom
asine sayings a veneer of authenticity, as in Thorn. 106, where a drasticaiJy 
abbreviated version of the Synoptic Mountain saying (Matt. 17:20; Luke 
q:6; Mark u:23; Matt. 21:21; cf. 1 Cor. 13:2) is blended into typically Thoma
sine material about making the two one: 

Jesus says, "When you make the two one, you will become the sons of 
man, and when you say. 'Mountain. move away; it will move away." 

Here the fust half of the saying is typical Thomasine redaction, about 
the desirability of singularity and becoming one (Thorn. 4, n, 22, 23), but it 
is given an added, authenticating ring by being associated with the Synoptic 
saying about moving the mountain. In all of the Synoptic versions of the 
saying, "faith" (nia<u;, maTEuw) is the key;20 but faith has no role to play 
in Thomas's theology, occurring only once (nlCTeYe, Thorn. 91), in one 
of the interlocutors' foils in need of correction by Jesus, in another passage 
that uses Synoptic imagery in the service of an adjusted theology: 

They said to him, "Tell us who you are so that we may believe (nlCT6Y6) 
in you." He said to them, "You examine the face of the sJ...::v and the earth, 
but the one who is before you, you have not known (COYWII), and you 
do not know (COOYII) how to assess this opportunity."21 

The metaphor is derived from the parallel in Matt. 16:2-3 // Luke 12:54-

zo. Tl•omas 48 has a similar ,·ersion of the same saying, again without the "faitli element 
found in the Synoptic parallels. 

21. "Assess th>s opportunity'" is Pli.sch's translation (Gospel ofTI•omas, 104). 
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56.22 The interlocllltors' language offaith in Jesus, so familiar from the New 
Testament and other early Christian works, is corrected by the preferred 
Thomasine language of "knowledge:m But the change is effected, as in 
Thorn. 106, by borrowing memorable Synoptic imagery, there of the mov
ing mountain and here of the examination of the sky and the earth. The 
imagery remains but the theology has changed. 

There are other ways that the Synoptic material is used. Sometimes 
Thomas takes an entire Synoptic saying and simply adds a minor twist in 
order to make it reflect his distinctive theology, as with Thorn. 16, for ex
ample, where the addition of the final clause turns a Synoptic saying about 
the devastation w:rought by the eschaton into a comment on the ultimate 
aspiration of Thomasine solitary existence. It is one of the most lengthy 
and sustained parallels between Thomas and the Synoptics, yet the saying is 
transformed by the new clause:24 

22. Plisch, Gospef of7homas, 204. notes the similarity in literary structure between Luke 
and 7/•omas, though h.e contrasts Luke's OoKtj.1Q�ttv with the retroverted nttp{tl;ttv in 71•omas 

and suggests "independent tradit.ions." OeConick, Original Gospel, 260·61, suggests "an early 
multiform de'"eloped in the field of oral performance.· She has OoKtlla�ttv for l>oKtlla�&Jv 
three times (260). 

23. CCX>YII COYWII+ (know) occurs 25 times in 1/1omas in 20 sayings: 7hom. 3 (3x), 5. 

U, 16, 18, 19, 31, 46, 51, 56, 65 (u), 67, 69, 78, 80, 91 (u), 97• 103, 105, 109 (u). The language 
here (in 1110m. 91) picks up from ytvW<rKttt in Matt. t6:j and oil>cru in Luke 12:56, but the 
knowledge in Thomas is knowledge of)esus and, typically, not of the eschaton, as in Matthew 
and Luke. 

24. The saying is double tradition, Matt. JO:J4·J6 // Luke u:;1·53 but 7/Jomas's wording 
is closer to the Lukan ''ersion. If Goulder (L11ke, 2:553-56) is right that Luke is here redacting 
Matthew, then 1/•omas is here showing familiarity with the Lukan redaction of Matthew. But 
Q theorists too in dine: toward reconstructing Q in line with Matthew here; see especiaUy the 
IQP reconstruction (with Luke 12:52 not included in the critical text of Q) and note Tuckett's 
arguments for 1/10mas's familiarity with Matthean and especially Lukan redaction of this 

sa}ing, "Q and Thomas;' 356-57; idem, "Thomas and the Synoptics;" 146. Contrast Patterson, 
Gospel of 1/•omas, 25-26, who argues for 1/•omas's independence; and DeConick, Original 

Gospel, 96, who appeals to "pre-synoptic oral variants.• 



Luke 12:51-53 

51 c'5oKein: on eip�vT)v mxpeyev61JTlV 
ooiivat tv T!l Yli;  ouxi. AEYW UIJLV, aU' 
� Otaf.!EptaJ.H)v. 

52 faovTal yap em<'> roii viiv 
:rtvn: i:v tvl oiKt!) c'5ta1JEt.Jepta!ltvot, 
rpci<; tnl ovalv Kat 000 Elti 
rptaiv, 53 c'5ta1JEpta9�aovrat nari)p tni 
ui<f) J<ai ulo<: tni naTpf, 
ll�TT)p tnl TllV Ouyartpa Kat 9uyaTI")p 
ffij T�V fJTlTlj')Q, 1T£V0£pa trri T�V 
vu!lq>'l" min)<: Kal VUfJ(j)Tl trri T�v 
neveepav. 

51 Do you thmk that 
I have come 10 bring peace to the 
world? No, I I ell you, but rather 
division! 

52 From now on five 
in one household will be divided, 
three against two and two 
agajnst three; 53 thq will be divided: 
father against son and son 
against father. mother again�l 
daughter and daughter against 
mother, molher-i n law agai nst her 
daughter-in-law and daughter-in-law 
against mother in-law. 

Secrecy, Authority, and Legitimation 

Thom. 16 

nex6 IC Xc T� Xb- e)"t"IGC) o 
fi61 rrwl"le xe IITb-61ol eiiOYXe 
fiOYoiPIIItll exM' nKoGr-10C t>. yw 
CeCOO)"II t>.ll Xc IIT�61cll t>.IIO)Xd 
fi2iinuwx exfi nKb-2 oyK(IJ2 1 
O)'GIIl.jc oynOA.6HOC. 
oyfi toy 1 ·t>.p llt>.Y)W[ne] 
2fi 0)"1161 oyfi <J)OHT 
l lb-tywne ext! c11� 't t>. rw Gilt>. Y 6XII 
wor-rr nciWT ext=i 
ncpt!po b-yw ncpHpc 6XM nGIWT 

2>-)'W C6112>-lV26 91 't>. I ()) p)'<J 
fir 10110 XCJC 

Jesus said, "People think, perhaps, that 
it is peace which I have come to cast 
upon the world. They do not know tJ1at 
it is division which I have come to cast 
upon tthe earth: fire, sword, and war. 
For there will be five 
in a house: 
three wi ll be against nvo and n.;o 
against three, the 
father against the son and the son 
against the father. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

And they will stand as ;;nl tt.trlc:'�." J 
Here the intrusion of the new, non-Synoptic Thomasine elemental the 

end of the saying replaces the last part of the saying in Luke and rcndc•-s it 
unintelligible. 'Jhc math in Luke 1 2:52-53 is coherent.23 There arc tiH.' pco 
pie in the house, a father and a mother, a married son and his wile, and a 

25. Gouldcr. l.u/..c. 1:104-5 and 2:554, notes J.ukcs prderence for rin•s an.l tt•m ll't.' my 
analysis in Gcmt./a arul th.· Gvspc!ls, 267-70. 
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daughter, so there can be "three against t\.vo and two against three." 71wn-zas 
begins with five in the house, continues with "three against t\\"O and tvvo 
against three;' but then only gets as far as listing father and son, rendering 
aU of the previous sentence pointless. 26 I t  is a typical act of Thomasine ab
breviation of the ki nd that is nmv farniliar,27 but here the inconcinnity may 
result from the author's rush to get to a redactional addition that transforms 
the saying and gives it a new meaning. 

Given Thornas's disdain for "division;'28 the saying might at first ap
pear out of place, 29 but 17wmas is attracted by the anti- familial potential of 
the saying, as elsewhere/0 and to deliver the desired meaning he adds this 
clause, "And they will stand as solitaries;' as typical a piece ofThomasine re
daction as one could find, i.ncludjng the vocabulary 1 101 10.. '<OC ("solitary"; 
cf. Thom. 49 and 75) and W26 epo.. T:::: ("stand;' 11zom. 18 [2x] , 23 [2x], 28 
(2xj, 50 [2x], 75, and 99).3 1 

Eschatology 

One of the elements m these Thomasine transformations of Synoptic say
ings is  the adjustment of the eschatological viewpoint found there. \.Varn
ings of coming judgment and imminent apocalypse have little place in 

26. Contrast Koester, .�11dent Cltristia11 Gospels, 9-1· "Also nw.smg in the Gospc! ofThom
as is the pedantic, and certainly secondary, cnJargemenl oft he t:tmilr rdat ionships at the end 
of l uke 12:53." It i'> not :-o much <l matter of pedantry as coherence. hut for Koester the term 

"sccondar( i-. naturally found alongside "enlargement" became of the tornH.ritical trajec
tory of si mplc to complex. 

27. Sec above, especially Chapter 7. 
28. Cf. Snodgrass, "Gospel of Thomas," 31. "Thomas has fo llo"'·cd Luke in the redactional 

change from f.IOX<llpctv (Matlhe'"' 10:34) to 6 t a f .. tt:p 1<1 fJOV, which b a hapax Jegornenon." De
Conick, Origit�al Gospel, 94. misreads Snodgrass: "K. Snodgrass points out that OLa!JEplOf.lO� 
is a hapax legomenon, occurring in Luke sL't times and Acts twice:' The word would not, 
of course, be a hapax 1f it occurred six times in Luke. Those figures arc for the related verb 
6LOJ..1Epi(£Lv (!>nodgrass. "Gospel ofThornas:· 31 n. 50). 

29. Cf. 1110111. ;2. "I am not a divider, am I?H; and see above, 92. 
)0. C)ee above (Chapter 6) on 7Jwm. 79, for example. 
31. DeConick. Origiual GMpcl, 9S-99, rightlr notices the redactional nature of the new 

sentence, though -;he uses her standard language of �accrction:· M)· �uggestion, howe,·er, is 

that the Synoptic saymg (her "kernel sa}'lng") wa� not a primary piece of tradition that natu
rally gained the ne'' clause by "accrual" (99), but rather that the author selected the Synoptic 
saying in order to give his celebration of the one who stands solitary the sound of the authen
tic S)110plic Jesuc;. 
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Thomas, fcJI whom ::,alnnion is found in interpreting th� :,ctyings of the l iv
ing }t' l:.tt�. knowing oneself and becoming a living spirit through sing11lar
ity and the :-.ol itary existence that characterized Eden. ll1e difficul ty is, of 
course, that the Synoptic Gospels are so shot through with an apocalyptic 
eschatology that it is difficult fully to excise it even when engaging in drastic 
reappropriation of imagery and language.J2 

1J10mas's distinctive take on eschatology ic:; clear from 1l10m. 1H: 

1l1e disciples said to Jl.·su�, "Tdl u::, how our enc..l will bt:." jesus said, "I lave 
you discovered. then. I he beginning, that you look for Lht! end? for where 
the beg i nning is, there will the end be. Rle��cd is he who wi ll take hi� 

place in the beginn ing; he will know the end and will not taste death." 

The saying provides the key to Thomas's attitude to eschatology. As 
sn often, the views of the disciples or olher i n ,terlocutors represent views 
that require correction. 1l1e disciples are rcpn.:�cnted as focusing on the 
eschaton, just l ike the Synoptic Gospels and a lot of other early Christian 
l iterat u re, whereas 71wmas wishes to stress instead " th e beginning:'33 This 
is signatu re 'J hornas material, with the theme of not tasting death (CJII�Xt 

tn(-� 0..1 I iiMOY) returning after its introduction in 71wm. 1. 34 The aspiration 
of the Thomasine Christian is to return to Eden, to the prefallen stale, so 
that the corporeal existence and everylhing associated with it, lil·e sex ilnd 

clothi ng and eating corpses (Thorn. 6o), no longer obtains. 

Thomas's clear redactional focus on protology rather than eschatology 
has a major effect on the author's selection of Synoptic m<1terial. There are, 

of course, no eschaLological d iscourses here, like Mark 13, and the Synoptic 
parables have their apocalyptic edges shaved off. Where he repeats Synoptic 
references to the kingdom of God, he chooses those that are most condu
cive to his perspective and reconfigures them. Luke 17:1.0-21 is a particular 

i�worite, and there are elements from the passage al both ends of the Gospel 
("the kingdom of God i� within you . . .  :' 71wm. 3; "They will not say, 'Look, 
h I '  'L I h , . 

)) Tl ) ere. or, oo < L ere . . . .  , 10m. 113 . 

32. s�� �l>pt:l.lall} tln: ��'1dual apocalyptic of Motthcw\ Whl!at and tht! Tares in 1110111. 

57 (above. 11-79). 
33· Sec Stcvan Davies, "Th� Christolngy and Protology of th� Gospel ol Thutml<' JRL m 

(1992): 663-82; ,md l::.lmnc Pagels, "Exegesis of Gencm 1 in the Gmpels ol Tholllas and John;· 

I JJL uS ( 1999 ): •177-96. 
H. <...11 1?>-.XI tnl� C>-11 11n110')'. Sec also 71wm. 19 and 85. 1l1c phn1<;1' ic; f:tmiliar from Matl 

16:28 // t.l,trk �:t II Luke 9:27 .1nd John R:5t-52, 58. 
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The shift in perspective between the Synoptics and Thomas is clear in 

relation to attitudes to death. Where Matthew and Mark speak about the 

future, natural death is scarcely ever in view. Instead, people are snatched 

away at the eschaton, or go to their judgment (e.g., Matt. 13=39-43, 49; 16:27; 

19:27-30; 22:13; 24::29-31; 25:30, 31-46; Mark 13:26-27). 1he perspective begins 

to change, though, with Luke. Now natural deaths appear, notably on two 

occasions in the L parable material, the Rich Fool (Luke 12:13-21) and Dives 

and Lazarus (Luke 16:19-31), both of which feature rich men dying, and not 

at the end of the age. ln the second of these example stories, the rest of the 
world continues on its ordinary way while Dives is in Hades and Lazarus is 

in Abraham's bosom. These other worlds coexist while Dives's brothers still 
have the chance to repent on earth. 

Thomas, typically, is further along the same trajectory. Although there 
are references to violent death (e.g., 1hom. 98), the references to natural 

death are more common than they are in the Synoptics: 

Thomas 59: Jesus said, "Take heed of the living one while you are alive, lest 

vou die and seek to see him and be unable to do so." 

Thomas 59 occurs in a cluster of material in which life and death is a key 

thread, from Thorn. 58-61 and again in 63. Dying is the moment that pre

vents the hearer from taking heed of Jesus. Not surprisingly, the Rich Fool 
is one of the parables Thomas finds attractive - it nicely illustrates the 

perspective found in 1hom. 59· Indeed, Thomas's parallel to the Rich Fool 
(Luke 12:1)-21 // Thom. 63) ends with the narration of the man's death ("that 

same night he died") rather than the death simply being implied in God's 
address, as in Luke. 

Natural death is now a feature in the parable material, and 1hom. 109 

exhibits the same phenomenon: 

Jesus said, "The kingdom is like a man who had a hidden treasure in his 
field without knowing it. And after he died, he left it to his son. TI1e son 

did not know (about the treasure). He inherited the field and sold it. And 
the one who bought it went ploughing and found the treasure. He began 

to lend money at interest to whomever he wished:' 

Perhaps the clearest example of the phenomenon occurs in Thomas's version 

of the double tradition saying in Matt. 24:40-41 // Luke 17=34-35· Thomas is 
closest to Luke's version of the saying, but both Matthew and Luke speak of 

people being "taken" rather than dying: 
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Luke 17:34-35 

I tell you, in that night there will be 
two in one bed. One will 
be taken and the other left. There will 
be two women grinding together. One 
will be taken and the other left. 

Secrecy, Authority, and Legitimation 

T!Jom. 61 

Jesus said, 
"Two ,.,.;u rest on a bed: the one ·will 
die, and the other will live." 

Thomas comes from a time when natural deaths are finding their way 
into the representation of Jesus' teach ing. It is a sign that Thomas belongs 
to a slightly later historical context, but it is also a sign of its author's need 
to rework the eschatological material that is so pervasive in the Synoptics. 

For the author of the Gospel ofThonws, incorporating the Synoptic ma
terial into his very different work is not a straightforward task. It is not only 
the difference in genre but also the difference in perspective that will have 
made the task a challenging one. \'Vhere they speak about faith, Thomas 
wishes to speak about knov,rledge. \:\There they speak about the eschaton, 
Thomas wishes to speak about becoming solitary. It is not surprising that 
from time to time Thomas is tough to read. There is one area, however, 
where 11wmas's incorporation of Synoptic material represents a particular 
challenge: the issue of the use of the Old Testament. 

The Old Testament 

Thomas's perspective on the Hebre\·\' Scriptures differs radically from the 
perspective in the Synoptics. The distinctive, non-Synoptic elements in 
Thomas provide the due to its perspective. As with eschatology, Jesus' re
sponse to one of the disciples' foi l  questions is instructive/5 with the dis
ciples again representing an expected vie'-vpoint that requires refutation. 

35· Cf. Milton ,\1oreland, "The Twcntr-Four Prophets of Israel Are Dead: Gospel of 
1l1omas 52 as a Critique of Early Christian Hermeneutics," in Jon Ma. Asgeirsson, April 0. 
DeConick, and Risto Uro, edo;., 1110masme Traditions in Antiquity: 'Jhe Social and Cultural 
\'Vorld of the Gospel of 11!omns (Leiden: Brill, 2006), 75-91 (77): "'B>' framing the teachings of 
Jesus as cryptic retorts to the disciples' questions, Thomas stressed the imperatival teaching 
of Jesus, presenting Jesus as the true authority figure who clearly initiated and supported 
only the Thomasine community. For the true followers - the ones who could interpret the 
sayings (the Thomasine community) - the inquiring disciples' lack of understanding in the 
dialogues is directly proportionate to Jesus' knowledge (and thus the knowledge of those true 
followers who know 'what is m front of their face' (Gos. Thom. s})." 



'lhomas and the Gospels 

Thomas 52 has the disciples expressing a view of the Old Testament that 
sound:; l ike the view found in the canonical Gospels, Paul, Hebrews, and 
elsewhere, and Jesus' reply is unambiguously negative: 

His discipJes said to him, «Twenty-four prophet� spoke in Israel, and all 
of them spoke in you." He said to them, "You havt" omitted the one living 
in your presence and have spoken (only) of the dead." 

1his saying is signature Thomas material. 'lhe "Living One" (nnTOII(') 
is its favorite tillc for Jesus, signaled in the Incipit and again in sayings 59 
and u J ,  where i t  occurs, a� here, i n  contrast with "death, and "the dead." 
The disciples' foil statement is corrected by a single statement from Jesus in 
the distinctive 'lhomasine fashion (cf. 'lhom. 6, 12, 18, 20, 24, 37, 43, 51, 53, 
99, 113). 'The "twenty-four prophets, must refer to the twenty-four books of 
the Hehrcw Scriptures, a number first allcsted in  4 Ezra 14-45.36 '1 here is a 
straightforward disdain here for the Scriptures. Jesus is the "Living One"; 
the prophets of the Old 'lcstament are ((the dead." 

The saying is in striking contrast to the pervasive, unremitting pattern�. 
allusions, and quotations of the Old Testament in the Synoptic Gospels. 'I he 
contrast here bel ween Thomas and 1 he Synoptics should nul be ignored or 
played down. n It is the only place where Thomas speaks of iGIJO-H>... (Tsracl), 
and her prophets are not celebrated. Far from calling the heroes of Hebrew 
Scripture "the dead:' the Synoptic Jesus corrects the Sadducees' mi�Laken 
view of the resurrection by reconfiguring "the God of Abraham, Isaac, and 

_s6. "I hom as 52 hu� further link� ,.,il h 4 L7ra 14.44-47, thC' earliest �\tant wil ness to Old 
Teslamcnl bookl- numbering "twenty four," in particular tlw '\elf con�cious appeal to special, 
private revelation to be tound out�ide the public book.). I nm gr.lteful to Stephen Carl�o11. 
"1l1o1ll<l'> .111d the TwC'nty-Four Prophet<' Ilypotypoc;eis blog. http://www.hypotyposeis.org/ 
wcb!og/l0071os/thomas-and twcnl)'-four-prophets.html (w .'vlay 2007), for tillS point. Set: 
Plisch. C.ospel of Thomas, 133, for the oddity of the number twrnty four here with "rrophtt.)." 
Por rnon: on the number twenty-four here, see Baarda, "ThlHllas and the Old 'lest<�ment," 
ll-12. 

37· Funk and Hoover's remal'k (Fi11e Go�pe/s, 503), "The �ay111g appears Lo retlect a time 
when Christian icy wa� no longer a ]udean sect, I.Jul held become largely gentile:' dr�t�lkally mt
dereslimates I he character o( a saymg Lhat severs the living Jcsu� from t ht' Old Tc�tamcnt. De
Co nick, Original Cospt•l, 185, sugge, ts: "The discipks arc rebuked l(lr thinking that the proph
el� bore witness to Jesus. when, in hKt, Jesus, the l.ivmg God, is the une whose testimony 
mu�l be heard ctnd heeded;' <md she compares John s:36-40, "thts tradition . . .  in a nascent 
form." But fohn allirms what Thomas doe� not affirm, that "the scripturrs . . .  bt'ar witnesc; to 
me" (John 5:39). Auguo;tine, Contra adver:.aritm1 L�g1s rt Pmplretarum 2-4.14, witne.,�es to lhl' 
�aytng; but, in contrasting it with I uke 24:27, illu:,tratt'� that he did not think it so innocuous. 
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b" a s ''God of the living and not the dead" (Matt. 22:32 II Mark 12:27 Jac;:uke
' 20:38). It is important here to listen to Thomas's distinctive voice 

II 
d woid harmonizing his views with t hose of the Synoptic (and other 

an to � , 
. J Christi<tn) authors. The books radical stance on the Old Testament 

�ar : 1 . 
-it in saying 52, and it is not contradicted by an�ihing elsewhere in 

1S exp 1<.: 
lll 

17wmas. 
Since the author of Thornas shows disdain for the Old Testament in 

. ue 111ateria1, it is not surprising that his selection and redaction of 
the umq 

l·c material appears to reflect the same attitude. Scripture fulfillment 
Svnop I -' 

are entirely absent from Thomas. 39 There is not a single occasion 
theme

7J
s 

omcJS self-consciously draws attention to an explicit Old Testament 
when r . 

• 11 Where OJd Testament texts appear rn Thomas, they are appar-
quotallO · 

dl.ated through the Synoptics and there is no independent access to tJ\, 1ne • en "Wh th · · d h · kl · I b.  ' 40 ?1IOJ11ilS 2l.lO, en e gram npene , e came qlllc y Wit 1 IS 
t�e�l-

in his h<-tnd and reaped it;' is reminiscent of JoeJ 3:13 (4:13 LJL'<.), ''Put 
sJckle 

. kle ior the harvest is ripe!" but it appears to have been mediated to · the SiC ' 111 
. 5 through Mark 4:29, "Immediately he puts in the sickle because the 

11ror11a 1 • 5 come;'41 which is closer to Joel than Thomas is.42 
h rvest 1a a 

1he sa me pattern recurs elsewhere in Thomas. His version of the 1v1us-

71 .... ·" onlv reference to an Old Testament cllaracter is Adam (savingc; 46 and o5). 8 ullll•.., , , , 
3 · ·ith 1/wmas's interest in a restored Edeo. 11wmas 46, a version of Matt. u:u/1 

which coh�res w
1
. 

·JI of 71wmas's redaction of the Synoptics, eliminating all references foJnd k ·28 I) I)"Jl �.-Lu e 7· 
: lexts 10 propheC)' and prophets {Matt. u:9-IO, 13- 14; Luke 7:2.6-27). In 11wmas, 

in those con 
1 John the Baptist" simply mean:. aU human beings from the first man to the 

"From Adam
S 

0 Gilles Quispel, "Das Thomasevangelium und das Alte Testament," io \-\Z C. 
most rec�nt. c ee ':li

�
·of•'-�tammtica et Patristica: Eine Freundesgabe, Herm Pro.Jessor Dr. Oscar 

van t.:nmk. e ."' .'
1 ,111 (>O. Gelmrtstag iiberreicht (NovTSup 6; Lei den: Brill. 1962), 243-48, for I n -u �t'll • Cui t11•111 - ·n,omr�s reverenced the Old Testament; and for a refutation see Tjitzc Baarda, 

the case lha
l
t 

(Thonta� and the Old restament;' PIBA 26 (2003): 1-28. 
"The Gospe 

� tl 'f in the Ji�cussion of Vernon Robbins, abO\'C, 143-45. �ee 1ur t�.: 39· 
_ 11ioll 1S 11wm. 17, which (distant!�·) echoes lsa. 64:4 but docs not appear in 4o The t•JCt.lJ I Ch · · all I · C b th . . - f- d . · 

lf·e do.sesl ear y nstJan par e IS 1 or. 2:9, ut c saymg 1s otten oun m 
the Gosr�ls: ra,,ha. e.g .. Acts of Peter 39 and Acts of111omas 36. See MeL. Wilson, Studies, 

I . Chnst•an ag � . ear } . td freedman, Secret Saymgs, 137-
102-3; and G r:rn� . �; 1 , ot � nH {in a hurrr) may reflect Mark's redactional eu6uc; (•mmediately). 

thumll�::. 1 41· 1 .  here in 1homns
. 

Greevcn and Bethge both rctrovert with Taxtwc;. 
·ntt apJ'ean. lln v . 6o Gospel of lhomns, 29, notes that tvfark Is closer to Joel but suggests that 

42 Pattcr'on. c- h. d. · b. ·ca1 c· R bb. "Rh . aJ · . th s<n'ing trom IS own tra 1t10n- 1ston · stream. t. o ms, etonc 
1710111tlS den\'�� cwlt�l notes that this S3)'ing and 11Jom. 66 come closest to verbal recitation 
Composi11011' 

�· 11 out adds that 111omas's relal ionship to these Old Testament texts is nol OIJ TestaJllC1 • of the 
. . he S)•noplics. .. "bal" ·JS II 1 '> JO I sen • · 
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lard Seed (?hom. 20) features the note that the branch (singular) "becomes 
a shelter for birds of the sky" (ilqwwne iiCKenl l ii(Jo.. >-.o.. To li'l ne), which 
is further removed from Dan. 4:12, Ezek. 17:23, and 31:6 than are the Synop
tic versions (Matt. 13:31-32 II Mark 4:30-32 II Luke 13:18-19).'0 Similarly, the 
wording of Thorn. on, "Jesus says, 'Show me the stone that tht! builders re
jected. It is the cornerstone;" is further removed from Ps. 118.22 (LXX) than 
is the Synoptic quotation in lhe same context ( Matt. 21:42 II Mark 12:10-11 // 

Luke 20:17), at the end of the parable of the Tenants in the Vineyard (Matt. 
21:33-46 II Mark 12:1-12 // Luke 20:9-19).44 Moreover, the absence of refer
ence to Isaiah 5 in Thomas's version of the Tenants in the Vineyard parable 
(17wm. 65) coheres with the same tendency. 45 

The point may go deeper still, to the very nature of 1710mas's choice 
of genre, the sayings gospeL The Synoplic cvangdists' us� of narrative is 
intimately connected with the view that the gospel is narrated in fulfillment 
of Scripture. lluilding on the earliest Christian conviction that Christ died 
for our sins according lu the Scriptures ( 1  Cor. 15:3), the evangelists narrate 
Jesus' story as the story of his fulfillment of Scripture, the Messiah born in 
I3cthlehem who evangelizes the poor and heals the lame, who�e destiny js to 
die and rise as the prophets foretold. ' l hei r use of Scripture is not a second
ary overlay to the evangelizing project but appears to be integral to the very 

43· Already ub��rvcd In J\1ontefiore, "A Comparbon of the Parables of the Go�pel Ac

cording to Thomas and of the Synoptic Gospels," in ll. E. W Turner nnd H. Montefiorc, 
�llamas cmd the Evangelists, Studies in Biblical Theology '\S (T.ondon: SCM Press, 1962), )1. 
Montefiore also notes the abs�nc.:� of Old Testament allu!.inns in '!110111. 65, lhe Tenants In lhe 

Vineyard, anc.l ht c.:omments that 'numz. 16 is "fmther away from Mkah 7:6 than the synoptic 
versions in  Matt. 10:35 and Luh 12.s2C' drawing attention to '/hom. 52 (51 n. 4). Howev�r, 
!-'Iisch, Gospel of 17wmns. 79. regards it as self-evident that the Old Testam�nt refercn�c� 111 
the Synoplic� arc secondary: "the end of Jhe parable seem� much �m�pkr an� more ongmal 

than its synoplic parallel::. wh�re the wording was clearly changc:d w1th allus1ons lo lhe Old 
'lbtalllt'llt in ruiml." 

. 44. Sec Gathcrcole, "Luke in the Gospel of 17wmm;· 127-31, lor the ta�e that 11Iomas 1s 
here dependent on J.uke. 71wmtls and Luke, unlike Mark and Matthew, lack a parallel to Ps. 

118:23 (LXX). 
. . . . · f 1 45. Luke too (Luke 2o:9) loses most of the ha. 5:2 reft:r�nt�. and 1t �� Luke� ver�wn o I te 

parable rh.u is closest to Jhomas's. t-or the hnks hetween 71umws .l�ld Luk� here, see C.athe�� 

I "L k 1n the Gospel o�"17wmas:' 127-31. Kloppenburg, lemml� 111 the Vmeyanl. 263, notes CO C, U e 'J 
b'bli 1 f that "this is the 011/y saying in the Cos. T1zom. where the syno�

�
tk r.arallel �as. a .� ca r� cr� 

t · 1 'lh cntll'' ely l"cks" and adds "Tt i�> lol'it.<llk lallat.lou�> lo 111ler from a .�mgl� cncc \V1HC 1 on13S " • • • • o ' . . . 
instance to a general tendency in ord�r Lo 'tAplaiu' that singk in.�tnnl'c." ' I  he point IS true With 

respect to biblical references that 71wmas "entirely lach;' bu t '1/zvma:; h;;�s a dear tend�ncy 
lo be f urther removed rrorn the Old T��lam�nt when: it shar�s paralld� wtth the Synopttcs. 
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idea of writing a gospel. Given what Thorn. 52 says, and what his redaction 
of the Synoptics confirms, Thomas does not see Jesus' identity as bound 
up in his fulfillment of the Scriptures and of Israel's destiny. Once again it 
seems that his decision to write a sayings gospel is not an accident of his so
cial location or proximity to early sayings traditions. Thomas's identity as a 
sayings gospel is connected with its negative attitude to the Hebrew Bible.46 

Conclusion 

The difficulty with some contemporary scholarship on Thomas is that it is 
still working wmth a kind of evolutionary perspective. It is as if Thomas stud
ies are still stuck where Synoptic studies were in the 1920s and 1930s, begin
ning with the alleged traditional material and then attempting to explain 
how the Gospel was built up from there, so that passages like the Incipit 
and 7hom. 13, far from being the hermeneutical keys to the work, become 
later accretions, their importance marginalized. The ideal is to use a model 
like the one used for other early Christian works, and to begin from the 
top, starting with what the document says about itself, and continuing the 
exploration from there. The analogy of Luke's Gospel may be helpfuL No 
one seriously sidelines the preface (Luke 1:1·4) if they are trying to under
stand the Gospel. They begin from the way the work characterizes itself and 
they do not relegate it to a later layer to be trumped by consideration of the 
formative materials. 

7he Gospel of7homas is proud to present itself as a book of the secret 
sayings of the li.ving Jesus, secret sayings that point beyond themselves, that 
invite the hearer to discover the true, Thomasine interpretation that leads 
to life. Ultimately, though, the modern scholar's search is a frustrating one. 
Just as Peter, Matthew, and his companions are not allowed to hear the three 
secret words that Jesus shared with Thomas, so too we can only get hints of 
the Gospel of Thomas's purpose. That some insist on Thomas's Gnosticism 
while others vigorously deny it illustrates the success of Thomas's project. 
Thomas reinvents Jesus as the mysterious, enigmatic Living One who some
tinles sounds suspiciously like the Synoptic Jesus but who, in the end, is not 
the same man. He preaches but he does not heal; he speaks in parables but 

46. Marcion's alternative route, to compile a narrative gospel from which the Old Testa· 
ment references are extricated, is likewise an attempt to gain legitimacy for his viewpoint by 
adopting the now familiar genre, while adapting it. 
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he is not the Son of Man. He uses familiar metaphors but he does not quote 
the Scriptures; he speaks of the kingdom but he does not expect the end. 
Thomas's Jesus does not speak about the passion, and his disciples do not 
·witness the resurrection. The Gospel of 'J homas's genius is that it conveys 
its radical difference from the Synoptic Gospels by hiding its theology in 
words and images it derives from them. 
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Half a century ago, Oscar Cullmann derided the idea that Thornas was a 
"fifth gospel, as a "silly rumor�'1 It is now something boldly claimed in 
book titlel:i.2 The Gospel nf Tiwmas has come of age, and it has an assured 
place in a scholars' canon of key texts on jesus and early Chril>tianity. The 
appreciation of 71wmas's value, and its elevat ion to the h ighest place in the 
study of Christian origins, should encourage us to consider Thurnas among 
the Gospels, and Lo pay serious allention to the case for its familiar ity with 
Lhe Synoptics. 

I have argued in a series of steps that the Gospel of Thomas knew and 
used the Synoptic Gospels, with specia] reference to Matthew and Luke. first 
in1pressions can instill a sense of prejudice against the idea that 1homas knew 
the Synoptics, but the general arguments in  favor of indcpenclr-nrr t11m out to 
be weaker than we might at first have imagined; and the presence of parallels 
in T1wmas to every strand of Synoptic data, including triple tradition, double 
tradition, special Matlhcw, special Luke, suggests direct contact between the 
works (chapter 1 above), a view confirmed by the evidence of verbatim agree
ment between Titomas and the Synoptics (chapter 2), a step in the d iscussion 
that is often missed. The Oxyrhynchus fragment of Tiwm. 26 (P.Oxy. 1 ) ,  which 
features a thirteen-word verbatim agreement with texts ofh1ke 6:42 (I I Matt . 
7:5), is particularly striking. 

Hut verbatim agreement only takes us so far. ·me diagnostic shards 

1. Cullmann, "<.;o�pd ot 'I homas," t 19, "the Silly nunor h.tl> already gone around ahout a 
Ttflh gospel'"; cr. fitzmyer, "Ox) rhynchus T.ogoi;' '\19. 

2. Patterson et al., Ft(th Gospel, though the term "fifth Go!>pel" i-; not used in the body of 

the book; cf. 1-=unk and l loover, Fh•c Gospels. 
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(chapter 3) that are provided by the presence, in Thomas, of Matthean re
daction (chapter 4) and Lukan redaction (chapters ;-6) are telling. Thomas 
has parallels to places where Matthew and Luke are clearly redacting Mar
kan material, as well as to material that is shot through with the thought 

and imagery that is characteristic of the evangelists. When Thomas uses the 

Synoptics, its author does not always do so in a coherent fashion, and there 
is a tendency to reproduce passages with their middles missing (chapter 7). 

The burgeoning interest in orality in antiquity might be thought to tell 

against a case for Thomas's familiarity with the Synoptics, but in chapter 8 I 
suggested that when studying the interaction between orality and literacy, 
the role played by literacy in Christian origins should not be underesti
mated. Thomas does not witness to ora.lity as social location but sayings 
gospel as generic preference. Chapter 9 played the dating game and sug
gested that the Synoptics make best sense in a post-70 CE context, and that 
Thomas emerges after 135 CE. Chapter 10 explored how and why Thomas 
used the Synoptic Gospels, suggesting that Synoptic material provides the 

means by which the work authenticates the secret sayings of its living Jesus. 
The "Fifth Gospel" tag may ultimately be more of a curse than a bless

ing. It is a bit like being labeled "the fifth Beatie:' However legendary a pro
ducer George Martin was, however great a manager Brian Epstein was, nei
ther will ever come close to the recognition earned by John, Paul, George, 
and Ringo. Thomas is worth reading as Thomas, as a brilliant attempt to 

re-create Jesus' words in its own voice, drawing on the Synoptics but tran

scending them by providing new twists on the old sayings, and adding 
many more from i·ts own, secret treasure chest. It is not disparaging to char
acterize Thomas as it wishes to be characterized, as an apocryphal work, full 
of mysteries that tease the interpreter to search for the key to eternal life, by 

listening to the voi.ce of its living Jesus. This is a text for the inner circle, the 
enlightened elite, one out of a thousand and two out of ten thousand, those 

who aspire to see the Living One in a world-renouncing new Eden. 

That we want to pull Thomas into the first century and to see it as an 

independent witness to early Jesus tradition may say something about our 

scholarly anxieties. The ancient historian's task is a thankless one, endlessly 

grappling with the same, limited source material as we look for hitherto tiD
discovered insights, desperate for some scrap of new data. We are naturally 
inclined to pore over a fascinating text like Thomas, still a relatively recent 

discovery, and hope that in it we can find some witness to the topic that 

interests many of us more than any other, the historical Jesus. 

It is a temptation, however, that we will be wise to resist. The privi-
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leging of Thomas has several damaging effects on the way that we pursue 
our scholarship. For one thing, the excessive attention given to Thomas can 

detract attention from the many other noncanonical texts of interest. More 
books seem to be written about Thomas than about all the otber Nag Ham· 
madi tractates put together. lt is a disappointing irony that the charge of 
canonical bias has often resulted in the attempt to canonize Thomas rather 
than to pay serious attention to the full range of noncanonical works. 

Similarly, the search for a first-century parallel for Thomas encourages 
comparisons with the hypothetical text Q, and unnecessarily complicates 
the already fraught quest of the historical Jesus. Thomas is nothing like Q 
or, rather, Q as it is reconstructed by those who are persuaded that Luke 
wrote independently of Matthew. As in the study ofQ, so too in the study of 
Thomas, paying careful attention to the relationship between Hterary works 
helps to dispel certain myths of Christian origins. 

Our sources for the study of the historical Jesus and Christian origins 
are more Hmited than we would Hke them to be, but our consciousness of 
the problem should not gi''e rise to wishful thinking. Where the gaps in our 
knowledge cannot be filled in by informed speculation, an honest confes
sion of ignorance may have to suffice. [f this sounds unduly negative, it is 
worth bearing in mind that there are certain gains to facing up to the fact 
that Thomas is 111ot, after all, the scholars' holy grail. One of these is that the 
literary history of early Christianity turns out to be a little more straightfor
ward than we had previously imagined. There is a genealogical relationship 
an1ong the key works that enables us to map a trajectory that has a greater 
elegance than those reconstructed by Helmut Koester and James Robinson. 
Thomas is familiar with the Synoptic Gospels just as Luke too is familiar 
with predecessor Gospels. Matthew knows Mark, who stands at the begin
ning of the entire process, though preceded by traditions witnessed by Paul, 
and preached by him in the first generation! 

The attempt to elevate Thomas to "Fifth Gospel" status in the end only 
serves to draw attention to its differences from the Synoptic Gospels. Al
though it has many parallels with them, the Gospel ofThomas distinguishes 
itself from the :Synoptics in genre, literary conceit, and antiquity. To grant 
Thomas "Fifth Gospel" status encourages a kind of ahistorical privileging 
of one noncanonical gospel over many others. ln other words, it is time to 
let Thomas be Thomas, to hear the gospel as the character of Thomas hears 

3· This is not to say, of co�. that there may not have been other lost texts and Lradi· 
Lions but rather to .construct our modd on the basis of the ones we have_ 
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it within the text (Thorn. 13), as something secret, something surprising, 
something other. It may not be the lost, best source for Jesus traditions, a 
rediscovered voice from a primitive, oral past; but it is a fascinating artifact 
offering an early, enigmatic portrait of an esoteric Jesus. Thomas's genius is 
in making his living Jesus sound sufficiently similar to the Synoptic Jesus 
to give him author-ity while allowing his new, distinctive voice to emerge. It 
may not be the "Fifth Gospel; but it deserves the special place it has earned 
in the scholar's canon. 
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